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I- OBJECTIVES

By Benjamin Pinkel

This series of papers discusses the problem of obtaining high operational reli-
ability for turbojet engines. By high operational reliability is meant operation
with low probabili@ of flight accident. High operational reliabili~ is easier to
achieve snd operatfmg costs are reduced with en@ne caqmnents of increased life.
The considerations involved in increasing ccmpment life are briefly discussed.

High operational reliability can be obtained by proper practices in engine de-
sign, manufacture, flight operation, and maintenance based on an accurate tiowledge
of the characteristics of the engine and its cmponents. Studies of these charac-
teristics have been made at the NACA Le@s
views the pertinent characteristics of the
in the light of this information the kinds
reliability.

As a starting point, the failure data

laboratory. This series of papers re-
engine and its components, and discusses
of action necessary to Improve operational

on jet’engines in military service were
examined. These data served mainly to reveal the ccmrponentsthat were the principal
sources of clifficulty, and they provided only a rough indication of their mcdes of
failure W failure times. A study was elso made of flight accident records to de-
termine the severity of the operational difficulties that resulted from fdhrre of
these various components.

The service records revealed the failure of a large mie~ of components.
Sane of these components have no unusual stress or wear problems and with proper
design should last indefinitely. Other cmponents have finite lives because of
wear, fatigue by vibration and themal cycling, and creep. Turbine buckets, turbine
disks, bearings, and ccmibustorliners are examples of parts with finite lives. The
lives of these ccnnponentsin many of the current military engines -e considerably
shorter tti desired thnes to overhaul. Unpredictable failures of sane of the com-
ponents come fran environmental causes such as foreign-object damage. Foreign-
object damage ranges fram immediate destruction of the engine to nicMng of the ccm-
pxessor and turbine blades which can result in reduction in their lives. Shortened
we of components in the hot end of the engine results frcanoverheating or over-
stressing as a result of maHunctioning of the autcmatic control or bad hadling
practice by the pilot.

If the wear-out or failure ties could be accurately specified, then high oper-
ational reliability could be achieved even with cwrponents of short He by a proper
replacement schedule. However, the normal scatter in material properties ad ~-
ferences in severiw of the operational histories of individual en@nes place part
of the burden of preventing faXlxre In flight on service-inspectionprocedures.
Hence, the scheduling of replacements and of inspections is part of the procedure
for improving operational reliabili@. These inspection and repbcement procedures
must be derived from a knowledge of the failure mechanisms of the components. This
derivat~on will be discussed.

Increased reliability can be obtained at a sacrifice in performance or an in-
crease in cost. Examples of met%ods of increasing reliability at a sacrifIce in
thrust per unit weight are

(1) Strengthening the engine (e.g., through the use of a centrifugal compressor
in place of the axial compressor and more rugged critical components)

.,i

(2) Reducing opmating temperature and stiess

—.-— ---—— —.— — -————-—— -— —— -— ——- ___ ..-
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Examples of meth~s of increasing reliability at.the expense of fgeater Initial cost

or Water mdntenance cost are, respectively,

(1) Increasing development effort and quality control

(2) Increasing frequency of inspection and replacanent of parts

The finding of the best cmnpromise between reliability, performance, and cost
is a special study for each engine and each application. For example, specific
thrust is given more importance relative to these other factors In the fighter than
in the transport application. This type of and.ysis wXU not be attempted. However, a

it is hoped that the insight presented into the cbxacteristics of the engine and 2

its components will provide guidance for these special ansJyses.
m

Unfortunately, all the data needed for the discussion of the operational reli-
ability problem were not available. The additional information needed will be
potited out.

In summary therefore, an attempt will be mde in these papers to provide the
following:

(1) An anslysis of statistical.data on failure of engine components in service
to reveal (a) the most critical engine components, their modes of fallwe,
smd failure tties; and (b) the tendency of the failure of the ccanponentto.
cause engine fdlure and flight accident.

(2) A rtiew of the theory and experimental data relating to the engine and its
ccmtponentsthat reveal (a) the causes of ccmponent failures, (b) the msmner
in which the compments fail, (c) the factors that Influence failure time and
the relation between performance and failure time, (d) the phencanenathat in-
dicate incipient failure and the grace time between incipient and final fail-
ure, and.(e) the effect of the ccmqmnent failure on the engine

(3) A discussion of the measures required to @rove operational reliability,
covering the following activities:

(a) Design and manufacture
.

(b) Inspections

(c) Replacements

(d) Maintensmce practices

(e) Flight operational practices

(4) Additional information needed

The records reveal failure of a large number of miscellaneous engine components.
However, in these papers, only components are covered which are pressed by turbojet
performance requirements to operate at conditions where uncertainty exists regarding
the design factors and the behavior of materials. Because foreigo-ob~ect damage and
difficulties arising from inadequate or defective contiol can greatly reduce COT.t’:
nent life, these topics are also included.

———— —— — —. .- —.——- —————
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The NACA is indebted for statistical data and valuable discussion to personnel
in Wright Air Development Center, Air Materiel Camand, Oklalmna City Air Materials
Area, Directorate of Fllght Sdety, Bureau of Aeronautics, aud the Aircraft Engine
Industries.

In order to avoid proprietary difficulties, engines and aircraft are designated
by a code system.
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II- FAILURE S7!ATISTICS

By Floyd B. Garrett and G. M. Ault

Service records of turbojet engines inti Force milit.aq service were sampled
and Studied. Although the records were not designed for this purpose, considerable
insight was gained as to the causes and frequency of turbojet-engine failure. Data
required for an improved future study are suggested.

The time to overhaul of the average turbojet engines of three models for which
considerable experience has been obtained varied with en@ne model and application
frcnu105 to 760 hours. Most of the en@nes were near the low side of this band.
The most frequent and consistent cause of overhaul was foreign-object damage, fran
26 to 59 percent of the engines being overhauled for this reason.

Failures in the hot section (i.e., in the cmbustor and turbine sections) are
a frequent cause for engine removal frcanaircraft. Also large percentages of the
en@nes going through field repair and major overhaul require replacement and repair
of these components.

Failures of acme engine parts have caused flight accidents. In 1953, 205 acci-
dents were due to jet-engine failure o+ maHunction. The responsible cmponant was
detemined for 182. In decreasing order of frequency, these were fuel-control fail-
ure (68 accidents), compressor ftiure including foreign-object damage (54 accidents),
turbine bucket failure (16 accidents), turbine disk failure (14 accidents), man
bearing failure (10 accidents), ~d fin~y tisceuaneous, which includes 20 acci-
dents frmn 16 different causes. Of the 54 accidents resulting frc?mccmrpressorfail-
ure only one,involved a centrifugal compressor, although
for engines having centrifugal compressors was about the
axial compressors.

INTRODUCTION

Semdce records of turbo.letengines were studied in

the ‘flyingtti= accumulate&
same as for engines having

Order to obtain tiitit
into the causes of engine fa&re. ‘Since the most extensive use of these en&es
has been by the U.S. Air Force, the records of this organization were examined in
acme detail.

This paper summarizes the results of this study and indicates, where possible,
the times to major overhaul obtained on these en@nes, the engine ccqponents that
most,$amnonly failed, and the operating lives of acme of the components. In addi-
tion, ~accidentrecords for jet-powered aircraft for the year 1953 were reviewed to
indicate canponent failures that have been important causes of accidents. Since the
records available were not designed specti?icallyfor the study of engine rel.iabili@,
comments are offered as to the records desired to facilitate fuhrre stuMes such as
described herein. Two appendixes are included to describe in general terms the actu-
arial method of dptemnining engine life SZU3the two general laws of failure, ‘chance”
and “wear-out.”

The statistical data herein are for engines of older design that have been
operated in the military services. Sufficient operating experience is not yet avail-
able for later engines to petit such a study. It is inaccurate to extrapolate all
the @J_ications of these data on

..— — —— ..—-— —

older en@nes to the performance of engines of the

—. .— .—— .—— — — —.
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latest design and to operations in &her services, such as in commercial trmsport.
The later designs have corrected many faults of the older designs; howwer, they
also can be expected to possess faults yet to be discovered. By bringing to light
all possible information on several en@nes for which considerable operation has
been e~erienced, it is hoped that the later designs may avoid the faults of the
older desigak.

In addition, for reasons @van herein, thie statistical study is llmited as far
as possible to flnginestl@t had never been preciously overhauled and, therefore, to
engines of relatively short operating times. For acme components, particularly the
turbine disk, long-the operation can be expected to introduce failures not revealed
herein. ti these cases, more data are presented in the other parts of this report
that discuss the individual Ccmrpments.

.,

The engines and aircraft are coded. For’aircraft, the code B indicates bmnber
aircraft, C indicates cargo aircraft, and F indicates fighter aircraft.

SOURCES OF DATA
,

The Air Force records frmn which data were available are shown in table 1. The
first column I_Lststhe titles of the records, and the third column tabulates infor-
mation obtained frmn these recorde for this study. Since the records were collected
by the Air Force for purposes other than the type of analysis presented In this

j

report, there are some limitations; these are Usted In column four. The time peri-
ods studied are Indicated in the last columa. The first source is the Aircraft
- Mfe @ectancy F@oaure Table, puldl.shedmonthly. Tbls record gives the
operating time since manufacture or since last overhaul of all.engines lnsta12ed in
Air Force planes. Each engine is nbt listed separately;but, rather, the engines
of each model are grouped into lU or 20-hour intervals of flylng time. This.record
also gives the number of hours flown each month and the number of en@nes removed
for major and minor overhaul. From these data the Alr Force calculates the expected
time to overhaul (13fe expectancy) for each en@ne mcdel. For the present study one
limitation is that this record does not distinguish between “new” (not previously
overhauled) and overhauled engines. /

The second s,ourceis the En@& Techuical Order Compliance and History Record,
commcmly c&ed the 60B. This is essentially ~ engine log that stays with the
engine throughout Its 13fe. The record is used to note ccmpli=ce with Technical
Orders, that is, to note whether recommended engine mdif ications have been made ad
to note when the engine was transferred or overhauled. Since it is not specifically
required that all part changes be noted, it is not possible to follow the life of
the engine components frcm this record; therefore, the 60B’s were not used in the
present study.

The Engine Removal or Loss Report (ER), which is published monthly, tabulates
for each engine removed from an airplane (that is not hmediately reinstalled in the
same position in the same airplane) the cause for engine removal, the operating the
on the engine, and whether the engine is “new” or has been preciously overhauled.
The cause for removal is based on the information available to the pilot and the
crew chief or line officer who orders the removal. And, since the engine is only
partially disassenibledand inspected, limitations exist. For example, an engine
may have been.removed because of excessive vibration; it would be important to know
whether the vibration resulted frmn a fatigued bearing or a failed ccnupressorblade,
but that will not be known until the engine is disassembled. Also, if a part is
changed while the en@ne is mounted in the airplane or if the en@ne is removed, re-
paired, and hnediately reinstalled in the same position in the same airplane, no
KR notation would be made. .
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When an engine is removed because repairs are
in the field or shipped to an overhaul depot. The
extensive program of field “minor repairs” for jet
section components (cmnbustors,”nozzle diaphragms,

7

needed, it can either be repaired
Air Force has in operation an
engines that permits m hot-
disks, and buckets) and turbine-

shaft bearings to be replaced & the field rather than requiring the engines to be
sent to major overhaul. Disassembly of the ccnqmssor rotor to replace failed parts
was not penuitted in the field at the time of these data. Therefore, field repair
dati emphasize hot-section part replacements, whereas data gi~ reasons for major
overhaul tend to emphasize difficultieswithin the compressor, includlng foreign-
object damage, and within the accessory drive section of the engine. No single
source of data gives the caqd.ete story. Information on repairs made in the field
are available frcm (1) Unsatisfactory Reports (lJR),and (2) a special Fsuummryof
Field Maintenance and Repair.

A UR is written at the option of field personnel when a difficulty is found
with an engine or engine component. Since a UR is written at the discretion of
field personnel, there is no assurance that one will be written each time a repair
or part change is made. IJR’s,therefore, cannot be said to .@ve a ccmplete picture
of a difficulty. Generally, however, they do give a qualitative picture of problems
that occur. Such a report gives a description of the unsatisfactory condition en-
countered and the operating hours on the engine since “ne#’ or since last overhaul.
The operating time on a part that may have beenpr-ously changed several times is
not given. The UR’s are summarized monthly, and the summqy is published as a
Statistical Summary of Deficiencies Reported by Unsatisfacto~ Reports. This form
tabulates for each engine model the nuaiberof times for the month and accumulated
for the year that a p~iculsr difficulty has been reported. 5e summary is In very
broad terms (e.g., number of “internal failures,” “vibration difficulties”). This
report does not indicate engine operating times.

- +..

Another source of field maintenance and repair data is a special Sum&y-d?
Field Maintenance and Repair made available by 0GlM4. This tabulation indicates the
percentage of each engine model going through the field repair program that has a
parti.cukr part rephced. It does not indicate the operating time on the engines,
or whether the engines are new or have previously been overhauled or repaired.

When an engine goes through major overhaul, a Disassembly bspection Report
(DIR) is written. This describes, in the opinion of the inspector, the pe&tic_
part failure or other reason (e.g., foreign-object damage) that caused the engine
to require overhaul and describes in considerable detti all the part replacements
made for each engLne. Currently, this is the most canplete of all engine records.
The major titation is that, even for an engine never previously overhauled, it is
not certain that a part replaced in Overhafi has not also been previously replaced
in the field. !Chus,the operating time on anypart.cannot be stitedwith certainty.
Engines A andB overhauledat OCAMk had previous minor repairs noted on the DIR’s
insofar as the data were available to the inspector from the engine 60B’s. Minor
repair data are not noted on DIRTs for C engines. The DIR’s are summarized monthly,
and the sumnary Is published as a Statistical Summary of Disassembly Inspection
Reports. ~S summary tabulates for each en@ne mciielthe number of tties for the
month and accumulated for the year that a particular part failure, environment,
(e.g., foreign object) or operating condition (e.g., overtemperature) has causedan
engine to require major or minor overhaul. The (~y separates new engines fran
those previously overhauled. The en@nes of each model are grouped on the basis of
reaspn for overhaul, and the average operating time since manufacture or last wer-
haul is given for each of these gr~s.

————— - ——.— — —.— — -— ——- —— ——.————
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The remain@ sections of this paper describe the results obtained frcm a study
of several of these sources for vexi.ousnmdels of three engines. For each source
used, data covering a cmnplete 3-month period were studied as indicated in table I.

.

The same t3me pericd could not be used for sXL sources, because the data were not
available. In the case of DIR’s, the time period represents the time period of
overhaul. Sane of the engines had.been removed fran service several months before
overhaul. The D~ls were not available to petit grouping on the basis of time of
removal from serrtce, although it might have been pr~fenible to do so.

The Air Force revised its methods of co13_ectingdata on pert faflures and re-
placanents in February of 1955 (ref. 1). An hnportant difference in the n% system
is that every part replacement or repair must be noted on a special form and sent
to a central agency. With these data the true magnitude of part replacements wilJ
be readily available. ~ addition, when an en@ne undergoes field repair or inspec-
tion, a DIR will be written sjmilar to that now written for gverhaul. Records are
Uscussed more fu13.yin the section SERVICE RECCIRDSDESIRXD.

COMPARISON OF JET- AXD R.ECIPRCC#W&NGINE LIFE

The tties to overhaul (engine lives) of aircraft engines used in military air-
craft are @pen in reference 2. To provide a crude yardstick for measuring engine
Mfe, the times to overhaul of the jet engines are compared with the times to over-
haul of reciprocating en@nes of 2000 horsepower or greater also in use in military
service.

Ccmrparisonaof the 13ves of jet smd reciprocating engines may not be entirely
fair, because the en@nes do not perform the same function. The reciprocating
en@nes are used by the Air Force to power bcmber and cargo aircraft, whereas the
jet engines power bomber and fighter aircraft. CmuparisonE of engine lives made
herein are based on the times to overhaul determined by actuarial computations de-
scribed in references 2 and 3 and appendix B herein. For reasons described in appen-
dix B, engine lives are compared herein on the basis of the median the to overhaul
rather than the mean. The median time to overhaul, which is the time when 50 per-
cent of the engines of a sample will go to overhaul, is called “the Ufe of the aver-
age engine” as contrasted to the mean, which is the average life.

In general, the life of the average jet en@ne is appreciably less than that of
the average reciprocating en@ne. This may be seen in table II, where for the jet
engines the life of the average engine ranges frcm 105 to 760 hours, with most mdels
on the low side of this band. For several mcdels of reciprocating engines, the life
of the average engine ranges frcm 340 to IJ40 hours, with many mdels above 650 hours.

The characteristic shape of these distribution curves is indicated by the sample
cumuhtive frequency distributions plotted in figure 1 (see appendix B for descrip-
tion of plot). Besides the indicated differences in lives of the average engine,
another comptison can be made by noting the percentage removed for overhaul after
a particular time period. For example, at the end of 100 hours, for the jet engine,
31 percent of the C-7’s, 28 percent of the B-3’s, and 11 percent of the A-7’s would
go to overhaul; whereas, for the reciprocating engines, only 4 percent of the R-l’s
and R-3’s used in a cargo aircraft and 8 percent of the R-3*9 used in a bomber air-
craft would go to overhaul.

It should be enmhasized that these data indicate only the time to ma.lorover-
haul. In the case oi’
operation. The minor
pared on the basis of
overhaul. This ratio

the jet engines, an extensive field-minor repair pr&ram is in
repair program for jet and reciprocating engines can be com-
the number of removals for minor
is indicated in figure 1 ad for

repair per removal for major
several engines in figure 2.

m

.

.
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For the Jet engines the number of removals for minor repair per removal for major
overhaul varies frmn 0.5 to 17, whereas it varies frcm O to 0.10 for the recipr~
eating enginet3. Fran table 11 and figco?es1 and 2, it Is apparent that times to
overhaul ue much shorter for the jet engines in spite of the e.@ensive jet-engine
field minor repair program.

In addition to time to werhaul, it may be of Interest to consider the number
of removals of the engines frcanaircraft for repair or overhaul per unit of flight
tllne. This ccxuparisonis shown in figure 3 on the basis of number of removals per
10,000 hours of flight time. The jets obviously have many more removals than the
reciprocating engines. The removal rate varies by engine model and application.
The C-1 to C-5 jet engines in a training fighter had 307 removals per 10,000 hours
of flight, whereas in the same appl.lcationanother model of the same engine, the
C-7, had 46 removals.

The time to overhaul of jet engines is a @ction of the application and engine
desigu, as is indicated in,figure 4, where the distribution of the to overhaul of
five models of the B engine are compared. The lowest median overhaul time, about
80 hours, is for the B-7 in a bcmber. Another mcdel of the same engine, the B-9,
used in another bomber (B-4) has appreciably greater life (750 hrs). In fact (based
on actuarial data), this engine has the longest median time to-overhaul of any jet
engine for which data are available. Another model of the B engine, the B-3, used
in this same bcauberaircraft (B4) has appreciably less median life (220 hrs).
Another interesting point results frmn a comparison of-the B-6 and B-n with the
B-10 engine. The engines are similar and power essentially the same fighter air-
plane, but the B-6 and B-n ex@nes having the lower life are equipped with after-
burners @ also operate more time at maxbnum engine .9peed.

Emnm REPAIR AND OVERHMJL DATA

Causes of Engine Removal

It is of interest to consider why engines are.removed frcm aircraft, what parts
most frequently need repair in the field, and what is repaired In major overhaul.
The causes for removal of engines frm aircraft are summarized in figure 5 for five
engine mcdels from the Engine Removal Reports. (More accurately the figure summa—
rizes causes of engine removal that result in installation of a dHferent engine in
the aircraft, since this is the only time a ER is written.) ,The stated cause re-
flects the infozmatlon available to the pilot and crewchief,’orline officer who
o~dera the removal. These men have probably looked &to the .~et for compressor
blade damage freonforeign objects and perhaps removed tie tail.@“me to examine the
turbine section. Since the data are to be later tabulated by automatic machines,
they are limited to a cede system indicating the reason for engine rammal. If a
satisfactory code letter does not exist, the cause for removal Is indicated with a
code letter designating ‘other known reason, not specifi@ by code.”

.W.., ‘..,-
The statistics on five engine mtiels were studied. The high-markq each bar

(~ ) represents the model having largest percentage found fofi~he’@e$ified
removal cause, while the low mark (minimum) represents the”modelha~ ~e lowest
percentage of this removal cause. $The spread for each cause is represeried in fig-
ure 5 by the height of the cross-hatched area.

The distribution of reasons for removal among the five @vi.dual engine models
is shown in figure 6. One of the largest categories for ev-eryengine model is the
number rmnoved for other known reasons not specified by code, which vhried between
9 and 27 percent (fig. 5). The bearing category rarely shows my entries. If a

. — .. —.. .——---- ——-— ——-— -—
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main bearing were bad, It might be more likely noted under rough operation or exces-
sive vibration, since the engine has not been disassembled to a point where those

_ out the me remm fo~ C= see the -g~ be-. me cause of the
rough operation or vibration ~ not be ‘knownuntil the engine can be disassembled
in field repair or in overhaul. The importance of a particular component in causing
engine ramxals varies from engine to engbe. For example, the turbine section
other than buckets caused 23 percent of the removals in one engine, but none in
another engine. This is indicated by the fact that the shaded area goes down to
the @s (fig. 5).

Another point is that foreign-ob~ect damage is consistently a problan. At a
minlmam, it caused 9 percent of the ramvals of one engine mmiel and up to a maximum
of 39 percent of another model. Other causes that were high were turbine buckets,
internal failure, e@ne accessories, and rough operation or vibration.

Parts Replacements Made in the Field

As mentioned earUer, when an engine is removed from an airplane for repairs,
it cau either be repaired in the field or sent to majbr overhaul. A 3-month summary
of the field repair data is shown h table III and as a bar graph in figure 7, which
shows the percentage of the A, B, and C engines going through field repair that had
particular parts replaced. As mentioned previously, at the *W these data were
collected.,replacement of sXL hot-section parts was pezmitted in the field. Dis-
ass~ly of the cmpressor to replace stator vanes or rotor blades was not permitted,
however. If a stator vane or rotor blade in the cmnpressor needed replacing, the
engine was sent to major overhaul. Thus, field mafnte=ce data emphasize hot-section
repairs, and major overhaul data tend to emphasize foreign-object damage and ccra-
pressor repairs. The compressor could be reworked in the field, however, to ‘stone
out” minor nicks or dents resulting frm foreign objects; smd, on an average, 18
percent of the B engines going through overhaul had compressors reworked because of
foreign-object damage. h the later section on parts replaced at overhaul, those
parts replaced because of foreign-object damage are isolated frmn other causes, but
these field data apparently do not make this distinction; thus, some repticements
of turbine buckets, for example, may have been because of nicks and dents frcm for-
eign ob~ects as welJ_as frcm cracking or fracture resulting from fatigue or stress-
rwpture. Also, the replacmnent of turbine wheels apparently does not necessarily
indicate failure of the disk, since entire wheel assemblies exe occasionally replaced
in the-field, even though cmly same of the buckets have failed. The disks are sub-
sequently rebladed and returned to service in a different engbe:

These data frcm field repairs show that many hot-section parts are being re-
placed on engines going through minor repair. For example, 35 percent of the C
engines had wheel assemblies replaced (perhapsbecause of either bucket or disk
failures), 25 percent of the B engines had buckets replaced, 55 percent of the C
engines had nozzle diaphra~ replaced or repaired, and 55 percent of the A engines
required replacement of the ccnnbustorinner liner. Although bearing replacements
were high, it will be pointed out later that, because of the absence of an accurate
criterion of bearing failures, the fact that a bearing is replaced does not neces-
sarily mean that the bearing was b~. Also, it is clear that the life of a ccmpo-
nent verles with engine desfgn. For example, replacement of a.ccmbustor inner liner
was required in 55 percent of the A en@nes but in only 15 percent of the C engines.
Data were not available to permit association of these replacements,with operating
times of the engines.

.

— .—
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Causes of Engine Overhaul ‘
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The number of DisasseniblyInspection Rep&twa vailable for engines being over-
@led for the first time in the 3-month study period are shown in table IV. The
fact that the engine life varies with engine model and application (fig. 4) means
that engines should not be grouped when studying causes of overhaul and part fallure.
Because sample sizes in some cases were so mall, a decision was made to study od.y
those enghe models having more than 50 en@+es overhauled in the study pericd. In
addition, only ne% engines+ot p~ overhauled) were studied to ~ze the
uncertainties regarding opmating tties on the parts. These factors lfmitea the
study to the five engine mcdels indicated by asterisks in table IV.

This table also indicates for the five engines studied the ~ and mediem
operating time on the engines in overhaul. The fact that the data are limited to
engines having relatively short operating thes must be kept in mind when drawing
conclusions frcm the data. For example, one reason that a disk problem was not re-
vealed by these DIR statistics is that most of the disk failure mechanisms are ttie-
or cycle-dependent,and the en@nes studied have not operated sufficiently long for
disk failures to be encountered. A better insight into the magnitude of disk prob-
lems can be gained frbm part VIII on turbine disks, since the authors have also re-
tiewed some of the statistics for engines that had one or more overhauls smd have
thus accumulated more operating time. The B-7 engine 1s.not reviewed herein, be-
cause it is used in an unusuaUy severe and unccmmmn application.

The cause for engine overhaul for five Jet engines is shown in detail in fig-
ure 8. These data are from the DIR’s that list, In the opinion of the inspector, the
single fdled part the environment, or the other reason (e.g., personnel errors,

~crash, or accident that caused the engine to ccme to overhaul. The data are based
upon am inspection after disasseniolyof the engine.

In each case the height of the shaded bar ind.lcatesthe percentage of engines
that were overhauled because of fal.lurein a particular section of the engine (read-
ing the right ordinate scale); for example, 8.8 percent of the A-7 engines were in
overhaul because of failure in the crmnpressorsection. The height of bars to the
left of the shaded bar indicates the relative distribution of replacements among the
particular parts of the compressor; for example, 6 percent of the A-7 en@nes were
overhauled because of compressor rotor blade failure smd about 0.8 percent because
of stator vane failure. The left ordinate scale indicates cmpnent failures as a
percentage of engines for which compment failures are the cause for overhaul; for

qle~ f~l~es m the cwressor section of the A-7 engine represented 55 percent
of the engine component causes of overhaul but only about 8.8 percent of all causes.
If a part failed because of foreign-object dsmage, the cause of overhaul was noted
as foreign-object damage and not charged to the particular engine part. The causes
of overhaul are summarized by section of the engine (e.g., bearings, ccmbustor
assenibl.y,etc.) for alJ five mmiels in figure 9. The most frequent reason for en-
gine overhauled was forei~-object dsanage(varyingbetween 26 and 59 percent), the
midmum being higher than the mexbnum for any other cause.

Table V indicates that, in &ll cases where engines were overhauled because of
foreign-object dsmage, the damage causing overhaul was noted in the ccmtpressor. The
relative importance of ~ engine pat in causing werhaul varied with engine design
or application (fig. 8 and table V); for exsmple, the turbine section in the A en-
gine was ~ infrequent reason for overhaul, but In the B-3 the turbine section is
second only to foreign ob~ects.

As the field minor repair program continues to
en@ne hot ~ections, such as the ccmbustor assembly
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a reason for sending an en@ne to major werhaul even less often, since repairs of
hot-section parts will be made in the field.

Parts Replaced at Overhaul

AU. parts replaced in werhaul on five models of Jet engines undergoing their
first overhaul during a 3-month periml are euumarized in this section, again based
on data frcnnDIR’s. Figure 10 and table VI give a detailed breakdown on part re-
placements. The data are summarized by section of the engine (e.g., bearings, com-
bustor assembly) in figure Il. AIl replacements noted by cfnnponentin figures 10
sad 111are for reasona other thau foreign-object dsmage. Very large percentages of
some parts were replaced in overhaul. For example, from 25 to 60 percent of the
en@nes had one or more of the main bearings replaced, and about 90 percent of the
C-7 en@nes required part replacmndnts in the turbine section. Part replacements
because of foreign-ob~ect damage were very high in all engines.

Table VI includes a breakdown of parts replaced or repaired because of foreign-
object demage. It is apparent that both stators and rotating blades and buckets
suffer damage frcm foreign objects. The C-7 engine, the only centrifugal-flow en-
gine among the five studied, had a lower frequency of compressor damage than turbine
damage, whereas the axial-flow engines suffered more ccmrpressorthan turbine damage. . “

The fact that parts were replaced or repaired in werhaul does not necessarily
mean, of course, that the engine would not have been operative if the part had not
been rephced. For example, a turbine bucket may have been replaced because it had
a cracked -Oil,j if not replaced, appreciable additional operating the might be
achieved in some cases before the airfoil completely fractured. Cracked parts can-
not be left in, however, unless it definitely is known that the progression to frac-
tuxe will be very slow and that fracture will never cause an aircrqft accident. The
data do indicate that the parts show at least incipient failure.

None of these engines had ever been overhauled previously; and the average en-
gine in overhaul had short operating times since new, ranging frcnn55 hours for the
B-9 engine to 305 hours for the C-7 en@ne. It might be thought that these high re-
placement rates are not Q_pical for all en@nes in service, since the data are”Only
from engines in werhaul. Because a majority of these engines csme to overhaul be-
cause of foreigu-object &mage, a “chance” phenmnenon (appendixA), the data do tend
to represent all engines in serwLce. Frcm these figures @ the earlier one on field
replacements (fig. 7), it is seen that whenever these engines are carefully examined s
large numbers of parts wlIi need replacement or repair. This is particularly true
of hot-section parts and perhaps main bearings. It is not certain when a bearing is
replaced tlwt it has clear indications of damage, however. Also, many pints will
need replacement because of foreigu-object damage.

The number of repkcements of any part varies with engine design; for enmple,
replacements of the nozzle diaphra~ were made in only 8 percent of the B-10 engines
but in 88 percent of the C-7 engines (fig. 10). The number of replacements also
varies with the application of the engine.

Time Dependency of Part Failure

The most important data needed frcm service experience to assess the reliabi.li~
of any engine part accurately and objecti~ely are the rates of failure against oper.
sting the. (Rate of failuxe is the percentage of the parts in service that fail
per unit of time.) If the failure rate against operating time is known, the serious-
ness of reported pert ftiures w%U be known and need
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For e-le, the previous section on Causes of Engine Overhaul stated that foreign- “
object damage was the most frequent and consistent cause for overhaul and thd from
26 to 59 percent of the engines in overhaul came for that reason. This number is
not of hnportance, however, unless it is related at least to the operating kl.feof
the engines. If the operating life were very long, say 10,000 hours, the fact tit
an engine came to overhaul because of foreia-object damage would not be nearly so
significant as in the case of an average life M only 250 hours. The true impr-
tance would be clear3.f the percentage of engines requiring overhaul because of
foreign-object demage per unit of flyhg time were known. In addition, frcm data
of failiurerate against OPerat@g ttie it can be determined whether the part fail-
ure follows a “chance la# (fafiure rate time-independent) or %ear-out M“ (fail-
ure rate the-dependent). Th@e Ims are described in appendix A.

If the part failure follows a ctice law, scheduled replacements will be of no
help in avoiding f_+lures. Inspections to 6earch for incipient failures, say cracks
that may lead to ccmplete part fracture, may still be helpful in sane cases, however.
The failure rate can be reduced by reducing the severi~ of the enwironment (e.g.,
screening the engine”or cleaning runways to protect against foreign objects) or by

_ the c~ant bett= *le to withstand the environment with improved materiels
or redesign.

If the part failure follows a wear-out law, then a grace perimi may be found
during which no failures occur. Replacmnents cm be scheduled before failures start
or when the rate reaches a certain value. The failure-law followed by a part should
be detenuhed frm service records, because unpredictable environments might cause
a part failure that was expected to follm a wear-out law to follow essentially a
chance law. Also, failau?erates may be higher in setice than predicted by design
or by test-stand operation.

The failure rate for components could be determined by introducing a lmown
sample of new engines into servztceand determining the percentage of the particular
part failed after the engines have operated through various time periods. Also, the
failure rate of components could be determined by the actuexial methcd (appendixB)
if the component failures were reported as related to total exposures to failure in
a manner similar to that now reported by the Air Force for the engines as a whole.
Since data such as these are not now available, verlation of failure rates.with oper-
atQ time cannot be determined for engine ccmponents.

Data are avaikble frcm the DIR’s that give the operating times on the en@nes
in overhaul, the part failures that caused the engine to ccme to overba@, and all
additional parts repaired or replaced in overhaul. An attempt was made to see if
something about time dependency (other than failure rates) could be learned frcrm
these data. It is obvious that causes for overhaul must be related in scme way to
the engines in setice. The parts that cause the engine to come to overhaul are
essentially the %ad” parts, and any study that considers only the engines in over-
haul would be basing conclusions on the bad parts and neglecting the part of the
sample that is stiIl in service. It is basic that any discussion of the dependency
of fsilure must relate those failed to the sample as a whole. Tbis subject is dis-
cussed in more detail for the engine as a whole in appendix A. The causes for over-
haul could not be related to the total engines in seticej because the service in-
formation was not available.

Based on the arguments that follow, some efforts were possible to determine
the dependency of failure for the parts replaced or repdred in overhaul (in addi-
tion to those causing overhaul). If a randcnnsample of en@.nes frcm setice can be
selected and the parts thoroughly examined for failure, same information can be ob-
tained by detemlning the percentage of these exandned per unit of operating time
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that have a particular failure and plotting tpese data against operating time. At
least scme insight may be gained as to whether service the dfects part failure,
and some idea of percentages of failures may be indicated. Generally, these fe.ll-
ures found wKU. be “incipient” failures as contrasted to failures that will make the
engine inoperative. For example, if a sample of engines is chosen from service and
examined for fWures, the tnrbine buckets may show cracks, but very few would have
the airfoil miss3ng, since miss= ~rf05.u would have made the engine inoperative
and such buckets would have sllxeadybeen repaired.

The engines examined in overhaul tend to meet the needs for a randcnnsample, In
that the majority of these engines were h overhaul because of foreign-object damage
(which is a chance phenwnenon), or for causes Wekted to the engine (e.g., damage
in handling). The ttie dependency of the fd.lure of parts replaced because of other
than foreign-object damage was examined. The engines were grouped into classes of
about the same number of engines, usually about 20, but in order of increasing oper-
ating time. The failure rates for the first 20, then the second 20, and so forth,
were determined and plotted as bar graph (or histograms) against operating time
(fig. 12). If no failures were noted, the end of the ample Interval is indicated
by a short vertical line. Smooth curves are drawn through the midpoints of the tops
of the bexs to produce the final curves. Plots were made for all main bearings, U
ccmtpressor blades, ccmibustorinner liners and transition liners, nozzle dl.aphra@w,
turbine disks, and turbine buckets. 1

For the bearings it was quickly found that as a rule a straight horizontal.line
would fit the histograms quite well, suggesting that the probabiMty of replacing
a be~ing in overhail is independent of ope~ting time on the bearing. Although
these bearing data indicated that bearing replacement Is independent of age of the
bearing, bearing failure is not necessarily time-independent. The Inspector who
makes the decision to replace the bearing does not have an accurate criterion for
re~ecting bearings. Re$ection is often based on bls intuition plus the reasonable
philosophy that as long as the engine is disassanbled anyway, new bearings may as
well be instelled. Part IX of this report proves that many gocd bearings are re-
placed during overhaul. Since bearing replacement does not indicate bearing failure,
notblng cam be learned from an examination of such data, and no curves are presented.

For most other parts, however, the basis for replacement is cracking, warping,
or fracture of the part, and part replacement indicates incipient failure. “Replace-
ment probability” curves ere presented for each of the other parts by engine model
in figure 12. In many cases the probability of the need for part repair or replace-
ment is quite high and increases rapidly with time. For example, figure 12(a) shows
data for the A-7 engine. The curve shows that, for engines having only 50 hours of
operating the, M percent needed nozzle diaphragn replacement or repair. The prob-
~ility increased rapidly until, after 275 hours of operating time, more than 90
percent of the engines needed nozzle diaphragm repair or replacement. A shxllar
curve is shuun for inner tiers. The curve stexts high, and the probable necessity
of inner liner replacement lncre&es rapidly”‘withage.

Some of these parts In service engines show a grace period. Thip is Indicated
for the turbine buckets in the B-3 engine (fig. 12(b)), where none of the engines
that had run less than 138 hours needed turbine bucket replacement; then the prob-
ability st~d to increase. h order to achieve goal rel.iabl.lity,s21 ccmrponents
should have a ~ce perid so that replacements can be scheduled to avoid failures.
The grace period should be very long - preferably ~ter than the desired time to
overhaul - so that replacements.do not have to be made before major overhaul. Other -
parts also showed a grace pericxi. For exsnrple,no turbine disk fafiures were indi-
cated out to the ~ the on these B-3 eng5nes in overhaul, 835 hours. The
sample size was very small, however.
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Unfortunately, many of the hot-section cmrponents exhibit failures starting
near zero time. It is of interest, however, that, although high rates were found
for a component in one engine, the failure rate for this cmmponent may be negligible
in another engine for the operating time for which data were available.

.
If data P1OZS like these are to be used, they should be based on mch larger

sample sizes and they must be very carefully interpreted. For example, the G7 en-
gine (fig. 12(e)) gives no indication of incipient bucket failure. The chapter on
turbine buckets (pert VII) points out that the nature of the f.dlure mechsaism of
the buckets in this engine is such that incipient failure will got be found. The
buckets progress from cracking to fracture so rapidly that the first indication of
fracture is actual bucket fracture. The method of inspection must also be consid-
ered. This was discussed in connection with bear@ failures. Also, no incipient
failures of turbine disks were found in the E-9 engl.ne. New inspection procedures
have since been introduced that are now finding quite high percentages of incipient
cracks In disks in overhaul b this engine.

ACCIDENT STATISTICS

A summary of the causes of en@ne failure or malfunction that resul~d in 205
jet-powered aircraft accidents in the year 1953 is shown in figure I-3(data from
ref. 4). The part ftiure responsible for accident.could not be determined in 11
percent of these accidents. The biggest single offender was the fuel control, which
caused 33 percent of the accidents. Second was ccmrpressorfailure, including that
due to foreign objects; following this was turbine buckets, then turbine disks,
bearings, and finalJy miscellaneous, which includes 20 accidents from 16 different
causes. For each of the components listed in figure 13, abcut half the failures
resulted in destmction of the airplane.

Of these 205 accidents, 173 were listed as major Accidents, of which 100 re-
sulted in total distinction of the aircraft and 73 in substantial dmage to the air-
craft. The rate for major accidents caused by engine failure or malfunction was 7.9
per 100,000 aircraft flying hours (ref. 5). It is of interest that the failure rate
for axial-flow engines was almost 3 times that for centrifugal-flow en@nes (12.0
and 4.1, respectively, per 100,OCK)aircraft flylng hours). Of the 54 accidents at-
tributed to compressor failure, only one involved a centrifugal compressor, although
the aircraft flying time accumulated for each engine type was the same, about
1,100,CX3Ohours.

Of the 205 accidents listed in figure 13, 188 involved single-engine aircraft
and 17 Imolved multienglne d.rcrdt; however, the multienginedaircrdt had much
less ewosure to failure (i.e., less operating time). The number of major accidents
for multienginedaircraft per unit of operating tdme (Wal-flow engines) was about
the same as for dl aircraft having axbl-flow engines (12.2 and 12.1 per .100,000
aircraft hours, respectively). For the single-engine aircraft, 98 of the 188, or
52 percent, resulted in destruction of the aircraft; whereas, for md.tiengine air-
craft only 2 of the 17, or 18 percent, resul%ed in destruction of the aircraft.

Although only 13mited flying time (about 105,000 hr) was available in 1953 for “
aircraft having pod-mounted en@nes, the major accident rate was about one-third of
the average, or 3.8 per 100,000 hours (four major accidents). Omly one of these
four major accidents resulted in destruction of the aircraft, and in this case the
fragments of the turbine wheel went through the fuselage rupturing the refue~ng
manifold and setting fire-to the aircraft. In two of the four, the en@nes that
failed tore loose frcm the aircraft.
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SERVICE RECORDS DESIRED
.

As was pointed out e=lier in the section on !I’imeDependency of Part Failure,
the most important data needed frmn setice records are the rates of feilure of the
engine cauponents against operating time. With these data the problan areas would
be accurately illuminated and the importance of the problem would be quantitatively
dete~ed. If the correct information were prqvided, the service data would pro-
tide a basis for the following:

(1) Inqmoved design, both as a basis for quick fties of urgent problems and as
a basis for building up long-range design criteria so that future designs may
be improved

(2) Improved operating conditions; point out needs forperscmnel instruction,
improved engine controls, or runway cleaning in the case of foreign-object
-e

(3) Provision of safeguards such as screens for protection against foreign ob-
~ects and werning devices to warn of hpendingp art failuxe

(4) Scheduling ofreplacements and~ections to reduce the probability of “
flight accidents

FrcmIa review of the current failure data it is apparent that geat econcmies would
be gained by rapid Inflow of quantitative failure rate statistics that Ind3.cate
accurately where quick fixesare needed. Besides the Bavlngs by reducing the prob-
ability of future aircraft accidents, the logistics problem and the number of spare
engines might be reduced. Frequently, problems continue for a long period of time
before recogn.lzedand studies toward a fix are initiated.

The desbed records involve two main,features: First, an accurate operating
history of engines In service is required, and second, all part failures for the
engines in service must be known. These data must be reported in such a way that
the two can be put together to determine a failure rate. In addition to the identi-
fication of the failed part, information is needed as to the nature of the failure
and the location of the failure on the part (see IIC that follows).

Both the Air Force (ref. 1) and the Na~ (ref. 6) have initiated new programs
of record collecting as a basis for product improvement. The programs emphasize the
collection of part failure data similax in psrt to that described in section II that
fOllows.

Although the magnitude of the required data may seem large, that suggested in
section II is not inconsistent in magnitude tith that already initiated by the Air
Force and Navy. In addition, the Air Force is collecting data on engine 13fe for
the actusrial methcd that at least approxbnates that suggested in section 1. The
ma@.tude of the progrsm could be reduced by collecting data only for enghes that
will be used in appreciable numbers in the future, not data frcm retiring engine
models.

The following.recordsappear desirable:

I. ENGINE HISTORY - An engine log should be maintained that will stay with the
en@ne.

A. Initial information recorded on this log should include:

1. Serial number of engine

.2 .da-=-=
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2. Msrmfacturer and date of memfacture

3. M@l.fications incorporated frcm date
tistdlation

4. Date of placing in setice

17

of manufacture to date of

5. Model of aircraft and position in which engine is installed

B. The following history during usage should be recorded:

1. Operating time and date of modifications

2. All part replacements or repairs, including operating the, and date;
where several of a particular part m?e used (e.g., turbine buckets), a
log of each part and a method of identifying its location in the engine
must be kept so that histories me not mixed

3. History of replacement parts installed”(whethernew or

4. Engine operating time when minor repairs and overhauls
and description of work performed

5. Operating history Including:

a. The at maximum rated conditions

b. Number of accelerations and decelerations

used)

are performed

c. Number of starts

d. Duration and severity of each overspeed, overtemperature and
associated engine speed, and hot start

e. Base of using actiti~

At regular intervals (e.g., every 3 months), data for ‘eachengine by serial
number ehould be sent to a central data agency. These data should describe the
total operating the on the engine and the operating the at which overhauls and
repairs were performed and summarize the history of operating conMtions.

In tiew of the extensive minor repair program for jet engines, considerable
doubt is raised as to the usefubess of data describing time to werhaul for these
engines. Since the entire hot section (combustor, turbine section, turbine bear3ngs,
and tail cone) and external accessories can be replaced in the field, engines are
now Bent to werhaul primarily because of problems of the cmrpressor sad accessory
drive section of the engine. It is understock that changes of even these parts in
the field may also be pemd.tted at a later date. Therefore, the average time at
which an engine is sent to overhaul will telJ only a very emsll and difficult to
interpret part of the engine f+,ure story. The specific data that are needed are
the rates of part failure against operating time as developed by I and II.

II. PART REPIWEMENTS m REPAIR - Whenever a part is repaired or replaced whether
in the field or during overhaul a record shouldbe sent to a central data ageri~
indicating:

A. The part and whether it was replaced or repaired and reins+xilled

.. . ..- --- —.... — ----——— _—.
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B. The operating time on the part

NACA M E55H02

C. Failure of tliepart (e.g., whether cracked, fractured, nicked, dented, or
distorted) sad location on part where failuxe occurred; (the mm in the field
cannot be e~ected to interpret the cause of failure, whether fatigue, stress-
rupture, etc., but with a report of the location and general characteristics
of the failuxe, a pattern will develop enabling technical personnel to go
into the field to study and interpret a particular type of ftiure)

D. Model and serial number of engine and the aircraft and base in which engine
was ut3ed

E. Circumst~ces that resulted in finding the
inepectionduring overhaul)

F. Effect of part fsxlure on engbe operation

failure (e.g.,

and associated

flight inspection,

engine parts

G. Disposition of part replaced, whether condemned or repaired

Data described in I and II are believed to represent all.the data required for
an understanding of reliability of the engines. The central agency can enter part
faLhu?es by engine serial number into a card-type tabulating system. Having a
record of every part failure or repair and of the operating time on every engine in
service as described in section I, the central agency can detemine the failure rate
against operating time of every @ortant engine component. This would simply be a
matter of determining how many engines had cmpleted a time period of flight, say
from O to 25 hours, and what percent had a particular part failure in this time
period.

Although the difficulty in ccmpilfng operating data as under IA5 is appreciated,
particularly where large numbers of engines exe involved, the correlation of com-
ponent life against operating conditions would be of great value in”aiding in the
definition of the importance of service operating conditions and In providing a
basis for scheduling replacements. (Additional comments are made on this subject
in the other chapters of this report, particularly in part VII.)

As mdxloned previously, the main featuxes of recording of part replacements
as described in section II have tiead.y been adopted by the Navy (ref. 6) as well as
the Air Force (ref. 1). -In addition, DIR 1s will be written for all minor repairs
as are now written for major overhauls. The location of the failure on the part (IIC)
is believed to desene consideration for inclusion into the systems of references
1 and 6. Addition of section I would provide a basis for determining the hportant
data on component failure rates.

suMMAm OF RESULTS

Serdce records of turbojet engines in Air Force military setice were sampled
and studied. Although the records were not designed for &is purpose, considerable
insight was gained. Suggestions were presented as to data required for any improved
future study shllar to that conducted herein.

. .

. Among-the more important findings frcm the available data were the follming:

1. The time to overhaul of the average turbojet engines of three models for
which consider~le experience has been obtained variefjwith engine model and appli-
cation from 105 to 760 hours.- Most of the engines were near the low side of this

A
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Im.nli.In addition to major overhauls, a very extensive program of field minor re-
pairs is in use for the jet engines. The engines are given 1/2 to 17 minor repairs
for every major overhaul. A minor repair can consist of replacement of alJ hot-
section components.

2. The most frequent ~ consistent cause of overhaul was foreign-object -ge,
from 26 to 59 percent of the engines being overhauled for this reason. The relative
frequency of other causes for overhaul varied appreciably with engine design sad
application.

3. Failures in the hot section of the engine, that is, the ccmbustor and tur-
bine sections, are a frequent cause for engine removal frczmaircraft. Also, large
percentages of the engines going through field repair and major overhaul require
replacement and repair of these parts. In one engine model, for example, 87 percent
of the engines going through overhaul required repair or replacanent of a part in
the turbine section, either bucket, disks, or nozzle diaphragp. The age of the
average engine in overhaul was 305 hours. In another en@ne model, 15 percent of
the en@nes in overhaul ha- 50 hours of operation had their nozzle diaphragms
repaired or replaced. After 275 hours, 90 percent of these engines required replace-
ment or repair of the nozzle diaphragm. In other engines the “failure rate” for the
same part was low.

4. The failures of sane engine parts I&e been
1953 205 accidents were causedby engine failure or
order of frequency, these were fuel-control fafiure
ure including foreign-object damage (54 accidents),

causes of flight accidents. b
meUunction. In decreasing
(66 accidents), compressor fail-
turbine bucket failure (16

accidents), lmxbine disk failure (14 accidents), and main beexlng failure (10 acci-
dents). Of the 54 accidents resulting from compressor failue, only one involved
a centrifugal compressor, although the flying ttie accumulated for engines having,
cent~ compressorswas about the same as for en@nes having axial ccnnpressors.

.. _ .—— -— —.=— —— ,.,
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APPENDIX A

CLASSIFICATION OF FA33XRES ,

Failures have been classified on the basis of their goverming laws into three
broad categories (refs. 7 to 9). These categories me initial failure, chance fti-
ure, and we~- out failure.

Initial failure results frmu the fact that a ccmponent is defective at the time
it is first put into operation. Such defects result, for example, frcunerrors in
mamxi?actureor frconthe pre-use environment such as damage in storage, transit, or
handMng. Proper testing or green-running should prevent initially defective com-
ponents fram being put Into serdce.

Chance failure results unpredictably.frcnuenvironmental causes. The funda-
mental characteristic of chance failures is that, for fixed environment cofitions,
the hazard of a failure-causing condition is equally likely during equal tties in
the operating period; that is, the probabili~ of failure is independent of oper-
ating time. An example of chmce failure is dsmage resulting fran foreign objects
coming into the en@ne inlet. A foreign ob~ect is equally likely to enter the in-
let at any ttie in the Me spsa of the en@ne.

Wear-out ftiure results fran the depletion of some material or proper@ of the
component Wfit is essential to its proper operation. The depletion process may
occur through abrasion, corrosion, or through the “using up” of life as in stress-
rupture or fatigue. The probabili~ of failure increases with age. An example of
“wear-out” failure is the failure of turbine buckets by stress-mpture (see part
VII).

Figure 14 shows the shape of the curves for several functions for chance and
wear-out failure. Both left and middle curves are instantaneous fallure rates; the
left curve is based on the part of population that has survived the pretious time
Interval, whereas the middle is based on the st.ertingpopulation. .The middle fore-
tells at the start of operation what fraction of the stsrbing ssmple will fail.per
time interval.at sane time in the future; that is, it evaluates a group performance.
In contiast, the left curve deals with the individual.that is still successful part
way through its Mf e span and gives its failure rate in the immediate future. The
left curve is cmmnody caQed (ref. 9) the ‘hazard” of failure function, and the
middle curve is called the ‘distribution” of fallure function. The curves are, of
course, mathematically related. If one is lmown, the other may be detemhned.

Caparing the chance and wear-out failure types, several facts are evident.
With chance failure, a new canponent is as likely to fail as an old one, and nothing
can be gained by schedulingrepkcements or by preventive malntenance. The failure
rate can be reduced only by reducing the severim of the environment (the hazard),
or in making the ccmponent better able to withstand the environment.’

With wear-out failure, preventive maintenance can be exhwmely helpful.,and
replacements of old ccguponentsmay be scheduled to reduce failures in setice. Also,
only in wesr-out failure is it possible to have a period of time before failure be-
gins, a grace pericd.

To improve reliability, efforts must be made to reduce chance failure rates to m
amihimum , thereby ensuxhg that component failure is by wear-out. Then preventive
maintenance can be used. The ~ce period for wear-out failures should be as long as
possible, at least greater than the planned time to overhaul.

.
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The shape of the distribution of times to overhaul for a particular engine is
usually the result of the additive effects of the distribution of failure of - of
its components (ref. 7). On new engines the shape of the curve may define the fail-
ure c~adefisticsj chmce distribution would probably indicate that unpredictable
entirotient is very important, and wear-out indicates that environment is of lesser
lmport~ce. For an overhauled en@ne, the shape of the curveof ttie to overhaul
may be misleading. For example, an engine containing many components, each of which
fails at a definlte age (wear-out)but being of mixed ages (a previously repaired or
overhauled engine), can exhibit a ‘constantbmard of failure (chance). On the other
hand, if an overhauled engine having parts of mixed ages shows essentially a wear-
out failure distribution, perhaps it might be said that the hportant parts are
being replaced In overhaul and that environmental hazards are not controlling
failure.

The curves on the right side, wbich plot the total tier of failures as a
percentage of the initial population at smy tbe of operation, are ceXied Cumulatiw
frequency plots. All three curves =e mathematically related. If one is known, the
others may be determhed. Use of this is made in the actuarial methcd (ref. 2).
These cumulative frequency plots are useful for comparing engines, particularly,
because the percent or nmibers going to overhaul after a pefiod of time and the
median life or the life of the average engine may be read directly. The mediea is
the 50 percent point; halX the qngines have a life less than this time and half have
a life greater than this time. For reasons described in append3x B, the mediea
(rather than the mesm) is used in the bcd.yof this paper for campsring er@nes.

. ..—.- .-— ——-..— -.—— .—— _ .—. -.— —.——-—— -—— .——.————.—- —. .—
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.

In the study of engine reliability, it is important to bow the average life of
the engines and the percent of the engines that wilL require overhaul.after various

“perimis of time. The Air Force now uses the actuarial method to detezmi.nethe over-
haul distribution curves.from which this information can be obtained.

Before describing the actuarial methmi, it is hcportant to emphasize that the
average engine I.ife cannot be determined solely on the basis of the operating time
cm engines in overhaul. The p~ difficulty with this practice is that the age
of the engines in overhaul at any time is related to the age of engines in service.
If, for example, a sample of new engines were introduced into service and the life
of those en@nes that had gone to overhaul were enmined a short time later, the .
average the to overhaul would be found to be very low, because the engines would
not have had ttie to accumulate many operating hours. Obtiously, the time to over-
haul indicates the life of the bad engines; the good ones are still.In service. If
the operating time on the engines in overhaul is reemmined sane time later, the
average ttie to overhaul ?dll be much higher and with time wtll probably tend to
increase untfl sll the engines of the sample have gone to overhaul.. In fact, only
after all the engines have gone to overhaul will the distribution of lives of engines
at overhaul give the correct figures for engine life. Since the average e@e in
militery service may fly only 20 hours per month, it would teke 3 years to achieve
720 hours of operation on the average engbe and perhaps twice that long for sane
engines of the sample.

In practice, the situation is more ccmp~cated than described, because, as

-es =e moved fr~ Setice for Overhql, they are replaced in serv=lceby new
or newly overhauled engine6. Usually, this results in a distribution of operating
time since new or since overhaul on engines in eetice as shown by figure 15. A
high percentage of the engines in service have low operating times, and thus the
operating time on the average engine in overhaul will be lower than the correct dis-
tribution. Very little can be learned about overhaul times by examidng the average
times to overhaul of just those going to overhaul.in a particular time period.

The most direct methmi of detenuining the percentage of an en@ne mfiel that
wiU go to overhaul after various times of operation and the average life (informa-
tion described by the middle or right curves of fig. 14) is to introduce a finite
sample of engines into service and to determine the percentage of the sample that
goes to overhaul after various periods of operation; for example, wait until all.of
the ssmple of engines have operated 50 hours and determine what percent went to wer-
haul, then wait until all had operated 100 hours and determine what percent went to
overhaul, and so on. In practice, this methcd is almost ~ossible to use, because
some of the senple of engines may be operated only very Ilttle and it may be a long
time before all of the sample have campleted even the first 100 hours.

It is usuaSLy more convenient to determine the left curve of figure 14 and frcnn
this to calculate the middle or right curve as desired. The left curve indicates
the percentage of those that started a particular time interval (say fran 50 to 100
hr) that fail in the time interval, whereas the middle curve describes the percent
of the initial or starting sample that fail in the time interval. TO determine the
left curve, it is not necessary to wait until all of a ssmple have passed through
the time interval; but rather a failure rate for any time interval can be calculated
as soon as a sufficient number of engines have operated through the particular time
interval to permit a statistically sound calculation to be made.

-’

.
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The Air Force uses the actuaried.methcilto determine the left cue for aXl jet-
engine mdels in EIerV5.ce.The calculations Ue made as follows: For jet engines the
operating time is ,@lvidedinto lo-hour intervals. Each month the Air Force deter-
mhIeE huwmany hours were flown (number of “exposures to failure”] by an e-e
model within each 10-hour time interval; then they determine how many engines frmn
each tl.meinterval had to be sent to overhaul for ‘usage” reasons. The ratio of
these two numbers is the average failure rate per hour for the particular time
period. Multiplyingby 10 gives the total failure rate for the 10-hour period. (A
ckifying ccumnentmight be made about the importance of the term “exposure to fail-
ure.” Whereat3,in the case of human mortality, any I.itingperson is constantly ex-
posed to causes of death, and this.~osure csm+ot be turned on ea off at w-ill,
engines are “exposed to failure” only when operating; thus, en@nes that have not
operated duxing a study period must be excluded frcm the study sample.)“

The same calculation is made for each lo-hour period for engine operating times
as great as have been obtained. These failure rates are plotted against time, and
the experimental data are then smoothed and extrapolated beyond the point where oper-
ating experience has been obtained. Figure 16 (frm ref. 2) shows a typical plot of
crude failure rates, the smoothing, and the extrapolation. In this particular plot
the fa32ure rate has been drawn up to 100 percent in the last time period (to 500 hr),
since this is the msximum allowable operating time for the engine and overhaul is
mandatory.

Basically, the preceding is the method by which the failure rates are calcu-
lated by the actuarial method. In practice, the actual calculations are quite in-
volved, because it is essential in determining the fallme rate for each time perimi
that the number of engines sent to overhaul be divided by the actual number of ‘ex-
posures to failure” in the the period and not just the number of engines that hap-
pen to have, say, frma O to”10 hours of operating time. Obtaining these data requires
the use of an adaptation of the general “exposed to risk” fomulas used in the cal-
culation of mortality tables for hwnan llves. This adaptation has been developed
by the authors of reference 3.

Once the failure rate curve (the left curve) has been determined, the frequency
dl.stributionof times to overhaul (the middle curve) can be readily calculated by
multiplying the number in the sample by the failure rate of the first ttme period
to give the @@r failed in the first period, subtracting this nunber from the
original ample size, sad multiplying by failure rate for second t3me period to give
number failed in the second pericd, and so forth.

The life of the average engine (the mediu) is recommended and is used in this
paper as a basis of comparison rather than the average engine life (the meen), be-
cause the median is determined fran only the early portion of the curve (e.g., fig.
16) that is based on experience and thus also does not Include the nuuiberthat arbi-
trarily go to werhaul because of msxbnum operating the (the find upswing of fig.
16). The median is the the when 50 percent of the engines of a sample will go to
overhaul and can be read directly fran a cumulative frequency plot (right curve of
fig. 14); heli?the engines will go to overhaul in less them this time and half in
more them this time.

The failure rate curves deterdned for several engine models.as “ofJanuary 1955
are given in reference 2. As prewtously described, the curves have been extrapolated
beyond the point where operating experience has been obtained. An indication of how
uch of the curves must have been extrapolated can be had by ccmparing the time to
werhaul based on the ac@ariel calculation with the operating tties on engines now
in serdce. These distributions are ccmpared for six engine mcdels in figure 17.
A comparison of the life of the average engine (the median) from the actuarial

.— .—— ______ _ —— _ .- ..____
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calculation to the nmiber and percent of engines in setice having more operating
time than this is shown in table VII. These data =e detemined from figure 17.
For example, for the A-7 engine the median time to overhaul (the So-percent point)
is about 208 hours. The curve of age of engines in service (just above the actu-
arial curve) indicates that about 27 percent (100 - 73) of the engines in serwlce
have had longer than 208 hours of operation. Fran the data for number in service
from table II, about 142 of the engines in service in February 1-955had longer
than this operating the. Thus, the actuarial curve out to the median time to over-
haul is based on a reasonable amount of experience. Table VII shows that the actu-
arial curves generally are based on appreciable operating experience out to the life
of the average engine (the median) and should be quite accurate in this range. The
major exception is the B-9 en@ne having the longe”stoperating time to overhaul of
a31 jet engines. b this case of the 5783 engines in setice, only 1 percent or 58
of the engines in February 1955 had operated beyond the median time. 5eref ore, the
median might be subject to appreciable error in this case.

The actuarisl curveE predict that many of the engines now ih service should go
to overhaul, because they have reachd their ma?dmum allowable operating time; yet
most of the distribution cm%es of figure 17 show that very few engines now in serv-
tce are approaching such times~ There are several.pssible re~ons for tbls.:

(1) The average number of hours of operation per month for these military en-
gines is small. A spot check indicated 17 and 20 hours per month for two fighter
en@nes and 24 and 31 hours per month for two boniberengines. If an engine is oper-

..
ated 20 hours per month, it would require ~ yeas to accumulate 800 hours of oper.

ation, the maximum allowable operating time for the B-10 engine.”

(2) When a new engine is introduced into se&ice, the nudmum allowable oper-
ating time may be set as low as 50 hours and moved upward as experience is obtained.
Thus, the low operating times on any group of engines may indicate that the allow-
able operating the may have only recently been moved upward, and no engines have
.had time to accumulate a large number of operating hours.

(3) The acl%arial methcxiconsiders only those engines that go to overhaul be-
cause of “usage reasons.” Ten to _ percent of some maiels sent to overhaul
were found to have been removed from service because of “nonuaagen reasons (e.g.,
for modification, because the en@ne was to be transferred overseas, or because of
accident or combat damage).
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TABLEI. - USEFULNESS AND LIMITATIONS@ PRESENTANALYSISOF STATISTICALDATAFROMSEVERALSOUR(XS

.SOmce Fmquenoyor Inf-tlon usdul Limitationsfor ~ Wriod
publlcatim . in present enlysis present analysls of data used

in analysis

LircraftEngine Hc+lthly
Lire zctanoy

1- op~~~~l:~ on all ~8 Nixes new and previowly July t:&:ptember,
overhauledengines

Expmu-e Table 2. llum3erhouin flown per mnth
S. U&age removalsformajor over-

haul per 10-hr period
4. Total removals for -Jor Over-

haul per 10-hr pericxl
5. Removals for other tMn !mJor

overhaul par 10+u. period
6. E!@IM life ●xpectancy (actu-

arial &oulation )

J-@le Teebnioal Continual 1. Data ad operating time of: Inu.mpleterecord or part@ ?/etmed
Order Cc=PlianOe a. Technical order replaoed

ccmpliancea
Xo%%%) b. mmr~s

o. Overhaule
2. Reasms for removal of

acceas-lea
S. Vork perfOrmed at de~ta

wine Removal or Monthly 1. Reason for removal 1. Informationbared cm Nay ta July, 195s

%%y”rt
(cOnfi- 2. Mainlanancerequired (wbetber limited d18assembly
dential) maJor, minor overhaul,or 2. Engine mrustbe exoiaangti

none)
3. 0P~:~Wtti*ti8fi= new or

ta M includedas a
mval (an en-e
removed, repaired, and

4. Total tiresSince mrlufaoturw returned ta same air-
5. Number or C.nrmuls alnce .araftand ponition is

manuraoti not reoorded as a
6. Number of minor repairs sinoe removal)

new or overhaul S. WI- inocmpletebecaune
infoxzcatlonreportd

. by ocde lettur

naatlatic~ An needed Deam.iptionor mtisrmtov 1.Form not mandatory Hot used
condltlonand time alnoe

‘“port(m)
2. L.Ireof parta not

Ovd’taul recorded

t-ltiatlcal Hcmthly s~ Or ~tisfaOtOry c~-
~Y or

No i.nformtloncm ●n@M or Not med
ditionareportedby UR‘B

Bficienolea
Ooqonent life

Reported by
u~tisracti~
Reports

uumry or Spaclal S—y of .mr@anantarepaired
Field wi.nten-

1. Life Or parta not
..

April to Jume, 19S4
or rqlaced reoorded

ante and Repair
(not a standard

2. New engines not aeP-

reprt -
ratud fran old (or new
or repal.md parta)

eapeoiallyprepared
by OCANA]

iaam.mbly’ Aa needed 1. Caum for overhaul
Inewotlon

Ufe or parts unhewn Augun:9& Oatiber,
2. Otbar parta that needed

Report l’wplauement during

(DIR)
overhaul (aimlt-aneoua

5. TOX’%%L Earnlr.otum
4. Total time sinoe lest

overhaul
5. Number Or previcas overhauls
6. Freviousminor re@ra where

gimn

Latistical NOnthly ~t monthia trend and Oives only @nuse for Ovar-
SmY Or

160tused
aoaucmlatidtrend fOr y-

DIRts
haul; other neoemary

Or cause8 rOr overhaul repairs not reuorded

.
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TABLE II. - COMPARISON OF MEDIAN TIME TO OVERHAUL

FOR JET- AND RECIJ?RCCATING-ENGINE

AIRcm IN MnZTARY mIcE

Engine code Aircraft code Median time Nuniberof engine~
to overhaul in service aa of
(ref. 2), February 1955

br (ref. 10)

I?urbojet:
A-6 F-4 105 34
A-9 F-4 llo 48s
A-lo,13 F-4 1-1o 90
B-7 B-2 120 1143
A-3,4)5 F-2 140 278.

B-6,11 F-3 150 1213
B-1,2,3,4 F-3 160 405
A-7 F-2 220 527
B-3 B-4 240 427
B-2,4,5 B-3 260 275

B-10 F-3 270 1532
c-7 F-1 410 2998.
C-6 F-5 440 254
B-8 B-4 a610 a55
B-9 B-4 760 57e3

—
reciprocating:
R-4c B2-1 340 433
R-4c B2-2 350 179
R-3a B-5 350 2532
R-3b B-6 40Q 375
R-4b B7-2 450 1.12

R-4b C3-2 460 232
R-4e B2-1 460 810
R-4b B7-1 470 795
R-4e B2-2 470 296
R-3c c-l 520 901

.R-4b C3-1. .680 252
R-4f C3-2 690 2096
R-2b B-1 740 1162
R-2c B1-3 750 51e
R-4a c-1 am 604

R-4d c-4 800 44
R-la B-8 .920 1899
R-4a c-2 &50 764
R-4g c-2 910 e70
R-4b B7-3 920 152
R-2a c-5 940 582
R-2d B1-2 1140 566

%om reference Il..

.
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TABLE 111. - 9UMM4RY OF F16HI MINTEWNCE AND REPA&

[

Percentages ob+xineclfrom 340 A, I-261B, and 322 C enginee that ~eceived jet-engine field

maintenmce (“minor repslr”) and were returned to eervlce. 1
Engines Number 3 Number 4 Number 4 Inner men - “Rozzle Turbine l@blne Compreemx

hearing, bearfng, oil .9981,liners, slt~on diaphragm, buckets, wheel reworked,

percent percent percent percent linere, percent, percent assembly, percent
percent percent

A-5 o 0 0 73.7 7 50.5 41.4 25.3 1

A-‘1 14.3 19.e 1.2 44.4 0 40.4 17.9 13 29.8
P.-e .0 0 0 55.5 5.5 38.8 0 0 44.4

A-10 o 0 0 53,3 0 33.3 0 0 6.7

A-6 5.6 0 5.6 33.3 5.5 50 0 7.1 0
A-13 o 0 0 71.4 0 14.3 0 0 28.6

Average A 3.3 3.3 1.1 55.3 5,0 37.9 9,9 7.6 18.4

B-3 o 0 4 56 52 60 4 8 8

B-1 14.3 , 0 2@.6 57.1 42.8 42.8 42.8 o’ 0
F-2 o 12.5 0 37.5 37.5 C2.5 50 25 50

E-4 2.8 4.9 9.2 33.1 33 38 28.1 28.2 9.9

B-5 o 6.3 0 6.2 37.5 46.8 43,’7 15.6 9.4

B-6 2.8 .9.9 7.2 22.8 56.5 25.9 7.8 39.6 10.6

‘B-7 4.0 7.1 0 16.6 9.5 11.9 4.7 28.6 7.1

B-P o 4 5.1 37.3 24.2 5 23.2 4 30.3

B-9 1 6.2 6.2 17.6 26.9 4,1 12.4 10,9 40.9

B-10 2.5 8,2 e.2 Sl,l 3.9 16.3 %.2 8.5 23.7

Average B 2.8 5.8 6.8 33.5 32.4 31.1 25.1 16.8 19.0

c-1 o 42.8 44.3 0 ---- 14.3 14.3 14.3 0

c-3 0 103 0 0 ---- 100 0 10C 0

C-4 50 0 0 0 ---- 50 0 50 0
c-e 40 20 12 44 ---- 64 68 :12 0
c-7 19.9 16 7.7 35.2 ---- 46.4 29.2 1 6.3

Average C 22.0 35.8 12.8 15.8 ---- 54.9 22.3 55.5 1.3

aCOmPtied by CK%MA froM Form 20’s RcS-2-AMC-A7. Submitted for April to June, 1954.
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Engine
mdel

A-5

A-6
*A. 7

A-8

*B-3

B-4

B-5

B-7

4::

KB-10

c-4

c-5

{:?

Cotal
IUmb a

2

2

136

16

73

33
7

88

93

72

161

1

8

40

210

Fighter

1

2

llo

4

20

1

99

8
8

39

209

3Cnbez

68

2

6

82
38

51

Not

Designated

1

4

1

1

Minor

rmrhau 1

22

12

5

11

1

5

55

21

62

,,

1

Maximum operating

time on these

mgl.nes In overhaul;

hr

489

634

265

301

8435

Median operating

time on these

?ngines in overhaul

br

160

247

55

88

305

‘These samples were used for statistical study.
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TABLE V. - REASONS FOR @@RIIAUL FOR GROUP OF ENGINES OVERHAULED >

IN THE PERIOD AUGUST TO OCTOBER, 1953

Failures associated tith Percent of engines overhauled

c-7 A-7 B-3 B-9 B-10

aCompressor 8 9 E 4 5
Blades .5 5.9 2.7 0 0
Stat ors 1.4 .7 4.1 0 .6
Disks o .7 1.4 1.2
Casing 4.3 0 0.
Miscellaneous 1.4 1.5 5.5 2.7 3.1

Main bearings 7 5 0 7 4

Accessory beartigs 1 0 0 8 1

%ombustor assembly 5 0 10 0 1
Outer shell 3.8 0 0 0 0

Inner shell .5 o’ 0
Transition liner

o 0

0 0 9.6 0 .6

Fuel nozzle .5 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous o 0 0 0 0

%rbine section 11 1 16 0 3
Nozzle diaphragm 9.5 .7 15.1 0 .6

Buckets .5 .7 1.4 0 1.9

Disks o 0 0 0 0
Inner gas baffle o 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous 1.4 0 0 0 .6

Accessories U 1 7 3 7

Foreign objects 30 57 26 59 42

Compressor 29.9 55.2 26 59.2 41.6

Turbine secticm o 0 0 0 0.

‘Other causes ‘ 28 27 29 19 39

lean time to overhaul, hr 305 160 247 55 88

.
[umber in sample 210 136 73 73 161

‘%Doesriotinclude foreign-object damage.

%.g., modification, crash and accident, unh~, changed in
handling.

.——— — .— ..——. —..
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TABLE VI. - PARTS REPLACED OR REPAIRED DURING OVERHAUL

(AUGUST TO OCTOBER, 1953)

Parts of engine replaced

aCompressor

Blades .

Stators
Disks
Castng
Miscellaneous

Main bearings

Accessory bearings

‘Combustor assembly

Outer shell
Inner shell
Transition liner
Fuel nozzle
Miscellaneous

%urbine section
Nozzle diaphregm
Buckets
Disks
Inner gas baffle
Miscellaneous

Accessories

Foreign objects

bCompressor
Blades
Stators
Casings
Miscellaneous

bTurbine section
Nozzle diaphragm
Buckets

lean time to overhaul, hr

lumber in sample

Engines requiring specified pari
replacement or repati, percent

of engines overhauled

c-7

22
.5

9
0
8.1
6.2

39

64

44
5.2

43.3
0
.5

0

87
85.7
1.4
0
3.8

11

14

84

50.3
49.3
32.3
1.9

24.2

75.4
66.8
70.6

}05

no

A-7

12
6.6
.7

1.5
0
4.4

31

2

57
2.2

55.9
.7

2.9
.7

49
42.7
7.4
.7

0
1.5

9

85

81.1
83.4
72.1
1.4

14.7

52.4
22.4
49.6

.60

.36

aDoes not include foreign-object damage.

%?oreign-object damage.:.

‘~

-—-- -——— ..— .______ . -— —-——- -–—-.

B-3

15
4
4
0
1.4
6.9

60

29

26
0

16.4
16.4
0
0

48
35.6
28.8
0
0
2.7

8

33

31.5
28.8
28.8
1.4
2.7

16.4
2.7

16.4

!47

73

B-9

5
1.4
0
1.4
0
2.7

29

U.

3
0
2.7
0
0
0

4
1.4
2.7
0
0
0

10

73

69.7
69.7
67.6
0
0

43.4
34.2
43.4

55

73

B-1o

7
0
.E

l.:

1.2
3.i

24

2

25
.6

23
1.2
0
.e

14
8.7
5.6
0
0
1.2

12

66

62.7
62.1
55.9
1.8
1.8

43.5
31.1
40.4

88

61

. -. —.- .

31
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TABLE VII. - PERCENT OF ENGINES JIiSERVICE

THAT HAVE MORE OPERATING TIME THAN

hgine
model

A-7

B-3

B-9

B-10

c-7

PREDICTED L1333FOR AVERAGE

~GINE (FIG. 17)

Time to major
overhaul for
median engine
(actuarial
method ),

hr

208

231

743

258

402

Engines in service that
have more operating

‘ time than predicted
life for average engtie,

(column 2)

aNumber Percent

142 27

118 27.5

58 1,

322 21

:495 16.5

aCalculated from total number ‘inservice as of
“ Feb. 1955 (ref. 10 and and table 11).

.1

———

.
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13Z - FOREIGN-OBJECT lMMMIE

By Lewis A. Rodert

63

I
.-

SUMM4RY

\ Review of U.S. Air Force service records showa that foreign-object damage In
jet engties is a major maintenance and safety problem. Few objects are identifl$d;
however, most dsmage is caused by air-base surface debris, parts of failed inlet’-
components, and objects left by personnel. Centrifugal engties are less Vulnerable
to damage than sxlal types. Aticraft designs providing maximmn engine-imlet height
have miubum engine damage. Screens for axial-flow engines have not been effective
in preventing damage necessitating prematuxe overhaub but probably have prevented
accidents. Personuel trdning, -roved air-base debris removal, avoidance of mass
taxi operations, improved engine screens, and engines of rugged construction are
suggested as remedial measures.

INTRODUCTION

The ingestion of foreign objects tito gas-turbine
of many minor repairs, premature engine overhauls and

engines has been the cause
major aticraft accidents.

An effort has been tie by the military services and the aviation industry to re-
duce foreign-object dsmage (refs. 1 to 3), but opinions differ on how the reduction
may best be accomplished (refs. 4 and 5).

The NACA Lewis laboratory has reviewed records of service experience with gas-
turbine engines and other available sources for information on the followhg
questions:

(1) What is the effect of foreign-object damage on reliabilityand safety?

(2) What &ethe origins andmdes of ingestion of objects which dsmsge
engines‘7

(3) What efforts have

(4) What steps should
future7

been made to reduce foreign-object damage?

be recommended for further damage reductions in the

This report attempts to answer these questiona.

ANAIYSIS OF PROBLEM

Maintenance and Safety

When damage caused by the Ingestion of foreigb objects is slight, the engine
Is repaired at the maintenance.baae of the operatimg squahon. b a 3-month period
of 1954 the reqtied reworking of compressors due to foreign-object dsmage ccmprised
about 18 percent of the minor repatis on axial-flow engties performed at the squad-
ron bases. Maintenance work necessitated by foreign-object damage on centrifugal
engines was less than 2 percent of all minor repairs during the same period.

,.

- ..— .—. ——— ~ —.—..— ..— .. -——.—
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Air Force Technical Orders specify nick and dent tolerances for gas-turbine

=x@es. When dsmage caused by the impact of an object exceeds that allowed in the
technical orders, the engine must then be sent to an overhaul base for ccmplete

.

disasseniblyand repati.

Air Force Disassembly ~ection Reports (DIR’s) prepared by the gas-turbine

-e overtiti b-es during the period extending through August, Septeniber,and
October, 1953, have been reviewed in detail.1 The sample includes reports for 222
type A engines, 666 @e B engines, and 726 type C engines. Engines A and ‘Bare
representative of axial-flow engines, and engines C =e repres=tative of cent~-
ugal engines. Disassembly Inspection Report Summarfes for 1953 and the first slx
months of 1954 were studied for a further indication of the trends In the problem.

The inspection of a gas-turbtie engtie during overhaul maY reveal indications
of several malfunctions. Each malfunction or unsatisfactory condition found is
described in the inspection report. A primary reason for the removal of the engine
from service, based on momation obtain~ d- the ~Pection~ is ~cat~ %
the report. Malfunctions, therefore, are reported either as the primary reasons
for ranoval from sdce or as stitaneous failures also found dur~ Wpectlon.

The data on the damage by foreign ob~ects were compiled as (1) total.demage
c-seal Of bOth ~ and simml.taneous-e, @ (2) prx -e ox.

In the MACA study, forei~-object damage included damage caused by objects
originat~ outside the aircraft, objects probably left in the inlet duct by per-
sonnel, objects generated by falluxe within the inlet duct iucludlng screen com-
ponents, and objects of unlmown origti. hnages caused by objects generated by
failure beMnd the inlet screen or engine face were considered i.nternal failures,
Foreiga-object damage was reported only when a nick or dent was observed that was
clearly caused by the passage of an object through the engine. If an unexplainable
major internal break-up of the engine had occurred, ni- or dents on the rotating
parts were considered to have
not by foreign objects.

The engines were divided
under the following head3ngs:

(1) Foreign objects

(2) Other factors

The criteria for category (1)

been cussed by debris from the unknown failure and

accorMng to primary cause for remval from service

have been noted preciously. Category (2) Includes
.en@nes damaged as a result of internal failures, malfunctions caused by personnel
error, damages caused by crashes or accidents~ m~es over~~ed for ~o~
causes (pdmary failure not identified), engines removed from service without appar-
ent damage, and malfunctions resulting frcm accessory or control-system failures.
The compilations were made for all eng3nes of each model fiespective of engtie
dash nmber and previous overhaul experience.

T’& inspection of extensively damaged engines frequently falls to lead to the
identMication of the initial ftiure cause. tl?hedifficulty of the Wpect ion Is
ticreased if the engine has

lM@e model and dash
pmfie~ products.

been subjetted to the impact of a crash. For these

numbers are given in code to conceal the identity of
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I

(A

reasons, not all engines damaged by foreign ob~ects have been so listed in the
compiled data. The results, therefore, are in error, the problan being of @eater
magnitude than tidicated by the overhaul records.

Information contained in the DIR’s on damage and overhauls caused in engines A,
B, and C by foreign objects is summarized in table I. Most of the reported damge
to engines A aml B was in the compressor. Most of the foreign-object damage to engine
C was In the form of nicks and dents on turbine-section components. .

The Alr Force D~ Summaries provide .mXlitionalinformation on the frequency of
premture overhaul caued by foreign-object dmmge. ‘l?h&by-twopercent of all jet-
englne overhati in 1953 were prematurely caused by foreign-object damage. The
percentage of premature overhauls due to foreign objects h engines B increased
frcm 38 percent in 1953 to 42 percent h the first six months of 1954.

The hazard’to flying safety created by the ingestion of foreign objects into
gas-turbine engines cannot be evaluated directly from engine-overhaul statistics.
Foreign objects may have caused major Jet-engtie aircraft accidents, but confusion
of the debris usually concealed the evidence required to prove the fact. Studies
by the Ah Force Directorate of Flight Safety Research have ledto the statement
that “axial flow compressor failure is the largest single factor contributing to
the Jet engine accident rate. Foreign object damage and metal fatigue h compres-
sor rotor parts are principle [sic] factors ti these failures” (ref. 1). There-
fore, it is important that fore~-ob.ject damage be reduced in order that jet-
engine maintenance problems be minimized and flight safety 5nqmoved.

Ob~ects Identified

The ob~ects that dsmaged the engines are listed in table II, insofar as iden-
tifications were tie or inferred in the DIR’s. The identifications are based on
the follotig:

(1) The object was found in the damaged engine or otherwise positively
identified.

(2) The nature of the damage indicated the kind of object responsible.

(3) Amlssingpsrt frcm the inlet componmts could have caused thedaage.

The significant observation to be made from the information presented is that
comparatively few of the objects that damage engines are identified (table II).
Large objects my cause major breakups of engine interiors or accidents and then
become lost in the debris. Small objects may pass through the engine and become
lost. Pebbles and other frangible objects may became broken tito very small pieces
and make identification Improbable or of dubious value. Much of the damage is
therefore attributed in the offlclal reports to objects of unknown ori@n or
identity.

Rivets, screws, special fastenings, and screen segmnts that fail and/or
become loose in the engine inlet are a lmown source of damage. Spare parts and
metallic debris left in the inlet by manufacturing, maintenance, and operating
personnel are also known to have contributed to the problem.

.,
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The DIR’s indicate
of moderate severity in
limits specified by Air
that most of the damage
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that most of the damage in engines sent to overhaul bases is
the form of nicks and dents, the depths of which exceed .

Force Technical Orders. The sizes of the nicks indicate
is done by small objects. Small objects generated by the

failure of inlet-duct components are sometimes identified (table II).

Iarge objects do not pass through the ebgines and are therefore found unless
a ma~or accident results and the etidence is lost. large objects such as tools,
failed parts, and spare parts left in the engine inlet have been identified,
although comparatively infrequently (table II).

Objects left in engine inlets, including tools, parts, and scrap, during
final.asseuiblyand preparation for initial flight tests by aircraft manufacturers
and overhaul agencies may constitute the major cause of damage when engines are
initially operated. Debris from the air-base surface, including pebbles, concrete,
and metalXc objects, is believed to cause most of the damage after the engines
have been placed in s~ce by the operating agencies.

Modes of Entry

References 2 and 5 indicate possible ways in which foreign objects enter
engines. The mode of entry of.objects generated or left In the engine inlet is
self-evident. Airport debris maybe blown into engine inlets by the blast of
other jets or may be thrown in by,landing-gear wheels. Other investigations of
the modes of entry (refs. 4, 6, and 7) conclude that the engine air-inlet stream,
unaided by outside influences, will not cause the ingestion of objects from the
ground surface if the air flow is uniform and undisturbed by vortex formations.

The ingestion of foreign objects from the ground by vortices formed between
the engine inlet and the ground has been investigated at the NACA Lewis laboratory
(ref. 8). The presence of vortices is etidenced by dust and water whirls and
occasionallyby visible cores (fig. 1). The visible core of a vortex formed at an
engine inlet is composed of condensed water droplets. The condensation of these
droplets results from a static temperature equal to or less than the dewpoint tem-
peratures at the vortex-core pressure. The reduced temperature in the vortex core
is indicative of a low-pressure-region.

The NACA study of ingestion by vortices showed that “pebbles, typical of
objects that damage jet engines, were projected into the air by the vortices and
were drawn into the engine by the high-velocLty inlet-air stream.” Vortex forma-
tion depended on engine speed, en@ne height, and surface wind (ref. 8). The
possibility of ingesting airport surface debris is enhanced by

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Increased engine speed

Increased engine size

Reduced engine-inlet height above the ground surface

Reduced wind or taxi speed

Pebbles on smooth surfaces are less likely to be pro~ected upward into the inlet
by a vortex than when they are lodged in a crack. When exposed on a smooth surface,
the pebbles were swept aside by the circular motion outside the vortex core but
were not projected upward. Pebbles lodged in cracks and thus constrained from
lateral motion were projected into the air when a vortex core passed over the crack.

—— —.
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Thus, fran available informt ion, the nature
objects of major @orkance are as follows:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The

IiiLetcmponents released by failure and

67

and modes of entry of foreign

drown into engine

Ob~ects left in inlet by personnel and drawn into engine

Air-base debris thrown into the engine inlet by the blast of other Jets
or aircraft landing-gear wheels

Air-base debris ingested by en@ne-imlet vortices

RAMA.GEPRWENTION

damwe cawed W the bgestion of foreign ob~ects into gas-turbine engines
may be reduc~ a8

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Wl@J-Y

Aircraft

Air-base

follows:

constructed en@es

desi~, particularly iucreaaed engine ati-blet height above the

construction and operation

Engine-hlet ecreens and inertial separation devices

Rugged En@e Construction

The rugged nature of the centrifugal engine C is indicated by the data in
table 1. Foreign-object damage occurred In 68 percent of the centrifugal en@es
and In an average of 60 percent of the two axial-flow engines. Foreign-object
damage, however, was the cause of premature overhaul h only 15 percent of the
centrifugal engines, contrasted with about 42 percent in the axial-flow en@nes.

New axial-flow en@nes presently caning Into.serwlce are expected to be less
vulnerable, but service *ta are not yet available on these engines. Speculation
on reduced vulnerability is based on the benefits to be derived from design fea-
tures of the new engines, several of which are

(1) hosel.y held compressor blades that _ reduce impact damage

(2) hcreased safety factors ti blade desigu that wiJJ-~end the nick
tolerance of blAes

(3) Shrouded stator blades that will tend to arrest the propagation of dsmage
through an axial-flow compreesor.

These factors tend to reduce the hazard caused by the ingestion of foreign objects.
However, whenever a blade Is nicked, repair wlU. stilJ.be necessary before flight
la possible.

To obtain high ah flow per unit frontal =ea and high pressure ratio per
stage, compressor desi

r

trends of the future sre expected to include longer blades
(high tip to hub ratio and higher rotatm speeds. Both trends will increase
blade stress and hence reduce blade factors of safem and wSU. require @roved
msteriala and construction methods, if future engines are to be less vulnerable
to foreign-object damage.

.—-— . ..——— .——— --—— — ——— .. _-— ——.—-— —-—
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Aircraft Design

The tvoes of aircraft in which the engines were tnstaUed were indicated in
“L

the reports of most engfne inspections.
aircraft design effects on the frequency
tors were examined:

(1) Landing-gearwheel locations in

~ese data made possible an analysis of
of jet-engine damage. The following fac-

rel.ationto engine air-inlet location

(2) Height of engine air inlet above ground surface in ground operating
condition

Mo consistent changes in damage rates were found for wide variations in wheel
location, indicating that objects tossed up by wheels are responsible for little
damge.

.

The relation of engine damage to the distance from the engine air inlet to the
ground surface or engine height is indicated in figure 2. The results of this
analysis show that the percentage of engines damaged in the various aircraft in-
creased as the height of the engine air inlet decreased. Variations in engine
height probably affect the ingestion of objects picked up from the air-base surface.

r

The stud~ of foreign-object ingestion by engine-inlet vortices (ref. 8) indi-
cates that the ~ height at which a vortex will form between the inlet and
ground depends on the operating power of the engtne. Increasing the power resulted
in the formation of vortices at greater heights. The use of higher powered engines
mounted In twin pods is be~eved to protide more favorable conditions for vortex
formation and may possibly result In a higher tige rate at a given height than
indicated in figure 2.

The details of the air-inlet duct design can also affect the foreign-object
problem. Des@n ingenuity and safety margins determine inlet component failure
frequency rates. The configuration of the duct determines the ease and efficiency
with which inspections maybe made for objects left In the inlet by personnel and
also affects the efficiency of the engine-inlet screen installation.

Operating Techniques and Air-Base Construction

The “Name and Location of the Last Using Activity’ of the engines for which
inspection reports were analyzed indicated the local base or region where each was
operated. Operating environmental factors believed to influence foreign-object
damage include the effectiveness of debris removal, mass taxing and take-off maneu-
vers, operating personnel efficiency, and air-base surface material. Fore@n-
object damage was compiled for engines installed in various aircraft for the various
air bases designat&i as the ‘Iast Using Actitity.” Foreign bases and bases from
which fewer than ten engines had been received and inspected were not analyzed in
the study. The results of the analysis of engines B damaged by foreign objects are
given in table III. The data were analyzed for each aircraft to avoid complex
interrelations with effects of engtne height given in figure 2. Foreign-object
damage to engines varies over tide ranges with var~ations in base of operations.
As noted for bcmber aircraft B-2 and B-4, the engine _ge rati at some bases maybe
twice as great as at others. The variation of fighter-engine damage with bases is
significant but not as large as for the bombers. -J

Q
t
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The study indicates that the over-all _ caused by foreign objects might
be reduced by universally app~ tiheoperating techniques aud air-base construction
methods followed at the bases having the lowest rates. The following actions are
s~ested:

(1) Develop surface-clea3ng devices capable of covering the large areaa of
an air ba@e in a short time and rmoving all debris, includlng objects
lodged in cracks

(2) Avoid tis taxi and take-off maneuvers

(3) Train personnel to inspect for and remove objects in inlets and on ground
under inlets in run-up areaa

(4) Eliminate airgmrt debris by the devel.opaentof improved materials and
construction techniques

I&vestlgations of runway surfaces should include a search for materials that
do not generate debris when subjected to repeated freez~ cycles, heating cycles
frcinjet exhaust, fuel spillage, and other forms of destructive exposvxe.

Screens

TM use of screens as protection against damage to gas-turbine en@es by
foreign objects is a controversial issue. In support of screens is the claim that
the ingestion of large objects that can cause ccqlete and suilda enghe failures
fol.lowedby aircraft accidents maybe preventedby the use of screens. h 1952 the
removal of ftied screens frcanmost h Force aircraft due to icing Mficul.ties was
accompanied by a sharp rise in major accidents. When retractable screens were
later installed, flying safety improved, indicating that the use of screens had
prevented the Ingestion of objects that can cause accidetis (ref. 2).

Nevertheless, strong objections to the use of screens have been raised (ref. 4).
The arguments a@nst their use are

(1) Air-pressure loss across screens reduces engine thrust and moves the con-
dition of engine operation closer to the stall region of the compressor.

(2) %allobjectsp assbetween screen elements, andlarge high-velocity ob~ects
break through and cause engine damage.

(3) Retractable screens as presently designed and operdxxldump the collected
debris into the engine when they are retracted during flight.

(4) Warpedscreensbecoma inefficient, sud those that fail tifati~ provide
an additional source of engine damage.

(5) Screem are vulnerable to icing and add weight andcmnplication.

Screening effectiveness. - Sections of screens used on centriJ?u@ enginefiare
shown @tailed in figure 3. Fixed screens uEed on early axial-flow engines are
shown in figure 4, and a retractable screen is shown in figure 5. These screens
are representative of equipment develuped and used over the past several.years.
Other screen equipment is currently under develowent by the aviation industry.

.

~
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Centr3f’ugalen@nes in the present study were fitted with screens shown in
figure 3. The nmiber of engines fitted with each screen, the mesh dimensions, and
the percentage of engines damaged by forei~ objects are given in table IV. Early
models of the centrifugal engines were fitted with the fine screen having 0.132-
tich-squsre open3ngs. More recent en@nes were fitted with the coarse screen
hav5ng O .216-inch-square openings.

The two screen types were hspected after setice on engines in NACA research
pro~ects. The fine mesh screens were in excellent mechanical condition after exten-
sive usage; the coarse mesh screens were deteriorated. Broken ties, enlarged
mesh dimensions, and krge edge clearance between screen and engine frame resulted
in openings as large as’0.50 inch fi the coarse mesh screen (fig. 3(b)) through
which objects might pass. ~-sfi perCent Of the engines with the fine mesh
screen were damaged, whfle S4 percent of the engines with the coarse mesh were
damaged, indicating the need for ~ screen openinga and the importance of con-
struction details that ensure relhbility in screen desi~.

kmfficient data hampered the study of the effectiveness of screens for sxial-
flow engines. The DIR’s show that about 40 percent of all axial-flow-engine over-
hauls are prematurely caused by foreign obJects. Thus, the general implication of
the results of the present study and of the data in the Air Force DIR Summaries Is
that screens are tieffectlve. Wklle present axial-flow-engine screens may prevent
accidents, the maintenance problem due to the ingestion of foreign objects still
tists . These observations are confirmed by the results of W Force studies of
the need for screen hprovements (ref. 2) .

Performance penalties. - The inlet screen acts as a restriction in the engine
inlet and causes a reauction in thrust due to reductions in air weight flow and
pressure ratio across the engine. The static-thrust reiluctioncausea by inlet-
screen pressure losses has been cmuputed for engine B operating at a sea-level
static pressure of 2116 punds per square foot
17400 R, and a nozzle pressure ratio of 1.91.

, a nozzle-outlet temperature of
For smalJ Inlet pressure losses

ml, the thruEt loss
‘j

for engine B is @ven by equation

(1)

inwhich F
j

is the normal thrust and PI is the inlet total pressure. The

relation of equation (1) is shown graphically in figure 6.

The pressure loss across sm engine-3nlet screen composed of streamlined sec-
tion elements may be computed from the equation

hl’which

P- pressure, lh/sq ft -

~ . section drag coefficient

c section chord> ft ,

s section spacm, ft

q dynsmic pressure of flow through screen, lb/sq ft

(2]
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The design of screens involves several conflicting requirements, as maybe
seen from equation (2). High impact strength requires large screen section chord
and thickness. Thickness is important when objects strike between the sections.
High resistance a@nst vibration stresses also requires large thicknesses. High
screening effectiveness, however, requires small screen section spacing; and low
thrust loss requires large spac~ and small chord, location of the screen in a
region of ndnimum velocity, and a ndnlmum drag coefficient.

The drag coefficient depends on several additional factors, including chord-
thickness ratio, chord-spacing ratio, Reynolds number range, and aerdynemi C smooth-
ness. Turbulence or flow distortion may cause the streamlines to deviate from the
angle of minimum drag ~tiththe screen and thereby increase the pressure loss.
Therefore, the pressure loss across the screen also dependa on the design of the
air-inlet duct.

The effect of engine-inlet screens on thepetiormance of an F-86D airplane
was Investigated by the U.S. Air Force (ref. 9). The report states that “a static
thrust calibration showed that .sxt_the inlet screens caused ablocki@ effect
on the engine air-intake ducts which resulted in a 10SG of thrust under sea-level
standard day conditions, of 3.3$ for the ‘Military Power’
(afterburner off)...”

thrust selector position
The drag coefficient for the F-86D aircraft screen comptied

from the thruat loss and the screen dimensions (substituted ineqs. (1) and (2)]
is about 0.145. An experimental eng3ne-inlet screen (ref. 10) gave pressure losses
correspondhg to a drag coefficient of about 0.06. This screen was of the fixed
type and was mounted in a laboratory duct setup. The F-86D airplane screen drag
is greater than that of the experimental screen, probably because of flow distor-
tions and turbulence in the airplane air inlet and greater aerodynamic roughness
of the stice equipment. Review of available lmowledge on pressure losses across
screens and grids (ref. Il.)show the need for additional drag data on screens of
streamlined sections.

Efforts to @rove screens shouldbe aimed at the following design objectiws:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Aerodynamically smooth screens and inlet ducts

Undistorted inlet airstreams

Low-velocity screen location

Small section spacing

Retention of objects caught

Structural ruggedness of screen

The achievement of these goals will overcome most of the objectio~ to screens
listed previously. Efforts to @rove engine protection should also include con-
sideration of inertial separating devices. bertial separation of objects In ccin-
bination with the use of screens is also of interest among the possible ways of
solving the problem.

Ground run-up screens. - The military setices have attempted to reduce foreign-
object dsmage by the use of screens attached only dur~ some engtie ground opera-
tions (ref. 12). The following @uund-screen problems were revealed In collecting
data for this report and h titetiewing personnel:

(1) Ground screens impose high pressure loss and thereby prevent rated power
operation of engines. All engines muet be operated at rated speed in order to
make fuel-control adjustments.

-. .——..— —---- ——— — — — -——
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(2) Screen mesh openhgs =e not small enough to stop many objects.

(3) Ground screens that are Wge enough toreduce pressuxe losses and that
have small enough mesh to stop all objects are bulky and cause a hazard to personnel
who apply or remove them frcuuoperating engines.

Perhaps future improvements in other methods of protection * eliminate the
need for ground run-up screens. ~ the titerti, however, ground ecreens are impor-
tant h protecting engines against foreign-object damage, and their centinued devel-
opment is needed.

ADImmmL DEORMMTON NEEDED FOR IMPROVEMENT OF OPERATIONAL RELJABIIZIY

Reduction of foreiga-object damage to gas-turbtie engines may be effected by
further engine develo~ent, airplane design, Improved operating techniques, and
specisl protective devices such as screens.

For Emnediate Application

Some measures may be applied from exist~ knowledge with little or no equip-
ment development, We others will requixe additional inforamtion and development.
The following are suggested for immediate application:

(1) Improve anduniformly apply tratiing and supervision of manufacturing,
maintenance, and operating personnel in engtie-damage avoidance. Emphasis should
be placed on preflight inspection of engine Wets and pyound =eas under engine
inlets.

(2) Improve debris removal from ground operating areas, particularly from
pa-g c-, and elhdmate sources of debris.

(3] Avoid mass taxi and take-off msmeuvers and other operations that cause
debris to be thrown tito engine inlets.

(4) lknployavailable ground and engine-inlet screens as much as possible.

(5) Inspect engines carefully after each operation for screen damage and nicks
and dents in the enterlns stages of the compressors. I%rpection of all blades
would be ideal, but b absence of a practical methmi by which this may be accom-
plished h current engines, a si@ificant percentage of damage can be detected
fram the inspection of entering stages and screens. Entering stages are the most
highly stressed, have the lowest factors of safety, and are most vulnerable to
foreign-object damage.

.

,

For Future Application

Measures to be recommended and on which additional information is needed are

(1)

(3)

(3)

Improved air-base cleadng equipment ‘

Redesign pro- for the elimination of unreliable air-inlet components
and fastenings that can release objects and tige en@nes

-roved engine-fit screens
.:

i
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Mormation on screen drag should be provided for variations in screen gecm-
etry and Reynolds number and thus enable desi~ers to achieve the most favorable
compromise between preserving maximum thrust and protecting against damage. Inves-
tigations should also be made of the.effects of screen location on Inlet air pres-
sure recovery, unifomity of flow to the engine face, and Ice prevention. The
results shg.uldenable designers to select the most favorable screen location in
consideration of all the problems and the types of aircraft involved. Also, in-
stallations that take advantage of inertial separation should be studied.

Since no single material contains the optimum characteristics required for
compressor and turbine blailing,it is possible that the ruggedness of such blhding
can be improved by ccmilxbingseveral materials into a composite structure. Thus,
the various components may individually contribute to static stren@h, fatigue
strength, abrasion resistance, internal dsmping, and so forth. Research should be
undertaken to determine the optimum combination of materials and the structure into
which they should be aamnibled in order to provide the maximum resistance to dent-
ing and the minimum reduction h life when denting occurs.

CONCLUSIONS

The tigestion of foreign ob~ects into Jet en@nes is a threat to f=
safety and necessitates maintenance on many engines which otherwise would have
remained in sertice. Few objects that damage engines are identified. Air-base
surface debris blown in by other jets or ingested by vortices Provides a major
part of the problem, but failed inlet components and objects left ti inlets by
personnel also contribute. Centrifugal engines are less vulnerable them axial
types, although both have high-e rates. hcreaaing engine-inlet height re-
duces the foreiga-object damage rate; however, increased height is not a panacea.
Significant variations in foreign-object damage at h engines operated at
different bases; thus, the operating environment and techniques are also 3mportant
factors in detemdxdng damage rates. Screens have been Ineffective inpreventhg
damage necessitating maintenance; however, the record indicates that screens have
improved flying safety scmewhat.

Steps to reduce foreign-obJect damage should Include personnel training,
better debris cleaup, improved screens and air inlets, and engines of increased
resistance to forei~-object impact. Research on the criteria of screen design,
sc!reen~stall.ation, and rugged engine construction is suggested. Until the danger
of forei~-object danwge is cmpletely eliminated, it is essential that a scheduled
inspection be set up for dsmage to the compressor and turbine blades.
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TAIWE I. - SUMMARY OF FOREIGN-OMECT DAMAGE MLD JEP-ENGll@ OVERHAUL C!AUSE3

Foreiga-object damage

%~

Not Bsmaged

Total

cOverhaul causes

Foreign ob~ects

Other fackors
I /

Total “

NumberlPercentINumberIPercentINumber

167 I 75 I 366 I 55 I 492

55 25 .300 45 234

222 1(XI 666 100 726

103 47 415 I 62 I 616’
I

222 lCCI ‘,,666 100 726
.,

Percent

68

32

100

I-5

85

100

All

NumberIPercent

1025 64

589 36

1614 100

T

30

1134 70

1614 100

\
TABLE II. -~oBJECTS cAUSm HWMMURE OVIRHAUL CIFENGINES.

Objects Nuuiber Percent

4

Objects Ihnliber
of engines
overhaul

Engine A

19.3
4.2
.8

‘75.7
100.0

Tool 1 0.9
Unlmown 109 99.1 I
Total Sio 100.0

Engine B

Metal pieces
Rocks and pebbles
Screws and bolts
Failed parts
Sed?etywire
Tools
Cloth
Battle debris
Bird
Apimal
Ullkloh’

Total

22
17
I-2
10
6
5
2
1
1
1

174
251.

Percent
of .en@nes
Werhaulea

8.8
6.8
4.8
4.0
2.4
2.0
.8
.4
.4
.4

69.2
100:0 “1

—
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TABLEIII. - AIR BASES FROM WHICH DAMAGED ENGINES B WERE RECEIVED

1=
b

c

d

Ie

1=
1

m

n

10

111911 I
28 II

I 79

27 1781 I

23 I I
24 1711 I
I-5 67

22 64

10 60

19 I 53

30 1501 I

10 I 1501

14 1361 I
22

38 24

%enoted by code letter.

TAlxE Iv. - FORXIGM-OBJEC’TDAMAGE TO ENGINES C

WITH VARIATIONS IN SCREEN INSTALLATION

Wnber of En@e Screen Percent of

engines installation engines
damaged

239 c-1 to -4 Fixed, 36
0.034-inch wire diameter
spacal 0.166 inch on
C~ter giving O.132-lnch-
square openings (fig. 3(a))

487 c-5 to -7 Fixedj 84
0.034-inch wire diameter
spaced 0.250 inch on
centers giving O.216-inch-
square openings (fig. 3(b))

.
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Iv- COMPRESSOR BLADES

ByAnti~ J. Meyer, Jr. and S. S. l&uson

83

Military failure statistics indicate that foreign-object damage, tibration
fatigue, and stress-corrosion cracldng =e among the more Qortant failure causes
placz compressor blades high on the list of engine components responsible for en-
g3ne overhaul and flight accidents. These statistics are reviewed, background ti-
fomation on the failure mechanisms is described, and possible remedial measures
are ikbcussed. lles~, operation, and impection practices that would have a bene-
ficial effect on service rellabiliw, as well as future research that would provide
a firmer basis for achievement of reliability, are also discussed.

ImRo—DucTmE

One of the most Vulnerable components in a gas-turbine unit is the a@al-flow
canpressor. Forei~ objects entering the engine inlet cause the largest portion of
canpressor damage, and vibration failures of the rotor blading also account for many
compressor losses.

~ early engines us3ng centrifw@ capressors, the few problems encountered
were quickly solved, and the centrifugal.compressor @tied a repztation of consider-
able endurance and reliability {ref. 1). The large dismeters associated with cen-
trifugal compressors and their limited pressure ratio e~ted their application
in later units. They were replaced alhost exclusively by the more efficient and
_ Presswe ~tio ~-flow compressor.

Even M centrifugal.compressors are used in early cmmnercial transports be-
cause of added reliability, there wtll ultimately be a trend toward use of axial
compressors because of their inherent performance advantages. ThiE report, which
Is concerned mahly with ex.ial-flowunits, potits out sources of compressor failure
and ,suggestsmethds of @roving cwressor reliability. Failure statistics will
also be discussed.

FAILURE STATISTICS

Study of failme statistics of militaxy units over the f-t sti months of
1954 reveals that 26 to 59 percent (depending on eng3ne model and application) of
premature engine overhauls were due to foreign-object aamage in the compressor
(part II). The ingestion of foreign objects my cause a direct impact fail-
ure but more frequently will produce nicks, gouges, and dents in both rotor
and stator blades. The i-mediate effect in some cases is impaired efficiency,
but the more serious effects =e potits of stress concentration, which may with
the result ti fatigue failure.

Statistics on compressor failures other than forel@-ob ject dsnw@ are rela-
tively fieffective in determin@ the true severiti of the compressor reliability
problem. For example, available statistic show that 6.5 percent of one engine
type were removed prematurely frmn aircraft primarily because of compressor dil?fi-
cultiea. In mother engke type, 8.8 percent of the -e r’emo~ me attri-
buted to the compressor. However, neither the me Removal ReportB (RR’s) nor
the DisasseniblyInspection Reports (DIR’s) used for statistical failure data
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ficlude any of the fatigue failures where blades actually sepsrated from their at-
tachments. Stice a broken ccnnpressorblade is generally carried through succeeding
cmpressor stages and starts a chah reaction of blmle failures, a single blade
faSlure may v5MmaUy destroy the enttie engine, and frequently the aircraft. Con-
sequently, these results are not listed h the ~ ‘s, since the engine is not re-
pairable and must be scrappd. A ccmcpressorfailure in which a single blade fafied
in the fhwt stage Is shown in figure 1. The dsmge accumulated untfl it burst
through the casing at the seventh stage. The damage resultimg frcsna fatigue fail:
Uretiablade mmt is shown 3nfigure2. Six other blades in the same stage had
extensive fatigue cracks in the roots and fractured upon impact. Yhe remalm of a
more disastrous cqressor failure are shown In fIgure 3. Part of the compressor
went through the roof of the bu~n in vhich the unit was tested. The row of
blades visible h the picture IS that of the last rotor stage. The blades of the
second-last rotor disk were stripped off. These failures occurred in test stands
at the NACA laboratories.

A lmted amount of compressor statistics can be obteJned from accident reports.
In many cases, however, the dmrage is so extensive that the orig$lnalcause cannot be
retraced and thus is listed as unlmown. Accident reports for 1953, which ticlude
205 accidents caused by ~et-en@ne failure or malfunction, show the compressor to be
responsible for 26.8 percent of the accidents. ti almost half of these cases, the
a&@ane was also destr~ed.

Another ShOl%COmiUg Of the ~ ‘S, ER rs, and the accident reports utilized in
this study is that the reports analyzed cover only a lindted nuder of Air Force
engines in ELCtiveuse. Sane of these use centrifugal ccmrpressorsand therefozw do
not reveal the axial-flow compressor problem. Other engines cmltted frcmlthe sta-
tistical study, including navy eng5nes snd newer engines with limited service exper-
ience, have had considerable clifficulty with the compressors. Engines of high com-
pressor pressure ratio are especially stiject to ~bility problems. Many engines
not covered In the study have been gzmunded at various tties as a result of exces-
sive fatigue failure in the compressor.

Because the high percentage of engines damaged by foreign ob~ects was mmi-
fested ma3nly ti the compressor, and because fatigue failures in compressors were so
disastrous, it is apparent that the weakest single item in the jet engine is the
rotor bladlng of the sxial-flow compressor. The centrif@@ ccrupressoris far more
r-le than the sxial-fl.owunit. Of the 55 failed compressors mentioned in the
1953 accident records, ml.y one was a centrifu@. compressor. DD’s and ER’s show
that centrifugal compressors have almost as many failures as axial-flow units, but
these failures are only the repairable type.

DISXXklSION@ FAILURE MECHMUBM3

V- few compressor failures have occurred as a result of direct stress hposed .
by centrMugal or steady aemdynamic loading. The centrifugal stress varies with
the stage (fig. 4). Even the highest centrM.qal stress of 36,W3 poundB per square
inch (psi) in the f-t stage at the rated speed of the engtie is only a fraction of
the strength available from the compressor bhde mteri.al. The bendhg stresses due
to the steady-state gss forces at rated speed are oily 15 to 23 percent of the cen-
trifugal stresses. Obviously, other factors are primarily responsible for the
fa~ures.
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Pr3ncipsl Types of Failures

causes of compressor fa31ures, In order of fre uency of occur-

?~pfi~fioreign-object damage, (2) vibratti fatigue, (3 stress-corrosi~rence, me.
crack@, =d (4) blade-surface erosion.

Foreign-object damage. - The sxial-flow-ccmtpressorrotor blades em the first
moving objects encountered by foreign matter entering a jet engine. Because every
other row of blades h a compressor iE stationary and immediately obstructs any
motion hparted to foreiti particles by the titervedng rotor blades, dsmage is
caused to a b.rge percentsgp of the total nunhr of b-s h a tit~tage c~res-
sor. AIEo, the cantilever-type attachmnt and the thin leading and traiMng edges
of the atrfo~ make the axial-flow units extremely susceptible to foreign-object
- (fig. 5).

With the conventional blade materials used, the direct impact of a forei~ ob-
ject seldom causes the blade to break, unless the ob~ect Is unusually large. The

me c~~ts ~st~ of sI@J. gouges a niw h tie airfoil (fig. 6). These
nicks in themselves are not disastrous, but they multiply the vibratory stresses
normally present and thus induce or greatly accelerate fatigue failures. There-
fore, the nicks near the base o? the airfoil or at the sharp leading or trailing
edge are of great= concern than damage near the tips of the airfoils. Engine
nkmufacturers have set up arbitrary limits on the number, size, and location of such
nicks (ref. 2).

Foreign-object damage is a serlouE problem because of the large numbers of
blades Involved and the expeme of disassenibly,blade replacement, and compressor
rebalancing. The number of rotor blades per stage varies frcun17 to over 1X3 (fig.
7), the total per compressor averaging about 8(XIrotor blades. Occasionally, as
- as 75 percent reqtie replacement. Figure 8 showa the typical result of a
forei~ object passing through a compressor. The number of blades hit in the first
eight stages was relAively constat. Because the number of blades per stage ti-
creases toward the r= of the c~ressorJ the fmt stage ~ me U@st perc~t-
age of damage. The peaks in the curves tidl.catethat the foreign object 13ngered
slightly h the tenth stage. The values do not include stator blades, which are
not nearly as critical because of the absence of centrtf’ugalloads.

VibrationfatIgue. - Fatigue umally occurs in the rotor blades, but is occa-
sionally experienced in the stator blades or rotor disks at the blade recesses be-
cause of vibratory loads frcxuthe blades. The blade vibrations =e generalJy in-
duced by pulsations h the air flow. In most cases of blade failure, the fractures
occur in the a~oil Swti!m n= the .b=e ~d S- PVPesslve -e @’??ic~ of
pure fatigue (fig. 9(b)). The origin of the failure is usually on the convex

surface at the maximum camber point (~int O), where the bending s@ess is msx-
ilnulndul%lg Vilimtion. Fatigue failures may alEo originate In the trailhg edge of
the airfoil (point P). h other cases, the failure is in the fastening (fig. 9(c)).
Frequently fatigue failures originate at xandcmlocations on the airfoil where
stresses are not o~ll.y high but are magnified by ,stressconcentrations arising
frmn toohnarks or nicks made by foreipy objects (fig. 9(d)). Six types of fasten-
ings that have been used for compressors ere sham in figure 10. h the fti-tree
types (figa. 10(a) md (c)), high stressconcentitio~ ccw ~ tie fmet bee .
serrationsparticularlyif the radii are small. The bend3ng stresses due to vibra-
tion are superimposed on the steady centr- and gas-bending stresses; All
stresses are m@fied by the stress concatrat~n CaUS~ by t~ abrupt c-s fi
cross section.
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Vibratory stresses of ~, 000 to #0,000 psi have ccmmonly been measured h
conventional jet eng3mes (refs. 3 d 4), while vibratory stresses as high as
&EIO,~ psi have been observed ti ~al units. Figure U. is a mdified fa-
tigue diagam, a plot of vlbrato~ stress a@nst nusiberof cycles to produce fail-
ure for a typical.blade material. .Thehorizontal portion of the curve establishes
the endurance limit, the vibrato~ stress that can be endured indefinitely without
causing failure. This endurance ~t Is lower than that normally presented for
this material, but the curve has been modified to include the effect of the steady
stresses imposed on a rotor blade at the speed at which blade vib~tions are most
prevalent. The high vibratory stresses genaally occur at 50 to 70 percent of rated
speed. The time requ5red to produce failure can be readily detezmdned from the
blade natural frequency and its vibratory stress. The causes of fatigue are dis-
cussed in more detail in the section Nature of Fatigue Problem.

Stress-corrosion cracldng. - A dlfficulty caUed stress-corrosion cractig has
recently been eucounterd with the 12- ercent-chrwnium iron alloy currently befng

fused for nearly all cmpressor blades refs. 5t07j. Although the actual mechanism
for this process has not been completely established, the cracks (fig. 12) are lmown
to a~ear under the follow3ng circumstances.

Aa a result of the strengthening heat treakent and quenching at 1750° F,
residual stresses due to fabrication technique are frozen into the =terisl accord-
@ to the theory outlAned in references 5 end 6. Zhe residual stresses tend to
assist moisture in the air and particularly in salty atmospheres In penetrating and
reacting with the _ boundary ~terial (fig. 12(b)). Another theory suggests
that the problem is simply one of hydrogen embrittlement and is independent of re-
sidual.or operating stresses (reff 7). IiIeither case, beymme of extreme thinuess,
the traiBng edges of the blades are most Vulnerable to cracking.

Durfig fabrication, these blades are given several heat treatments. The fIrst,
which occurs after the blade has been formed, is intended to produce an optimum
microstructure and relieve residual stresses due to forghg. The blade is then fti-
ished and the edgeS ~lished. A second heat treatment is applied to relieve resid-
ual stresses introduced during the finishing operation. The properties of the blade,
and in particular its resistance to stress corrosion, dep~d on the temperatures
used in these heat treatments. The practice of one manufacturer in applying the
first heat treatment is to soltiion treat the blade at 1750° F and blast-air cool it.
The temper~ treatment followhg the quenching b at lm” F for approximately 2
hours. This results in high Rockwell hardness values of C-32 to -38, which give
high tensile and endurance strength (fig. I-3); but such blades have had stress-
,corrosion problems. Another manufacturer also uses a solution-treatmenttemperature
of 1750° F, but tempers at a higher temperature of 1140° F for 2 hours during the
first heat imeatment with a resultant softening to a Rockwell hardness level of C-20
to -26. The final heat treatment in both cases is a stress-relief anneal at 950° F

_ which the hardness W not changed. Although the softness of blades made by
the second method results In lower tensile strength and endurance Umit (fig. 13),
impruved resistance to stress-corrosion cracking, as well as other improved prop-
dies such as higher internal-damping capacity and high= Impact resistance (ref.
6], accompany the lower hardness. In a study by this manufacturer of 109 compressor
failures due to stress corrosion, only one compressor contained soft blades, while
101 containd only hard blades. The other seven compressors had both
blades.

.The stress< orrosion cracks themselves are not very serious, but
ence of vibration, the crack is propagated uutil ultimately the blade
fatigue.

hard ana soft
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Blade-surface erosion. - Erosion may be due to dust, ssmd, water, or similar
paxticles. British conversion from alum3num to steel blading was due to the cmn
occurrence of erosion of alundmnn blades. E&osion effects are gradual and readily
detectable during inspection, so that any blades in an aircraft suffering from
erosion would probably be withdrawn from service before distitegyation occurred.

Nature of Fatigue Roblem

Fatigue results from alternating stresses prmiuced by blade vibrations. Listed
h order of ~rtance, factors that may induce these vibrations sre: (1) rotating
stall, (2) aeroelastic cou@3ng, (3) obstruction, and (4) transmission through
mounttiga.

Rotating stall. - Rotating stall occurs at speeds considerably below rated
speed because of aerodynamic complications arising from operating the ccdupressor
at speeds other them design speed. The axial-flow compressor la designed to oper-
ate under a @ven set of condi.tions, and the design petit is usually the rated speed
of the engine. Thus, all the angles of the various blades are set h their proper
relative orientation for this operating condition. When the engine operates at any
condition other than its design petit, the blades in each stage are improperly

~ed relative to the blades of adjacent stages. The effect of part-speed oper-
ation of a multistage engine is shown in figure 14. For proper passage of the air
during this part-speed condition, the hub contour for optimum stage matchhg is
that shown by the dotted line, whereas the machine, which was designed for fuJl-
speed operation, actually has the soMd-line contour. The passage ti the rear psxt
of the cmpressor b not large enough to hmdle the alr induced by the compressor.
Thus, the rear stages tend to choke and restrict the+am flow through the compres-
sor. Because of the reduced axisl velocity of the air, the front stages operate at
a higher angle of attack, thereby brqg them close to the ste.U conditions. Fig-
ure 15 shows in detail what happens in one of the stages when la approaches stalL
The angle a is the angle between the chord of the aixfoil and the air velocity.
As the angle is 3ncreased the 13f’tincreases, but beyond a certain critical angle
the alr flow separates from the airfoil and the lift decreases. This is blade stsll-

Smooth air flow associated with operation below the stall point is shown h
~~e 15(a). Each of the mny blades of a stage a~roaches closer to stall, but
there is al- one blade (e.g., B) which will tend to stall before the othen be-
cause of manufacturing differences. When this blade bec~mes stal&d the adjacent
passage can no longer pass its normal quantity of air, and the air normally using the
passage BC must be diverted to adjacent passages, as shown by the dotted lines (fig.
15(b)). The additional air forced into passage CD approaches blade C at a higher than
nomml angle of attack and stalls it. The air diverted into passage AB strikes blade
B at a 10W.= angle of attack and unstalls it. Thus, the stall region has roved from
M to CD (fig. 15(C)). Similarly, the stall of blade C diverts air to the next pas-
sage and blade D stalls and so forth. In this way, the low-flow-velocity re@On is
caused to move successively from one paasage to the next. T!kb3is called rotat3ng
stall. By meanJ3of hot-wire m emmeters, rotating-stalJ.patterns have been meesurea
and examples sre shown in figure 16. h many as eight equalJy spaced low-velocity
zones have been detected simmltemeously ti a compressor annulus (ref. 8), but gen-
erally, the number of stalled zones is frmu three to six (refs. 4, 9, and 10). The
zones h a given pattern may be of different titensity ad somelxhuesare unequally
spaced.

Typical signals from hot-tire anemometers (ref. U-) used to detect low-velocity
zones are shown on figure 17. Because the signal is not of a sinusoidal-wave
fonn, it contains many harmonics which caninduce blade vibrations. Many potential
critical speeds are possible in any axial-flow ccnrpressorbecause of the multitude
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of natural frequencies of the different stage blades in an azbal-flow cconpressor,
the many stall patterns which have been obsened, and the harmonics of each pattern.
Figure 18 shows a bypothetlcal critical-speed diagram. The intersection of any of
the natural frequency lines with the exciting frequency lines for both the various
stall patterns and their harmonic’sconstitutes a pssible condition of blade vibra-
tion. The magnitude of the vibratory stress depends on intensity of the harmnlc
causing the vibration, the total damping in the system, and the proximity of the
exciting frequency to the blade natural frequency. Rotating-stall patterns have in-
duced very severe blade vibrations. The catastrophic compressor fa-ilureshown in
figure 2 was caused by rotating stall. Fortunately, rotating stall of a strong
peri~c nature occurs only between 45 and 70 percent of rated speed. The Jet engine
is seldom subjected to this speed range for long periods of operation, as the range
is traversed only upon acceleration and deceleration. Nevertheless, rotating stall
constitutes the primary source of fatigue fdlure.

The number of stalled zones constituting a stall pattern dependa on many fac-
tors. A hypothetical compressor performance map with the speed ranges through which
specfiic nuuibersof stalled zones occur simultaneously Is sketched in figure 19.
LLne AA Is a typical steady-stateoperating Mne. This line shifts upward If the
~et~ozzle area is decreased and.downward when the area is increased, thus varyiag
the speed range over which a particular rotating-stall pattern is present. Idne BE
is a typical path folMwed when the engine is accelerated. This llne is also vari-
able, depending on the rate of acceleration. Deceleration will pr~uce still an-
other fsmlly of curves below the steady-state line Jul. The speeds marked on the
graph are corrected to standard atmospheric conditions. Inlet temperatures lower
than standard would shift a12 the conected-speed ties on the map to the right;
higher inlet temperatures would shift them to the left. Thus, on one day a severe
vibration may be observed in d en@ne; the next day the same vibration cannot be
reproduced h the same engine because of a change in smbient temperature. One
‘engine of a cerbain model may vibrate because of rotating stall while another of the
same mmiel may never vibrate because it has a slightly dl.fferenttail cone or nozzle-
diaphragm area. One engine may vibrate because of resonance between the staU and
blade frequency at a certain speed. In another engine, rotathg stall may cease, or
a different slxdl patterm, and consequently a different steU frequency, may occur
at this speed. Thus resonance is not prcduced, even though the blade frequencies
may be the same. Therefore, many factors are involved in the development of a
vibration condition.

The stall-pattern regions are never as sharply defined as in figure 19, because
there is considerable overlap between these regions. - operation at any given
speed near the boundaries, the stall pattern may change Instantaneously fran one
configuration to another and back again and, under certain conditioim, even to a
third or fourth confi~ration. Figure 20 is a continuous anemometer record at a
constant engine speed. Initially, a single-stall zone was present. Next, a fOur-
st.allpattern took place with two weak and t%m strong zones, followed by a five-zone
pattern with only one strong zone. Finally, three zones of equal velocity variation
were established in the annulus. The light vertical lines represent time increments
of 0.01 second, showing how rapidly these changes can take place.

Aeroe.lasticcoupling. - The interaction of aerdynamic forces and the elastic
behavior of the blading can result in an instabil.i~ which prduces blade vibrations.
Flutter is an instability commonly occurring in ai.rpbne wings (ref. 12) and has
been observed in stationary cascades of untapered, untwtsted airfoils simulating
compressor blades (ref. 13). In compressors, the problem maybe a~avated by high
aerodynamic.loading, pro~ty to stall, pressure rise across the stage, and certain
cascade effects (refs. 14 and 15). 8uch excitation occurring in the vlctnlty of
staU is known as stall flutter, which is entirely different frmn rotating stalJ..
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Rotating stall is a perl.dic nonuniformity in the air flow that only excites blade
vibrations when the 3mpulse frequency approaches the blade natural frequency. Stall
flutter is self-induced vibratio~ of the blade in a uniform flow field due to aero-
dynamic inst~ilities arising frcm high qngles of attack. Although considerable re-
search has been directed toward staIl flutter in compressors, no clear-cut experi-
mental evidence of its occurrence in operating units has been observed. The British,

however, are strong advocates of the existenceof stall flutter in ccnnpressorsbased
on their many stationary cascade tests.

Obstructions. - Vibration excitations occasionally =e prcduced by bearing suP-
ports, statlo~ blades, bleed ports,”and measuring probes (ref. 15). WAes sh~
frcm these obstacles strike the rotor blades as they revolve and constitute a peri-
cdic exciting force. Strain-gage investigations ususlly detect some titrations due
to the obstructions,but the amplitudes are seldan large enoughto causedifficulty.

Transmission through mountings. - Transmission of periodic forces through the
blade mounting from accessory-drive and propeller-reduction gearing, pulsations frcnu
the various pumps, and cycling frcxnthe ccnnbustionprocess are all possible causes
of fatigue. However, these forms of excitation never have been encountered to a
serious degree and are included only for completeness. Unless jet engines beccnne
drastically different frcm present units, the problem Is not e~ected to be d
serious concern.

Factors Affecting Stress Amplitude

The stress smplitude developed depende on the magnitude of the exciting force,
On the relation of the exciting frequency to the natural frequency of the system,
and on the damping tending to suppress the vibration. The first factor is self
evident; the greater the exciting force, the high= the vibratory stress amplitude.
When hsrmonics ame involved,.the magnitude of the exciting force is dependent on
the magnitude of the harmnic energy content present in the initial impulse. For
example, an engine may have both a single- and five-st.dl pattern at nearly the
same speed. Generally, the greater the number of stalls in the anmilus, the weaker
the wake impulses. However in rmst cases, the higher the harmnic, the lower the
energy content of that harmonic in the original impume. The harmonic=cdntent gen-
erally decreases more rapidly for the higher harmonics than does the energy in the
stalled zones, as the number of stall zones in the annulus increases. ln other
words, the vibration amplitude caused by the fundamental of the five simultaneous
stall.zones wtll be much higher than the vibration amplitude from the fifth har-
monic (havingapproximatelythe same exciting frequency)of a strong single-zone
pattern.

The second factor affecting stxess amplitude is best illustrated by figure 21.
One of the abscissa scales of this figure is the exciting fre~ency, the oth~ is
engine speed. The slress amplitude is maximum when the exciting frequency fs equal
to the natural frequency of the blade. The illustrated resonance curve is typical.
in shape for a conventional compressor blade. Operation at only 100 rpm off the
resonance point will cut the vibration amplitude to half the resozmnt value. ID
some cases of rotating stall, true resonance may not occur because the staU con-
dition may vanish before the stall frequency equalsthe blade natural fie~ency.

The third factor affecting stress amplitude is damping which actually controls -
the peak value of the resonance curve (fig. 21). The dsmping of a vibratory blade
can be separated into tlrreeparts: (1) ~terial damping (sometimes called hyster-
esis or interne3 damping), (2) root or nxmnting damping, and (3) aerodynamic damping.

—
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Material damping is the internal friction developed in the blade material when it is
stressed. Each material has its specific value (logarithmic damping decrement,
table I) and there appears to be no consistent correlation with other comnon mechan-
ical or physicel properties of the material.. Damping is affec~dby stress, heat
treatment, temperature, and frequency of vibration (refs. 16 to 19).

Root dsmping is the result of external friction arising frcm the rubbln.gbe-
tween the mating rotor and blade root surfaces or surfaces especially provided for
this purpose and is dependent on root geanetry and centrifugal load of the bbde
(fig. 22). The root damping can be increased and extended over a considerably
higher centrifugal load or speed range by providing lubricationof the root (ref. 20).

Whenever a blade tibrates in a mmcLng air stream, part of the tibration energy
of the blade is imparted to the air “stream. The amo~t of ener~ dissipated in this
way is a function of air velocity, air density, density of the blade material, and
blade gecmetry. Aerodynamic damping can be computed by the procedure used In ref-
erence 15 or 21. The blade amplitude then depends on the amount of vibration ener~
absorbed by the air, the blade material, and friction in the mounting instead of
being spent in shaking the bkde.

MITIGATION OF THE FAILURE PROBLEM

Improved Compressor Design

The failure probla can be greatly minimized if the designer anticipates vlbra-
tiona when proportioning the blade and its attachment. Experience has shown only
first-bending-mode vibrations to be of major concern.

Design of the blade and attachment. - The designer should provide generous
fi21ets at the base of the airfoil, keep the stress concentrations in the root as
low as possible, and avoid overhanging any parts of the airfoil from the base. The
blade roots should be designed to allow easy inspection of the critical points and
easy replacement in case of foreign-object damage before fatigue produces ultimate
fallure. In the design stage, special roots and devices can be incorporated to in-
crease the total dsmping in the system. By intrcducm external-friction damping,
the stress amplitude may be diminished even if the exciting force persists. Blades
loosely fitted h their mounts have beneficial effects in minimizing the amplitude
built uo in a vibrating blade (ref. 21). At the part-speed condition (where rotat-
ing stall occurs) there is acme benefit derived, but at rated speed the high cen-
trifugal forces increase the friction until no root motion takes place in the root
and no vibration energy is dissip@ed by this means. Intrciiucinga lubricant such
as a dry film of molybdenum Us@fide MoS2 reduces the friction to the point where

root motion again takes place even under the high centrifua load. Figure 23 shows
the effect of MoS2 on ..ootdamping of a loose blade for various centrifugal loads

on a ball-type root mount.

One British engine utilizes a very loose pinned Qpe of blade attachment like
the one shown at the upper right-hand side of figure 22 or in figure 10(f). This
particular type of blade takes advmtage of the fact that serious vibrations in the
first bending mode of a fixed cantilever blade cannot be excited if the pimned
arrangement is properly designed (ref. 22). In higher-vibration modes, root stresses
are also reduced because the blade is not mechanically restrained fran bending. In
additton, danping friction is provided by the side faces of the root tongues on the
disk and blade. This damping is not reduced by centrifugal force as the speed in-
creases. Another special root that provides suppl@nentary damping is shown In fig-
ure 24. In this vibration damper, develuped at the NACA Lewis laboratory, pins me
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Material damping. - The damping in a system determines
sequently the vibratory stTess, for a given exciting force.
very high fatigue strength, but if the damping is very low,
a much shorter life than one with mcxleratefatigue strength
same exciting force. Material damping is the most reliable

the amplitude, and con-
A material may have
the material may have
and high damping for the
of all the sources avail-

able. Root damping may vanish because of high centrifugal force or maMunctiona of
an externaJ.damper. Aerodynamic damping may vanish because of unfavorable coupling
between the aerodynamic and elastic forces. Material.damping, on the other hand, is
always present for limitlng amplitude build-up. Scnuematerials display increased
internal damping as the vibratory stress increases (fig. 28). Thus, the damping is
highest when the need for it is greatest.

The damping values vary widely depending on the type of material (table I).
The damping is given as logarithmic decrements in percent or the rate of decay of
the vibration smplltude in successive cycles after the exciting force has been re-
moved. Type 403 stainless steel has the highest value (2.8 percent) among all the
conventional metals. A theory on the cause of exceptionally high values found for
403 stainless steel is discussed in reference 20. The principal reason for the
wide usage of Qpe 403 stainless steel is its high damping value. The internsl
damping of steel depends lexgely on its composition. Note, for emmple, that type
304 stainless steel has only 0.2 percent damping. The internal damping of 403
stainless steel depends also on heat treatment (ref. 6). An incorrect temper of the
material may result in a logarithmic decrement of only a fraction of the value in-
dicated in the table. Therefore, it is very important not only to use the proper
steel, but to apply the proper heat treatment.

Aluminum and titanium show logarithmic decrements approximately one-fifth those
of 403 stainless steel in its optimum condition. This is one reason why the early
use of aluminum in compressor blade materials was discontinued, and why titauium
must be fuUy evaluated before it can be adopted.

The metal ‘lT-l,which consists of iron pcnnierinfiltrated with copper, has a
logarithmic decrmaent of 4 percent, which is high for compressor blade materials.
However, the reliability of the material for rotating blades has not been estab-
lished, and at the present thne, its use is limited to stator blades. -

The plastics, CTL-91-LD, PDL-7-669, and llC-2104,all show outstanding internal-
damping characteristics. l%relimlnarytests indicate values of about 12 percent
(ref. 28). Blades of such materials would, therefore, be very difficult to excite
to high tibratlon amplitudes. Structurally, the plastics have sufficient strength
as verified by the 100-hour endurance run at rated speed in a fuU-scale engtne
(ref. 28). Initial tests, however, indicate that the present plastic laminates have
only one-fourth the @act resistance.of type 403 stainless-steel blades and there-
fore may become a problem fra foreign-object damage. Also, because of their low
modulus of elasticity, they can be broken during normal hadling of cmnpressor
rotors by mechanics. Prelhinary tests of.the plastic blades show a resistance to
erosion comparable or superior to that of steel blades.

Comparative evaluation of materials. - Up to this time, no reliable systep has
been dedsed which enables the desi~er to select the best material for a given
application. For a @ven blade size and shape and exciting force, the vibrato-
stress is roughly inversely proportional to the material damping, if the natual
frequency remains the same for the materials cmpared. Fortunately for ease of
evaluation, the frequency changes very little for the different metals (table I).
The natural frequency is proportional to the square root of the elastic modulus di-
tidedby the density. Under this restriction of constant natural frequency, the
best material is the one in which the product of fatigue strength and internal
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@W* is highest. However, in rating blades of two materials having unequal nat-
ural frequency, the relative merit depends on the rektlw pro=ty of the point of
operation to resonance. Thus a blade having better stiength end higher damping my
be poorer in a particular applicaticm than another blade, if its natural frequehcy
is closer to the exciting frequency. Because the blade frequency deviates apprecia-
bly when plastics are used, no direct ccnuptison is possible. For one engine, plas-
tics may be better than any of the metals; for another they may be worse, depending
on the relation between the natural and exciting frequencies.

Accurate ccmpsrlson of materials is further canpl.icatedby varl.ationsIn aero-
-c demping for clifferent material.densities. In addition to factors alxeady
discussed, resistance to normal corrosion, erosion, ad impact damage must be con-
sidered when evaluating materials. Notch sensitivity, also an important factor in
materiel selection, influences the root design and the rate of propagation of fa-
tigue cracks originating at potits of foreign-object damage or sixess-corrosion
cracks.

Inspection Procedure to Avoid Failure

Inspection during memufacture. - Ihspectlon perfonued at the present time dur-
ing the manufacture of cmnpressor blading pertains mostly to tensional accuracy
and materiel soundness. h hprovmnent in engine reliability can probably be at-
tained by the addition of the folJ.owingshnple inspection techniques:

(1) A natural frequency check of each blade produced is very informative and is
relatively easy and ineqlensiw . It would reveal any defects in the important re-
gions by a lower-than-normal frequency and would ticate unfavorable tensional
inaccuracies, such as heavy tip sections or undercut root sections, which would also
lower the frequency.

(2) Internal-dampingmeasurements using the same equipmnt as for frequency
checks would be simple. After noting the frequency, the exciting force could be
abnrptly stopped ad the die-away curve ~sured, from which material daqd-ng could
be cmnputed. This damping measuremed would check the material composition and heat
treatment.

(3) Nondestructive tests have been greatly Improved in recent years. The lat-
est techniques should replsce the older methods. For example, the improved zyglo
process, known as post-emulsification, detects defects not Indicated by previous
methoas.

(4) Cmuposition and hardness checks are undoubtedly made by some manufacturers,
but extended use would be helpful. frequently the material supplier is re13.edupon
to deliver the correct material, but mistakes can be made by both the supplier and
the manufacturer. For an item as critical as a compressor rotor blade, composition
checks should be made of each batch of material Just before the cutting begins. To
ensure -t stress-corrosion cracking, the hardness of each blade should be
checked upon completion. Qoly one defective rotor blade is required to wreck an
-e and possibly destroy ~ aircraft.

Preflight inspecticm. - At the present time, engines =e subjected to standard
acceptance tests prior to release for service. Since vibration is one of the prin-
cipal causes of disastrous canpressor%1.adefailures, and since a definite number of
vibraticm cycles is required to prcduce faflure, the acceptance tests may not serve
adequately to ensure successful service operation.

.
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characteristics vary for diffez+mt engine models, snd_vari-
engines of the same model. The “green” run every engine

must undergo prior to release for service should be designed to include operating
conditions in which rotating stall and other suspected vibration inducers are most
prevalent. Thus, the effectiveness of this test in detecting specific engines which
might be sub~ect to vibration problems is increased. -S can evenbemade to
aggravate tibration conditions, such as very rapid acceleration or abnomnally mall
exit nozzle areas, to duplicate unusual conditions which may be reached In service.
Performing a vibration survey on each engine Is desirable, but this procedure is
prohibitive with present instrumentation. To give a reasonable degree of assmance,
at least five or six different engines of a given model should be instrumented for
vibration and flow-fluctuation measurements under a tiety of operating conditions,
including idle, acceleration, part-speed range (50 to 70 percent of rated) and maxi-
mum power under both sea-level and altitude conditions.

An intensive effort shouldbe directed to develop equipment to detect blade
vibrations without altering the engine. For example, a vibration detector under
development at the Lewis laboratory entailed no alteration to the engine other than
the addition of smalIlpemanent magnets to the tip of one or more blades. Iarge
induction coils were wound around tisting engine parts. If necessary, the magnet-
tlpped blades can be replaced by conventional blades after testing, although they
have the same vibration characteristics and their strength is not impaired by the
magnet. If the technique canbe developed, the blades with magnets maybe used in
eervlce for peri.miicchecks or for a continuous record of the presence of vibrations.
These precautions should be taken until a means of eliminating destructive tibration
amplitude is devised or until experience shows that it is no longer necessary. Those
engines indicating high vibration during tests should not be allowed to appear in
service until adequate changes are made to lower the vibrations to a sde level.

On the initial installation of b engine into a new airframe, several engines
should be s~rveyed for vibration characteristics. Because of the effect of distor-
tion on rotating stall (ref. 29), when inlet ducting changes are made, the engine
should.again be checked. In fact, it would be advisable to conduct the first runs
of new engines while connected to ducting similar to that intended to be used with
the engine in service.

Inspection in service and overhaul. - Airport clesmliness and screening will
reduce the effects of erosion and foreign-object damage. However, there is a mini-
mum size of particle that can be economically removed from runways or screened from
the inlet. Because of this limitation, engines and particularly the compressors
should be carefully inspected on a regularly scheduled basic.

The engine and the engine nacelle should be designed to permit ready field in-
spection of a segnent of the rotor blades for foreign-ob~ect damage. The early
stages are most susceptible to foreign-object damage. The effect of nicks is great-
est in these stages, which operate at the highest centrifugal stress and are most
susceptible to vibration. Therefore, a parti.c~ effort should be made to provide -
easy inspection of the early stages as a means of detecting forei~-object damage.
In applicatio~ where removal of the casing for a complete ~ection is @-mcticd-J

the principal purpose may still be servedby facilitating inspection of the early
stages. Sighting through the inlet may be adequate in scme cases.

Inspection for stress-corrosion cracking should also be scheduled perlodictiy.
For this defect, however, the evidence is less obvious and special techniques, such
as zyglo inspection, will be necessary. When the problem becomes less prevalent
through the use of better material or heat treatment, this inspection should no .
longer be needed.

.-
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The practice of blade scrambling during overhaul shcmld receive considerable
study. Research should be undertaken to determine whether blades gadually deteri-
orate in fatigue resistance with operating time. A compressor may have mauy hard
blades susceptible to stress corrosion. If the blades are removed and run through
en Inspection tie with other blades, the hard blades may becme distributed among
a number of compressors which exe then all potential sources of engine f~ure. The
current practice is to mark blades for replacement in their original position, be-
cause the slight discrepancies in len@h of scrambled blades make necessary a grind-
@i! qer’atim to cut all bkdes to the sane external diameter. Thls affects the
bdmce and Increases tip cleerance, resulting In loss of aerodynamic perfo~ce.

The maintenmce of good records for each rotor blade for several engines of
each new model would be helpful in establishing the normal life of blades in a par-
ticular application. The removal of all blades after a definite the period in
service, regardless of the presence of damage, may possibly forestall smue engine
failuxes. This time period may be increased as improvements In materials and reduc-
tion @ exciting forces are effected.

“ Checks for indications of blade deterioration may be detised by suitable re->
search. For example, the natural-frequency changes or blade elongations are signs
of impen~ failure. The tigest change in frequency takes place In the very last
stages of fracture, when failure is -ent. Elongation of blades Is tidence of
creep resulting from high tensile stresses, and if excessim, biicates that fail-
ure is near. &eep may-becane more of a problem than it is
atures from higher f~ght speeds and pressure ratios beccme
frequency and blade-length inspections may serve as a guide
overhaul.

FrJTuRE~cH

now when higher temper-
more camnon. Pericdic
in retiring blades at

A nuuiberof aspects of the compressor reliabilt~ problan have not been dis-
cussed because t-hereis no quantitative information at the present the on which to
base decisions. For example, it is apparent that the structwe and material of the
compressor outer casing have a decided effect on the &tent of damage If a rotor
blade fails. A rugged casing would protect the remainder of the aircrsft but the
internal damage would be heavy; a very light casing would petit a failed blade to
escape, thereby minbizing internal failure, but making possible damage to other
vital points of the aircraft. Experience indicates that conventional aluminum-alloy
casings usually retain plastic, aluminum, or bronze blade fallures, but not steel
blades (figs. 1 and 2). The optimum de~ee of ftiure retainment should be estab-
lished by future research. The ~atest protectia may possibly be obtained by
using a dual.casing. The inner casing would be made of a thin material which could
readily be pierced by the blade fragment. An air space or other retaining medium
would prevent the broken blade from starting a build-up of failure within the com-
pressor. The outer casing wculd be very strong to prevent penetration of the broken
fragments, thereby protecting other engines, aircraft, and passengers.

Another suggestion warrantlng future research is the investigation of purpose-
ful irreguJ.aritiesin the blade rows as a means of suppressing rotating st~.
Rotating stall depends on successive stalling of adjacent blades for its propagation.
If, for example, the eagle of attack of several blades in each stage is made much
lower than that of the other blades In the stage, the propagation may be disrupted
by keeping one or more blades fra stall- even with the increase in angle of at-
tack due to the additional air flow from adJacent passages.
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Research should also be conducted to determine whether there is a certain oper-
ating life after which it is econmicalJy advantageous to replace ce~ rotor
blades. Front-stage bkdes, in particular, exe subjected to higher static and vibra-
tory stresses and, therefore, are more likely to fail than latter-stage blades. Use-
ful operating He is largely a function of the particular engine model smd @e of
service Imposed on the unit.

Shrouding and lacing wires are used to prolong blade 31fe on some jet-engine
gas turbines and in the steam-turbine industry. -icLQ and experimental stress
analyses should be carried out to e-valuatethe merits of

CA
midmizing vibrations in

4 rotor blades in this way. Shrouding of stator blades greatly decreases suscepti.
m
N bility to stator vibrati~. In the stator blades, the shr- does not impose
I any additional steady stresses, as it does with rotor blades.
q

Considerable effort is warranted in the development of new materials for com-
pressor blades. The present plastic laminated blades are very promising but are
limited in operating temperature, and even at low temperatures have very low modul.i
of elasticity. Improvements are being rapidly developed, however, and future plas-
tic matertals may overccme the temperature Lbnitation. Better metalMc materials
should also be developed to completely elhinate the stress-corrosionproblem with-
out sacrifice of tensile and fatigue strength and internal damp-; increased inter-
nal damping is always desired. Investi@tion of combinations of engineering mate-
rials may produce a blade that is resistant to damage by small-sized foreign psrti-
cles and is less susceptible to fatigue, when nicked by a foreign object.

Development of devices to detect the existence of compressor blade vibrations
would greatly aid in improving ccanpressorreMability. A small light-weight device
placed on the en@ne that would warn the pilot of operating conditions which induce
blade vibrations would be helpful. Also, Instrumentation is needed, regardless of
size, that could be placed near an engine during tests to detect vibrations without
any alterations or wiring in the engine. Such a mechanism would enible the manu-
facturer to check every engine and evaluate ducting prior to release. It would also
enable the study of vibrations to devise methods of prevention or suppression.

Additional research on various means of retaining blades in the rotor and
methods for providing added damping in the blade-root system may result in a config.
uration that would elhinate tibration-fatigueproblems of rotor blades. The loose-
pin or hinged blade requires additional refinement to determine the optimum propor-
tions and arrangement of the varlouE parts, but is already a great Wproveme nt over
more conventional root forms.

commDrNG REMmKs

The use of dal-flow ccmtpressorsin engines gives better performance charac-
teristics, men though axis&flow ccm!pressorsere less resistant to failure than
centrifugal compressors. tiently, the trend is toward the use of axial-flow ccnn-
pressers. Therefore, the present study has been confined.to the &al-flow com-
pressor. Difficulties with cmqressor bhdes arise mainly frcanthe following
sources:

(1) Breakage by foreign objects

(2) Accelerated fatigue ori@natlng at a nick caused by foreiga object

(3) Accelerated fatigue originating at a stress-corrosion crack

(4) Fatigue caused by vibration, usually caused by rotating stall.
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Failure of one ccnnpressorblade will, inmost cases, cause a chain reaction of
blade failures and result in immediate failure of the engine. Every effort must,
therefore, be made to avoid compressor blade failure. ,

Blade br@kage by foreign objects can be reduced by the use of engine-inlet
screens. However, a lower limit to screen uneshsize is hposed by considerations of
the inlet-air-pressuredrop and the associated reduction in performance. Small ob-
jects can pass tbrough the screen and, wldde they pay not cause hmediate blade
failure, they may result in nicks in the blade that may serve as nuclei for fatigue.
Hence, it is essential to provide means for inspecting compressor blades, particu-
larly those of the forward stages, for signs of damage. En@netiications should
be made so that inspections canbe made conveniently and quickly at frequent inter-
vals. In addition to inspection for foreign-object damage, the blades shouldbe
checked at lese-frequent intervals for tidence of stress-corrosion cracks, or other
sigas of deterioration. The presence of stress-corrosion cracks would indicate a
need for a change In blade heat treatment, material, or fabrication technique.

Rotating stsX1.is one of the principal causes of severe vibrations leading to
fatigue failures, even in the absence of foreign-object damage. This phenmnenon
occurs mainly during acceleration of the engine through the speed range from 50 per-
cent to 70 percent msxbnmn speed. The engine manufacturer should determine the W-
Imum vibratory stresses obtatned during rotating s= for each engine. This test
should preferably be made with inlet-flow distortion and.reduced exhaust-nozzle area
to simulate in steady operation the conditions e~ected during acceleration. Cor-
rections to the engine design such as inlet baffles, interstate bleed, and variable-
engle stator blades shouldbe made if the stall condition is severe. The tibratlon
problem In general canbe considerably allerLatedby using special root configura-
tions and damping devices and investigating different blade materials. Plastic
laminates shwprmise because of their very high internal damping, but at present
they lackhigh-temperature (above 5000 F) strength and rigidity.

Compressor re~ability of etisting units, as weIl as of fiore-advanced-design

-es, c~be ~rovedby@tioti bectionprocedwes durm manufacture, in
service operation, before flight, and du?5ng overhaul. Provisions for convenient
inspection and blade replacement shouldbe considered in designa of new en@nes.
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Figure 3. - Axial-f1OW-CV ssorfailme.
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v- COMBLJSTORMEiEMBIX

By Patrick T. Chiarito
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Setice records for turbojet engines were studied to learn the types and causes
of cmbustor failures and to obtain su~estions for improving engine reliability.
The statistical data derived frcm the records show that the inner liner consistently
accounted for the largest number of cconbustorfailures in all engines studied, and
several replacements of liners were usually made between ma~or overhauls. However,
liner failures rarely were the cause of an engine overhaul or an engine failure in
flight.

Liners usually fail because of thermal stresses induced by Mge temperature
gradients and propagatedby thermal cycling associated with starting, accelerating,
and stopping the engine. Failures are accelerated by such factors as improper fuel
flow, carbon deposits, and severe transients. Two eerious flQht accidents that
occurred in 1953 were attributed to igniter and fuel-nozzle malhnctioning.

Sane ccmments are made regarding choice of materials, design and fabrication
considerations, and operational practices for improving reliability. Additional in-
formation, for example, a better understand@ of the complex failure mechanism, is
needed in order to provide design criteria for preventing faj.lures.

INTRODUCTION

The ccmbustor of a turbojet engine consists primarily of sheet metal, which is
required to satisfy a variety of specifications. For example: With respect to
fabrication, the metal must have ductilt~ for initial forming and must be joinable
such as by welding; and, while in service, it must resist the corrosiw action of
hot gases, cracking due to themal shock and fatigue, and distortion. Furthermore,
small thicknesses are used to save engine weight.

Typical engine lnst~atlons of ccmbustors are shown in figure 1. The non:
uniform impingement of hot gases on the liner walls causes hot spots and often ab-
rupt temperature gradients. Tauperature gradients are difficult to predict and ex-
hibit a randmn behavior. Their effect is usualJy evident in severe warping and
cracking of liners and eventual breakout of sheet-metal fra$gnents. The transition
liners and cross-ignition tubes are likewise subject to cyclic thermal stresses that
can cause cracking and breakout of fra~ents. Carbon deposition in the combustor
can cause malfunctioning of fuel nozzles and igaiters. .

Service records were studied in order to become acquainted with the difficulties
with praluction cmbustors as background for the discussion of methods for improving
engine reliability. The purpose of this paper is to present (1) the failure statis-
tics that were derived from the service records, (2) a discussion of the types and
causes of the failures, and (3) some suggestions for handling the ccmbustor for im-
proving engine reliability. Additional information that is needed to improve relia-
bility is also mentioned.
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FAILURE STATISTICS

Sources of Data

Approxbnately 1500 Disassembly Inspection Reports (DIR’s) for the 3-month
period frmn Augusf through October of 1953 and the summry of jet aircraft accidents
caused by en@ne fatlmre or maMunction during 1953 (ref. 1) were studied for the
three engine types to determine: (1) the way combustor components fall, (2) the
mean life of a cmponent as indicatedby its mean replacement the, and (3) the
effect of a component failure on the engine and flight sdety.

The
are

statistics

Cumbustor failure statistics taken frcnnthe DTR’s are broken down in table I.
data for old (previously overhauled) and new (not previously overhauled) engines
tiven inrmts (a) and (b). resuectivel~. The values for both are ccmbined in

part-(c). It-ls appknt t~ti alt~ough a ~ger percentage ,of cracked llners are
found during inspection in OVerbSuls than any other combustor component failure, liner
failure is rarely a primary cause of engine overhaul.

Of all engines .melyze&, the average percentage that had sane failure In the
combustor was 69 percent for engine A, 29 percent for engines B, and 42 percent for
en@nes C (table I). The sheet-metal liner consistently accounted for the most
failures. In many of the engines all the liners were cracked, and almost always the
llners of the ignition chambers were crackea. However, it is important to note
(see column onpq causes in table I) that failure of the combustorllneris
givenas the reason for sending only one engine to overhaul. The primary cause for
overhauling 33 enginea C (5 percent) was sheet-metal failure In the outer shell,
d overhauls of 11 engines B (2 percent) were aue to failures In the transition
liner. It is interesting to note that the largest percentage of liner failures
occurred in engine A, which had the largest percentage of fuel-nozzle failures.

.,
The mean replacement the for liners computed from the DIR &at{ for new engines

was 173 hours for A, 1S5 hours for B, and 365 hours “forC. For engines C, the mean
replacement time given is probably higher than actual time, because the DIR data for
this engine do not include lin~r changes made in the field. h fact, the mean ll,fe
(measured to the first si~ofa crack) oflinersfora12 engines would uauallybe
less than the mean replacement time, because field inspection of liners is _
maae incidental to main~enance of other engbe parts. The replacement of liners
during scheduled inspections is adequate, however, because the cracks progress rela-
tively slowly. Before February 1, 1955, recording of field repaira on the DIR was
optional. At that time, a tecbnlcal order was issues that requires a record of all
field Inspections, even-if no replacement are made.

Other failures (e.g., cross-ignition tubes and igniters) =e also included in
table I.

Hfect of Component Failpre on Engine Operation

w~ea 13ners cause abnoti temperature distributions and may result In burning
of nozzle vanes and turbine rotor blades. Cracks in liners are probably tolerable
pntil they cause fragments to break out. Sheet-metal fragments usually scratch or

J,

nick vanes and rotor blades, prcducing atress raisers which shorten the fatigue and
stress-n@ure life of the blades. At times, more damage is done. The DIR:6 on
the 1500 engines stuaiea listed only 5 liners and 12 transition liners in which
faflures hadpro~eased to the point where fra+gnentshad.broken out. The size of
the lsxgest fragment broken out of the Inner l~er and

●

the resultant damage are as

.—
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follows; the fragnent frcm a transition liner that
recorded damage are also listed:

133

caused the most damage and the

(1) Inner liner: In an A-7 engine with a 3- by 5-inch sheet-metal piece miss-
ing from an igoition liner, all 95 turbine buckets were dented at the leading edges,
and 26 of the 72 vanes were dented at the trailing edges.

(2) -ition liner: In a B-3 engine with ~ inches missing frcm the aft re-

tainer strip, a3J.96 turbine buckets were bent approximately 1/2 inch on the leading-
edge tfps, and 58 of the 64 vanes were nicked, bent, and torn along the trailing
edges.

No record was found, however, of buckets that suffered immediate fracture due to the
impact of sheet-metal fragments.

Four of the 205 flight accidents due to turbojet-engine failure or malfunction
recorded by the U. S. Air Force during 1953 (ref. 1) were attributed to cwibustor-
component failurea. The results of their analyais of these four accidents are sum-
marized in table II.

CAUSE8 OF FAILURES

Mech&sm.of E%eet-Metel Failure-.

During nomal en@ne.uperation, the sheet-metal liner walls are heatedby the
@ingement of hot gases. Because of nonuniform burning of fuel and~g with
secondary air, the liner is locally heated. The defamations of the material re-
sulting frcanthe local expansion may cause buckling and also local plastic flow in
the hottest spots becauae of thermal atresses inducedby the resistance of the
cooler surrounding metal.(ref. 2). Repeated heating and cooling of the liner as-
sociated with starting, accelerating, and stopping the engine wiJJ.cause rupture by
fatigue, espect.dly at stress raisers such as louvers.

Longitudinal distributions of metal temperature measured along the top row of
, cooling louvers and the bottcm row of air-intake holes in a liner are shown in fig-
ure 2 (ref. 3). The abrupt discontinuities at the louvers and the wide variations
between rather close air-intake holes may be seen. Because the bottan (or aide
nearest the engine shaft) of the liner is generally hotter than the top, no ccm-
parlaon should be made between these curves for the louver and air-intake sections.
The hottest belt was near the middle of the ccdnbustorliner. The distribution of
metal temperature measured around the liner near the hottest belt ia shown in fig-
ure 3. The bottcm is hottest, reaching a nmd.mum of about 1600°F. A themnal grad-
ient of as much aa 7COo F per inch was measured at 8000 ~ (or approximately 70
percent rated speed).

Becauae liners are loaded essential.lyonly to the extent of self support, the~
are subjected mainly to thermal stresses. Typical liner failurea are ahown in fig-
ure 4. In the upper liner, the cracks progessed far enough frmn the louvers to
the air-intake holes to break out a fragment near the hottest belt. Aburmed hole,
buckles, and cracks can be seen In the lower liner. The corners of the transition
liner (includingpieces of the aft retainer strip) were alao missing.

Factora that Accelemte Canbustor Failures

Carbon deposits near fuel nozzles and igniters distort fuel spray-patterns and
may cause localized hot spots in the sheet metal. Carbon that accumulates else-
where along the liner generally Interferes with the gas flow and may cause wer-
temperature and distorted temperature distributions at the ccmbustor exit (turbine
inlet). Carbon deposita found around the igniters and-fuel nozzlea in two engine
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@pes are shown in figure 5. The deposits on the igniter of the ccmbustor on the
left will distort the top side of the fuel pattern. In the other combustor, the
carbon (which grew on one electrode) obstructs more than half of the canbustor pas-
sa~ hediately aft of the nozzle and obvlousl.ydisrupted the fuel apray.

Carbon is almost always deposited on the inner walls of llners, on the fuel
nozzles, ~ on the igoiters of engines burning JT fuels. The tendency to produce
carbon deposits depends upon the fuel andysls, ccmibustordesign, and engine oper-
ating conditions. Reference 4 shbws that the tendency for a fuel to produce carbon
is a function of its hydrogen-carbon ratio and volumetric average boiling tempera-
ture, as illustrated in figure 6. Reference 4 also describes a simple laboratory
smoke test for determining the carbon-producing tendency of fuels. Because the se-
lection of fuels is based upon other combustion properties, as well as avatibillty
and cost, some carbon deposition cannot be avoided.

Clogging of fuel-nozzle passages and screens and fuel-orifice wear affect the
fuel-flow rate and pattern and also cause liner damage. Fuel-flow rate beyond the
permissible limits was noted prharily in engine A-7, which had the highest percent-
age of fuel-nozzle malfunction (17 percent) and probably accounted for the highest
percentage of liner failures (66 percent, see table I(a)). Althoughno data have
been found, it is expected that heat soak-back may account for deposits within the
nozzle caused by thermal decomposition of fuel constituents.

Faulty igniters cause unsuccessful starts and probably prcduce thermal shock
and large temperature gradients in the sheet metal. Severe transients, such as ac-
cidental hot starts and rapid acceleration or deceleration, also hasten sheet-metal
failures.

W cracks caused in manufacture by punching air-intake holes accelerate
fatigue failure in liners. Thermal cycMng causes the initial cracks to grow and
even=y to extend to louvers.

Effect of Material Properties

The tendency for failure of the 13.nersby thermal cycling is sffectedby the
properties of the material of the liner, such as thermal conductivity, coefficient
of thermal expansion, strength at high temperatures, ad the response of the materi-

al to repeated cycles of mechanical defomnation and plastic flow.

The use of materials with increased themal conductivity will relieve localized
hot spots by dissipating the heat. Fleme hnpingement tests on small cylinders of
several materiels showed the expected decrease in thermal gradients.with increasing
conductivity (ref. 2). Figure 7 shows gradients of 1000° F per inch measured for
the commonly used Inconel. This ~ent was reduced to 710° for Inconel-clad
nick’d and to 370° for Inconel-clad copper.

The number of flame 3n@n.gement cycles to failure is shown In figure 8 for the
materials included in figure 7. A wide spread of values is-indicated.,and no con-
sistent relation was found between number of cycles and severity of temperature Wa-
tribution (fig. 8). The benefits of clad metals that approach optimnnnpropertles
necessary to satisfy w of the requirements of sheet metals in high-temperature
service 1s, however, brought out h“ figure 8. Unfortunately, the use of cldding
is hampered by fabrication ~ficulties. ~

A decrease in coefficient of thermal expansion will be beneficial in reducing
the smount of differential expansion causedby thermal gadients.

b,

.—
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The mechanism of failure of canponents by thermal cycling-is ccmplex, and much
additional research iB required on this subject. From this resesrch should ccme
ideas for the selection of imprwed materials and for @rovements in design.

Current liners are usually made of Inconel which has high corrosion resistance.
Liners are being placed in production made of mild steel coated with aluminum for
corrosion resistance. Ceramic coatings ae also being developed for protecting the
surfaces of liners made of the lower strategic-alloymaterials.’ Materials selecced
for high themal conductivity may not in themselves have adequate corrosion .
resist~ce, but Satisfactoq-protective coatings could possibly be

METHODS OF IMPROVING OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY

Ma*rials

The life of liners can, of course, be increasedby the use of

developed.

improvedmateri-
sls. The importance of such propertied as hi@”thermai conductivityj-low coeffi-
cient of themnal expansion, and other material properties, and the need for addi-
tional research have already been discussed.

Design and Fabrication Considerations

Some sheet-mea problems may be solved by the use of heavier gages. Besides
increasing the strength and stflness, increased thickness provides more heat-flow
area and reduces thermal.gradients. This practice is limited, however, by the.
weight pensl~ imposed. Scme sheet-metal failures, for-example, those found in outer
combustion chambers, are easily fixed by patching (fig. 9) and do not constitute a
serious problem.

Because thermal gradients wSU probably always occur in sheet metal, a design
principle that should be e~lored is the relie~ of thermal stresses rather than
resisting them. This may be approached by using a se~ented structure for the liner
inwbich expansions in any one segment do not impose stresses on neighboring
se~ents.

As pointed out previously, faulty fuel flow is probably the biggest source of
combustor troubles. Besides the fuel nozzle itself, any of the several parts of the
fuel control and supply system may contribute to this deficiency. With regsxd to
the nozzle, clogged screens or filters (fig. 10) wiU interfere with the flow. Such
was the case with another engine type, resulting in frequent collapse of the screens
and severe interference with fuel flow. Rano~ these screens frcm the hot section
of the nozzle adequately solved the problem; the screens in the flow dividers proved
tobe ample. In some fuel nozzles the - slot provides fuel continuously, and
the large slot supplements this supply during pericxisof increased demand. If the
outer annular passage fi the nozzle were used for the span flow, smne cooling of
the inner passage would probably result and the harmful effects of heat soak-back
might be reduced.

Previous NACA rese~ch (ref. 5) shows that the use of a shielded fuel nozzle to
prevent carbon deposition also @roves its performance, especially at altitude.

The igniter for a turbojet engine must produce a spark that will ignite the
fuel-air mixture that flows past the electrmles. If a start Is not made within a
few seconds, the canbustor must be cleared of fuel before a new start is attempted
in order to prevent overtemperature. Flame-outs during flight impose still more
severe requirements upon the igniter for a restart. If the igniter Is coated with

——-— ——.-— .-— — .— —- .. ._ .—
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carbon (see fig. 5), the combustible mixture may be deflected away from the elec-
trodes or the electrodes may be shorted. Surface-discharge igniters in which carbon
deposits do not cause electrical interference are being developed (ref. 6). In fact,
carbon deposits may help their performance.

Because igniters are not needed during normal flight, they cause unnecessary
interference with fuel spray and provide a projection upon which carbon may grow.
Retractable igniters (ref. 7) would probably overcae this objection.

On the basis of current statistics, it canbe amlclpated that several liner
rep~cements will be made between engine overhauls. It is therefore essential that
the design provide for accessibility of the ccmbustor for ease of field maintenance.
Disassembly of the ccunbustorto inspect and replace damaged parts as necessary would
help to extend the major overhaul interval for the engine. If this di.sassqnblyis
made without removal of the engbe from the aircraft, the “down-time”for the air-
craft would be kept to a minimum.

Because overtemperature of the ~er may result from several.causes, such as
(1) excessive fuel flow, (2) distorted fuel-spray pattern, and (3) ctlstortionof the
flame by carbon deposits, an indicator of excessive tier temperature wohld be very
useful In avoiding burning of sheet metal and incipient cracking.

Cracks in the liner caused by thermal cycling wild.progress slowly to breakout
of a sheet-metal fra~ent that will damage the turbine rotor bliades. Because there
is ususlly sufficient ttie for detecting these cracks during a field irppection, It
seems adequate to base a liner replacement on an examination of its condition during
a scheduled inspection.

Mechanical finishing of the edges of punched air-intake holes retided cracking
in liners (ref. 8). The holes were reamed, sanded, and vapor-blasted to remove
S- cracks and worked metal caused by the manufacturing method. The benefits are
given in the following table:

Time im Average number of
accelerated life cracks in 7

runs, as-fabricated
hr liners

8 8

16 20

Average number of
cracks In 7

mechanically
finished liners

2’

9

Although mechanical finishing helped, cracking consistently started at the stress-
re~eving holes even though they were .alsoreamed and vapor-blasted.

Operational Practices

With regard to reliabili~, it would be preferable to replace cracked liners
with new ones. However, cost requires consideration of the repair of liners. For
example, one Navy facili~ claims that a sav@g of $350,000 was realized a-
1953 bypatchlng damaged liners (ref. 9).

The mean replacement time of cmnbustor components is considerably less than
desired times to major overhaul. scheduled field inspections and replacements as
necessary w5JJ therefore help to etiend the overhaul interval.

.
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In view of the flight safe~ and econcmic considerations, the en@ne manufac-
turer and air-line operator will have to work out a policy that might include the
fOllowillg:

(1]

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Scheduling inspections of canbustor components depending on operatiq
conditions

Replacing liners regularly with appruved used or new liners

Procedure for log@ng the on each liner used

Definition of etient of damage that requires repair or replacement

Definition of repairable damage

Since rapid engine failure can result fra a badly distorted gas temperature
distribution, a device for warning of such occurrence would permit the pilot to take
action that might prevent a flight accident.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The statistics derived frcm the service records that were studied indicate that
the inner liner consistently accounted for the largest percentage of ccnnbustorcam-
ponent failures in all three engine types. Even under normal operation, the life of
a liner was relatively short and seversl field replacements were made between major
overhauls. The failures generally started as buckles that caused cracks. Fortu-
nately, cracks progressed relatively slowly to breakout of sheet-metal fra~ents and
it seems sufficient to base a liner replacement on an examinatton of its condition
during a scheduled field inspection. Although there was evidence that sheet-metal
fragments fram liners damaged turbine rotor blades, there was no evidence cd?pieces
even as large as a 3- by 5-inch piece causing immediate fracture of a blade. Sheet-
metal failures were, however, the primary causes of overhaul for 45 engines.

Failures in sheet metal are caused by large temperature @ents and thermal
cycling. The Induced thermal stresses may cause buckling and locsl plastic flow.
Repeated cycles of temperature change associated with starting, accelerating, de-
celerating, and stopping causes repeated working of the material and cracks. cracks
are tolerable until thq permit breakout of fragts. The danger of engine de-
struction in fllght by a sheet-metal fragment passing through the turbine is greater
for the multistage than for the single-stage turbine engine, but comparatively little
experience has been gained with the multistage turbine engine. The effect of the
hole left by the fragnent is usuaXly of small hportance. Severely warped liners
cause abnormal temperature distributions-andmay result in burned nozzle vanes and
buckets. Probably the most important contributory cause of sheet-metal failures is
@roper fuel flow. These failures me accelerated by factors such as csrbon de-
posits, severe transients, and stress raisers caused by fabrication methods.

Two major and two minor Air Force fllght accidents during 1953 were attributed
to canbustor-ccmponentfailures. Because the mean replacement the of ccaubustor
components is considerably less than desired times to major overhaul, scheduled
field inspections are necessary to extend engtne life and hprove reliability.

...——— _. ——._— ._. _ — .. :.._
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ADDITIONAL INFORMKTIOIiNEEDED
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,

In order to Increase combuator-ccmponentlife and.engine reliability, additional. “.
information Is needed, including the folJmwing:

(1) Abetter underatandlng of the ccmiplexmechanl.smof sheet-metal failure by
thermal cycling would provide a basis for hnpro%ed design and selection of materials.
Laboratory tests on simple plate elements could be exbended to simulate production
combustors in their operating environment. As an interim measure, the number of
cycles of transient engine operation that will cause buckling, cracking, and even- b

tual breakout of fragnents would be helpful.
\

~

(2) Detailed combustor es and metal temperatures are needed to guide the labo- Z

ratory tests mentioned in (1) and as a design criterion. The performance of the fuel
system should be correlated with measured temperatures and ccmponent life.

(3) Methods of reducing the effects of localized heating should be explored.
For example, segnented constmction of the liner should minimize the Interaction of
adjoining elements and thereby extend service life.
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TAPIE II. - FLIGET ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY COMBUSTOR FAILURE OF MALFUNCTION (REF.1)

Lircraf t Engine Accident Brief Findings
type

F-3 B-10 Minor Excessive exhaust-gas Two liners failed causing
temperature damage to nozzle dia-

phragm. Hole burned in
aft fuselage.

F-3 B-1o Wj or Flame-out in flight. Igniter leads fouled caus-
Aircraft destroyed ing only one can to fire.
after airstart at-
tempt~ unsuccessful

F-3 B-10 Major Engine explosion dur- Probably spray of fuel noz-
ing flight zle 7 distorted and

caused excessive heat
in liner.

F-1 c-7 Minor Lqst power on take- Possible temporary carbon
off roll deposit on fuel nozzle

spray tips.

.
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(a) Parts of fuel nozzle.

(b) Cutaway view of fuel nozzle.

Figure 10. - Typical fuel nozzle showing location of screen anflfilter.
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VI - mzmE DIAPHRAGMS

By l?rsmciaJ. Clauss

Repeated themal stresses are the most @ortant factor causing damage to noz-
zle diaphragms. These stresses sxise from nonuniform temperature distributions and
from constraints which prevent the nozzle diaphragm from expanding and contracttig
freely during heating and cooling. Repetition of these stresses occurs during start-
ing, acceleration, and stopping and eventually causes cracks slong the edges of the
nozzle vanes, at the trailimg edge of the vane slot in the tier ring, and h the
weld joining the tier r% to the mounting flange. These cracks usually do not
progress to coiplete failure of the tit.

Although cracks in nozzle diaphragms are frequent and add to the cost of en@e
maintenance, they rarely cause en@ne fdlure. Damage to nozzle d@hr+gm is not
a problem with respect to reliability at the present time. This may be due to fre-
quent repairs and replacements in the field and d.ur3ngma~or overhauls for other
types of damage.

CrackE, because of theti rate of propagation and effect on engine operation,
can be safely handled;by scheduled inspection. Thie involves costly repah3 and
replacements.

Cracking of nozzle diaphragms can be reduced in the follo~ng ways: ‘

(1) Incorporate provisions to allow the parts to expand and contract freely.

(2) Distribute the temperaturemore evenly throughout the nozzle dia.phrqgnand
the attachhg parts of the engtie..

(3) Use materials with better resistance to repeated

(4) Elhinate vane slots in the inner ring or reduce
cracks.

thermal stresstig.

theti tendency to prcmmte

Rapid deterioration of the nozzle diaphragm occurs when, through malfunction
of the ccmibustor,severe overtemperature occurs. Overtemperaturemay cause sections
of nozzle vanes to be burned off. Nicks mti dents in the exposed surfaces me fre-
quently caused by foreign objects.

IIWROIWTION

Damage to nozzleWPWWPJM is found in the majority of jet engines received
at overhaul depots. Such damage must be repaired before the eng3nes are returned
to service, and frequently entire nozzle diaphragms must be replaced. This paper
revlewa damage to nozzle diaphragms and its effects on the reliability of turboJet
engines.

The schematic sketch of a turbojet engine in figure 1 shows the approximate
operating temperatures of the various parts. The nozzle diaphragm Is located be-
tween the canbuation chambers smd the turbine wheel. Combustion of the air-fuel
mixture takes place witldn the ccmibustionchambers, and the hot gases exped with
ticreaatig velocity through the nozzle CM.aphr%y. Here nozzle vsmes direct the gas
stream against the blades of the rotating turbtie wheel which, in turn, drives the
comp~ssor.

* -“
. .. .. ..._— .-. — ~——— .— -—- ———- ~..—. -—— –—
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The nozzle diaphragm is a stationery element of the engine. It consists essen-
tially of a rmiber of airfoils, or vanes, held between two r@gs, as shown in figure
2. The vsnes are subject~ to no mechanical stresses other than those which arise
frrxnthe force of the - stream. This !Porcecan cause the -es to deform unless
the materiel has an adequate field strength and creep resistance at high tempera-
tures. Lack of strength or excessive temperatures prduce light bows at the trail-
ing edges of the vanes.

The tqerature of nozzle vsmes approaches the

r

temperat~e. Metal temper-
atures as high as 1900° F have been measured (ref. 1 , elthough normalLy the nozzle
vanes operate at temperatures several Imr@-ed d.egxeesless than this (ref. 2). The
tier end outer rings, which hold the nozzle vanes, operate at lower temperatures.
h some en@nes these rings fasten rigidly to other parts of the engine, and the
nozzle vanes, h t~, are fastened rigidly to the rings. The themnal expansion and
contraction of the vanes then produce stresses h the inner and outer rlnga which
cause them -towarp or crack.

Each time the engine is started, the nozzle vanes are heated rapidly to their
operatimg teqeratures. Lesser temperature changes ocm.u whenever the engine
chsmges speed. Ewing a normal shutdown, the vanes are again subjected to rapid
Coollllg. If, for any reason, flame-out (or ccmibustionblow-out) occurs durhg
flight, the vanes are cooled rapidly by the inrush of cold ati. Rapid heat3ng then
followa on reignition of the flame. All these conditions erpose the nozzle vanes
to repeated cycles of themnal stressing which can cause them to werp, crack, and
ultimately fracture. Figure 3 shows the cracks produced at the edges of nozzle
vanes by this repeated thermal stressing. The vanes in the middle of the combustor
outlets, where the tmnperature is huttest, show more cracking than the other vanes.
Figure 4 shows more detail of the cracks developed by thermal stresses after a num-
ber of engtie cycles.

The hot combustion gases to which the nozzle diapq Is exposed are corrosive.
Besides being oxidizing, the geses sanethes contain hamd?ul elements from the fuel,
such as lead and vanadium. These elements attack the vines and penetrate into the
material along the grti boundaries. The cracks so developed act as stress raisers
end pramote failure from other cawes. b ptice, the corrosion problem is
avoided by using mkerials of adequate oxidation resistance and specifying that Jet
fueb do not conteAn lsrge amounts of harmful elaents. Swrface coatzlngstight be
used for protection, but they present other problems.

Solid particles h the gas stream exert a scrubbing action against the nozzle
vemes. Erosion of the veme surfaces can occur umless proper materials are used.

Particles imp@ing agdnst nozzle vanes can cause them to fail by impact.
These @icles can be foreign objects ingested through the intake system, parts
that shake loose during operation, or fragents of compressor blades or ccmbustor
1.3nersthat break off. The damage to the nozzle tip- may be lhnited to nlcke
or dents that do not seriously interfere with engine operation. Occasionally, how-
ever, hrge ~objects chip off sections of the vanes and these, in turn, can cause
further damage to the turbine blades and to the tail pipe and afterburner. This
problem is discussed in part III.

h short, the design ezximaterials used in nozzle dkphragms should provide
adequate resistance to

0

(1) Aerodynamic loads

(2) Thermal stresses

—
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(3) Corrosion

(4) Erosion

(5) Znpact

The “purposesof this paper are to review the following:

(1) The hportsmce of nozzle-diapx dsmage on the reliability of turbojet
engties

(2) The types of damage that occur in nozzle diaphragm

(3) The mechanisms of damage to nozzle diaphragms and the factors of engine
operation that cause damage

(4) The ways in which nozzle dlaphragns might be mde more reliable

(5) The areas in which additional information is needed

TO acccm@ish these purposes, operating records on turbojet eng3nes and litera-
ture pertinent to the problems have been examined. This hfomnat ion has been ana-
lyzed in the light of NACA research on turbojet engines.

FAILURE STATISTICS

hrportance of Wm.ge to Nozzle Diaphragms

The importance of damage to nozzle diaphragms can be exsmined fran two points
of view:

{1) Its effect on eng3ne operation, such as

(2) Its effect on eng5ne maintenance

Although nozzle dlap- require frequent

r@uced thrust or a flight accident

repair or replacement, fdl.ure of
nozzle diapb is not an fiortant factor causing flight accidents in turbojets
at the present time. Thls fact is shown by a study of 205 U.S. Air Force jet acci-
dents during 1953 in which failure or malfunction of the engine or its accessories
was the primary cause of the accident (ref. 3). b two cases, overtmperature had
damaged the hot section of the engine, including the nozzle diam, sad caused a
ma~or accident. h another case, foreign objects had damged the nozzle WPhragn
and the plane threw three turbine buckets, caus3ng a ndnor accident. In these acci-
dents, the nozzle diaphragm was only one of the it- affected rather than the cause
of the accident.

None of the records studied reported any loss of thrust from @r damage to
nozzle diaphragms. Distortion of the vemes would change the flow cheracteriatics
and, if severe enough, reqtie -es in the ~t-nozzle .EW= to m~fi oper-
ating condltions. Excessive bowing of the vanes could affect .en@ne perfomsnce
(ref. 4).

~ti, damaged nozzle Uap_ =e repaired or replaced In the field.
When base ,facfiitiesexe inadequate, turbojet engines may be sent to overhaul depots
for this work. The open bars in figure 5 show the perc~tages of seversl types of
engine that were sent to overhaul depots because of damaged nozzle diapx. For

--—.—-—- -.-—— —— ..__ ___ .._ —.
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exsmple, of the C-6 engines received at the overhaul depots, 3 percent were Bent
there because of damage to the nozzle diaphragn. This figure is low for most other
engines, but seveml engines, such as the C-7 and B-3, show much higher percentages o

of overhauls because of _ed nozzle diapbra@ns.

Despite the repairs”made in the field, a Wge number of nozzle diaphragms are
found damaged dur3ng inspection at the overhaul depts in engines sent the~e for
other reasons. !T!hiais shownby the cross-hatchedbars in figure 5. ih the C-6
engines, for example, S2 percent of .a31the en@es sent to overhaul had -ged
nozzle diaphrqgns. (This value includes the 3 percent sent to overhaul because of
dsmaged nozzle diapbraems.)

Damage to the nozzle -P- does not pose a problem of engine reliability
because‘the dsmage progresses so slowly that it can be repaired before a failure
occurs. !Chenecessary repairs or replacements may be made in the field or during
overhauls for other types of damage. As these other types of dsmage are reduced or
eliminated, damage to nozzle diaphragms may become a more important problem to en-
gine reliability.

The mimner and frequency
study of operating records on

Operathg Records

of damage to nozzle diaphragms can be learned from a
turbojet engines. Aircraft Engine Disassembly Inspec-

tion-Repoz% (DIRTS) have been made-ava~ble to the NACA to-furnish this ~ta. -
These reports were prepared by the overbs.uldepots of the Air Research and Develop-
ment Camuemd, U.S. Air Force, and each report contalna the ftid@gs on an engtie at
the time of overhaul. The limitations of the DIR’s in furnishing reliability data
have been discussed in part II.

Types and Frequency of -e to Nozzle Diaphragms

The sketch In figwre 6 shows the types of dsmage nmst cmmmn to nozzle dla-

P-. The frequency with which they occur during operation is shown in figure
7 for the various engines studied.

The most ccmmon type of damage was cracking of the nozzle vanes. Thus, for
engine C-6, fuUy 92 percent of the engines overhauled (or every engine in which
any damage to the nozzle diaphrqpu was found] had one or more cracked vanes. The
cracks started most often frcm the trailtig edges of the vanes. Two other ccmnnon
types of crack were circumferential cracks h the weld joining the inner ring to
the mounting flange and axial cracks h the inner ring running aft fran the vane
slots. b seversl engines, the weld joining the inner ring to the mounting flange
was cracked the fu33.360°. Cracks in the inner ring running sft of the vane slots
frequently pro~essed into the mounthg f-. The presence of any of these types
of crack apparently did not interfere with the operation of the en@ne. The damage
to nozzle diaphragms in engines overhauled for other reasons waq just as severe as
that found when damage to nozzle diaphragms was the primary cause for overhaul.

.

The other type of dwnage found most frequently in nozzle
and dents in the vanes. This type of dsmage was present, for
cent of the C-6 engbes overhauled.

diap- was nicks
example, in 57 per-

,

●
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Types of damage observed less frequently ticlude“the following:

(1) Metal deposits on surfaces; surfaces “sandblasted”

(2) Nozzle vanes bent.,torn, chipped, warped, ~torted, “baUooned~” or burnt
to vaxying de~ees of severity

(3)lhner andlor outer ring cracked or warped

(4) Aft edge of inner ring, motiting flbmge, or outer rtig worn or gxooved

A further breakdown of damage statistics for the C-7 eng3ne b presented in
figure 8, which breaka down the data shown h figure 7 into ~-hour titervds for
the first 700 houxs of operation. Beyond this th, there were not enough engines
for a vend analysis.

The frequency of overhaul is shown in figuxe 8{a). The frequency was highest ..
during the 50-hom interval from 150 to 2C0 hours, and about 12 percent of the en-
gines were overhauled during this period. About one-third of the engines had been
overhauled at the end of 2~ hours of operation.

One-half of the.engines remrwed during the first 50 hours of operation had some
me to the nozzle dfapbrqgne (fig. 8(b)). Tlth3was true despite the fact that
none of these engines were overhauled primsrily because of this damage. The puniber
of engines removed with some dsmage to the nozzle dis@bragm increased rapidly with
the time of operation, until practically all those raved after 200 hours had some
damage to the nozzle diaphrags. A few .@ines overhauled after 2~ hours operation
had no nozzle-diapm damage recorded, probably because of field replacem@s that
were not reported In the D~’s. The conclusions that may be drawn from this figure
are that practicsillyalJ.nozzle diapbrafgnswill be damaged to some extent after 200
hours of operation,.but that this damge will generaldy not seriously interfere with
continued operation of the engine.

As shown in figure 8(c), the edges of the nozzle vanes were cracked in 25 per-
cent of the engines removed during the ffist 50 hours of operation. M-&r 2m houxs,
vsaes ti practically all the eng.lneswere cracked. Cracking was the most frequent
type of demage to nozzle diaphragm, being reported in 88 percent of all engines of
tti type overhauled. The curve roughly parallels that shown in the pretious figure
for all types of dsmage. ..

Nicks end dents were present in the nozzle vsmes of 50 percent of the engines
removed during the first El)hours of operation as shown in figure 8[d). !T!herate
leveled off at about 85 percent of the engines overhauled after 2~ hours of opera-
tion. Field repaira probably account for this value’s not reaching MXl percent for
long operating times.

The weld joining the inner ring to the mounttig flange did not crack ~til the
second 50-houx interval of operation (fig. 8(e)). The frequent of weld cracking

Jincreased with time, although.at a lower rate thm that of noz e-me cracking
(fig. 8(c)}, and leveled off at about 90 percent after 5~ hours. Again, field re-
placements not reported on the DIR’s are probably responsible for the abstice of
this type of damage in a few engines overhauled after long t3mes of operation; if
these replacmnents were reported, the frequency of this type of damage might reach
100 percent. As for the effect of this type of damage, the records show that the
weld h several engties was cracked th~ fuJJ 360° without cawing an accident or
being the primary cause of overhauling the engine.

-.. —-- —.— . ..— — — ———
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Cracksrunn5ng al% of the vane slots developed in the inner ring at a still
slower rate. No crackE of this type appeared until.the third SO-hour interval of
operation, m shown in figure e(f). The frequency increased continuously to a value
of 30 percent tier 7~ hours of operation.

AUY -S m desi@n or Utea to reduce the rate of one type of cracking
must not, of course, unduly accelerate one of the other types of cracking.

FACTORS OF OPliFWEIONCAUS13?GDAMAGE TO NOZ!ZZEDIAPHRAGl@

mmpa’ature conditions

An understanding of the cracking of nozzle diaphragms must begin tith a knowl-
edge of the temperature conditions In the en@ne. b a study of temperatures of noz-
zle vanes in a J47 eng3ne (ref. 2), the temperatures of nozzle vanes vexied with
their position relative to the combuator outlet. Vanes directly aft of the highest
temperature zone of the ccmbustor are ndmrdly hotter than those btid the divi-
sion points between combustors. Gas temperature across the outlet of the transition
lfier of one ccnnbustorvaried as shown in figwce 9. This figure shows the tempera-
ture d&tribution during operation at an engine speed of 7950

T

and a tail-pipe
gas tmnperature of 1260° F (rated conditions for the J47 engine . The l&nes of con-
stant temperature are approximated by the dashed lines in the upper part of the flg-
Ure. The center of the 1900° F isothermal h -displacedradially outward about 20
percent from the center of the transition liner, apparently because of the deflec-
tion of the hot gases by the inclined surface of the transition liner just ahead of
the point at which temperatures were measured. The zone of highest temperature Is
disphed to the right side of”the ccmbustor outlet. The highest gas temperature
measured was 1940° l?,and the lowest was 1460° F.

Temperatures sre given h figure 10 for l.(1adjacent nozzle vanes covering this
ccmitmstoroutlet under the same engine conditions. Temperatures were measured on
the concave sides of the vanes, one-hsli?of the distance between the inner and outer
r- and four-tenths of the distance frcm the leacUng to the trailing edges (1.e.,
at midapan and 40 percent chord). The patternshownby this figure is similar to
that shown in figure 9 for the gas temperature. Nozzle venes behind the division
points between comkmstors are about 400° F cceler then nes directly dt of the
highest temperature zone of the cmubustor. Temperatures ranged from 1570° F on vane
7%0 1130° F on vane 2.

The temperature variation in a single nozzle vane is shown in figure.M.. Tem-
peratures were nwwwed at the points nmrked “x” at the midspan of the vanes under
the same engine conditions (ss the data of figs. 9 and 10). The ~rtant feature
shown in this figure is the large difference in t~erature between the edges and
the body of the vane. This difference was ascribed to the passage of small.amounts
of cooling air through the hollow vanes used in the J47 engine. The discrepancy
between the midchofi temperature shown in this figure and the 40-percent-chord tem-
perature shown in figure 10 for blade 6 is due to experimental changes made between
the two tests.

The variation of vane temperature with time dur

Y

rapid acceleration from idle
to full power (3-cOOto 795o rpm) is shown in figure 1.2a). Temperatures were mess-
ured half-way between the inner and outer rings at the positions marked “x” in the
figure. Note that the trailing edge (position 4) responded most rapidly to changes
in gas temperature and reached a peak of almost 1603° F during the acceleration
period. Note also the Wge temperature drop frcm the trailtig edge to the 514-
chord petit (position 3) only 0.650 inch from ~sition 4. The maxhmm drop is about
750° F at about 12 seconds after the start of acceleration, which was the ttie when
the trailing edge reached its peak temperature.
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Nozzle-me temperaturesduringa nomnalend a hot startme shown in figures
12(a)and (b). Again,there is a Wge temperaturedrop from the edgesto the body
of the vane.

ThemnslStresOes

When a body is heated or ccwled nonuniformly, as nozzle diapkuq?ns are, the
various sections tend to expand or contract by different smounts. b orderto en-
able such a bcilyto remaincontinuous,a systemof themal strdns and associated
stressesis set UP withinthe bmiy. Thesethemal stressesare thoughtto be the
most Important ca-ue of cracks h- the nozzle diaphragms
discussion of thermal stresses is given h reference 5.

The thermal stresses in a body depend upon

(1) The temperature distribution within the body

(2) The properties of the material

(3) The degree of condmtit Qposed upon the free
of the body

The forces constr~ a body frmn free expansion

of jet en@nes. A general

qsmEion and contraction

and contraction may be im-
posed extermsll.y, as when a-bar fi-heated and ceded with its endE held fixed. Or
the constraining forces may be @osed internaUy by adjacent sections of the body,
as when the temperature is changed nonuniformly. b tl@ case, the de~ee of con-
straint depends on the size and shape of the body.

e

The temperature distribution in the bciiymay be unchan&ng with time (steady-
state], as when clifferent pexts of the body are held at constsat temperatures. Al-
ternatively, the tauperature distributim may be trsnsient, or chmging with time.
So long as the temperature distributions =e equal, the themal. stresses =e equal
for both steady-state and transient distribute-. However, the transient tmnpera-
tures produced momentarily by sudden heating or cooling (“thermal shock”) generaUy
produce more severe temperature distributions from the Standpoint of themsl stresses
than do steady-state distributions. Thus, much higher thermal stresses mq be pro-
duced during the thenual shock of a body between two tempemtures than would exist
as a steady-state condition. A second factor that may ticresse the dsma@g effect
of thermsl shock Is the embrittlmnent of many engineering materials by the rapid
application of stress. These mater~ may not be sble to withstand a thermal-shock
stress that could be readily absorbed fi applied slowly so that the materials re-
tahed their ductility.

When failure occurs after a repeated nuuiberof cycles of tha.mel stressing, the
process of failure is known as “therml fatigue.” This process is more ccmp~ than
when failure occurs on the first cycle. It includes gradual changes in the material.,
such as those which occur during ordinary mechanical fatigue at constant temperature
as well as those which occur during exposure at high temperatures. Creep or stress-
relaxation and microstructural changes may be hportant. Mechanical properties and
the stress-strain relations may be clifferent at the stsxt of each cycle. The re-
peated straining ti opposite directions during each bslf of the cycle is said even-
tua.uy to exhaust the ductility of the material, md the bow C-.

Cracks caused by themsl fatigue have a brittle appearance with little or no
apparemt plastic yielding about the point of fracture. In this respect, they are
s~ to the fractures caused by ordinsry mechanical fatigue.

. . .—. .—— . ..- — —-— .— — —— —
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Because of the sidllarityof the cracksin nozzlediaphragmsto those caused
by thems.1fatigue, and in the ab6ence of other conditions that might came fatigue

q, ~~ stresses are f~t to be the ~st @ofimt factor cauEing cracks in n
nozzle vanes and rings dur& engtie operation. High thermal stresOes can also
ca~e warp% or distortti of the r3ngs. The data shown In figures 10, 11, and 12
show temp-ture conditions that cause high thermal stresses.

The vanes near the center of the cmnbustor =e hotter than those at the edges,
as shown in figure 10. E@ericmce shows that the tier and outer rings operate at
temperatures below those of the vanes. The difference in the themnal.expansion of
the vanes, es well as the difference between the vanes and the ~rings,causes stresses
and distortions in the rings and mmes when both - are attached to the vanes.
There is also a difference h the expansion of the inner ~ hnd the mounting flange
to which it is welded and which, in turn, fastena to the @e.

Under steady-state conditions, the lea&g and tralldng edges are hotter than
the bdy of a vane, w illustrated in figure U.. !l?hermalstresses and plastic flow
H occur slong the leading sad traU.ing edges. On cooling, the stresses are re-
versed, and plastic flow may occur in the reverse direction. Repeated starts and
stops may ult~tely cause the leading and traan edges to crack.

ICbeiiauperaturegradients between the edges of the vanes and the body are more
severe during stm.-tdng(figa. 12(b) and (c)) accelerating (fig. I-2(a))Y and stopping
than dur~ steady-state conditions (fig. 11~. ‘lThus,thermal stresses are greater
during these times. Hot starts can cause damage not only by the greater thermal
stresses that accmpany the higher rates of temperat~e change, but also by changes
in material structure at the higher temperatures.

Foreign ob~ects J

Foreignobjectsare next in importanceto thermalstressesin Wnaglng nozzle
diaphragms. Aa these objects psss through the engine, they nick and dent the exposed
surfaces ti their paths. ITozzlevanes exe frequent victti, and the surfaces of the
inner and outer rings me scm.etimesnicked and dented es well. Gravel or stones that
have been pulverized in the cmpressor may give a sandblasted appearance to the noz-
zle diam. Iarge objects may cause deep gouges or w chip or tear sections of
the vanes, but the damage is generally not so severe as to Wt the operation of the
enghe ~ Part ICI discusses their effect on engine reliability.

Overtemperature

A number of D~’s report instances where nozzle vemes have been ‘ballooned,”
psxtially melted, or otherwise burnt to varying degrees of severity because of gaa
temperatures tit exceeded those nomd.ly permitted. Overtemperature may be caused
by a hot start, personnel error, 3nstrument maki?unction,or compressor stall. In-

t malfunction and its effects on engine reliability are discussed in part X.Strumen

IMPROVING RELIABIIJTY

The factors that damage nozzle diapx can be ~ouped Into those that may
be considered part of the normal conditions h which an engine must operate and
those that may be considered accidental. The accidental factors include forei~
ob~ects and overteqerature. , The most direct approach in dealing with these factors
wuuld be to eliminate them entirely, as by 3nstaJling protective screens and control

,-
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instruments and ensuring their proper performance. These methods are discussed
separately in other parts of this r~ort. Until these changes have been made, the
designer must allow for the accidental factors by designing sufficiently rigid
structures or by using materials that =e more resistsmt to @act and to overtem-
perature. This must,be balanced with the greater cost, more clifficul.tfabrication,
and higher strategic-element centent such designs and =terials may have.

The predominant factor among those associated with nomal. conditions in the
engine is thermal fatigue. This has been shown to cause cracks along the edges of
the vanes, crackB along the weld joining the inner ring to the mounting flange, and
cracks In the inuer ring runn3ng aft from the vane slots. The solution to this prob-
lem is to develop designs snd materials that w531

(1) bcorporate provlsiou to allow the parts to expand aud contract freely

(2) Distribute the taperature more evenly throughout the nozzle dlapbragm and
the attaching parts of the engine

(3) Have better resisteace to repeated thermal stressing

(4) Eliminate vane slots In the tier ring or reduce their effect in prcsnottig
cracks

Until thermal craclclngis elindnated, scheduled inspection of
h required to matitaln operational reliablli~.

Relief of Constraint

In the early nozzle diarhrasms, the vanes were welded at both

nozzle diaphragms

ends onto thick
rtigs, as shown in figure 13(a). Since the outer r@ does not heat as mch as the
rest of the unit, it constrahs the expansion of the vanes during heat3ng. h
constraint causes compressive strains in the vanes when hot, and, if these strains
are plastic, residusll.tensile stresses are introduced when the vanes are cooled.
Successive repetition prcxlucesthermal-fatigue cracks.

A later desi~ that eltites the end constraint of the nozzle vanes h shown
in figure 13(b). In this design, the vines are retained by welding to the outer
ring ad are floated in slotB cut into the inner ring. The vanes cau - @
contract freely along their length, with the inner ring serving only to position
them. Other alternatives to allow free floating axe possible.

The advantages of the floating design are seen by ccmpar~ operat3ng records
for different enghes. Figure 14(a) showa the design h an early engine. Note that
the vanes are welded at both ends to the inner and outer rings snd that the mounting
flange is welded to the inner ring. Figure 14(b) shows the free-floating desi~ of
a later enghe. The vsmes are alternately welded to either the tier or outer rings,
except for a few vsmes that are welded at both ends. A bellows between the tier
r- and the mounting f@e reduces constraints further. The records show that
vane cracking was more frequent in the esrly design than in the later free-floating
design. Part of this difference may have been due to differences in operatjng con-
ditions and to the use of cooled hollow vanes in the later engine hstead of the
solid vanes used ti the f~t engine. Crackain theinner ring running aft fl-om
the vane slots were more frequent with the floating des~, however. kse cracks
often extended tito the mounttig flange. The records did not show whether these
cracks were located at the slots where the vanes were welded or were free.

. . . .. —- -———---—— — _.. . —___ ——— .— .. — —
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Note that the free-floating design eliminates only the end constraint on the
-es; it does not ekhdnate those stres,sesin the vanes that arise from unequal
temperatures in the different sections of the vines. During heating or coolhg,
the surfaces of the vanes change temperature more rapidly than the interior. Also,
the thin edges chsmge temperature more rapidly thsn the nmre massive midchord sec-
tions. These differences ti temperature can produce stresses well above the elastic
limit of the material, so that plastic flow must occur (ref. 6). Again, repetItion
eventually causes cracks, warpage, and failure.

One way that might be Investigated for reducing the constraint of adjacent sec-
tions of vanes on each other wuuld be to se-t the blade, as shown h fIgure 15.
h tbls way, the edges of the vanes could slide past the center section during ex-

PSXWfOn ~d contmction ~d re~eve the th~ stresses that would otherwise be
produced. A segmented blade would not have the strength of an inte~ one, and
care would be needed to avoid introducing other problems frcnuaerodynamic loading.
Thus, a segentefi vane @@t lose the benefit of the camber in obtaining lateral
stiffness and might bow rmre easily. The use of woven screen material covered with
a thti sldn might also reduce the thermal stresses set up by the constraint of ad-
@cent sect%ons.

Hollow nozzle vanes might have better thermal-shock resistance than solid vanes
(ref. 5, perhaps because of a lower themal berth (or resistance to temperature
changes1 and a more even dlstributian of temperature. Hollow vanes would also have
less weight aul use less strate@c materiah than solid vanes.

Segmentation of the outer r~ has also been uEed to reduce thermal stresses
there. Using a bellows arrangement between the her r@ and the mounting flange,
as has been used on one engine, should provide some relief between the expandiug
and contracting diaphragn and the rigid engine casing.

0bta3nlng hre Even TeruperatureDistributions

Means should be studied for ob~g more even tamperatme distributions in
order to reduce themnal stresses, particularly during the transient condltiona where
the gxatest clifferences in temperature exe obtdned within the body. TWO general.
approaches appear possible:

(1) R~uce the rate of heating or coo13ng to allow more time for the tanpera-
ture distribution to even out or approach steady-state conditions

(2) hcrease the rate of heat transfer within the body to allow the tempera-
ture distribution to even out or approach steady-state conditions more rapidly.

Coatings with high reflectivity suppress radiant heating so that coated parts
heat more slowly than uncoated ones. This allows more the for the heat to be con-
ducted from the surfaces to the titerlor of the part before the surface layer reaches
its highest temperature. Transient temperature gxacUents axe thus reduced, and this
reduction, h turn, lowers the the= stresses during radiant heating. H coatings
cam be mtitatied with high reflectivity, their We on nozzle vanes will merit fur-
ther study.

Surface coat3nga can also insulate against the transfer of heat frcm the gases
to the metal. Jhsulation may be an important function of a surface coat@ when the
hposed themal shock is of short duration (ref. 5).

.
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Vane segmentationprovides gaps that pertfdly tiulate the segmepts from each
other. As a result, t~erature distributionswithineach segnentsze more urlfonn.

bcreasing the thennsJ.conductivity of the material causes heat to be conducted
more rapidly from the surface to the titerior of the body. This would also reduce
the t~erature gxuiients sad thermal stresses. C~er, for example, haa a thermal
conductivity about 15 times as great as high-sJloy steels, so that cores of copper
might be used to reduce temperature differences h nozzle vanes.

Material Selection

Using m.teriab with greater resistsmce to thermal fatigue is sm obvious means
of @roving the rel.iAility of nozzle diaphragm. Many tests have been msde to
mewure this property of a m.teriel.

One of the ffist studies on the effects of therm.d Bhock on gas-turbine mater-
iels was published in 1938 in the German literature (ref. 7] and is described in an
E@ish survey by Bentele and Icwthian (ref. 6). Wedge-shaped spec* of nine
different eJJmys were used to sisnibte the shape of turbine blades with sharp edges.
The test cycle consisted ti heattig the specimens in an air-gas flsme for 1 minute,
followed by cooltig ti still air for 3 minutes. Tests were conducted with t~ f~-
temperature ranges, 6S3° to 700° C and 850° to 900° C. Specimens fdled sfter a
number of cycles either by severe distortion of the edge or by the formation of
cracks. The tests demonstrated that

(1) Excessive distortion, as well as cracking, is an important criterion of
serviceability

(2) The number of cycles to failure falls off very rapidly as the flame temp-
erature is increased

(3) The relative merit of d3fferent metals can change with the test conditions;
one metal may be better than another for one set of test conditims and be 3nferior
under other conditions

(4) There is no clear relation between the resistance to thermsl shock end the
material properties such as tensile or creep-mpture strength.

b connection with items 3 and 4, Manson has derived indices that relate the
thermal-shock resistance of brittle materiab to theti material properties (ref. 5).
Th3E tidex predicts that one mater= msy be superior to a second material under
one condition of quenching, and the order may be reversed under slightly dffferent
conditions. Experimental results for brittle materials bve ccmf= this rela-
tion. For ductile materiels, the interactions of the metallurgical variables are.
more canp@x, and no index for thermal fatigue has as yet been derived. Tests of
ductile materials, such as those cited, also show a change h the relative order of
merit for different test conditions. Therefore, In tests for rating materials for
a specific use, the conditions must closely approach those of the intended applica-
tton. otherwise, the results may be misleading.

Whitman, Hall, end Yaker have conducted tests at the N&2A to detme the re-
sistance of six csst high-temperature alloys to cracking caused by thermal shock
(ref. 8). The aKloys studied, listed h the order of decreasing resistance, were
S-816, S-590, HS-21, 422-19, X-40, and StelUte 6.

~
L
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Spec- of these alloys were cast in the form of wedges. These wedges were
heated to a unt!?onntqerature and then quenched by a stream of water across the
nexrow edge. When the specimens were cool, they were removed from the quenching
apparatus and inspected. Failure was def’inedas the presence of a crack that ex-
tended across the entire width of the quenched edge.

No correlation was found between the thermal properties (coefficients of ex-
pemsion, thermal conductitities, and specific heats) and the resistance of the ma-
terials to thermal cracking. 5e actual variations in the themal properties of
the six alloys were smalJ, so that one of the results of this study was to show that
materials with S~ thermal properties can have widely different resistances to
themnal cracking. !Cheauthors noted a similarity in the trends of notch impact
stre@h and resistance to themal craddng, which indicates a possible relatlon
between these properties.

Variations of themal-shock tests h which wedge- or trimgdar-shaped speci-
mens exe heated or ccoled, or both, along one edge have been used by mamy lnvesti,-
gators. At one industrial laboratory, for example, the test involved repeated heat-
ing of the edge of a trian@ar- abaped ssmple in a burner flame followed by sudden
coo- of the edge by a blast of capressed air. Failure was considered to be
reached when a crack had traveled completely across the l/32-inch edge of the speci-
men. The order of merit of the a120ys studied (unpublished data) was as follows:

(1)

(2]

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(n)

(12)

Cwt Hs-21

WroughtS-816

Wrought L-605

Wrought S-590

CeSt X-40

Cast S-S16

Wrought V-36

Wrought M-252

Cmt HE-1049

Wcought w&3paloy

C&3t GMR-235

c~t GV tiOy

cast Hs-zl tithstooa Inore

IiIthese tests. cast

than 10 t-s the number of cycles as cast Guy alloy.

HS-21 and X-40 were both sumerior to’cast S-816, whereaa
they were both inf&ior fi the NAJ2Atests cited above: This a@n emphasizes that
themal-shock tests must closely apprmimate the conditions of application if they
are to be used to rate materials. As yet, results on laboratory thermal-shock tests
have not been successfddy correlated with setice conditions. WlrUe material.A
may be superior to material B h a laboratory test, the second material may be bet-
ter ti actual service.

.
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Wrought S-S16 was superior to cast S-616 in the last-mentioned tests. Whether
the wrought condition is always better than the cast contition of an alloy is not
lnlown. Cobslt-base aUoya were superior to nickel-base sJloys 3n both the cast and
wrought conditions h the data cited, but again this m not be true h general.

.,,
slots

The concentration of stresses at the bases of notches is well known to designers.
Designers constantly try to eliminate notches or to provide generous rounding to
lessen their effect. Axial cracks in the inner ringp of nozzle dhphragns stsxt at
the trailing edges of the vanes, where the slots that are cut in the tig to receive
the vanes concentmte the stresses from the thermal.expansion and contraction of the
Systall. The ~eater rounding of the slots at the leadlng edges reduces stress con-
centration there, and, hence, cracks do not OCCm there. ufig the bott~ of fie
vanes to increase the rounding would reduce we cracldng at the trtiing edge,
while designs that e13ninate
problem as W-.

Frequent inspection and
diaphragm damage beyond sde

the slots would e13minate the stress concentration

oPeratfW Practices

repair seem necesssxy to avoid increases ti nozzle-
limits; however, how often maintenance - be needed

is difficult to know from the present data. The nwnber of starts and stops, as
well as the severity of operation, ae probably more important than the total the
of operation. DIR’s, which give only the total.time of operation, indicate that
edge cracking w.lJ3.be present in practically aKl cases where the nozzle diaphragms
have operated 2@3 hours or more. Other types of craddng occur at slower rates.

Fortunately, cracks in nozzle diaphragms sre not important causes of engine
ftiures or aticraft accidents. Their rate of propagation is appsxently slow, and
their presence is not dsma@g. Present inspection and ~tenemce practices ap-
pear adequate frmu this standpoint.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IIEEHEOFOR ,IMPROVEMENTCC?OPERATIONKG REZGIBliXEFY

- the standpoint of cost, -e to nozzle ~P~W fi @@~t. Because
of.tlxh3damage, jet engines reqtie frequent repa~s ad rep~=nts - ~tio~
info?zmtion is needed to extend the time between overhauls.

Much of the informt ion needed is concerned with mechanical designs to reduce
or e13minate thermal stresses. Free-floating vanes, ring segmentation, and bellows
attachments can reduce the constraint between different parts. Vane segmentation,
hoU.ow vanes, composite vines with cores of m@ th- co~ucti~tY~ * v~es
made of flexible materials are possibilities for reducing the constratit between
dtiferent sections of the same part. Factas that concentratee themml. stresses
should be eliminated or their effect reduced.

Ibfonnation on surface coatings that maintain high reflectivity and 3nsulate
against heat conduction is needed.

Fundamental research should be conducted on themal fatigue. Tests that will
establish the relative merits of d.Mferent materials under service conditions should
be developed, as should also materialk with better resistance to thermal fatlgue,
impact, and ovdrbmperature. MS@ parameters t~t relate the number of cycles

.
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of themal fatigue before failure occurs with the gecmetry, heat flow, and material
properties should be established. Production specifications should Include conduct-

6

@ swih teBts aB are found satisfactory on the completed components.

CONCLUDING REMARKB

Repeatedthermslstresses are the most hportant factor causing damage to noz-
zle diaphragms. These stresses arise from nonumlfonn temperature distributions aud
from Constratits which prevent the nozzle &_ frcxaexpadbg and contracting
freely during heating and cooling. Repetition of these stresses during starting,
accelerating, and stopping, eventually causes cracks along the edges of nozzle vanes,
at the trsiling edge of the veae dot in the inuer rhg, and in the weld joining the
inner ring to the mountdng flange. These cracks usually do not progress to complete
faih.lreof the unit.

Although cracks in nozzle diapbra&s are frequent and add to the cost of engine
mdntmance, they raely cause en@ne failure. IWm9ge to nozzle diqhragms is not
a problem with respect to reliabilityy. Cracks In the nozzle vanes can be safely
hedled by inspection and repdx at frequent titer%ds.

4

Rapid deterioration of the nozzle diaphragms occurs when, through malfunction
of the canbustor, severe o~-tme occurs. Overtanperaturemay cause sections
of nozzle vanes to be burned off. Nicks and dents in the exposed surfaces are fre-

.

quentl.ycawed by foreign objects.
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Figure 2. - Nozzle diaphragm.
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Air Force setice records indicated that for ‘severalmcdela of the jet engine,
turbine-bucketrepkcements axe very frequently necessaxy because of bucket crac~
or fracture. Bucket fracture occasionedly occurs in flight. In engines tithsi@e-
stage turbines, the fragments from fractured buckets are often ejected through the
discharge nozzle with no further damage and little loss in thrust. There is a risk
associated with permitting bucket fracture in fllght, however, as attested by the
fact that in 1953, of 205 Air Force flight accidents attributed to jet-engine mal-
function, 16 were traced to turbine-bucket failure. In the case of multistage tur-
bines, the probability of catastrophe frcm failure of a turbine bucket Is mch
greater. A failed bucket in an eexly stage may destr~ the buckets in successive
stages and stop or destroy the engine.

Turbine buckets are subject to the combination of centrifugal stress, vibratory
stress, high and rapidly changing temperature, and a corrosive atmosphere. Turbine
buckets can fracture by stress rupture or fatigue, or a ccmibinationthereof. Frac-
ture canbe accelerated by damage from overtemperature or overstress, or damage or
cracks resultlng frcm thermal fatigue, or perhaps frQU corrosion, or by nicks caused
by solid objects In the gas stream.

Suggestions ae made for reducing the likelihood of flight failures by certain
considerations In design, operation, and inspection.

moDuc!cIoN

Turbine buckets are subjected to a more severe end complex cotiinatlon of
stress and temperature than any other jet-engine component. The buckets in current
engines are subjected to very high centrifugal stresses at temperatures of the order
Of ~()~ F. Also, they are subjected to a hot corrosive atmosphere and to gas im-
pulses that m.ny cause the buckets to vibrate. Rapid heating and ceding induces
therrml.stresses in them. Hence, turbine bucket fail~es are very common and cwcur
in a variety of ways.

Buckets can fail either in the airfoil or in the root-fastening region. Since
root failures axe not common, and root stresses and temperatures exe such that dif-
ficulty canbe relievedby design using current engineering msthods, the emphasis
in this paper is on airfoil failures.

The various causes of bucket airfoil failures sre reviewed, manifestations of
failure are described,”and, in SOE cases, methcds of eliminating the failure are
indicated. A discussion, based on considerations of bucket-failure causes and mech-
anisms, is presented of the measures required in design, manufacture, inspection,
and overhaul to avoid flight accidents.

—-. ..——.-— __ —-._. ._ _ .— -——— —.-—-
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MIUT&RY STATISTICS OF BUCKEf FAILURES

Magnitude of Bucket-Failure Problem

NACA RME55H02 .)

The importance @ bucket failures in llmiting engine reliability is defined in
two ways; first, by the severity of damge to the engine and the airplane caused by
a bucket fracture, and second, by the frequency with which buckets must be replaced
The severity of damage caused by bucket fracture will be described’later.

U. S. Air Force records were studied to deterndne the frequency of bucket fail-
ures, the ltfe of buckets in service engines, and the causes of failure. Signifi-
cant data, particularly in regard to life of hot-section components, are difficult
to obtain. Turbine buckets are frequently replaced in the field, and recording of
every bucket replacement had not been required in any field record until late 1854,
and then for only one engin& mcdel. Data from these records are not yet available.
From examination of the DisasseniblyInspection Reports (DIR’s) the operating time
on a bucket cannot be determined tith certainty even on an engine being overhauled
for the first time; all or some of the buckets mey have been replaced in the field.
Thus, an accurate history of bucket life and bucket replacements for an engine
cannot be obtained.

An approximation of the nuniberM bucket failures taking place can be obtained
from a study of Engine Removal Reports (ERR’s) and the DIR’s. The ERR describes the
reasons for removal of an engine from an airplane when the engine is replaced by
another. No removal is recorded, however, if a bucket is replaced without removing
the engine from the airplane, or if the engine is removed from the airplane, the
bucket replaced, and the engine immediately reinstalled in the same position in the
same airplane. The ERR data tend to mini.mi%ethe number of bucket replacements since,
of all hot-section components (exceptingperhaps the tail cone), buckets are most
easily replaced.

A review was made of the ERR’s and the DIR’s covering a 3-month period for jet
en@nes having their first overhaul (“new” engines). (Because of dlfficul~ in ob-
taining data, the 3-month period was not the same for the ERR’s and for the DIRIs.)
Results fran this review are given in table I for six engine mcdels hamh.g more
than 50 major overhauls during the study period for DIR!s.

A significant figuxe, abstracted from the ERR’s, shows the relative Importante

of the turbine bucket in causing engines to be removed from an airplane for repair
or overhaul. Fran 2 to 19 percent of all engine removals are for the specific pur-
pose of replacing turbine buckets (table I, column 4). If the figure is given on
the basis of percentage of engines removed because of engine or accessory failure
(cnnittingengines rammed because of foreign-object dsmage, unstated reasons, etc.),
turbine-bucket failure Is responsible for frcnn3 to 44 percent of the removals
(Collmm 5). The engines for which these rmwal rates were found had average oper-
ating times from 50 to 155 hours (column 3).

Although the t.ibleincludes the percentage of engines werhauled because of
turbine-bucket failure (column 8), the values =e not particularly me&nin@ul be-
cause the buckets are often replaced in the field. Examination of the DIR’s that
gave bucket failures as a cause for overhaul indicated that most of the replacements
could have been made in the field. Sending a particular engine to overhaul was
frequently mbit-; for e.xmple~ it was felt tmt a complete e~tion of ‘he

e@ne was WSr~ted$

.
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A more useful figure to consider is the percentage of engines examined during
overhaul that required replacement of turbine buckets because inspection showed
cracking or fracture (frcm causes other than foreign-object dsmage). This value was
between 2.6 and 36 percent (column 9) for the various engine mdels and applications.
The average operating time to overhaul for the several engine models emnined ranged
from 55 t; 3~ hours:

Figure 8 of part II
ante and repair progrsm.
application.

It is apparent that

shows that many
The percentage

buckets are replaced in the fieldmainten-
a@n ties with engine maiel and -

(1) turbine-bucket dmat?e or failure is an @oat cause
of engine r~%l.; and (2) ~hat whenever engines-are examined in field-maintenance
or in overhaul, large percentages of the engines require bucket replacement. The
operating time for the average engine in service or being overhauled is very low,
much less than any desired overhaul time. Since bucket failures, other than those
from foreign object damage, are time- or cycle-dependent (as wiIL be shown later),
the frequency of failures canbe expected to increase as average operating time on
the en@nes increases.

Modes of Bucket Fdlure

The DIR$S weke studied to learn the mechembms of bucket fail~e. ‘Some of the
information obtained frcnnthem is summarized in table II. (~e~’s and the field
maintenance data that were available did not give this information.) The DIR’s
indicate the locatim of cracks or fracture on the bucket airfoil, and these data
have been tabulated. The probable cause of failure could best be detenninedby a
careful examination of the buckets, but since they were not available, the probable
cause has been deduced from the crack locations and from experience with these en-

gines inNACA test-stand studies. ~ addition to the six engine models being over-
hauled for the first time for which failure data are @ven in table I, data -e in-
cluded in table II for one engine model (c@ie C-1) that had one or more previous
overhauls.

For the A and B engines, the prhe reasons for bucket replacement during over-
haul were leading-edge cracking, probably causedby thermal fatigue, and tip crack-
-, probably caused by mechanical fatigue. In only two cases were the buckets act-
tiy fractured (apiece missing). One of these fractures was undoubtedly the re-
sult of trailing-edge tip fatigue; the cause of the other is uukown.

In the C-7 engine, the causes of bucket fdlure were sanewbat different: tip
scuffing, probably the result of excessive creep or elongation; sad fracture about
an inch frcm the tip, probdily the result of stress-mpture or stiess-rupture plus
mechanical fatigue. h earlier model of this engine, the C-1, using enalJ-oY hav@!
somewhat lower stress-mpture strength, had a much higher failure rate. of 109 “
engines (C-1) in overhaul, 56 required bucket.replacement; bucket failure was the
reason for sending 39 of these engines to overhaul. In.these 39, the buckets had
fractured along the chord, probably because of stress-~~e or a c~~tion of
stress-rupture and mechanical fatigue; 16 others had excessive stretch, a result of
excessive creep; and in only one engine was a bucket replaced because a crack was
found. There 5.san important difference between these bucket failures and those
of the A and B engines. h the A andB engines cracks causedby tip mechanical
fatigue snd le--edge thermal fatigue progress slowly enough that they could
probablybe foundby inspection, and bucket fficture in flight could.be reduced to
a minimum. In the older ”modelsof the’C en@ne, the fracties along the chord re-
sulting from stress-mpture or stress-mpture plus mec=cal fatigue propagate frcm

I
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cracks SO rapidly that current inspection techniques probably cannot prevent blade
fracture in flight. As will be shown later, excessiw creep may be used as a re-
placement criterion in some instances.

In subsequent sedims of this paper, these various failure mechanisms and re-
lated inspection methods are described in more detail.

Time Dependency of Bucket Failures in Setice

In part II, attempts were made to determine if bucket failure rate increases
with engine operating time. It was found that in the engines where failure rates
were sufficiently high to prcdde an adequate sample,from the 13mlted data available,
failures were mor& likely with increased operating time. The B-3 engine e-bited
an ideal type of failure curve (fig. 12(b) of part II); there was a definite grace
period before the first bucket failure. Flight ftiures of buckets could be elim-
inated if failure curves had a known grace period (ti buckets could be replaced
at the end of the grace period). Longer grace periods are desired, of course. If
“wear-out” failure curves do not exhibit a grace period, it is imperative that the
engine be redesigned or the operating environment changed to provide one. If fail-
ure rates are independent of time (“chance”-type failures), changes must be made to
ellminate the fallure or reduce the failure rate to acceptable values. If the fail-
ure mechamiam is a @pe that incipient fracture can be found at regular inspection
periods, thus avoi@ bucket fra&ure in fllght, it may be
tlnue operation while a correction for the failure Is being

EFFECT OF BUCKET FA131JREON ENGINE

Single-Stage Turbines

possible to safely con-
fOund.

Fdhre of a bucket in a single-stage turbine is not usuaUy serious. Mmy
times a pilot is unaware that a bucket has failed until it is found missing on post- ,
flight inspection. The fragment of the failed bucket goes out the tail pipe. In
some cases, however, fra~ents of failed buckets have been known to catch between
the tips of the rotating buckets and the lau?bineshroud. This can cause appreciable
damage, and may wreck an en@ne. An example in which serious damage occurred Is
shown in figure 1. Here the fragment of the ftied bucket (no. 54) has brokeq off
two additional buckets and severely damaged the tips of all others on the wheel.

The @ortance of failure in single-stage turbines is indicated by the fact
that of all (2o5) jet aircraft accidents caused by engine failure or malfunction in
the year 1953, turbine buckets caused 8 percent (fig. 13 of part II).

Multistage Turbines .

Damage resulting from failure of turbine buckets will likely be much more se-
vere in multistage turbines than it.has been for single-stage turbines. In multi-
stage tuxbines, a fraqent fran a first-stage bucket failure must pass through sub-
sequent stages where it can cause appreciable damage. A failed three-stage shrouded
turbine is shown in figure 2. Failure of a second-stage bucket broke the tips and
shrouds of all the secon~- and third-stage buckets. “ The probabilim is very high.
that an engine ~ no longer prcduce tbruat if a bucket fails in any stage except
the last; therefore, the rel.iabili~ must be much ~eater for buckets of multistage
turbines thsa has been required for single-stage turbties.

—
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Distributions of tenmerature

MODES OF FAILURE

and centrifugal stress along the airfoil of ti-
bine buckets of two @pi~ jet engines when @crated at full-engine power are shown
in figure 3. !lkmperatureswere measured with thermocouples embedded in the buckets.
The stress values for the two turbines are representative of high- and low-stress
levels in current production engines.

In addition to the centrifugal load, the gas forces impose a bending load on
the bucket airfoil. The designer partly compensates for the gas load by tilting the
airfoil slightly downstream so that centrifugal force wiU induce opposite bending.
The bending force can be ccnupletelycancelled at oriiyone plane along the e.f.rfoil
span. Further, since the gas bending load reduces with altitude .@ the engine
operates at essentially constant speed, the gas bending load can be cemcelled for
only one altitude. If the bucket is tilted to cCmrpensatefor the sea-level gas load,
It wSU be wertflted for the gas load at altitude.

Stress Rupture

In the range of temperatures in which turbine buckets operate, there is, for “each
bucket material, a finite tim before fracture for each conibinationof stress and
temperature. This tiresis called the stress-rupture life. Stress-rupture curves for
a representative alloy, S-816, are shown in figure 4.

If the distributions of centrifugal stress and’temperature of a bucket are
known (as shown in fig. 3), bucket 13fe at each point along the bucket length can
be predicted from interpolations of stress-to-rupturecurves like those of figure 4.
If predicted life is plotted against bucket span, the curves for current prmiuction
engines usualJy have the form shown for two engines in figure 5. The minimum in
each curve identifies the critical section or “critical zone” in the bucket - the
point where the bucket is most likely to fail by stress ruptme. The wide differ-
ence in minimums for two production turbines (900 hr and 30,000 hr) are of interest.
Large s~ety factors (as is indicated for engine B) favor reliability.

The curves of fi~e 5 apply to the stress and temperature conditions of fuU
engine power. Since stress-rupture life is very sensitive to stress sad temperature,
operation at less than full en@ne power (e.g., at cruise) or higher $han full en-
ginepower (overspeed or Overtemperatie) will increase or decrease the the to
fracture by stress-ruptqre over that indicated by the ~ of figure 5.

For example, the data for s-816 alloy (fig. 4) indicate that at a constant
temperature a 10-percent change in stress (appro~tely a 5-percent change in

Y

engine speed) c s life by a factor of about 3. A 10-percent change in tempera-
ture (frcm 1500° F changes 13fe by a factor of about 100. AltIIou@ the effect
differs in amount from alloy to alloy, all bucket alloys are similar in that changes
in stress-rupturelife are large for small changes in temperature for stress.

In general, the life predicted frm stress-ruptureproperties is the longest
that the bucket could be e~ected to run at full en@ne power, since the only stress
considered is that induced by centrifugal force. mher environmental factors, such
ae vibratory stress, corrosion, thermal stress, and impact, w5.31reduce the life
be16w this value.

. —.. _—_. ——
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Incipient stress-mpture ,failureappears as irregular titerganular cracking In
a narrow zone of the airfofl span corresponding to the minimum of the curves (the
“critical zone”) illudmated in figure 5. Usually the cracks are not confined to
the leading or trailing edge, but occur at randcm across the chord. Buckets that
have cmpletely fractured (fig. 6) have many cracks on the airfoil surface adjacent
to the fracture. Since the fracture is inter~, the fracture surface wiU
generally be rough.

Detection of stress-rupture cracks during engine inspections cannot be counted
upon as a methdl of avoiding bucket fracture, because complete fracture generally
follows cracking very

At any condition
of figure 4, the test
ideal curve of figure
then plastically at a

shortly.

Bucket Elongation or Creep

of stress and temperature shown on the stress-rupture curves
specimen elongates with time in a manner described by the
7. Hhen load is applied, the specimen elongates elastically
decreasing rate (ftist-stage creep) until the rate beccmes

approximately constant (second stage). Finally, the rate begins to increase (third
stage) until fracture occurs.

Unit elongation,or strain,is not uniformalo
T

a bucket length because of the
nonuniform stress and tmrperature conditions (fig. 3 . A typical distribution of
strain along the length of one particular bucket after 9 hours and after 28 hours of
operation-is shown in figure 8. The zone of ~ creep corresponds to the zone
of minimum stress-rupturelife of figure 4.

Althoughsome zonesof the bucket may suffer very large l-ocalstralna, total
bucket elongation may be small. Figure 9 shows plots of the strain in the l/2-inch
zone of maximum creep and in the total bucket elongation against time.

The designer is interested in knowing the allowable centrifugal stress and
temperature because they affect both the time to rupture and the time in which elon-
gation of the bucket ~ deplete the operating cle~ce and cause the bucket tip

to rub the shroud band. Typical design curves glv5ng time and stress to cause var-
iouE amounts of strain or fracture are shown in figure 10 for the alloy Inconel 550,
Because the strain in a bucket is highly localized, total elon@tion is usuallysmall;
stress-rupturefractureusuallyoccursbeforethe allowabletotal elongationis
exceeded. Thus, stress-ruptureusuallybeccmesthe more importantdesiw criterion.

Creep appears as bucket stretch, bucket-shroud rubbing, or bucket necking
(local reduction in area). Figure 11 shows a necked bucket. Necking of this degree
Is not cmmon; furthermore, necking cannot be relied upon to Indicate incipient
bucket fracture because the time between its first appearance and fracture is usu-
ally too short and unpredictable.

Bucket Elongation as Replacement Criterion

If the aKloy has large elongation to fracture and if the buckets fracture be-
cause of stress rupture, elongation or creep may be used as a basis for bucket re-
moval to avoid fracture in flight. Because the strain that might indicate Impending
fracture is highly localized, it may be desirable to place scribe marks on several
of the airfofls to permit making elongation measurements in the specific imparkant
area. If one or two reachea a specified elongation, all buckets would be replaced.
This scribing technique has been used for several years In test-cell evaluation of
materials, ana no bucket fractures have initiated at the scribe marks.

4
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Several practical problems arise if bucket elongation is to be used as a bucket
replacement criterion. One problem is the variability of elongation of buckets with-
in one heat, among heats, S@ with variation in engine operation history. The heat
frwn which a group of buckets is prduced is usuaU.y not.isolated, and any one wheel
may contain buckets frcnnseveral heats. Figure 12 shows elongation curves and times
to rupture for stress-mpture specimens cut from six buckets frmn an engine picked
at random fran Air Force stock. The specimens were tested in stress-rupturema-
chines at 23,600 psi and 1500° F. The data obtained showed little scatter; total
elongation ranged frmn X5 to 22 percent, and time to failure from 65 to 130 hours.
If data such as these are available for a bucket material, one my select, as a
basis for replacements, the minimum total elongation that might be expected of a
sample, in this case, 15 percent (specimen 2). In addition, an sXlowance should be
made to ensure that a bucket failure will not occur between inspection periods. For
example, if it were assumed that en engine might operate 20 hours at fuU power be-
tween inspections, the buckets.should be removed at the minimum elongation obtained
20 hours prior to fracture. For the apeclmens tested, the buckets should be re-
moved when 11 percent elongation bad been reached (20 hr before the fracture of
specimen 2).

In the engine, variation in creep rate of the buckets may be even seater than
among these spectiens. Figure 13 shows elongation of the l-inch zone having maxi-
mum el~tion for eight S-816 buckets operated in a cede C engine. Buckets with
the same number were operated in the same wheel at the same time. Solid curves =e
drawn to the the at which the last data point was taken; the short vertical line
beyond each curve indicates the time when the bucket fractured. The final elonga-
tion at time of fracture was not known. Apparently because of the scatter of elon-

gations even in one engine (for -le~ en@ne 1 or 2) bucket elQ@ti~ for re-
moval would have to be set quite low if all turbine bucket failures were to be
avoided. Fran the data herein, aU failures could have been prevented if buckets
had been removed after 4 percent elongation. The amount of useful life that may be
thrown away can be reduced by reducing production variability and by assembling
buckets of only one heat or lot on one wheel.

The usefulness of elongation as a replacement criterion may be reduced by sev-
eral factors; one of them is use of a bucket alloy having low elongation to fracture.
Inconel 550 buckets were operated along with S-816 buckets in both engines 1 and 2.
Although they ran much longer than those of S-816, with minhum failure thnes of 450
hours, the last elongations measwed prior to fracture were less than 0.3 percent in
the critical zone on any of these buckets. Obviously, elongation could not be used
to predict failure of these buckets. Iater it will be shown that creep measurements
csanot predict bucket failure H the buckets fracture by mechanical fatigue or by
thermal fatigue, since elongation before fracture cam be negli@ble.

In summsry, the use of bucket elongation to predict fd.lure is limited to those
buckets of alloys that have large elongation to fracture and where cause of fracture
is stress rqpture. If a low-elongation alloy is used, or if the me of the bucket
is decreased frcm the stress-rupturelife because of thermal or vibratory fatigue,
elongation meamrements wKU be of little use except to warn that a severe combi-
nation of stress and overtemperature has been encountered.

Vfbratory Stress or Fatigue

The most hportaut source of excitation of bucket vibrations is the impulse
given to the buckets when they pass through the wekes of the nozzle vanes. The flow
frm individual combustion chambers likewise introduces irregularities into the es
flow impinging on the buckets and may also excite vibrations. The frequency of vi-
bratory impulse imparted to the bucket is thus a function of the number of nozzle
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partitions,or canbusticmchambers,@ of enginespeed. The bucketscan vibrate
(fig.14) in simplebending,in torsion,or in ccanplexcombinations.Differentpat-
terns or mcdes of vibrationare induced,dependingupon the frequencyof the excita-
tion (fig.15 andref. 1). Wheneverthe naturalfrequencyof the bucketis the same
or a harmonicof the excitationfrequency(a conditionof resonance)the amplitudes
and the inducedstressesmay beccmevery lsxge. Hucketvibrationsat naturalfre-
quenciesin the rangefrcm 1000 to 10,000cyclesper secondhave been measuredin
operatingengines.

Typical fatigue curves for ahigh-temperature alloy (N-X55) at rocmtemperature
and at elevated temperature are shown in figure 16. At roan t~erature, the curve
becomes horizontal at a stress of 53,000 psi (the endurance limit). Thus the ma-
terial can stemd a vibratory stress less than 53,000 psi IndefInitely without frac-
ture. At elevated tmperatures materials do not show an endurance limit, at least
for times or cycles to failure of practical interest; that is, with a particular ap-
plied stress there is a corresponding time to fracture.. The elongation at fracture
in pure fatigue, either frcm bending or frmu tension, Is negligible.

Typical fatigue fractures are shown in figure 17. Fatigue cracks are usually
found singly as shuwn for the tranmerse cracks of figure 17(a) and 17(b) and the
radial tip crack of figure 17(c) as contrasted to stress-rupture cracks which are
usuqllymsmy innuniber: Fatigue cracks maybe found aknost anywhere on the airfoil,
whereas stress-rupture cracks are confined to the previously defined “critical zone.”
Fatigue cracks sre trana~ular and an area of the fracture surface will be rela-
tivdy i3mOOth(fig. 17(d)). The smooth =ea frequently will have been subdivided by
semicircularbands called progression rings.

In many cases the vibratory stress is superimposed upon the centrifugal stress.
The result of this superimposed tibratory stress is to reduce stress-rupturelife
and to reduce the elongation at fracture.

The effect of superhrposedvibratory stress upon stress-rupturelife is shown
In figure 18. Here, stress ratio (tibratory stress divided by mean stress) is plot-
ted against life for three levels of mean stress for the alJ.oyS-816 at 1500° F.
If a turbine bucket were operating at 15~0 F and a stress of 18,600 psi without any
vibratory stress, the bucket fracture by stress-mpture could be expected at 1000
hours. If, however, a vibratory stress of 60 percent of the centrifugal stxess were
superzbnposed(p,otnta) expected life of the bucket would be reduced to 440 hours.
The madtude of this effect varies with mean stress, temperature, and alloy.

An example of how a vibratory load superimposed on the centrifugal load reduces
the elongation at fracture is shown in figure 19.

When vibratory stress is superimposed on the ‘centrifugalstress the appearance
of the fractures is dependent won the magnitude of the vibratory stress relative to
the mean tensile stress. This dependency is shown in f@re 20. If tibratory stress
is high relative to mean tensile stress, the fracture shows typical fatigue charac-
teristics, a emooth trans~ area on the fracture surface and no additional
cracks on the airfofl snrface near the point where the failure stied. With no
vibratog stress, the specinwns, of course, have only stress-rupture failure charac-
teristics. With smdd. eanountsof vibratory stress the fracture may have ckracter-
istics of only stress-rupture, or only fatigue, or a canbination depending on the
alloy composition and the temperature (ref. 2). In fact, the vibratoq stress can
be high enough to cause an appreciable decrease in life over the life predicted on
the basis of stress-npture (mean stress) alone, without inticducing any Indications
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of fatigue in the fracture. Therefore, even though only stress-rupture character-
istics maybe visible in the fracture, it cannot be said with certainty that fatigue
did not reduce bucket life. h acme cases, fractures exhibiting only stress-rupture
characteristics occur outside the “critical zone” for stress-rupturefracture. Such
fractures by -e of their location alone suggest that fatigue may have contri-
butedto the failure (ref. 3).

The use of any crack as a replacement criterion to avoid complete bucket frac-
ture in flight depends upon the rate of propagation of the crack to complete frac-
ture. If one couldbe sure that a crack would not propagate to canplete fracture
before the next inspection, the bucket maybe satisfactory. For fatigue cracks, the
rate of propagation may depend largely upon its location on the bucket airfoil.
Radial tip cracks (fig. 17(c)) hav-ebeen found in at least one engine study to pro-
pagate very slowly; cracked buckets couldbe fomd and rejected during inspections.
Fatigue cracks acrass the chord (fig. 17(a), (b), or 20) have a centrlfu@ load
superimposedupon them (increasingas the crack is located nearer the base) and may
be expected to propagate more rapidly.
,

The combination of high vibratory stress @high frequency that may occur at
resonance can fracture a bucket in a very few minutes. Thus, the avoidance of resc-
nant conditions that result in high tibratorg stresses is very Important.

Indesi@ng em engine it is Impossible to predict with certainty that high
vibratory stresses w5JJ notbe encountered. If Ix@htibratory stresses =e found,
or if fatigue frac@res are encountered, several changes canbe tried to reduce the
vibratory stresses. Some of these are as follows:

(1) The sources of excitation canbe altered bymethcfls suchas

(a) Chan@ng the mmiber of nozzle vanes to chmge tie excitation frequency
or changing the spacing of the nozzle vanes to break up the reguhmity of
the Impulses

(b) _thenuuiber of cmbustors oruslngan annular cambustor

(c) Chan@ng the distance of thewheel from the nozzle vanes (ref. 4)

(2) The bucket vlbr’ationcharacteristics can be

(a) Cbangbg the bucket geometry

(b) Stiffening the bucket by thickening or by

(c) -m vibrations (by methuis S~ to

altered by methcd.ssuch as

shrouding the tips

those discussed in part IV)

(3) The ability of the buckets to withstand vibration may be improved by methods
such as

(a) Cban@ng surface-stress state by po=shing or shot-peening

(b) Chem@ng material to one having better fatigue properties

In some cases, it may be worthwhile to instrument the turbine buckets with
strain gages and detemnine the engine speeds that cause resonance. These critical
speeds can then be avoided in future engine operation, if they do not occw at im-
portant operating conditions such as at cruise or at rated power.

-====&
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Since the leading
rapidly than the thick

Thermal Stress

and trailing edges of turbine buckets heat and cool much more
midchord region, chordwise temperature differences occur in

the bu&ets whenever the en@ne is-ope&ted through &ients, such as during
starting, stopping, accelerattngj and decelerating. Scme of these tmnperature dif-
ferences have been measured with thermocouples and are shown for the turbine bucket
of the engine B-9 in figures 21 to 23.

Figure 21 shows tkt for this engine during a normal.start temperature differ-
ences between the leading edge and the midchord (a distance of about 1 in.) are of
the order of 600° F. In a hot start, the temperature differences wiJJ.be @sater;
in the case shown in figure 22 they were of the order of 8000 F.

Bucket temperaturesmeasured during a normal engine acceleration frcnnidle to
fuU power, are shown for engine B-9 in figure 23; the temperature difference be-
tween leading edge and midchord was about 1850 F. !l’emperaturedifferences measured
during a shut down frmn full power to stop (fuel suddenly shut off when running at
fuJl puwer) have been observed to be of the order of 350° F. These temperature dif-
ferences will vary among engine desigus.

!Temperaturedifferences induce stresses in the buckets because of differential
thermal expansion. The thin leading or tralllng edge heats and cools more rapidly
than the midchord and Is restrained frm expansion or contraction by the thick mid-
chord section and thus high compression stresses (durtng heating) or tensile
stresses (during cooling) are induced in the edges. Temperature gradients of the
ma~tude described above are not sufficient to cause fracture in one cycle, but
with repeated cycles the bucket cau fail by what is called themal fatigue. Of
first-order @ortance in failures by thermal fatigue is the number of cycles to
which the blade has been ~e~osed rather than time of operation. Time is undoubt-
edly of some impomce, In that time at high temperature will.permit sane relax-
ation between cycles and thus affect the Intitial stress condition during subse-
quent cycles. The buckets shown in figure 24 were removed from an engine of the
type in which the treasient data were obtained. The buckets had been operated
through 451 cycles comprising 5 minutes at Idle and 15 minutes at full power (a
total of 112hrat full power).

As shown in figure 24, thermal.cyc~ damage manifests itse~ as warping or
cracking along the edges of the bucket, predcminatel.yalong the leading edge. Usual-
ly, mmyfine cracks are present instead of the single crack typical of mechanical
fatigue. 5e cracks can (and usually do} etiend outside the stress rupture “crit-
icel zone” as definedby the centrifugal stress and teqerature. In the buckets
shown, there are cracks along two-thirds of the leading edge. Even if the buckets
do not crack directly as a result of thermal stress, it is possible that the re-
peated working of the material by thermal stresses may lower stress-rupture or fa-
tigue stren@h so that buckets fail early by these mechanlama.

Thermal stress cracldng tends to relieve the thermal stress, and such cracks
will not propagate to cmplete fracture without additional applied stress. The
propagation to ccaupletefracture ~epends on other stresses, and the rate of propa-
gation will vary with er@ne design. The rate depends largely upon the stress-
rupture aafety factor designed into the bucket and upon the notch sensitivity of the
soy. In the case of the low-stress engine of figure 3, a sample of buckets
cracked in the manner shown in figure 24 ran 300 hours without complete fracture.
The cracks couldbe detected in regular engine inspections If the inspections were
made carefully. H such c~cks ~re to occur in the buckets of a high-stress engine,
they might be expected to nucleate fatigue or to act as a notch; for some materials,
notching greatly decreases stress-mpture life. In such an engine, thermal fatigue
cracks may ve~ quickly propagate to cause canplete fracture.

—
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Unfortunately, the material factors that imfluence the susceptibili~ of a
material to cracking due to thermal cycling are not understood. A study Of thiS
problem may lead to clues to reduction in the tendency for themal cracking through
control of the metallurgical and the processing factors. In the absence of this
understanding there Is still the possibility of reducing the tendency for thermal
cracking by decreasing the temperature gradient through control of the rate of temp-
erature change during transient operation. In the en@ne studied, the control of
gas temperature during starting (frm llght-off to idle) was manual and the rate of
gas temperature change was, therefore, a function of the skill of the operator.
During acceleration, the fuel flow was scheduled against compressor-outletpressure.
Gas temperature was not sensed by the en@ne control.

Another approach to reducing the stress in the bucket is to change the bucket
factors that cause the gradients and the resultant stress. For a particularrate
of change of gas temperature, the gradients set up in the bucket are a function of
heat t~fer to the bucket, bucket shape, and themal conductivity, and the con-
version of this gradient to stress is a function of bucket shape, modulus of elm-
ticity, and coefficient of expsasion of the materiel. An example of a change of
this type that maybe Investigated.wouldbe surface coating on the bucket that would
reduce the heat transfer during transients.

corrosion

Corrosion of the high-temperature alloys used for turbine buckets has not been
a problem of concern except where leaded fuels have been used. In this case, if the
surface temperature of the bucket is above the meltlng point of the deposited lead
oxides, the molten fih of lead otide tends to react with the bucket surface and
cause a rapid “washing away” or erosion of the surface. solutions to thiS problem
have not been found. Leaded fuels (msoline) have been used for lozlstic r=sons,
but since they
if possible.

sre of no asset to th~ turbo~et engine, their use sh~ul.d

EFFECTSOF WERWEED, ~, AND IMPACT

Overspeed and Overtmperature

A retiew of Unsatisfactory Reports andDIR’s indicates that engine

be avoide~

overspends
of 4 to 6 percent are occasionally reported. According to present technical ~rdersj
if an overapeed of the order of 2 to 4 percent occurs, depending on engine model,
the engine must be removed for overhaul because serious demage may We occurred to
the ro.tatingparts.

An overspeed occurs most frequently because the control has allowed excess fuel
to be injected; thus overspeed is usmll.y accompanfedby overtemperature and can
very drastically reduce bucket stress-mpture life. It was calculated for one en-
gine that if fuel flow were increasedto give a 5-percent overapeed (lo-percent in-
crease In stress) the temperature would increase by about 200° R. Continuous oper-
ation at this point would reduce the bucket stress-rupture13fe frcm 30,000 to about
10 hours. Withpresent knowledge It is not possible to state with certain~ the
effect of momentary overapeed sad overtemperature on the stress-mpture life of
buckets of this en@ne. The same increase in speed emi temperature wouldbe more
serious in an engine which is designed with a lower stress-rqpturelife.

Typical occasions when overtemperaturemight occur without overspeed are as
‘ follows:

.
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(1) Duringa hot start; in most currentengines
start i% l~e is depbent on pilot care

(2) During acceleration; the compressor may
creased too rapidly

(3) At frillengine speed

(a) During afterburner ignition, since

NACA RM E55H02 .

control of the engine fram

stall, or fuel flow may be in-

turbine back pressure can reduce
engine speed and cause the fuel regulator to increase fuel flow before
the tall pipe can open

(b) During drift or malfunction of thermocouples

(c] At very high altitudes primary because of a reduction In ccaupressor
efficiency (See part X.)

ovexlmmperaturemay thus occur when the buckets are at almost EUI.Ylevel of
centrifugal stress between the negligible stress of “light-off” speed and ma%imum
stress at fdl engine speed. Although smne conditions of overkmperature are of
long duration (for example, control thermocouple drift) most =e of short duration,

~ my seconds. Table III summarizes acme of these conditions to give a quali-
tative indication of the stiesses, tmrpe=tores, and duration. Service data indi-
cate that overtemperaturemost commonly occurs during hot starts, when the stresses
are low, and duration short. Because most overtemperature is of short duration and
because the bucket edges follow changes in gas t~erature more closely than the
middle of the bucket does, the edges w3Jl suffer most damage. As -cated In fig-
ure 22, it is probable that because of the lag of the midchoni section only the
edges will be overheated in transient overtemperatures that occur when the bucket
is initially at low temperature.

The effects of overtemperature on buckets materials are

(1) In combination with high stress, to use UP a large part of the llfe

(2) To damage the metallurgical structure (regardless of stress level)

(3) To induce themal stresses if the overtemperature is a rapid transient

The magnitude of the damage is, of course, afuuction of the stress level during the
uvertanperature, the magnitude and duration of the Overtemperature, and the bucket
aoy used. With the present knowledge and data on this subject, however, it is not
certain what damage to the buckets has resulted frcm a particular overtemperature
condition, nor is It possible by exsminati.onof a bucket to state that neither over-
temperature nor damage has occurred.

The sensitivity of stress-ruptuielife to tanperature descfibed em~er iS ti-
dicative of the damage that may result when bvertemperature occurs”while the bucket
is at high stress levels.

Overtemperature that occurs even when stresses are low, as during a hot start
or stkll while accelerating,may cause damage that ulll’shorten bucket life. Many
of the alloys used for turbine buckets achieve their properties by a heat treatment
consisting of a solution treatment at temperatures”of the order of 1950° to 2150° F
followed by au aging at temperatures of 1350° to 16M0 1?. The aghg forma a pre-
cipitate in the microstructure that hardens and strengthens the alloy. Heating
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above the aging temperature causes the precipitate to be agglomerated (overaged) or
redissolved, ad the alloy to be “weakened. The amount of overaging or re-solution
Increases with increases in temperature sad time and alloys differ in their suscep-
tibility to dama~ by weraging or re-solution. Studies are underway in sweral
laboratories to gain further insight into this problem.

Recognition of

Overtemperake can be so severe

Overtemperature Dsmage

as to melt or burn the buckets, or to cause
warping, cracking, obvious stretch, or fracture. For some alloys, t~ occurrence
of overtemperature causes clumges in the microstructure. This is shuwn for over-
tempe~tured S-816 In figure 25(b), which shows that grain boundary precipitates ;
have been partially redlssolmd, cmpared with an undamaged structure in figure 25(a).
Many buckets now being examl.nedduring overhaul show these indlcatiops. For sane
~oys, hardness is changed markedly by re-solutionj and such a change may indicate
damage.

It is possible, however, that damage may occur and not be revebed by any known
test except cutting test specimens frmu sample buckets and running laboratory tests
such as stress rupture. Because,of this difficulty in detemlning whether overtem-
perature has occurred, it is desirable that dl engines be equipped with instruments
to record engine speed and temperature as a function of time.

Severity of the overtemperatzme problem wi31 be reduced if buckets are designed
for very long stress-rupture life, and may be reduced by chemges h alloys, but con-
trols should be developed that will avoid the’situations where dangerous overtem-
peratures occur.

The
Failure statistics
sources are forei~

Impact

have revealed that buckets are frequently
objects, parts of other engine components

damaged by Impact.
(such as the ccnn-

bustion liner and nozzle vane) that have failed, or parts of buckets that have
failed. Alloys currently used may suffer impact severe enough to cause fticture

(figs. lana 2). More cmmnonly the result Is dents, gouges, or nicks on the airfoil
that act as notches in the surface causing stiess concentrations that accelerate
fatigue or stress-rupture failure. Depth and sharpness are important notch vari-
ables. As was discussed for thermsl-stress cracks, the rate of propagation to com-
plete failure (frcm a notch) depends upon the sdety factor in the bucket, the mag-
nitude of vibratory stresses, and notch-rupture properties of the bucket alloy.

The .aib~ectof notch-rupture, Inentimed in part VIII, is described In scme de-
tail in reference 5. The effects of notches on fatigue ue well kmwn. The high
probabili~ of Impact dsmage to rotating buckets makes notch-rupture and notch-
fatigue properties important in choosing bucket alloys.

In general, notches yiXl not cause -diate failure. Buckets must be in-
spected regularly for damage, and notched buckets must be reworked (to reduce notch
sharpness) or replaced. Inspection Units that establish stan&rds for bucket re-
work sad replacement must be set.

—— -—- -—— —. ———- —-—
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VARIABILITY OF BUCKET

Turbine buckets of a simile wheel will Mffer considerably

NACA RME55H02 .

.
in time to failure.

This is demonstrated in fignx~ 26. A total.of 46 tnrbine buckets of the same ma-
terial for a given engine, chosen at randcm frcm Air Force stock, were installed in ,

a turbine wheel. The en@ne with this wheel waq operated continuously at fdl en-
gine power until a bucket failure occurred. Operation was continued, with each
failed bucket being replaced, until all original buckets had failed. Fignre 26 Is
a plot of number of original buckets failed against time at fu2J.engine power. The -d-
ffist failure occurred after 180 hours aud the last after 540 hours, a spread ratio
of 3:1. . ~

The data of figure 26 also indicate that the failure distribution of these
m

turbine buckets is of the “wear out” type discussed in part II. Thus, after the
first bucket had failed, additional failures followed shortly with the rate of fall-
Ure increasing with time. For buckets of this kind, after the first bucket failure
has occurred, additional bucket failures can be expected at very short the inter-
vals and the-wheel shonld be equipped with all new-buckets.

SOME FACTORS ~G FIZIABILITY

Considerathn of several factors in desi~, production,
spection, and overhaul may help to avoid bucket failures, or
their frequency.

Design

operation, field in-
at least to reduce

It is importsmt that turbine buckets be designed for veq long stress-mpture
life, for at least two reasons. One is that impending stress-npture ftiure can-
not be detected by inspection methcds (with the exception that elongation may ald in
some rare cases); thus assurance that stress rupture will not occur must rest on the
design. The second is that long stress-rupture life wlIl reduce susceptibility to
fracture from cracks introduced by other causes such as ~act, thermal fatigue, and
mechanical fatigue and susceptibility to damage by overspeed and overtmnperatmre.

Long stress-rupture life can be achieved by lowering temperature or stress, of
course, or by using a stronger alloy. Cooling of the bucket would be beneficial.if
used to gain a large safety factor; For enmple, if an engine were desigaed with a
cent~ stress in a hollow S-816 bucket of 20,000 psi and a temperature of
15000 F, the the to rupture should be about 410 hours (fig..4). If this bucket
were cooled only 200° F, a tremendous safe~ factor in stress rupture would be resl-
tzed. If, however, the @s temperature and bucket stresses were such that the
bucket must be cooled to achieve satisfactory life, mechanical failures of the cool-
ing system may lower reliability.

Every effort should be made to reduce vibratory stresses to safe levels. Since
the designer cannot be sure that serious vibrations will not be encountered, It Is
important that the new designs be given long endurance runs (several hundred hours
at qected service operating conditions) in test stands to see if failure occurs
and to indicate typical failure mechanisms. Endur.mce tests of buckets on an accel-
erated cycle (5 mln at idle and 15 min at full thrnst) in I?ACAsea-level test stands
run on four mdels of two engines duplicated the major mechanlsme of failure found
in engines in service. When a new engine is introduced into serwlce, it should be. .
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inspected at short intervals for indication of failure. If fdhres are encoun-
tered, immediate steps such as those indicated in the section on fatigue shouldbe
taken to reduce the vibratory stresses or to improve the ability of the buckets to
withstand the stresses. UsualJy, fatigue cracks will propagate slowly if the bucket
has been designed for long stress-rupture life.

In the case of thermal-fatigue cracking, research is required to provide design
criteria. If stress-rupturelife is very long and vibratory stresses low, however,
thermal-stress cracks will propagate slowly, If at all, srulmaybe found in sched-
uled inspection.

Contiols to avoid overtemperature d too rapid temperature changes shouldbe
investigated and installed.

If bucket failure occurs, It is less dangerous in a single-stage turbine than
in a multistage turbine. In general, however, for the same application it is usu-

-possible toacmeve lower stresses fi a multistage turbine and the probability
for a bucket failure maybe smaller.

An 6nwmination of accident records tidicated that serious damage occurs when a
failed bucket fra~ent becanes ~smmed between the shroud band and the tips of the
other buckets (as -S the case for the test en~e shown In fig. 1). fiOViSiOnS tO
permit the fragnents of failed buckets tobe thrown clear rad3.allyso they will not
become jammed in this manner or cause damage downstream in multistage turbines
should be studied and installed if possible. bNACA tests of bucket materials, it
has been found necessary to reduce the turbine shroud thichess to a point where
bucket fragments ~ easily pass through so the remd.nder of the test buckets on a
wheel axe not severely damaged.. Sbroudedbuckeks maybe an advantage in this respect
because they do not need a heavy shroud band to maintain tip
plane, failed buckets must be captured in an area beyond the
airplane from flylng fra~ents.

cleanmce. In an atr-
tips to protect the

Manufacture

Many OP the steps used in the manufacture of turbine buckets cam cause vari-
ability and Influence properties of the material. For example, chemical ccnnposition
and forging and heat-treating temperatures influence stress-ruptureproperties. Pro-
cedures used to finish leading and trailing edges can effect the amount of residual
stresses in them, and may possibly change bucket resistance to cracking by thermal
fatigue. It is apparent that before a new manufacturing process is adopted, a num-
ber of test buckets shouldbe fabricated and carefully evaluated to ensure that the
process will produce buckets with the required,properties. After a process appe~s
satisfactory, close control of the process and qud-ity is necesssxy. Even minor
changes in the manufacturing process should be carefully evaluated to ensure that
they do not.impair quality. Measurements for the control of quality must be tailored
to the method of bucket fabrication, that is, whether the buckets are forged or cast.
In either case, control begins with the raw materials usetiin producing the alloy
composition and ends with measurements on the finished bucket.

Discussion of the problem of inspection ofmaterlals and finished buckets is
beyond the scope of this paper. Based on a knuwledge of how buckets fall, however,
some suggestions are offered as to the kinds of strength tests that might be included
in inspection.
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Because properties of buckets may vsxy with time of production (i.e., from
day to day) as wdl as with alloy heat fran which they ae made, finished buckets
logically should be sampled on both bases to ensure qualiw. It would be desirable
to run on the sampled buckets aU tests, such as stress-rupture,mechanical and ther-
mal fatigue, and notch rupture, known to be important to bucket life for the partic-
ular engine. Such extensive tests may not be practical, however, because they are
too difficult end time consuming. A ~ requirement might be a stress-rupture
test of a specimen taken from the airfoil. (A sample fran the root cannot be ex-
pected to represent critical airfoil properties.) 5e test temperature should be
close to the setice environment; UsueJly relatively short-the tests are desired
to cut testing time, but they should be used cmly sfter it haB been proved that pass-
ing the short-time test - ensure needed long-the life. One test cannot be ex-
pected to measure propetiies all across the airfoil and additional checks must be
conducted. For example, the remains of the bucket after remcw5ng the test specimen
can be checked across the chord and along the span of the airfoil for grain size,
microstructure, internal defects, and hardness.

If an engine is encountering a particular type of failure, such as leading-edge
thermal fatigue, additional.tests of this proper@ should be introduced to ensure
maintaining the best possible quality in this critical area. Completely satisfac-
tory tests of resistance to thermsl.fatigue short of operation of the bucket at con-
ditions exactly duplicating engine conditions are not now Inmwn and considerable
study will be required to set up such a test.

The evahiation of creep-n@ure properties frm a specimen cut from cast-bucket
airfoils is usually of questionable value because of the inherently large grain size
of castings. If a test specimen has 15 to 20 _ per cross section, the specimen
may be representative of the bucket-~”terial properties, but the small specimen that
might be cut frcm a cast bucket airfoil frequently may have only one or two grains
In its cross section. A stadard practice is to cast a test bar in each mold with
the buckets and to test the properties of this specimen as representative of bucket
properties. Occasslonally this bar is placed in a position in the mold (usually the
center) where it does not cool at the same rate as the buckkts. Thus, the grain
size and structure can cliffer frcm those of the buckets. Changes in the casting
process may affect the bucket properties without affecting those of the test spec-
imen. In smne cases, a thin wire of the casting material is cast in a mold along
with the buckets. ~s wire must bend through a specified angle to indicate accept-
able ductility of the buckets, but it may not be representative of the buckets. For

qle~ the m~d desi~ c=be such tht directional cooling of the tie causes it
to be a single crystal with high ductility that does not represent bucket properties.
Careful laboratory studies are necessary to be sure that test bars made by a partic-
ular casting procedure and mold design are representative of the buckets produced
before the bar is used in quality control. If the mold design, casting process, or
alloy composition is changed, this study must be repeated.

Variations will occur on a the basis in any production proce6s. A mlnlmum of
scatter might be e~ected frcxuparts made in succession. To ~ze scatter of

bucket lives on any one wheel, Lt would be logical to assemble buckets onto any one
wheel in the chronological order of their prduction; at the least, it would be pref-
erable not to ti heats of alloy on wheels.

Bucket life has
and therefore may be
tiona follow:

been shuwn to
improved by a

Operation

be related to various factors In engine operation
control of sane of these factors. Some sugges-

—.
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(1) Increased efforts should be made to ensure avoidance of hot starts through
pilot training,developmentof improved starting methmls, or development and instal-
lation of autcunaticcontrols.

(2) Unnecessarily rapid acceleration and decelerations should be avoided.

(3) Full power should be used only when necessary.

(4) Causes of overtemperature should be Isolated and these operating conditions
should be avoided or controls to avoid their occurrence should be developed and
@tsld.ed.

Instrumentation should be provided to make continuous records of engine speed
eal gas temperature against time. @o-t operation variables would then be known.
These records would show the amount of t3me at fuKl power, the amount of ttie and
the temperature at overstress W overt.mperature. They would also show the number
and the severity of acceleration and deceleration cycles, starts, sad stops, and
could be used as a basis for scheduling replacements and special inspections. (All
these data plus a history of bucket fallures and replacements would be very valuable
as an improved basis for design criteria.)

Until such an instrument is prcm5ded, the pilot should keep records of time and
temperature at mcdnum power, the numiberE@ severity of overtempemtures and over-
stress, and number.of flights (assuming a correlationbetween a number of accelera-
tions and decelerations and number of tights).

Adequate inatrument.ationshould be prtided to enable the pilot to monitor the
temperature and engine speed set by the autcmatic controls at msximum power setting.
This provision will petit him to make corrections if the autamatic control drifts
or otherwise pemits operation at too high speed or temperature.

Field Inspection and Overhaul

Buckets should be inspected at regular titervals for cracks, warpage, melting
or severe scaling, excessive elongation, nicks, and dents.

Althoughat sane later date it may becmne evident that some cracks (e.g., those
resulting fran thermal fatigue in a particular engine) will.never propagate to fail-
ure in the normal Ufe of the engine, present practice should be to immediately re-
place buckets ba~ any of these indications except nicks ad dents. In smne cases,
nicked and dented buckets may be reworked to increase radius In lieu of replacement.
Simple visual inspection for cracks is inadequate, and aids such as fluorescent pen-
etrant fluids and powders should be used. The frequency of inspection will depend
upon the severity of operating conditions and the past records of failures with the
buckets.

In mmne cases, cracks propagate so rapidly to cmplbte fracture that replace-
ment of cracked buckets during reguler inspections wiJJ-not forest.alJbucket frac-
ture in flight. One such case is bucket fracture by stress rupture. The current
practice in regard to stress-ruptureftimes is to let the buckets fail and then
to replace them. This practice can be refined by repkclng aU buckets on the wheel
when the first fails because, as indicated by figure 26, when the first of a smcple
of buckets falla by stress rupture,,fWures of the remainder will follow shubtly.
It is not desirable to allow even one bucket to fracture by stress rupture, however,
because this results @ a high risk of flight accident, particularly since a piece
of the bucket of the order of one-~ the airfoil has been released. Although this
procedure has been used in single-stage turbines, it is not permissible for multi-
stage turbines because of the greatly ticreased likelihood of a serious accident.

—-— .—.—.———....-_~ ——- —-— —- —-— ——
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If the buckets show Wge elongation before fracture, periodic measurement of
elongation may be helpful as a replacement criterion.

In addition, a system for scheduled replscments based on the time at varidus
operating conditions and the stress-mpture properties of the buckets should be
worked out.

The additive effects of stress-mptwre conditions are not cle=ly understomi.
For exmple, if 50 percent of the life expected at one stress and temperature has
elapsed, the percent of Ilfe remdnhg at some other stress and temperature is not
lmmwll. On the basis of stress-rupturelife, however, the the at maximum power is
so much more important than a corresponding time at cruise, that the the at cruise
is not of serious concern. A slight adjustment in time at mad.mum power would prob-
ably canpensate adequately. For emmple, the buckets of one engine (C, fig. 5)
should have a life of 900 hours at full engine power. If the engine were continu-
ously operated at cruise the buckets should have, because of lowered stiess md
temperature, a stress-mpture life of 46,000 hours or 50 times as ~eat. An approx-
hate fomula for replacement time might therefore be worked out using time at full
powerless the utilized fraction of life used at cruise (if desired) Plus a safety
factor to take into account overtemperature, overstress, and variability of bucket
properties. To apply this formula for replacement of buckets frcm considerations ,,,

of stress rupture, it would be desirable to have a device to record engine apeed
and temperature against time as previously described. Another practice that may
aid is ranoval of a bucket frcm the en@ne, machining a specimen frcuuthe airfoil,
and stress+ture testing it to indicate magnitude of life remaining. The re-
mainder of the bucket can be checked for indications of surface damage (severe

.
intergrsmuhr corrosion, etc.).

In cases of mechanical fatigue where the cracks propagate slowly (e.g., radial
tip cracks in scenecases), the buckets may be replaced using the presence of cracks
as a criterion. If, as is more cmmnonly the case, they propagate rapidly or incon-
sistently, it is imperative that the vibrato~ stresses be reduced; no sound basis
for working out replacement schedules exists. Flight faflure cannot be avoided by
inspection alone.

Iqthe -se of thermal-fatigue cracks, if the engine is designed for long
stress-rup~ life and if vibratoq stresses are Iow, the cracks - propagate
slowly aud replacement on the basis of cracks alone ~ be satisfactory. If they
propagate very rapidly, it will be because of superimposed centrifugal or mechanical-
fatigue load. In this case, as soon as one cracked bucket is found, aUbfickets on
the wheel should be replaced to reduce likelihood of accident. Efforts shouldbe
directed toward reducing the centrifugal or vibratory stresses in order to slow the
propagation rate, or to e13minate the thermal-fatigue cracking since, again, a sound
basis for scheduling replacements is not avatible.

In averhaul, the practice of pooling or mbd.ngbuckets frcm several engines
should be avoided since this mixes buckets having long life remahing with those
having short life remaidng. Because the first bucket failure on each wheel may
cause all buckets to be replaced or damage the airplane, mixing buckets tends to
make all engines as bad as the worst.

BEWEFITS OFENGIXE DERATING
r,

The tireme sensitivi~ of bucket stress-mpture life to stress and tanperature
(figs. 4 and 6) suggest that if the bucket stress-mpture He is too short, it may
be increased by lowering stress or temperature or both, that is, by derating the
engine.

—
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It iB important to determine what sacrifices in engine thrust might result from
derating, and how specific fuel consumptionmight be affected. Calculations made
for a specific engine are shown in figure 27. Tail-pipe area was varied to opthlze
each condition. Curves =e shown for three methods of derating In the upper part of
this figure, indicating that if the engine speed is reduced with temperature
held constant, an 8-percent reduction in speed reduces thrust about 4 ercent, and
Wadn@es stress-ruptureHe. % held con-If temperature is decreased with spee
stemt, a 100o F drop in temperature increases life about 19 tties, but tbru.stis re-
duced by 7 percent.

The curves of this series show that it Is preferable to reduce both temperature
and speed if this engine is to be derated. If temperature is reduced 100° F and
apeed 4 percent, bucket stress-rupturelife would increase 44 times, w~e thrust
would be reduced 6 percent.

The data of the lowerpart of the figureshow the reductionin specificfuel
consumptionfor the deratingconditionsjust discussed. Sincea reductionin spe-
cificfuel consumptionis desirable,all deratin.gconditionsinvestigatedwere bene-
ficial. The conditionwhere temperaturewas reduced100° F and speed4 percent
would improvespecificfuel consumptionby 4 percent.

The curves show that, in general, derating of this enf#ne could achieve greatly
increased bucket stress-rupturelife with sane bprovement in fuel consumption and
with moderate reductions in thrust. The same effect is gained by limiting operating
time at fu12 power; that is, running more of the time at ctise cofition.

A word of caution is needed at this point. This section hs sh~ t~t bucket
stress-rupturelife might be improved by derating. If buckets are fa=n by stress
rupture, these data iUustrate gains that might be made. If stress-rup’cureme is
improved, the buckets may then fail by another mechanism, and all the expected
gains may not be achieved. Also, buckets of some engines do not fall by stress
mpture, and for these engines, an increase in ltie cannot be predicated from
stress-rupturedata as baa been done in this exmrple. Each engine must be stuUed
separately.

ADDITIONAL IKFORM4TION NEElliDFOR IMPROVEMENT OF OPERATIONAL RELIK611JTY

Turbine-bucket reliability wi13.,of course, be benefitted by the current efforts
that are devoted towards improving materials, methods of fabrication, etc.

Listed in the following pexagraphs is Information that will aid directly in
improving turbine-bucket reliability by providing specific data or em @roved tn-
sight or understanding of practical problems revealed by service experience with the
turbojet engine:

(1) Additional infomnation is needed on the effect of various amounts and dura-
tions of overtemperature on the life of the material when the bucket is subjected to
various levels and types of loading. The influence of bucket-life perid at which
overtemperature occurs might be studied to detemlne for ins-cc, the relative
hportemce of overtemperatures that occur during the first or the second stages of
creep. Early studies should duplicate conditions encountered In setice insofsr as
is possible.

The possibil.i@ that
caused by overteqperature

..—. .-.—_._..

heat treatments may restore materiel-property
should be studied.

—

deficiencies
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(2) bformation is needed to determine whether perfds at various levels of
stress and temperature in stress rupture are additive; for example, if 60 percent of
the bucket life Is used up at ~

L
power conditions of stress and temperature,

does 40 percent remain to be used at sae other condition, say cruise? - Development
of methcds which will permit the calculation of the percent of life used at each
operating condition will lead to a rattonal basis for scheduling of bucket replace-
ment to avoid stress-mptuw failures.

(3) S~es are needed that will alleviate ~cket cracking caused by repeated
thermal stresses. Reducing the rate of change in en@ne gas temperature ie au obvi-
ous step, but It is desirable that engines be able to accelerate vev rapidly. More
lnmwledge is needed on the effect of bucket material and bucket shape and an under-
standingof the retitiveinfluenceof en@ne cycle~les is needed.

(4) Studies are neededto isolate causes of variabili@ in bucket properties,
for example, whether bucket fabrication methmis are the prime cause or whether the
variation stems frmn the bar stock or fran metal heats.

(5) As a guide in schedulln grepl.acements,studies are needed in the rate of
propagation of variouE types of cracks to complete fracture in various stress and
tempera@e environments.

(6) Nondestnlctive methcds are needed that til. ndicate (a) hnpending bucket
fail~e~ particularly in stress rupture and
temperatures has occurred. Properties such

-~tightbe studied.

CONCLUDING

fatigue, and (b) when damage fram over-
as electrical resistivity and internal.

Alr Force service records indicate that with several jet-engine models, fre-
quent turbine bucket replacements are made because of bucket cracking or fracture.
Buckets occasionally fracture during fllght. In en@nes with sin@e-stage turbines,
the fragnents fran fractured buckets are often ejected through the discharge nozzle
wtth no further damage and with Httle loss in thrust. There is a risk associated
with permitting bucket fracture in flight, however, in 1953 out of 205 Alr Force
flight acchients attributed to jet-engine malfunction 16 were traced to turbine-
bucket failure. In engines with multistage turbines, the probability of catastrophe
frmn failure of a turbtie bucket is much greater. A failed bucket in an early stage
may wipe out the buckets in Successi= stages sad stop or destroy the engine.

Turbine buckets are subject to a combination of centrifugal stress, vibratory
stress, high and rapidly changing temperature, and a corrosive atmosphere. Turbine
buckets can fracture by stress ruptore or by fatigue, or a conibination.Fracture
can be accelerated by damage frcm overtemperature or overstress, damage or cracks
result- frmn thermal fatigue or perhaps fran corrosion, or by nicks caused by
so13d objects in the gas stream.

In geneti, buckets shouldbe designed for very long stress-ruptureld.fe,since
no reliable waroing for stress-mpture fracture exists. Long stress-mpture llfe
also provides a safety factor that may reduce the rate of propagation of cracks frcnn
other causes. If bucket stress-ruptue life is too short, it canbe increased by
reducing bucket stress or temperature or both, that is, by engine derating.

When excessive vibrational stress etistsj it should be reduced to a safe value
by desi~ c-es such as changes in nozzle ge~etry, bucket Stfffe@ (ticIu~w

bucket shrouding), and by bucket tibration damping.

.-.

——
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With a very long strees-mpture life ad low vibratory stress, buckets can be
replaced when.dangerous cracks or nicks are found in a scheduled inspection or
when the bucket has run a desigmted replacement the based on stress-ruptureEfe
with adequate safety
operational history.

factors (deductions)for variability in bucket properties and
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‘i?ABE?11: - MODE8 OF BUCKBT FAILURE INDICATED BY DIR‘S

[Three-monthperiod~

ngine Reason for replacement Probable cause
code (number of engines (b)

with each
failure type)

(a)

A-7 7, Tip cracks Mech fatigue
1, Contour Crack Hot lnlown

B-3 8, TiP cracks Mech fatigue
8, Heat check crack, Thermsl fatigue
Ill

5, Cracks, LE Not lalown
1, TE tip broken off Mech fatigue

B-7 12, Tip cracks Mech fatigue
12, Heat check cracks, Thermal

LE fatlgue

B-9 1, Tip crack Mech fatigue
1, TE’crack Mech fatigue

B-10 1, TE tip gone Mech fatigue
2, IJ3tip gone Mech fatigue
1, 1-1/8” of tip Hot known
broken off

2, Buckets missing Not known

c-7 2, Tips scuffed =cessive creep
1, 1“ of tip Btress rupture
broken off or SR plus

‘mech fatigue

1, Cracks and Not klown
buckles

c-~c 39, 1“ To 2“ of tips 8R or SRplus
broken off mech fatigue

16, Excess stretch Creep
1, Crack 1“ frcm tip 8R or SRplus

mech fatigue

%eading edge, LEj trailing edge, TE

%ecmcd, mech; stress ru@ure, SR

C109 engines-previously overhauled

207
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TABLE”III. - OFZZWNI?GCONDITIONSDUHINGWIUCH 0~ W DE ENCOUNTERED

condition

Hot start

Acceleration,
compressor
Btal.1

Fuel flow
increased too
rapialy

Afterburner
ignition

Drfft or
malfunction of
thermocouples

Very high
altitudes
(primarily re-
duced compresso~
efficiency)

Overspeed

Temperature
difference
above

nomal nw5mnn

Can be very great

Can be very ~eat

Werate to great

Can be great

Moderate

Moderate to great

Mmierate to ~eat

Probable stress

Very low

Low

Low to high

High

High

Duration

Short (few see)

Short (few see)

Short (few see)

Short (few sec)

Can be long

Moderate

Short

—
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c-350q’“
(a) Second stage Of turbine; all bucket shrouds gone.

Figure 2. - Ihmage to three-stageturbine resulting from failure of second-stagebucket.
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(b) C1O=-UP of fraotured secoml-x bnoket.
C-3W28

Flgmw 2, - tithed. humge to three-hage turbine resultingfrcm failure of eemnd-wkge buoket.
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C-35026

(c) Third stage of turbinej all bucket ~oudE gone.

.

Figure 2. - Concluded. Dsmmge to three-stage turbine resulting from failure of second-
stage bucket.
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Intergranular cracking7

Figure 6. - Typical stress-mpture fracti
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Figure 9. - Comparison of total bucket elongation with l/2-inch zone of
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VIII - TURBINE DISKS

By G. C. Deutsch and R. H. Kemp

Disk failure.in an airplane turbine can cause inmediate destruction of the
airplsne; d the major airplsne accidents caused by the engine in 1953, 8 percent
were due to failure of turbine disks. Evidence of incipient failure is frequently
found in the disks of engines being overhauled for other reasons.

The stress snd temperature environment in which the disk operates is reviewed.
A discussion based on this review is made of the possible mchanisms of failure.
S~ce experience is reviewed to show which of these mechanisnw are known to have
resulted in failures. l!hedisk failmes encountered in service were found to have
resulted from (1) tension in the serration area; (2] radial crac~ng of the rim,
particularly at bucket-retaining pin~holes; (3) fracture at the weld in composite
disks; or (4) failme of the shaft.

Two suggestions for avoiding fMght failures are made. They are for design
improvements in the &Lsk-cooling system, and for scheduled inspections to detect
cracks, sbnormal growth, and distortion in the bucket-rcot area. Inspection SChed-
ule for each disk type should be based on service experience with the specific disk.

lm!RoIMmcmN

The U. S. Air Force set accident summary for 1953 (ref. 1) attributes 17 major
airplane accidents to fsilure of the turbine disk and shsft. Of these, ten de-
stroyed the airplane and three resulted in fatalities.

In order to recognize fully the effect d turbine-disk reli~ility on over-all
engine reliability, it is first necesssry to lear~ the types and ~equencies of the
difficulties that have occurred in current operational practice. If the reasons
for the W?ficulties can be learned, it should be possible to improve reliability
of the disk. The causes of disk failures will be presented by discussion of

(1) The mechanisms by which &Lsks fdl (In addition to fragmentation, fd.lure
is considered to have occurred when defects arise that make further operation
imprudent.)

(2)
etc.) on

(3)

(4)

The

The effect of disk environment (stress, temperate, corrosive media,
disk life during both normal.and drove-normal operating conditions

Influence of msnufactming processes

Influence of maintenance

available knowledge of the disk life being achieved in military operation
is reviewed and the ~chanisme of failwe are discussed. Suggestions for achieving
improved operational reli~ility are also presented.

— ——--— —___ ____ ___ __ .— —— —-
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Most ndlitery experience has been with single-stage turbines; therefore
this discussion will deal primarily with problems that have been encountered In
single-stsge turbine disks. However, it is recognized that current design trends
indicate increased
be tiscussed apply
additional problem
two-stage turbines

use of multistage turbines. The uchanisms of failure that till
also to the disks in multistage engines; these engines have the
of being more difficult to inspect. Typical single-stage and
are shown in figure 1.

JDENTDICATION OF TURBINE-DISK PROBLEMS

Sowces of Information

The service experience with disks used in currently operating turbojet engines
is of interest as an initial step in a study of disk reliability. This experience,
being solely ndlitaxy, may be different from that which would prevail if the engine
were to be used comuercia13y. Therefore, extension of the mailable information to
nonmilitary usages mat be made cautiously.

The available sources (see part II) indicate that turbine-disk malfunction is
only rarely responsible for sending the engine to overhaul. However, upon dis-
assembly during werhaul, sa many as 76 percent of the disks in one engine model
were found to have defects that could ultimtely lead to failure. It had been
hoped that through a study of the information souces it would be possible to as-
certain the present disk reliabili~ and also to establish a distribution curve for
disk Ilfe. This could not be done, however, since operating bases make many un-
recorded disk changes, and there are no data to indicate whether disks were replaced
at prior uverhauls.

The sources were very helpful, however, to indicate that a disk problem existed
snd in determining the various fis of disk failure. ‘I’he~avity of certain types
of disk failure is illustrated in f@ore 2. In this case, the disk burst while the
airplane was in fllght, completely severing the tail section from the rest of the
sirplane. The figure illustrates the manner in which the disk fragments tore the
sft fuselage section, in the plane of the turbine wheel. The remainder of the air-
plane crashed and burned. This example emphasizes the importance of the disk in
jet-engine reliabil.i~ and indicates that even a small percentage of disk bursts is
nOt toler~l.e. Every reasonable effort must be made to ensure that such failures
do not occur, regardless of the nuniberof engines in operation.

Definition of Turbine-Disk Regions

For the subsequent discussions in this remrt, it is convenient to est~llsh
a standard nomenclature for
in figure 4. The terms sre

Serration region: The
largest radius at which the
s@ort the turbine buckets
disk.

the various disk p-tis~ The terminol~ used is shown
as fOllows:

serration region is that portion of the disk beyond the
disk is circumPerentially continuous. The serratlons
and are also callLedthe bucket-fastening region of the

Rim region: The rim region contains the bucket-fastening region and extends
radially inward to where the thickness of the disk substantially diminishes.

Web region: The web, usually thinner than the rim, extends from the hub to
the rim. In composite disks, the web contains the weld area.

.

——
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Hub: The hub is the central portion of the disk. In
is the axial projection of the shaft through the disk. In
hub contains the bolting circle, mounting flanges, etc.

243

integral disks, the hub
demountable disks, the

The term ‘turbine wheel” refers to the turbine disk and the bucket assenibly.

Turbine-Disk Operating Temperatures

The turbine disk is heated by the hot gases flowing over the rim, by conduc-
tion from the turbine buckets, and by radiation from adjacent hot parts such as the
te.ilconebullet.

Cooling air nay be bled to the central areas of the disk from the high-pressure
stages of the compressor (fig. 3). This air exhausts through the seals and baffles
that prevent the combustion gases from inadv=tently spilling over the disk sides.
In addition, the coollng air from the upstream face of the disk flows over the disk
rim, and cools the bucket-faatening region.

Typical radial temp~ature distributions in the central plane of a disk cooled
on both sides are showu in figure 4. The upper curve represents conditions at rated
speed and tail-pipe temperature, sfter sufficient tire has elapsed to allow the
disk temperatures to become stabilized. There is a temperature difference between
the h~ and the rim of about 620° F. This temperature difference and the shape af
the curve are important in determining the stress state to which the disk is mib-
jected; in general, the great- the temperature difference, the greater are the
thermal stresses. This relation is discussed in greater detail in a subsequent
section of this paper.

The nmdnnuu difference between temperature at the bib and at the rim generally
occurs shortly after the engine is started; rim temperature rises rapidly to very
near the operatiug value, while the hub heats slowly as shown by the lower curve aP
figure 4. A typical example of this relation is shown in figure 5. The engine was
accelerated at a rate considered nurmal for jet-engine operation; rated speed was
attained 1 tinute after ignition. The maximm temperature difference of 790° F,
170° F greater than that at equilibrium, was reached 5 finutes after ignition. The
equilibrium tqerature difference was reached about 22 minutes after igmition.

In addition to the radial variations in temperature of the turbine disk, tnere
also nqy be dstantial axial variations. Typical axl.al@%dients in a disk coo~ed
on both faces are shown in figure 6. These gradients were meaawed at rated speed
and tail-pipe temperature after equilibrium had been reached. Midw in the rim,
a temperature difference of 120° F between the faces of the disk can be noted. Such
axial temperature gradients are troublesome because there are no established pro-
cedures for calculating the stresses they induce; some uncertainty is thereby in-
troduced in computed stre$s values.

ThuE far, disk temperatures during normal stsrting and Op-ation hsxe been
consi~ed. There =e several conditions for which the temperature gradients may
be higher than these. These conditions include

(1) Engine-starting at very high altitude: The engines are frequently very
cold and the temp=ature gradients are mre severe.

(2) Overtemperature operation of the engines Severe overtemperatureswould be
Ilkely to cause severe overheating of the bucket-fastening region and possibly
failure in this region even before temperature rose significantly in the’web. l?ro-
longed moderate overtemperatures could result in excessive overheating of the web
area.

.. . . ..— —...— ___ _ -.-. — -—.——— —A ..— —..
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(3) Operettionof the engine with malfunction of the se- sndbtifles intended
to prevent hot gases from flowing over the disk faces: These sealx are difficult
to design because they must allow for the large unpredict~le expansions that occur
in the turbine section. Psrt of the difficulty arises because, in mdst engines,
the ball bearing that locates the disk relative to the frame of the engine is located
at the faward ,endof the turbine shaft as shown in figure 3. The adal clearance
between the seals and the disk is therefore changed by the difference in axial ex-
pansions of the turbine shaft and of the engine frsm. In one engine, this axial
clearance change was found .tobe approximately 3/8 inch. Also, the normal cyclic
operation of the engine causes a gradual distortion, or warpsge, of the baffles snd
tither decreases their effectiveness. This warpage ~ merely decrease sedllng
effectiveness and allow the hot gsses to flow over the faces UP the disk, or in an
extreme case it rug actually direct the hot gases uver the faces of the disk.

Adiiition~ turbine disk temperature inf~tion is presented in references 2
and 3.

Hub and Web Regions

Centrifugal stresses. - Although one of the i~~y purposes al?the turbine
disk is to transmit torque to the compressor, the stresses produced in the disk
proper in perforndng this function are influenced only slightly by torque. The
@or stresses are caused by other types of loading. Of these, the primary ones
are centrifugal forces, the thermal gradients just discussed, snd the locked-in
intern~ loadings resulting from certain steps in the fabrication process and from
the preceding engine operation. Measm-nt of these internal loadings is difficult,
and not much is known about them.

The centrifugal forces acting on the turbine buckets are transrdtted through
the bucket fastening mechanism to the disk proper. In determining the resulting
stresses prcd.ucedin the disk, it is generally aasunai that these forces are evenly
distributed on a fictitious rim that corresponds to the continuous rim at the base
of the serrations. 5e rim loading is determined by dividing the total centrifugal
forces on the buckets and disk segments by the circumferential area of the ficti-
tious rim. The problem is thus reduced to one of a simple disk with a smooth and
continuous rim having an evenly distribtied load acting in a radial direction. In
addition to the rim loading, rotation of the disk also causes centr~al. forces
that act on each element of the disk in direct proportion to its mass and its dis-
tance from the center M rotation and in proportion to the square C& the angular
velocity.

The assumption is generalJy made that at any given disk radius, centrifugal
stress will be constant from one face of the disk to the other.. In other words,
in the computation al?the stresses, a snmothly faired disk profile is assumed that
wSIJ.permit even distribution of the stresses in the @al direction.

Since tial effects are ass-d negligible, the resulting computed stress state
in the disk proper is biaxial with the principal stresses occurring in the radial
and the tangential directions. For illustrative purposes, the computed stresses
due only to the centrifugal force field for a typical turbine disk operating at j.ts
rated speed are shown by the dashed Hues of figure 7. The disk chosen had a rlm
loading of 11,W psi end had a 1.31-inch-diameter hole in the center. Radial stress
is zero at the hole and rises to a maximum of 40,000 psi in the web region of the
disk. Radi~ stress at the rti is the rim loading of 11,COO psi. Tangential stress

.
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at the hole is 62,CH30psi, and decreases rapidly with distance from the hole. In
the web region of the disk, tangential stress is 38,000 psi, and decreases to 28,(2OO
psi at the rim. If the disk were solid instead of having a central hole, the
radial and the tangential stresses would have been equal at the center with a val-
ue of about 35,m psi.

Thermal stresses. - During normal engine operation, the twbine disk is sub-
~ectedto a radial temperature distribution as described previously for the illus-
trative caae shown as the upper curve of figure 4. At equilibrium conditions, the
rim Is 620° F hotter than the hub. The rim materikl tends to expand to a new radius,
but is restrained from doing so by the cooler hub nateria,l. The ri.mis therefme
forced Lnto compression, while the center or hub is forced into tension. These ef-
fects are superimposed on the stress state createdby the centrifugal forces and
the combiuedresul,t is shown as the solid limes of figure 7. The tangential stress
at the hole has increased from 62,000 to 98,000 psi, while at the rim it has been
changed from a tensile stress of 28,000 psi to a compressive stress of 68,000 psi.
Radial stresses in the web region of the disk have increased from 40,000 to 60,000
psi with no change at the hole or at the rim. At a radius of 10.5 to 11.O inches
(the weld region) there is now arather sharp break in the tangential stress curve.
This break is cauaedby differences in the coefficients of expansion and Young’s
mmlulua for the two materialx of which this disk is fabricated.

The tangential stress at the hole of the disk is of the order of 100,000 psi.
The approach of this stress to the yield point of%he mskerial does not necessarily
constitute a dangerouE operating condition. Materials that provide a substantial
amount of center ductility are chosen so that plastic flow can occur and can re-
sult in a redistribution of the stresses. Trouble ~be encountered, however, if
flaws exist at the center, since these would reduce the ability of the material
to flow and could result in a disk failure. The effect of ductility on the strength
of disks is discussed more fully in reference 4.

The stresses described canbe computedby the method described in reference 5
for the case where the field point of the disk material.is not exceeded, or refer-
ence 6 for the case where the stresses do exceed the field and plastic flow takes
place. An extension of the methcd of reference 6 can sJ.sobe used to determine the
residual stresses that w%Ll be locked in the tisk after engine operation. SeIICL-
quantitative evidence of these res5slua3.stresses has been noted during cutting of
the disks along a diameter after engine operation. As the cut reaches approximately
80 percent of the diameter, the cut at the starting point has been observed to open
up as muctas 3/8 Inch. These residual stresses ccmibinewith the other stresses in
the disk to produce some reglona of higher than normal operating stresses and some
lower. The over-all influence on the reliability of the disk is not clear, since
no correlation with disk failures has been established.

Center bursts. - Since the hub region operates at temperatures of .ibout400°F,
design is baaed on the short-the physical properties of the mteria.1 rather than
on the time-dependent stress-rupture and creep properties. Yield point of the ma-
terial is therefcrreused to deterndne the proper profile for the hub region of the
disk. However, because engine weight is influenced to a large extent by the weight
of the turbine disk, an attempt is made to obtain the profile that will give the
lightest possible disk and yet be safe under all operating condltiom. Hverypos-’
sible precaution must therefore be obsened to ensure that the center material has
the design strength. Since the center is genera13y the thickest part of the disk,
It often does not receive nmch mechanical working during the forging process; it
~ therefore contain defects such as segregations and porosity. l!hesedefects,
which reduce material ductility, may cause a center burst with catastrophic results
to the airplane. Figure 8 shows a center burst causedby excessive segregationa in
the hub area. The disk was split into two almst equal parts.

.- ————-- -—. ..——..—— ——————— ———-–—
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Because center bursts occm without wsruing, this type of failme can only be
avoided by tighter controls during the f&rication processes and by imprwed pre-
operation inspection procedures. Improved X-ray, ultrasonic, and penetrant oil in-
spection procedures in addition to destructive exandnations on a sampling basis can
do mch to el.indnatethe hazards of a centw burst. As a final check before ac-
ceptance, it is general practice to cold-spin the bucketed disks to a speed somewhat
abwe the rated engine speed. This practice assures that the centrifugal stresses
induced by the overspeed till in effect take the place of the conibinedcentrifi@L
and thermal stresses when operating in an engine and thereby prcmf test the disk.
However (referring again to the stresses in the typical disk shown in fig. 7), it
win be noted that it would be necessary to increase the centrifugal tsmgential
stress from 62,000 to approximately 100,000 psi to simlate the ccmibinedthermal
and centrifugal conditions at the disk center. This increase would require an
werspeed of approximately 27 percent, which would probably canse a failme in the
outer regions of the disk, perhaps in the buckef.-fastening area. Cold-spin testing
is therefore performsd at overspe~ of the order of 5 to 10 percent and does not
simulate actual operating conditions. A cold-spin test should be considered only
as adjunct to the other inspection procedmes and not as a final proof of reliability
of a disk. It is entirelypossiblethat overspeedtestingcan do more hsrm than
goca. For example,too great an overspeedmay cause localizedplasticflow near
the rim or at streesconcentrationsnear the center because of defects passed by other
inspection methods. The spin test ~ therefore induce residual stresses in the
disk or cause existing defects to be enlsrged. In either case, severe werspeqd
spin-testing could reduce the reli~ility of the disk during mibsequent engine
operation.

Field and werhaul maintenance procedures that = influence reliability of
the disk are discussed in a later section of this report.

Web necking and burst. - The web region cd?the disk operates at higher temper-
atures than the h~ (fig. 4). For the typical disk shown, the temperature is zibout
750° F at the weld location and ~out 1150° F at the rim. In the design of the web,
it is therefore necess~ to determine for each radius whether the short-tinm phys-
ical properties or the stress-rupture and creep properties sre the controlling design
criteria. In addition, a mibstantial -gin of safe% mat be incorporated to
allow for disk temperatures higher than normal because of inadvertent wertemperature
operation of the engine or such malfunctions of the disk-cooling mechanism as were
previously discussed.

If substantial overtemperature operation is encount=ed, the web mqy be sub-
~ected to creep that may lead to severe necking with an accompanying increase in
the over-all diameter of the disk. Tbis condition is shown In figure 9. A com-
posite disk is shuwn, although the difficulty could also occur with disks fabricated
from a single alloy. The dsahed line shows the criginal contours aP the disk and
the solid line the contour after necking has taken plEce. In this case, considerable
deformation took place in the weld srea. A photograph d a necked disk is also
shown in figure 9. The face of the disk was cmiginally a strdght-tie contour;
the light shining through, between the straight edge and the disk, indicates that
necking has taken place.

If allowed to proceed, the deformation or necking mechanism csn lead to a
burst as shown in.figure 10. The photo shows a disk fabricated of one mterial
that had been operated in an engine hsxlng warped cooling-air baffles. This @e
of f-lure can be es catastrophic as a center burst.

I

In anothercase,‘deformationcaused a failure at a weld defect in a composite
disk (fig. II). The defect was caused by lack of fusion between the weld metal and
the hub material agd presence of slag snd porosim in the weld. The engine was ‘
damaged beyond repair.
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Possibility of a web burst can be reduced in several ways. First, it is nec-
essary to,ensure that the web material has the proper physical properties to with-
stand the design stresses. This requirement is particularly to be emphasized for
composite disks that employ welds, since these sre susceptible to a nuniberof dif-
ferent types of serious defects. X-ray, ultrasonic, ~a penetrant-oil inspections
should be used in addition to destructive testing on a sampling basis. &coIla, it
is necessary to avoid engine operation at conditions that win permit disk tempera-
tures to rise above their design level. Excessive web temperatures can occur as a
result of (1) prolonged operation at excessive turbine-iulet temperatures, (2) warp-
ing, distortion, or improper installation of cooling-air baffles and se-, and
(3) the failure of any portion of the ducts that supply cooling-air to the disk.
Obviously, the improvement of any part of the engine, such as the controls and the
cooling-air system, which will tend to ensure proper disk teqerature~ will.Inprove
reliability of the disk. Since faulty installation of the cooling system can Iead
to overheating of the disk, a device for warning of excessive disk temperatures or
loss of cooling air flow would increase reliability. Third, particular attention
should be given to the design d the various structures adjacent to the faces of
the Usk to minimize possibility of their coming loose and moving against
tating disk. Several disk failures in the service records are attributed
cause.

Radial Cracks in Rim Region

the ro-
to this

Thermal-fatigue cracks. - As stated preciously, the conibinedeffects of cen-
trifugal loading and thermal gradients induce high compressive stresses in the rti
axea of the turbine disk at rated-speed operation. During starting, the thermal
gradients in the disk are even more Severej as a consequence, the stresses are fur-
ther increased to the point where they frequently exceed the yield strength of the
a13.oy. This induces an inmsdiate compressive plastic flow. In sonk?cases further
plastic flow can take place (at a much reduced rate) by a creep mechanism. This
creep can also occur when the stresses induced by the temperature gradient are in-
sufficient to cause ixmnediateplastic flow. In either case, on engine shtidown
the plastic flow that occurred at high temperature will induce a residual tensile
stress~ this stress may also exceed the @eld strength of the material.,and cause
plastic flow in tension. Repetition of this cycle in successive stsrts and stops
eventually consumes the capacity of the alloy to cleform and the rim crackE. This
mechanism of f&lure, termed thermal fatigue, is described in reference 7. Figure
12 shows a disk cracked by thermaJ.fatigue. This type of failure is cycle dependent
and generally occurs late in the engine’s life. In one engine, the cracks were not
noted until after approximately 400 hours of operation. Although these cracks have
been known to progress to fallme (ref. 8), this appears to happen only r=ely.
Consequently, it can be concluded the rate of progression is sufficiently low that
the cracks can be noted and the disks rejected at norm&1 overhaul periods.

In some of the newer engines, which utilize very thin disks, the deformation
per cycle appears to be mch greater; cracks have been noted after as little as
1 hour of operation. One possible reason for this rapid deterioration is wertem-
peratures dmi.ng stsrting.

As disk development advances and design defects that cause early failures are
eliminated, thermal fatigue cracking will.probably becom a nmre predominant mode
of disk failure. At present, there does not appear to be s~icient background
information on the thermal-fatigue properties of alloys to permit the desiguer to
predict the thermal-fatigue life of a disk. He must rely on frequent inspection
so that cracked disks can be detected and remved from service before the cracks
progress to catastrophic faihmes. STnce thermal-fatigue cracks are cycle dependent,
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inspections bssed on the logged nwriberof engine starts would be desirable. Because
&ml fatigue cracking is made more likely by overtemperatures, additional inapec-
tiona after hot starts would be desfi~le. For this purpose, an instrument that
records tk-temperature history of the engine and speed of the turbine would be d
considerable assistance.

Pin-hole cracks. - The pin-hole crack (fig. 13) is a special case of r-al
rlm cracking. These cracks originate in the viciuity of the bucket-retaining pin
hole and progress to both the forwsrd and the aft faces of the disk. They can be
readily detected by a sensitive suytsce-inspection technique that empl~s fluores-
cent oil, which is emulsified after application. The causes of the cracking appesr
to be complex; seversl factors that are be3&zved to contribute to the failures are

(1) Stress corrosion in the area cold-worked by the broaching operation snd
cold-worked by scratching during the removal of turbine buckets (Fig. 14
from ref. 9 shows the intergrannular corrosion which accompemies the
Crd.chlg.)

(2) Concentration of stresses or scratches and tool marks at the pin hole
itself

(3) Stressing by the preckmsly described therrml-fatigue mechanism

As in the case of the Warn&l-fatiguecracks,pin-holecrackscsn lead to de-
struction of the turbine disk. 5e frequency of cwcurrence d this @pe of crack-
ing varies with engine type. In one engine model, 76 p=cent M the disks in en-
gines toting to overhanl (for causes other than disk difficulties) were rejected
because of pin-hole cracks. In this engine the cracks =Mom cccur in ouly one pin
hole. Usually, when they are ftist detected about five pin holes are found to con-
tain cracks (refs. 10 and ~). l!hemniber increases rapidly with additional oper-
ating time until most or all of the pin holes contain cracks. Although the average
time for the first appearance of the cracks is quite long (256 hr), they have been
noted in as few as 22 hours. The cracks seem to progress rather slowlyj in one
test (ref. 10) 30 minutes at 4-percent overspeed and at slQht overtamperature dld
not increase the size or length of the cracks. Crack propagation to the aft face
of the turbine disk (the face nesrest the pin hole) does not appear to be harmful.
In a run in which saw cuts simulated cracks aft of each pin hole, no deleterious
effects were detected after 50 hews of sn accelerated test schedule. Cracks have
Progressed from the pin hole to the tl=w=d face at the disk in about 400 hours cd’
engine operatimn.

Of all the sources of failure, the pin-hole crack appears most amenable to
elimination. Many of the newer engines -e eliminated the pin hole and have sub-
stituted ‘cotter pin” type bucket-retaining devfces. ‘lbi.schange eliminates not
only the stress-concentrating effect cd?the hole but also the scratching sometims
caused by a sheared pin during bucket removal. In substituting the cotter pin for
the retaining pin, the cotter-pin slot machined into the bottcvnof the serrations
should have large fillets. Otherwise, as described in reference 10, cracks may

Wopagate from the s- corners.

Serration Region

.

‘Sheprincipalcentrifugaland thermalstressesactingon the turbinediskwere
discussedpr~owly. In additionto these stresses,there =e severalotherim-
portant stresseswhich act locallyin the serrationregion ul?the turbinedisk that
may lead to disk failure. These are the tensile, shear, and bearing stresses, which
will be discussed separately.
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In some respects, the sermtion region is the most critical part of the turbine
disk because

(1) The serration region is at the highest temperature and the life is very
sensitive to te~erature. This relation will be discussed in greater detail in a
subsequent section or this report.

(2) The serrations are nearest to the hot gases and are mibject to frequent
and drastic temperature changes.

(3) Mal-temperature gradients (see fig. 6), which are difficult to consider
in design, impose added stresses.

(4) The striations have a ccmrplexshape involving many small radii.

Serration tensile failures. - Tensile failures in the serration region ~
result from inabili~ cd?the serrations to withstand centrifugal pull of the blades.
If failures occurred at the terminus of the stress-ruptwe life of the alloy, they
would be regarded as normal wesrout and the removal of disks from servtce could be
scheduled on the basis of stress-rupture life, with allowances for the scatter band.
However, stress-rupture life of the rim material is generally consider&dy greater
than the time for the first appearance of serration cracks. The fsil.uresae at-
tributed to one or more of the following reasons: (1) The temperatures exceed those
anticipated in design; (2) the alloy doss not hswe the expected life; (3) the
stresses are not those anticipated in &s@j and (4) vibratory stress is present.

The &e of the disk is very sensitive to operating temperature M the tern- -
perature is exceeded, the life is drastically reduced. This is illustrated for the
typical disk alloy 16-25-6 in figure 15. In figuce 15(a) =e the conventional
stress-rupture curves for the alloy, end, for illustration purposes, a cross plot
at a constant stress al?35,000 psi is given in fi~e 15(b). It can be noted that,
if the disk-rim temperature is allowed to increase either through malf’unctiomtng
of the engine or through the inadequacy of the design estimate by even 50° F, the
life is severely curtailed. .For example, at 1200° F (see fig. 15(b]} and a stress
of 35,OCQ psi, the expected life is lCOO hours. ~ the operating temperature is
increased to 1250° F, the life is reduced to 200 hburs. Conversely, if through the
readjustment of disk to gas-baffle clearances or through an increase in cookhg air
to the disk faces the temperature could be reduced 50° to 1150° F, the life could
be prolonged s~old and an added margin of safety attained. +

In addition to reducing stress-rupture Hf e, overtemperature can cause metal-
lurgical changes in the alloy that reduce the strength so that the failure can occur
during subsequent operation at normal temperatures. This effect is sidlsr to that
af @roper heat treatnent of the alloy during prcmessing, which can also cause pre-
mature tensile failure in the serration region.

An example of a structural change that reduces life is given for 16-25-6 alloy
in figure 16. The hea~ precipitate shown was prduced by overheating test bars in
the laboratory; shilar structures.hswebeen reported present in turbine disks
having serration tensile fdlures. This change greatly enibrittlesthe alloy.

A situation in which the strength may not be that relied upon by the designer
is one in which the notch-rugture properties predominate in controlling Ilfe. Ref-
erence 12 shows that at 1200 F and a mean stress of 40,~ psi, the 13fe of 16-25-6
alloy is reduced from 4C0 to 15 hours by the presence of an 0.012-inch-radius notch
of the depth used in the serration of a current turbine disk.
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The notch-rupture %ehavior of an alloy may also change under conditions that
cause failures at long times. An example of this is afforded by the alloy 17-22A(S)
which is curren’clybeing considered for t~bine disks (ref. 13). Figure 17 shows
the rupture strength for both smooth snd notched bars. At stresses that cause fail-
ure in short times, the notched bar is stronger than the smooth bar. In this con-
dition the alloy is said to be “notch ductile.” At the long= times, this situation
reverses and the alloy becomes “notch brittle.” This reversal fs attributed to a
precipitation reaction in the alloy and when, at the longest times shown, averaging
has taken place, the situation again reverses and the alloy is again notch ductile.
If the design stress Is -in the notch-brittle region, serration difficulties may
develop.

F4?we la SbWS a type of ftiue t~t results from inadequate strength in the
serration region. Cracks In the fillets between the serration teeth portend in-
cipient fail.ure. The cracks can be detected by the sensitive post-eImiLsion
penetrant-oil surface inspection khOa. They generallv originate in the SXLal
center of the disk and occur principally in the railluabelow the bottom tooth but
may occasionally occur in one of the upper teeth. Propagation of the cracks occurs
by a fatigue mechanism; the radiating liLnesand semicircles that are indicative of
fatigue can be seen in figure 18. The fractures seldom occu in only one segmmt;
the usual case involves three to five serratlona, but ss many as seventeen have
been noted.

In one engine type, this nmde of failure was particularly troubleso~; 60 such
failures occurred in service, with approSmately 45 percent of the engines coming
to overhaul giving evidence of incipient failure. Time for the fallure hss varied
from about 23 to 300 hours; there does not appear to be any correlation with running
time. The rate of crack propagation from first appearance to failure has not been
established. However, the fact that many disks sre found dm’ing overhaul inspec-
tions to contain cracks implies a slow rate of propagation.

In a special form of serration tensile cracking, the cracks occur on only one
side of the serration. Such cracks are shown in figure 19. If a disk is in a con-
dition in which serration tensile cracks from any of the preciously mentioned mech-
anisms me imminent, a sma12 nonunifcmn Ioad could caus~ the failwe to occw ini-
tially in one side of the serratlon. Factors that might impose such a nonuntPorm
load are (1) machining errors that shift the position of the root with respect to
the airfoil, (2) inadequate compensation for gas bending loads, (3) warpsge of the
eirfoil that tends to shift the center of gravtty.

This type of cracking can occur at any tooth. In one engine type, it fre-
quently resulted in loss of the outermost tooth without destrcging the abillty of
the disk to hold the buckets. For this engine, cracks in the top serration are not
a cause for disk rejection (ref. 14), and tolerance limits have been established for
cracks in other serrationa. Since the rate cd?propagation of the crackE is unknown, -
this l@ter prmedure appears hazardous.

Shear failures in serration region. - There has been no etidence of shear
f.Mhmes occurring in service. TMs type of failure is included in this discussion,
however, because shear failures have been encountered in spin-pit studies of turbine
disks, and because studies of the shear strength of turbine-disk alloys indicate
increasing Ukellhocd of this we of fallwe as operating temperature is increased,
or in the event of severe wert emperature. In one study (ref. 12] an example Is
given of a current disk design that has an expected life at 12CX3°F of about 2W
hours in tension and about 15CY3hours in shear. This disk could be expected to
fail by tensile stress rupture. If the temperature were raised to 1350° F, both
the tension life and the shear life are decreased; but shear life now controls, and
a failme in shear could be expected in ~out 16 hours.

o
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Figure 20 shows a spin-pit disk that has suffered a shesr failue.
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Bearing failm-es in the serration region. - Stress analysis of the serration
region indicates that the teeth are subject to substantial bearing stresses, sl-
though service experience does not record my failures attributed to them. A
bearing-stress failure would be manifest by spalllng ad checking along the line of
contact between the teeth and the turbine blades.

Turbine-Shaft Failures

A typicsl turbine-shaft failure is represented schematically in figwe 21.
Failure genera33y occurs at stress-concentrationpoints such as those at the besiing-
retainer threads. Since this region of the disk operates at relatively low stress,
the failures are attributed to unusual operating conditions. Several possible
causes sre (1) torsional vibration of the shaft, (2) overheating af the shaft caused
by faulty beering operation, (3) failure of the cooling-air supply to the beering,
(4) sudden unbalance loads imposed by bucket failmes and (5) gyroscopic loads.

There me no data to indicate whether the failure goes through a detectable
incipient stage, but the current practice of inspecting the shaft during overhaul
by msgnetic means or penetrsnt oil is undoubtedly sound. Shaft failure, while rsre,
is extrenely destructive.

,mFIm?cEoFMmuF ACTURING PROCESS CINREZCAB13ZCY

QIUUEY control by alloy preducer. - Billets to be forged into tuibine disks
are purchased by the fabricator on specifications of the individual engine producer.
These specifications sre elaborations of the Standard Aircraft Material Specifica-
tions (MS), and include standards for such items as grain size, homogeneity, and
cleanness that are not included in the Al@. Present practice is to preserve the
Identity of the heat, ingot, and ingot position; the engine producer records this
information with the disk serial nuniber. Should disk dHf iculties then develop
the production history of the disk can be readily constructed.

!l!bisbacklog of information could be a fruitful field fur statistical studies
of the effects of processing varidlXLes,if accurate service histories for the “disks
were also available.

The alloy specifications cover routine physical properties and soundness of the
disk alloy. The infrequency of catastrophic failures indicates that the specifica-
tions essentially acconqlish these pm-poses; however, there are other fallure ~ch-
anisms being encountered in service for which current inspections are belleved to be
inadequate. These include “thermalfatigue, stress-corrosion, enibrittlement,and re-
slstance to notches. Adequate tests can be readily devised for d.eterdning the re-
sistance of the alloy to stress-corrosion, enibrittlement,and notch properties, but
the llmits for specification purposes would have to be d.eterndned. In the case of
thermal fatigue, considerable research is required to devise an adequate test mthod.

QuaMtY control by fsbricator. - In makingthe disk,the fabricator nmst ensne
that it meets the reliability standsrds of the engine prcducer. The specification
ensuring re13abiMty appesrs to be determbed, at present, primarily by the engine
prcducer. He is, of couse, well awsre of the reputation that he met uphold in
prtiding a reli~le product; from this consideration, he would be justified in
requiring very closely controlled f~rication and inspection prwesses. On the
other hand, the engine prcducer realizes that there me cert~n Mts of control
and inspection beyond which it is not reasonable to proceed, because of the effects
on production ability and econoxqv;he does not feel justified In requiring addi-
tional inspection unless he is certdn of the significance of the added requirement
to perfo&ce. The final edifications exe usually a compromise
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between what the engine producer would prefer and what
reasonably be expected to perform. An example of disk
cedure is as follows:

(1) The rough forging
used, time at temperature,

(2) 5e rough forging
straightening of the shsft

(3) Acceptance of the

NACA RM E55H02

the disk fabricator can
fabrication inspection pro-

of the billet is specified with regard to temperatures
and amount & workingof the material. -

is heat-treated according to a given procedure, and
b acco@ished at this point, if applicable.

rough forging is made on the basis of one of several
msthocis. ~-of the methods in current use are:

(a) Ssn@es Of em forgi~ are provided from which test specimens can be

~chi~a. Measurements are made of such short-time and long-tire physical prop-
erties aa ultimate stren@h, yield strength, ductility, hardness, stress-rupture
strength, and notch-rupture strength.

(b) Samples for test spechns are obtained by cutting up typical.forgings
and testing SE described in (a).

(4) The forging is rough-machined and inspected by X-ray, ultrasonic-reflection,
and mgnetic-partfcle methods.

(5) The forging is finish-machined and inspected by
particularly in the bucket-fastening region.

(6) The disk is balanced, bucketed, and spin-tested
dismeter is measured before and after the spin test, and
by magnetic-particle and penetrant-oil methods.

(7) Corrosion protections are applied.

For composite disks it is also necessary to
covering the welding operation, weld inspection,

include

a penetrant-oil method,

at overspeed. Outside
the entire wheel is inspected

adequate
and wel& repair.

specifications

.Manyof the necessary comprodses in the specifications srise from an inade-
quate kn~ledge of what l&its-~ be toleratd- in the various inspection processes.
Reliability d a disk inspected by a given procedure nq therefore depend to a
large extent on the arbitrary selection of these limits. In addition, the effective-
ness of the inspection processes is greatly iofl.uencedby the degree of their sen-
sititi~ and by human error factors involved in carrying them out. The effect of
humm errors is partly nu3Jlfied by the limited cross check that
spections mke on each other. Considerable research is reqtied
reliability of inspection procedwes.

IMFIDEmm OF ~CE ON DISK ~

l%esent Practices

some al?the in-
to inrprwe the

Current procedures for turbine-disk inspection include inspection

(1) At scheduled pericd.aat the operating base (In many cases, inspections are
required at 25 and 100 hours on both overhauled and new engines.)

(2) At -or overhaul

(3) After the engine operating Mnits of temperature or speed have been
exceeded

~
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The inspection performed at the operating base is generally only visual, and,
as far as the disk is concerned, is severely limited for two reasons. First, the
buckets are not removed; as a result,,the serration areas cannot be properly ex-
amined. Second, the wheels are not removed from the engine; consequently, only the
downstream face of the disk can be viewed. In multistage turbines, the forward
stages cannot be examined at all. The shsft, including the journal areas, is not
visible in any case. Visual examination of the accessible areas is not entirely
satisfactory, t3inceincipient failure conditions are apt to escape detection. Gross
defects such as rubbing of adjacent parts or perhaps severe weld necking may,
however, be discovered.. In some cases, turbine-blade tip diameter is mesmred at
the operating base. If growth has occurred, it is generally presumed to have taken
place in the buckets. In gerieral,the operating base examination is focused much
more on the buckets than on the disk.

Inspections perfor~d at the time of major overhaul.are much more complete.
In addition to visual examination of the entire disk end the shaft areas, measwe-
ments are made to detemdne disk growth, and penetrant-oil and magnetic-particle
inspections for cracks are perfor~d. In SCEE cases, the disks are sgain subjected
to an overspeed spin test. The advisability of this practice has not been definitely
established. As stated previously, the possibility exists that certain incipient
failure conditions maybe ~avatedby the overstressing.

The criteria for an inspection made because of excessive turbine speed or tem-
perature varies considerably from engine to engine. Such inspections sre intended
primarily as a protection for the turbine buckets and the other components that are
directly in the hot gas stream. The disk itself is not in this stream, and hence
is affectedly lsxge momentexy overtemperatwes only through delayed conduction from
the bucket bases. Overtemperature al?the disk itself is therefore unlikelyto occur
unless the overtemperature operation continues over a substantial periodof time.
The scheduled inspections are necessarily based on the needs of the turbine buckets
and nozzle vanes, and are conservative with respect to the disk. Examples of uver-
temperature operation for which inspections sre specified for some engines are as
follows:

(1) After asingle hot start in wbichtail-pipe temperature exceeds 20@3°F
for at least 30 seconds (ref. 15)

(2) After 5 hot starts, during which tail-pipe temperate exceeds 1500° Ffor
at least 1 minute (ref. 16)

(3) After five 20-second peri&ls during which tail-pipe temperature,exceeds
1320° F (ref. 17)

(4) After ftve periods inwh$ch tall-pipe temperature reaches or exceeds 16CM3°F
momentarily (ref. 17)

(5) Wheel is replaced if tail-pipe temperature reaches lS32° F once or after
10 times at 1600° F (ref. 17)

In certain cases, if the operation is sufficiently severe, the engine is sent to
overhaul without inspection. Exsmples of overspeed li.ndtsare 2 percent (ref. 16)
for one engine and 4 percent for another (ref. 17).

Suggestions for Improving Disk Inspections

The current incidence of W.sk failures indicates that me rigid inspections
are desirable to impruve reliability. The inspections rmst be practical, however,
and efforts should be made during the design of an engine to provide maximm
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accessibility of the turbine disk. In addition, inspection procedures must be such
that no dsmage yU.1 be incurred ss a result of the inspection itseM. !ChisIs a
problem at the present time with certain disks in which the buckets are held in
position by means of a pin. When the buckets sre removed for inspection of the
serrations, the pin is sheared; the sheared pin makes deep scratches in highly
stressed areas of the disk. A redesign of the bucket retaining device is, of course,
in order.

As stated previously, inspections are required after certain limits of tire, ‘ ?
temperature, or speed have been exceeded. It would be desirable to baae the inspec- -i

tion requirement on the record of a speed-temperature-timerecorder perm9n
CD

ently
attached to the engine. The pilot is not always aware of exceeding limits or he

E
m

my tisjudge the amount by which the LLnrLtshave been exceeded.

Improved operational reli~ility my result if additional inspections =e made:

(1) Inspect disk serrations whenever blades are remved at the operating base.
This inspection should be made by the post ennilsionpenetrant-oil method. If cracks
are found, the disk should be sent to overhaul.

(2) Portable hardness testing equipment is available and could he used at the
operating base to detemdne the extent @ structural deterioration. The specifica-
tion ranges for hardness sre generally quite broad; and M a disk is initially near
one end of the rsnge, it can have undergone considerable structural changes and
still be within the specifications. ‘lomake the hsrdness a meaningful inspection
tml, it would be destidble to est~li.sh the rim hardness of each new disk. This
could be done by making hardness tests on the sides of several serrations. Hardness
tests made dining inspections can then be compared to the original hardness and

-es evaluated. At the present time, there does not appear to be s@flclent data
to judge what degree of hardness change is dangerous; however, it is known that in-
creases in hardness tend to indicate greater notch sensitivity. Resesrch may es-
tdiLish what change in hardness should require disk ramval.

(3) A record should be kept cf the diamter cd?the disk itself and the depth
of the serrations to prtide knowledge concerning possible growth. For a welded
disk, scribe marks on either side of the weld could be used for additional dlmn-
sionb checks. Necking in the web region should also be looked for.

(4) Microstructure d the disk could be deterndned by polishing
the sides of one or two serrations, to detect dangerous mtal.lurgical
may have taken place during engine operation.

and etching
changes that

Information
disks:

(1) Studies

ADDITIONAL ~ON NEEDED FOR IMPROVEMENT

in the following areas may improve the reM~i13@ of turbine

of material properties.

(a) Iiotchsensitivity: There is a scarcity of information aboutthe sen-
sitivityof the tensileand stress-rupturepropertiesal?disk alloysto
notches. S- wmk in this field is currentlyunderway.

.
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(b) Ther@ fatigue:
thermal fatigue should be
thermal fatigue life.

The behavior af materials under
studied to determine the factors

conditions of
which influence

(c) Effects of conibinedshear ~a tensile stress fa long timw at high
temp=ature: Extensive iufbrmation is avail~le on the stress-rupture proper-
ties of disk alloys. The serratfon region of a turbine disk, however, is sub-
~ected to a combination of tensile and shear stresses. A study to detertine
the effects of conibinationsof stresses appro~ting those in an engine would
be of considerable value.

--

(a) The effect of variations in temperate on
Of disk ~OyS: In practice, the disk is sub~ected
temperature conditions; the effects cd?these on the
be important.

—

the stress rupture 13.fe
to brief perids at over-
stress-rupture life may

(2) Studies ofdeslgn procedures: Information is needed on design methods
that consider such factors as thermal fatigue and the stresses due to @al temper-
ature gradients, particularly those in the serration region.

(3) Improved instrumentation.

(a) The development of a light, rugged fllght recorder (tiw-speed-
temperature) would be useful for scheting inspections as well.as for the
accunmlation of superior statistical data.

(b) A disk-growth indicating dwlce would aid the pilot in swoiding web
failures end weld failures.

(4) Alloy quality and inspection.

While there is little evidence that recent disk failures have
fective alloy, information on the service life of a batch of disks
drastically tightened quality control specification might indicate
Improvement can be made in this direction.

(5) Field inspection.

Inspection n@hods that will readily detect changes in alloys

been due to re-
produced under
that substantial

sre ugently
needed. ‘Such methds could encompass bdness, microstructure, and electrical
properties as possible inspection tools.

CONCLUDING REMARE3

Failure of a turbine disk can cause Immediate destruction of an engine. Tur-
bine disks are inspected in manufacture for internal and surface flaws and sre uau-
alJy given 0Vert3peedspin tests to check their short-tti strength. Difficulties
with turbine disks in service can develop through design defects, overheating,
thermal cycling, and creep. The principal disk failure mechanisms are surmmrized
in fiwe 22.

Design defects can best be elind.natedin an adequate develop~ntal program on a
specific engine type.

Overheating can be caused by failure of the disk-coollng system, improper in-
stallation of the system, or excessive corbuation temperatures. Overheating in
ctiinatton with the stresses in the disk caused by centrifugal force can cause
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excessive growth of the disk rim Because rapid and catastrophic failure of disks
can occur by severe overtemperature, a device for warning ctPovertemperature of the
disk is desirable. Possible devices that might be developed are radiation thermo-
couples that scan the disk rim, electrical contact devices that warn of excessive
disk growth, or a device to detect a reduction in cmling-air flow.

Thermal cycling associated with starting, accelerati~, and stopping of the
engine causes plastic workLng of the disk material and eventually prcduces cracks
in the disk rim. These cracks may originate in scratches caused by shearing of the
bucket retaining pin during removsllof the bucket from the disk. In most cases,
these cracks progress slowly enough that inspection can be delayed to a stitable
inspection pericd. Inspection of the disk for cracks at the bsse of the serrated
area can be made when buckets are replaced or during a scheduled inspection period.

#

The centrifugal force exerted by the buckets mqy eventually cause shearing of
the fir-tree serrations in the disk or stress-rupture failure across the fir-tree
se~nt. Very few fdlures af the sheer type have occmed; however, numerous
stress-rupture feih.uresare noted in the Ut erature. There is no fundsmntal reason
why the se~ation segment cannot be designed for long Mfe. The short stress-
rupture life that has been encountered in some engines was suspected to be caused
either by overtemperature of the disk rtij enibrittlementinduced by overtemperature
operation, or undesirable metallurgical practices in manufacture.

In commercial transport serwLce, much longer disk operating He will be re-
quired ,thanin ti~tary service; time-dependent failmes may then be -e frequent.
Difficulties sre often indicated by deformation or cracking of the serration sector,
but an accurate indication of incipient fallure is not always availdble. Failure
of one serrated sector results in the loss of two blades and s~t~s unbalances
the disk sufficiently to be catastrophic.

Further, the failure of a serration segment usually triggers the fellure of
additional segments; gen~ally, more then two fell at one the, and as many as
seventeen have been known to fail at the ssme time. The unbalance caused by fail-
ures crfthis kind -y destr~ an engine. In a multistage turbine, failed parts
will probsbly destroy the downstream stages and stop or destrcy the engine. Pos-
sibility of fail~es of this type can be ndnimized by a replacement schedule set
up by the user with the advice of the manufacturer. The replacement schedule should
nMce adequate allowance for the scatterband in disk properties and for unusual
operating conditions.

In sumnarizing, the following practice in serdce with regard to the turbine
disk is suggested:

(1) Schedule inspections for radial snd tangential rim cracks; rim growth,
deformation of the serration region, and etidences of enibrittlement. The inspec-
tion int.aal should be based on both operating time and the number of starts and
stops to which the engine is stijected.

(2) Inspect disk rim for cracks whenever a bucket is replaced.

(3) Provide a detice warning of overtemperature of the disk.

(4) Schedule replacement time for the disk, baaed on an estimate of its life,
with adequate factor of safety for scatterband and other uncertainties.

.
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(a) Single-stage turbine engine.

(b) Two-stage turbine engine.

Figure 1. - Looation of turbine disks h -hd30jet engines.
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Figure 14. - Intergranular corrosion and crack at
pin hole. Unetched; XIOO; obtatied from
reference 9.
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(a) Stress-r@we life of 16-25-6alloy.
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TYue for rupture,hr

(b) Sensitivityof stress-r@me life to temperatureat 35,000psi.

Figure 15. - Effectof temperatureon the llfe of 16-25-6alloy.
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Figure 16. - Structure of 16-25-6 alloy after aging.
Etchant, aqueous solution of 90 percent hydrochloric
acid plus 10 percent nitric acid; X500.
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types of bearing fa3Jure, the mechanisms of the failures, and pos-
@P- bear~ reliability are di8cussed. Fatigue life, which

la of rhary bgyxtace to the ball thrustb~, can be increasedby reducing

(
load based on life=

)
At present,it appears necessary to schedule bear-

(1:)3 “
ing replacementson the basis of expectedfatiguelife. An =cessive wear rate in-
dicatesthe need for redesign. IJndercond.itirxu?of normalwesr,bearingreplacement
C& be based on measuredclesxancesin the bearingat inspectionperiodE. For ex-
tremeboundarylubricationfailures,when.excessivemetel transferoccursat the
slidingsurfaces,materialchangeand redesig are indicated.

Bearing rellabillw can be improved by (1} additiond information, (2)better
failure detection devices, and (3) better matitemnce practice. Besx’ingtemperature-
acceleration seems to be a paremeter that can be used to warn of inuninentbearing
failure.

Eqn’ovements In manufacturing standards and in q@Miy control should result
in ilQrOVSd b=ing reliabtity.

ImRmKEMm

One of the factors related directly,to,reliability of the aircraft gas-tibtie
engtie Is the reliability of the engine besringa. Thls report ticusses the iD-
fluence of besring failmes on engine re13.abili.ty,the factors that influence bear-
ing reliability, and measures that may improve kieeringreliability.

Most beeringa of +rcti ~s-turbine eng3nes are of.the qlling-contact type,
and therefore thla z%port -cusses only this type. ~ical -les of ~-
contact bearings showhg the various ccnuponentsare presented in figure 1; @picsJ.
turbine-en~e bear

?

~~ts are shown h figure 2. RollIn&-contact b~ga
sre preferred (ref. 1 over bydrodynemic (sleeve) bearings because they

(1) Requ3reless.start3ngtorque

(2) Are mch less sensitive to oil-flow interruptions

(3) Need less 03J.flow

(4) Tn.rposea lower cooliag load

W frequency and severity of engine damage caused by bear3ng fathxres =e dis-
cussed with respect to the avaiM.ble turbojet-

%

e bearing-fedlure data. Bearing
relisbillty is df ected by (1) bearing quality, 2 severity of application, and
(3) type of care and handllng a b- gets tbrougbout its life. Factors that de-
terdne bearing quaMty ticlude material quality control, materiel 3mpection meth-
ds, tolerances, sad dhensional 3nspection methods. Factors relevant to severity
of application ticlude operating conditions su+ as speed, temperature, Smount of
hibrication at start3ng, ed conttiuity of oil flow. .Factors of hportance to care
and handling include overhaul and maintenance practices such as im.spectlonmethcds
and btig replacement ad removal practices. These factozs are discussed in this
report.
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Analysla was made of U. S. Air Force Disasmably Ihspectfon Reports (DIR’s)
(for Aug. to Ibv., 1953) on overhaul of 769 turboJet engines. The statistical data
resulting frmn the analysis (discussed in consider~le detail In psxt H) show con-
siderable.variation in bearing ~f iculty between different engine types, clifferent
modelE of the same engine, - even h different instalktions of the mne engine
model. The -ation is ~ustrated by the follo%lng statistics on four en@ne
types. Of these engines, the percentage that had - bearings replaced at over-
haul =ed from 24 for one engihe type to 60 for another engine type; replacement
of accessory beings varied frcnn2 to 64 p=cent .

Of the same engines, those sent to overhaulbecauseof main-bearingfdhres
vsxiedfrom O to 7 percentfor the several @pes. We the nuniberIs low, the
overhaul me of the av=wge engine was also quite low (115 to 160 hr). Ionger
running time may have considerable effect on main-bearing failures as wU2. be M.s-
cussed later.

Bearing failure frequencies for eight groups of en@es (identifiedby code)
- shown in tale I. As noted on this table, both primxry and total bearing fdl-
ure columns include main and accessory beerings.

Further statistics on reasons for sen~ J33 and J35 engines to overhaul are
given fi reference 2; these data show that beariugs have been an hportant reason.

Effect of running time on bearing reMabili ~. - Engine b- failures suB-
tained by 211 engines (code, C-7j are shown by fall.ure@pe in the bar gaph of fig-
ure 3. All engines were new prior to the service shown, so that all bear- were
new at indicated zero running time. The data of figure 3 are shown plotted on fig-
ure 4 as primary and total (prhary plm secondary) failures agdnst engine running
the; these temns are Mined as follows: (1) Rrimary bearhg failures are those
that caused the en@ne to be sent to overhaul; (2) secondary be- failures sre
bearhg conditions found at overhaul that are judged to requdre besrlng replacement.
(Such conditions are not, however, the primary reason for overhaul of the engine.)

The curves of figure 4 show that the total of primary plus secondary fdlures
is quite high for en@nes with long running times.

Became of wes3snessesin the data, no further statistical analysis of these
data is made. These weaknesses are:

(1) BesJxQ history is not always known with certaidrg3 bearingp may be re-
placed in the field without tie rep@mnent behg noted on the engine record.

[2]The most serious beaning failures (that ti, those that cause destruction
of an engine and a crash) would not appeez in the ~ data. D~’s are written only
for en@nes that can be overhauled.

(3) Engine failures occur from a variety of causes. It is difficult to isolate
besring statistics for analysis, and when bearing fail.uzw are separated, the result-
@ sample size is small.

Besides these weaknesses in data for new en@esJ en add3.tionalweakness exists
h similar data for overhauled engines; frequently the data do not account for the
_ be- rep~ed at -OUS ~-. Remo~ of ~t= q~ b~-
undoubtedly prevents many primary beszing failures. Because of the ~vi~ of ac-
cidents caused by b- failures and because of the low bem.’ingcost relative to
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overhaul cost, present practice 1s to repkce bearinga at
deterioration. Hence, a large percentage of bearings are

the slighest evidence
replaced at overhaul.

283

of

Effect of beaxing failures on en@n e failure. - Figures 5 to 7 (taken from
appendti B, ref. 1) show engine dsmage ttit occurred when b-ing failures progres-
sedbeyond-the initialstage. These-photographs are of an engln= tested to-de~er-
mine the the an mgtie can run after complete stoppage of the oil supply. Two en-
gines run h the tests described in appendix B of reference 1 ran 17 and 26 tiutes
before bearing failure and subsequent engine failure. The engines were completely
destroyed, and the test stands in which they were nmunted were dsmaged.

Both the exact nature of
var’YwidelY with the type and
function as well as when new,

BEAKIKG-FKUUFUZ TYPES

a bearing failure and the symptoms that acc~ it
the stage of the failure. When a bearipg does not
but still allows the mechanism of which it Is a cc.nn-

Gl

ponentto operatesatisfactorily,the terms “earlyfailure”or “3ncipientfailure”
can be used. The presence of a fatigue pit m a race or a rolling element, or the
transfer of cage material to the cege-locating surface, or heavy cage wear would be
classed as incipient failures. When a bearing seizes or disintegrates, the ftiuxe
is total. b the case of a total ba5n.g f=urej wreckage of the engine may occur.

Bearing failures may be diwtded into two
the-tidepmiemt . The time-dependent fallure

(1) Fatigue

(2) Wesx

The t3me-independent failure types include:

(1) Extreme boundary lubrication

(2) Brtie13.3ng

(3) Misalinallent

general woup3: the-dependent and
types include:

Corrosion h a special fa51ure type; it can be either time-dependent or time-
hiependent depending on circumstances. For gas-turbtie eng3nes, corrosion has not
been a major difficulty. Corrosion damage may result from presence of water or cor-
rosive materials, such as the oxidation products of the hibricant. Corrosion of
the bearing materials results h surface pitting that can accelerate bearhg
failure.

Failure of besrings because of dirt is also time-independent. h particular,
precision bearings ere extremely sensitive to dirt ad other contaminants. NACA
Inspection of a small sample of condemned bearings from an Alr Force overhaul base
showed that dti was a major cause of bearing damage; the damge appeared as
scratched rolllng elements and races. For this sample 0$ bearings, however, the
average running time was low.

T@-dependent fdues alone wculd prob~ly follow an approximately normal or
“wem?-out” (Gaussian) distribution. The time-independent failures, which can be
Influenced by enwbmnmen t, might be expected to follow a chance law. Poor des~,
materiaM, or asseniblycsm accelerate time-independent as well as the-dependent
failures.

~— .—— —_ ___ .. —. ——.
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Time-kpendat Failures “

-“ - Fatigue life of a bearing is defined as the nuniberof revolutions
that it makes before a fatigue pit ftit develops In the bearing material. Besrlng-
Mfe ratings are based on the 10-percent-ftiure (90 percent sumdval) point. A
fatigue-failure distribution curve for a group of ball bearings is shown in figure
8 (data frm ref. 3). Fatigue-failure distributions for other groups of rolling-
contact bearings will be similar to this curve, which hss the characteristic S-shape
of an approximateely nomnal.distribution.

4

Fatigue in a rol13ng-contact bearing appears as a pit or spalled area in the L
~track of either race or on a rolling element. A typical fatigue pit is also shown

m

in figure 8. The inner race is most susceptible to fatigue b
$

ecause an elementary
volume of materisl in this race is stressed at a higher frequency than are similar
ekcents of the outer race or of a ball or roller.

For practical loads, ball-thrust bearings do not have an endmance limit;
this is in contrast to other types of fatigue where endurance MmIts tit. Even
if all other failure ties were eliminated, fatigqe failures muld ~till occur. ,

There is, however, an inverse caibicrelation between load and life life@
[ )(12)3 ‘

so that 13.feincreases markedly with a relatively small decrease of load.

b a roller bear@ there is essentially line contact between roller and race,
and h a ball bearhg there is essentially point contact between bald.and race.
Hence, for the same bearing load, the ball bear5ng has a-higher contact stress. l!.e-
cause of the Me contact and the small -ernal loads on roller bearings in tur-
bine engines, the contact stresses are low and fatigue He should be quite long.
Hence, fatigue should not be a major probleg in roller besrings. The petit contact
and high external loads of ball,bearings h turbine emgties, however, produce coa-
tact stresses that are high, and fatigue life can become of major importance. For

qle, a @i@ ~bojet -e roner be- (75 mm bore, 10,~ rpm, and lW
lb radisl load) would have a theoretical fatigue Mfe of 10,000 hours. A @pical.
turbojet engine ball bearing (1.10mn bore, 10,OOQ rpm, and 5000 lb thrust load)
would have a theoretical.fatigue Me of 110 hours. Fatigue life will probably be
shorter with the newer engines because of the ~nd to higher thrust loads (appen-
dix c, ref. 1).

Fatigue failmes in various stages are shown in figure 9. Wbil.ea fatigue
failwe is not always catastrophic, there is very Ettle information on the time
flrcnnflrstappesrance of fitigue failure, as indicated by pits such as shown in

- 9(a), and final failm. Until me hfcmmtion is available, replacement
-must b.escheduledon tie basis .ofCW=S S- 4S *Z of - 8.

wear. - The wear of a rolling-cmtact bearing seems to be influenced strongly

~ SP==ti cdy S~@t~ by load. Excemive wear may be caused by poor bearl.ng
desiga,by use of an incompatiblematerialcombination,or by inadequate ltirica-
tion (which may be caused by poor design).

Under normal conditions, Mttle wesr of the races and rolling elements of
~-c~tact beaxinga OCCUrS

velocities.
; wear b light primarily became of low sliding

The elements are in almost pure rolling contact. The critical wear
=eaa in a rolling-contactbear- =e the cage-locating surface and the cage pock-
ets (refs. 1 and 4); at these locations the surfaces are In pure sliding, usually

,

at high slLding velocities.

_- —-
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The cage-locating surfaces axe, ti reality, plain journal bearhgs of very
smalJ lenfih in comparison to their dismeter (appendixA, ref. 1); journal bearings
of low length-to-diameter ratio have very low load capacities. Ih consequence, the
csge-locatlng surfaces are subjected to boundary lubrication conditions at all times;
occasionally they are subjected to *rem boundary lubrication conditions. The
factors involved are shown in the curves and sketches of figure 10. There are
plotted, for a typical journal besx3ng, friction coefficient and film thiclmess
against the parsmeter ZN/P which is viscosity multiplied by speed and divided by
lead. Boundsry lubrication exists to the left of the vertical line and hydrodynamic
or thick-film Uitmication to the right. In hydrodynamic lubrication, the fluid film
is thick enough that no surface contact takes place, as is shown in the lower
sketch. h boundary Mbrication, the lubricant film Is so tb5n that the surface
asperities mike contact through the film, as shown in the upper sketch. Film thick-
nesses for boundary and for l@ro@aamic conditions =e shown in the lower curve.
Thus, h hydrodynamic lfirlcation the load is supported on the lubricmt fiJm and
the properties of the lubricant are inqymtant; in boundsxy UkmLcation, the load is
supported primarily by solid contacts and the properties of the solids are important
in determining the wear and friction characteristics.

llhus~for the componentsh which sliMng takesplace, it is importantto use
material.cmbi&tions with gocd slid3ngfrictioncharacteristics,that is, with good
“antiweld”properties(ref.5). Good antiweldprop~ies sre definedas the ability
to wear withoutviolentweldingand adhesionat the surfaces under bo~ lubrica-
tion Conditiom . It is possible, however, that even mterials which have adequate
antiweld properties under %oumkcy lubrication con~t ions may show excessive weld-
ing and tiesion under extreme boundary-~rication conditions.

Under abnormsl conditions, wesx of the races and rolllng elements can become
excessive. For _le, excessive cage slip can occur when bearings sre operated
at high speeds and light losds (ref. 6); roller or ball skiddhg Is alEo possible
under these condltions. S3nce the radial loads are usidly small.h the gas-
turbtie engine, the bearings carry3ng only radial loads sre sanetimes subject to
these conditions.

Data showing that cage Bllp in high-speed rtier bearings JnY3duceBsevere rol-
ler ad. cage wear are included in reference 7. The effect of rolling-element wear
would be to increase bearing radial clearance. h sm en@e, tlds increase would
allow radial displacement of the shaft, @ich could lead to serious engine damage
and possible stoppage. There is also the chance that excessive rollulngekment
wear can cause besrlng failure. Excessive wesr -o allows wear Pea-titlesto accum-
ulate in the lubricant and to be circulated throughout the engine; these particles
can cause damage to other besxhgs, spties, or geaxs.

Presence of wear pm.’ticlesin the oil and ofl filter might be used as an indi-
cation of excessive wear rate in the bearhgs.

Since the major wear difficulties occur at the cage-locating surface, correc-
tive measures tivolve hprowlng the conditions at this location. Redesign @ ma-
terial clxmge cm @rove these conditions. OXL flow can be improved or cage con-
tact stresses decreased by redesign. Proper choice of mater~ can reduce wesr
by reducing welding and adhesion at the contacting surfaces.

While wear is a ccmplex phenomenon, a simplified IJJustrative wear curve for
a pair of rubbhg surfaces is shown in figure n(a) to timtrate a nqmiberof
points. Under or&hw’y conditions, the Wt ial OPeration of wearing surfaces cm
be termed a “wear-h” or “run-b” period. Aftek the wesr-ti period is complete,
a constant ~ rate obtains for a period of time. At some later time, the wear
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rate ticreases rapidly and the pericilfollowing the change in rate is termed “wear-
Out.” AL30 included in figure U.(a) for illustrativepurposesis a line represent-
hg a limit of allowablewear. The limit of allowablewear occursat time B. h
schedulingbearingreplacement,accountmust be takenof the wear that ti occur
between3nspectiona,so thatbearingreplacementmust be made at or beforetime A

, on figureIi(a). !Pbisw5JJ_emurethatthe13mlt ofallotilew earwill.notbe
reachedbetweeninspections.

Actual wear curvesfor reciprocathg-enginep’titonrings,are includedin fig-
ures U.(b) and (c)to ~ustrate the variousstagesof wear. Becausemany factors
(such G
at which
with the

temptiture, speed, load, and lubrication ctitions ) influence the time
wear-out be@s, prediction of bearing wear must be based on experience
bearings in a specific application.

.,

Time-Independent Fd.1.ures

Extreme boundary lubrication. - Under conditions of extreme tmudary lubrica-
tion, average oil-filn thiclmess is even less thea h boundary lubrication (fig.
10); metal-to-metal.contact is therefore more severe, and severe stiace damage more

=. ~ s~ace _ app~ @ fiolent welding and adhesion, as wen as
excessive wear.

The conditionsleadingto extremeboundarvlubrication are those which decrease
the value of the paremeter ZN/P. These conditions are as follows:

(1] IHghloada

(2) HI@ temperatures

(4) Lack of adequate lubricant supply

A typical example of s~ of the cage material on the rollers, the outer
race, smd the cage pockets that resulted frmn inadequate lubrication is shown In .
figure 12. Extreme boundqy lubrication may resultin eitherheavy cage wear or in
excessivemetal transferbetweenthe cage and its locatingrace and the rolling
eknents .

Br3nemng . - !lh’ueb?zbe~g or denting of the races is produced by pressure
or impact and results h an indentation because of plastic flow. Loai!8above the
static capacity of the bearing (the lead above which pla8tic flow occurs) must be
applied to prduce true b-ti-g. Unless the bear@ is improperly chosen or
balled, true brinelling wU1. not occur.

‘%lse brtielling” ie a special case of fretting (fretttig corrosion, friction

i

&dation . Fretting is the surface failure that occurs when closely fitting metal
surfaces such as a rolling elment ml race) experience slight relative motion
over long pericda of time. Fklse brineUg of engine bearings usually occurs when
the engine ti subjected to vibration during shipping or when standing on a tibrat-
ing platfOrm. Such damage can usually be prevented by elimlnattig or apprecti~
decreasing the tibration at the bear5ngs. This type of damage can take place under
loads far below the static-load capacity of the surfaces. We brindllnn h a
dmible row, self-~g ball bearing is shown ti figuz= 13.

—
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M@alinement . - Bearing races may be tial.lned
poor assembly, (2) manufacture ngdetitions,or (3]

287

with each other because of (1)
distortion difficulties. These

may be caused, respectively, by (1) improper mounttig because of dirt; (2) out-of-
square shaft shoulders or houstigs; and (3) mechanical and thermal stresses in the
shaft, bearing housing, or engine frame.

Miaalinment w cause several types of bearing failure. Ptis of a roller
bearing that failed because of misslinemmt me shown in figure 14; this bearing
shows eridence that misalinement altered the lod from a falrly uniform titribu-
tion across the length of the rollers to a very heav load nesx one end of the rol-
lers. This caused premature surface failure of both races in the p~e of the mg-
nified load. Both races =e flaked in this region.

The time between ficipient faflure and total ftiure from ndsa13nement is prob-
abaly long enough to permit total failures of this type to be forestdlad by sched-
uled inspectiou. Vibration measurements may possibly be used to detect failures of
this type.

oPERATmG PROBLEMS ImzuEMCm FwLIABM

There axe a number of operathg con~tions that strongJy ~luence besring re-
liability. These conditions snd a nmiber of suggested checks to make to the engines
(and besrhgs ) h aircraft sze discussed in the followlng sections.

High speeds. - Operation at the high rotative speeds of aircraft gas-turbine
engines hposes a general lubrication problem in the use of rolling-contact.besr-
inga. Bearinga h current enaes run at DN values (bearing bore in mm thes shaft
speed h -) up to about 1.5 million. Very little operational data are availKble
at higher speeds although some very limited experimental data are available at RN
values up to 2.2 Wion (ref. 7). Adequate luhrlcation at the cage-locating sur-
face, necessary because of the high sliding velocity, Is difficult to achieve under
the operating conditions imposed on aircraft gas-turbine be=lnga, and is one of the
immortant reasons for the bifzhrmlacement rate of some entie bear3nm. Centrifu-
fi forces acting on the ofl-wit& the bearing tend to t~ow
away from the cage-locating surface fi bearings equipped with
cages.

it raalay Outmca,
tier-race-riding

. - In enmes of old design in present operation, maximum
E approximately 350° (ref. 8). At this temperature, SAE

52100 steel and silver-plated bronze are the bearing and cage materiaU, reapec-
tivel.y. h engines of more recent desia, bearing temperaties have increased
to 500° F (ref. 8). New materials are necessary and tool-steeld cm intermediate
high-t~erature steels are being utilized. Silver-plated bronze is stiJl used
as the cage materisl. These materials may not be completely satisfactory at
5C0° F. Rese=ch is in prowess on both race ud cage materials.

For engines of future design, beming temperatures as high as”750° F sre antici-
pated (ref. 8). For both the 500° and 750° F temperature levels, the molybdemn
tool steels are being studied. The molybdenum tool steels have adequate hardness
and dimensional stability at these temperatures. Fkdybdenum tcol steels produced by
ordinaxy melting methods have not, however, shown adequate fatigue life. Inclusions
mav have caused the premature fati~e failures observd in prel~ tests of M-
~e (molybdenum) ~o~l-steel bear~gs (ref. 3). Th3rty-eig~t
size) of commercial MIO steel were tested at room temperature
The fatigue ftiure curve for these bearings, together with a
for a similsx grow of bearings made from SAE 52100 steel, is

ball be-=ings (6309
with grease lubrication.
fatigue faihrre curve
shown in figure 15.
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The time to fail 10 percentof the sample,which is the time takenas ratedlife,
was only half as long for the M-10 besxingsaa for the 521CKlbearings. Vacubm-
melttigmay be necess~ until tcol steelsmule by ordinary methods produce metal-
lurgical structures that =e clean. Cormuercialgrades of the present standexd
bearing steel, ME 52100,sre satisfactoryonly becauseof many yeara of metallur-
gical development.Figure16 showsthe @rovauent in fatiguelife of SAE 52100
steelbearingamade duringa 24-yesrperiod. Duringthis period,metal.lurglcal.and
manufacturingimprovementsresultedin a tenfoldincreasein fatiguelife. Although
prelind.nwyresearchk shown’that the M-type tool steelahave adequatehardness
retention,oxidationresistanceand dimensional.stabiliw for futurehQh-
temperaturebearings,the bearingswill costnmre becauseof increasedmaterial
costsand machin@ t3mes (appenti D, ref. 1).

Most cage mterials now in use have satisfactory strength at present operating
tempemtures, but may not lmve at expected temperatures (ref. 1); ferrous or nickel
alloys my be necessmy at the higher temperature levels (ref. 8).

Because of their high mlatiHty, mineral oil lubricants do not appear prmnis-
ing aa lubricants for future hi

?

-temperature be&5ngs (refs. 8 and 9). Iow-
tarpemture lubrication (-650 F requires low-ticosity lubricants;.high-temperature
lubrication requires low-volatiliw lubricants. Petroleum oils of low viscosity
evaporate excessively fast at the be- temperatures ecqjectedin future engines.
The petroleum and chemical industries are develop- synthetic Mibricants for use
at high operating temperatures; synthetic lubricants are now available that have
acceptably low volatility at besring temperatures of ~“ F and aMo meet the low-
temperature starting requireinent. Properties of sme synthetic lubricants are
listed in table II; m31itary specification @L-L-7E08] requirements aa well aa
properties of a petroleum lubricant are also listed for cmparlson. The petroleum
and the dlester me used in current Jet @es. It appears unlikely that a liquid
lubricant can be devised that will be satisfactory at bulk lubricant tempemtures
‘much above ~“ F (refs. 8 and 9). For subsonic aircraft, bulk lubricant tempera-
tures are expected to be lower than 400° F; for supersonic aircraft, bulk lubricant
teinperaturesare expected to exceed +Kl)”F. The alternatives to developing a liquid
lubricant with the required stabilib at high temperature are”(1) provision of
greater beartig coo13ng by means other than the lubricant; (2 use of a solid lubri-

[cant (ref. 10); (3) use of a gaaeous A.ibricant(ref. Xl); or 4) use of a gas bear-
-, such aa an externally pressurized alr b=ing (ref. 5). Each of these alter-
natives undoubtedly creates problems that have not as yet been completely evaluated.

Lack of lubrication at startire?. -t?henanen gimisstarted,the bearingsm
lubricated for a time ODN by the hibricant left h the bearing from the previous
operation. ti present &es, “soak-backn of heat from the rotor evaporates and
bakes auy lubricant left on the beerlngs at shutdown (ref. 12, p. 184}; in conse-
quence, lubrication at starting is almost nonexistent. This phenmenon has caused
a number.of beexing ftiures. It was found (r&. 12] that silver-plated’cages are
less sub~ect to this @pe of failure. The.pse of lower volatdl.ity lubricants, such
aa the synthetics, has also @roved bearing Mibrication during engine starttig
where operating md soak-back temperatures are not too high; newer engines, however,
have operating teqeratures so high that the &y be- are still a problem
(ref. 8).

w
I

A number of modifications to engine desiga and operation might help to aLlevl-
ate the soak-back problem in future engines. Emulation of bearings to decre=e the
flow of heat to the bear3ng from external sources should lower the soak-back temper-
ature. Auxikbry cooling of the turbine wheel or continued circulation of the lub-
ricant sfter shutdown should sMo lower it. Possibil.i@ of bearing fdhme during
dry stwts after soak-back cm be decreased by improving cage wear chmacteristics;
this @rovement m be obwed by we of ~ ~t~ ~ch ~ve ~erent ~ti-
weld properties.

—. —.
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oil 3nterruption.
plsnes operat

- ~ seve~ ~re~ actiou~ engfies b battle-damaged air-
ed long enough sfter hibrication failureto saveboth the pilot and

the aticrsft(appendixB, ref. 1). Otherbattle-damageda~lanes were lost;there
ti a possibilitythat sane of these couldhave been saved M the enginescouldhave
operatedfor 15 minuteswithoutoil flow to the beartiga. l!hiapossibilityhas
promptedthe U. S. Air Force to consideroperationwithoutOQ flow as a “necessszy
attributefor a fullyacceplxibletuzbojetengtie”(appen- B, ref. 1). Rollhg-
contactbesringsrequirevery littlelubricax;for adequatelubrication;this fact
may accountfor their goodperformanceunder ofl-intermptionconditions.

Oil-titerm@ion tests (appendix B, ref. 1) showed that two engines operated
longer than 15 minutes. Routine bearing requirements are, however, becoming more
severe. Fufxrreen@nes of higher power wiU be less lfkely to survive such au in-
terruption without special precautions. One possible solution to this problem is
use of an anergency Uibrication system or an accumulator that could hibricate en-
gine bearings to ensure their survival fcm sufficient time for the pilot to take
anergency measures. For single-engine aircraft, measures of this type are
imperative.

h multienginedcommercial aircraft, the danger of battle damage is not present
but a lubrication system may fail. For such hstallatiom, an auxilisxy lubrication
system might be feasible, or an engine with hibrication fajlure could be shit down
in flight.

Coomlg of b-ings and llibricsmts. - En@ne temperatures higher thsn cment
values will ticrease heat flow to the engine bear-. This higher heat flOW m
increase the coollng load on both the lubricant and the atmosphere around the bear-
hg. At supersonic speeds, ram air or air bled frcm the compressor will not be able
to provide adequate cooling (ref. 1). Supersonic speeda alEo cause a rise ti bulk
fuel temperature because of higher skin temperatures. The.fuel can then’absorb less
heat from the hibricant (in a hibricant-fuel heat exchanger) before It be@ns to
vaporize or dewqpose. Unless a bearing-lubricant cmibination capable of operating
at the high temperaturesobtainedIn supersonicflightcan be developed,l~ricant
refrigerationwill be necessary. Many aircrd?teqployrefrigerationsystemsfor
cabtiend equipmentcooling,but their enlargementto includelubricantcoo-
wmihi I’@Ndt h additicn.ld Weight, COZ@ti@> and cost.

IMPRovR@ REJmKmm IN DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE

Euproved materials. - For materials used in the races or the rolling elements,
improvaents in the quality of the steel (such as by vacuum melt~} csn ~tl.y
~rove the fatigue lives of the besr5ngs (Styri, ref. 9 and fig. 16). As ti~cated
h reference 5, the materials for cages of bes@ngs to be used in higbkr tqperatue
engines must be @roved in strength, oxidati~ resistice, and slid5ng-friction
compatibility tith the race material.

Improved design. - Stice wear-out of the cage causes nmst trouble with turbojet-
en@ne besrings, opportuniw to improve bearing performance rests mdnly in improv-
~ cage designs. One goal of besring-cage reseach should be ~C lfifi-
cation between the cage and its locat@ surface and between the cage pockets and
the rolllng elements. Full achievement of this goal is mlikely, but even a par-
tial achievement would result in au @roved beszhg. Recent NACA research (ref.
7) showed that roller bear3ngs designed to improve lubrication and cooljng (by
provirllngless resistance to hibricaut flow through tbe bearing) gave better per-
formance than conventio~ bearings. Schematic sectionsl view of two conventional
and one exper-tsl roller beerhg iJlwtrate patterns of lubricant flow through
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the besdngs (fig. 17}. Because of the restriction to oil flow fito the bearing,
the conventional bear@ with toner-race-riding cage is poorly ccmled W the cage-
locating surfaces sre poorly Lubricated. The conventional bearing with outer-race-
rid3ng cage restricts oil flow out of the bearbg; churning of the tra~ed oil.
therefore takes place and considerable heat is generated at high speeds. This de-
sign showa improved ltirication of the cage-locating surfaces, however, because oil
b forced to flow over the surfaces requiring lubrication. The data therefore show
(fig. 17) little Merence in operating tanperature bu~ scme difference in 13mit-
img speed. Idmiting speed is defined as the maximum speed to which the bearing
can be operated with an equilibrium ten@rature.

The experimental besriag had little restriction to flow of oll through the
besr~. It was equipped with a straight-through outer race and a mmiber of cut-
outs on either side of the cage to protide free flow of oil out of the beartig.
Sane oil is, however, still forced to flow over the smfaces requiring lubrication
(cage locating surfaces). The results for this bearing (bottmn curve of fig. 17)
show both an apweciable reducticm in bearing operating temperature for any one
speed and an apprec~le increase in Mniting speed.

Redesign can alEo help solve the fatigue problem in bearin&s”. The bearings
can be redesigned either to increase load capacity of the single bearing (space per-
mitting) or to decrease the load per bearin$ by use of a tanden arrangement of nml-
tiple bearings.

pectionand qualitycontrol. - Inspection and quality control durtig bear-
3ng manufacture are extremely important in bearing performance. EYesent day air-
crdt b=ings me manufactured to extremely small tolerances. Further reduction
in the tolerances of bearing parts could be achieved only tith difficulty and at
great expense. Present inspection and quality control methods and difficulties of
@rcwfng them are discussed in the appendix.

The weakest link inbearing quality control may be the race and rolltig ele-
ment material. ticluaiou sre usually detnlmental to fatigueMe but littleIs
knownabout the effectof inclusioncharacteristics(size,type, shape,distribu-
tion) on fatiguelife under rolling-contactstresses. Researchprogramsare being
set up to obtainthe answersto thesequestions. Figure18 illustratesthe scatter “
h fatiguelife of ball bearhg innerraces (size6207)at iklfferentstresslevels.
Until a gioupof fatiguefdlures with less scatterare observed,the role of dimen-
sionaltolerancesin deterdn@ life scattercannotbe accuratelyevaluated.

OVERHAUL Am MAIKcmmcE -IS FOR IMl?ROKCtTGRELIABILJ713

E#rhg Mpection and Replacement

The frequmcy ofbearing inspection would depend on the past history of the
besring in that particular application and on the loss of life or property that a “ .
failure of the bearing would entail. Specifically,rti a new engine type, all bear-
lngE should be inspected at short titervah until enough running time is accumu-
lated to establish a valid estimate of prob~le bearing life. During the develop-
ment and early application stages of an engine, most bearing failures wiJl be
cawed by faults in the bearing envlronment. These faihmes, however, should be
fully correctible. It is during the period of normal use after sufficient exper-
ience has been accumulated to correct esrl.yfaults that time-dependent bearing fail-
ures such m wear and fatigue app-. Proper engine mdmtenance shoulciInclude
inspection of the lubrication system for wear debris and chips and careful inspec-
t ion of sll bearinga at overhaul.

— —
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When a besrlng is removed for inspection, it should be visually checked for
flaldng, pitting, scuff msrks, roughness in the races, brinelMng of the M1.1.sor
races, metsl tramfer to and from cage, and excessive wear; the besring should then
be rejected or passed on the basis of established specifications on these itmm.
After a thorough clean@, a notie test should be given to the besring.

In order to ~e fatigue failures in flight, it is necesssry to schedule
replacement based initiaJJy on expected fatigue life and later, on serv%ce exper-
ience h the particular application. At practical load levels, bearings have a
finite life; also the scatter of data may be quite broad. &mplete avoidance of
fatigue failures by a replacement schedule may, therefore, be @ossible. Rather,
the probability of fatigue failure in a specific application will be governed by
the frequency of replacemerit. DMferences in service history must be considered
fi setting up the replamnent schedule. Records of beartig service time must be ‘
kept to apply this schedule. Since fatigue is of Importemce only h the ball thmst
bearing, time recoti need be kept only for these bear3ngs.

Bearing ftiures due to excessive wear can be avoided by beaxlng replacement
based on measured clesxsmces within the bearing .at ~pection perlds. Allowance
must be made for the wear that will occur before the next scheduled inspecttin, and
bearings that do not have sufficient wear life left to run until the ~ @pection
period must be rep~ed.

Th&’e are three defects in present maintenance methods for bearings.

The first is the lack of uniform tmining smong people who are expected to pass

~=: : ::.?;.. .).

The seinebearing might pass hspection at one @ation and be
This cl=ly mnphaslzes the need for better train-

tig. Thin@ courses conducted by competent ~tructors wing reliable manuals on
antfiiction besring maintenance and trotile detectim such @ references 14 to 17
would be valuable.

A second,defect In the preserrtmaintenance methods for besrhgs is lack of
cleanliness in the bea5ng impectia and assmtily areas. Bear@s are assembled
and 3nspected at the manuf=twin.g plant under id- clesh conditions to bmzre
freedom frcandirt and other contsndnants. b order to perfon satisfactorily, they
must be given the best possible care in kndling snd installation throughout their
lives.

-TimeRecords

A third defect in the present maintenmce methods for bearings is the lack of
beaz5ng time and life records. Time records would result h nume adequate statis-
tics and enable improvement ti besz5ng rel.iSbiJ.ityby insuring against nomnal fa-
tigue failures. h order to ~ure agdnst normal fatigue failures, it ticneces-”
sary to keep runn3ng the records only for the ball thrust besring. Serviceable
bearings removed from discarded en@nes should be tagged with their running time
and phced illthe p@S ~01.

uggested &e@ in aircraft. - Bear- distress msy manifest itself h several
ways.s Any one or mme of the folJ-ow5mgbearti characteristicsmay indicatebearing
trouble:

(1) Increasednoise or vibration level

(2) Righer operating temperature
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(3) hcreksea friction torque

(4) wear

NACL RM E35H02

h an engine Wt.allation, be=ing noise and fr~ction torque cannot be used
because they could not be detected. Any increase in bearing noise level would be
lost in the engine noise and ticreasedfrictiontorquecouldnot be detectedbe-
causeit representsonly a smallfractionof total en@ne power.

A number of checks of engines =d bearings in alrcrst% might be of ccmsider-
able help toward improv5ng rel~bility of both engines and bearings. These Include

(a) Tqerature and temperature acceleration: Thermocouples placed In bear~
houstiga and read in the cockpit have been used extensively with new engines in air-
craft. After sufficient eng3ne time has been accumulated to remove design faults,
however, it has been general practice to remove these thermocouples. T~erature
level w not be sufficiently sensitive, however, to Indicate beaznlngtrouble. Pre-
limi.mnaryNACA research has shown (ref. lS) that incipient bearing failures can be
detected by measuring bearing temperature acceleration. The response of tempera-
te acceleratiau to changing operating conditions is much more rapid than that of
temperate . Figure 1.9i2Mstrates typical temperate and tenperatme-acceleration ‘
patterns that occur during an increase in severity of operating conditions. After
an increase $n severity of operating conditions, temperature acceleration is posi-
tive. E au equilibria condition is being approached, it beccmes negati= after a
time interval. Dining an incipient failure, however, temperate acceleration re- -

“ maim positive unless the cause of the ~nt faXLwe is removed. Figure 20 shows
a temperature-accelerationpattern during an incipient failwe produced by shutting
off the oU. flow. Restoration of the oil flow prevented a total faihme and caused
the temperature acceleration”to beccme negative.

(b) Vibration: The use of vibration level to indicate beartig trmible might
be feasible, although ticreased vibration might indicate trouble in any one of many
Coruponents. An accelermneter and a vibrationmeter might be used to measurevibra-
tion amplitude. It is standardpracticeto measureenginevibrationlev- in test

t fi f~ght would involvea developmentprogramin each speci-StSdf3 but metisureme?l
fic instalJlltion. Vibration would very with flight creditions end perhaps from ati-
plane to airpb.ne. b a imiltiengineairplane, wing-mounted engines would present
additional problems.

(c) Wear: Excessive wear might be detected by regular examination of the lti-
rication system for foreign material or wesr debris ti filters. An instrumentto ~
detect wear in fUght does not appear wwthwhile, because a wear check can easily
be made between flights.

One.wey of obtahing a quantitativemeasureof wear, wouldbe to use a ra.dio-
active cagematerial. Such a scheme,however,might be unduly complicated.

(d) Ltiricatlonsystan: Grouad checks might be mule for wear debris as in (c),
and devices for detection of blockages or leaks in the Systm should be studied.
Flowneters and pressu gages, or simple ~ lights, to tidicate.loss of oil.
pressure or flow might be ~talled in the cockpit.

Studies to obtain information on @roved bearing materials, b=m desigm3,
sad lubricants are needed, but this report discusses only Infcumation required to
@rove reliability ti the sense of avoid@ serious bearing failures.

$-f
I
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Bearing reliability ccmld be improved if additional ~ormation could be ob-
tained on the following factors:

293

(1)

(2)

(3]
types.

(4)

(5]

(6)

Methods of bilcat ing incipient bearing failure during operation.

Methods of detecting lubrication system malfunction during operation.

The lapse between ticipient and total failure, for the various failure

Relation between material properties and fatigue ltie.

Mechanbm of ftiuxe during oil interruption.

Methods of eftending besx~ the to failure, following oil tnterruptiau.

CON3LUDJlTGREMfUW

Data on bearing f~ure and life (frcm s@ce experience of turbojet engties)
sre insufficient to draw general cQcluEiona cmcern@ besr~ reliability.

Table III shows a compilation of some bearing faflure types and some of the
possible corrective measmes. Fatigue Me, which is of primary 3mportance to-the
ball thrust beax3ngs, can be ticressed by reducing load; bear~ tests have estab-
lished that We is inversely proportional to the mibe of load. At practicsl load
levels, bearings have a finite life; also the scatter of dEta may be quite broad.
Complete avoidance of fatigue failures by a replamanent schedule my, therefore, be
impossible. However, the probability of fatigue failure can be kept low by a re-
placement schedule that is based on service experience and that takes into account
differences ti service history. An excessive wear rate indicates a need for re-
design. Under conditions of norml wear, bearing replacanent can be based on meas-
ured clearances within the bearing at inspection periods. Bearings that do not have
sufficient wear life left to run until the n- inspection period must be replaced.
For
the

extreme boundary-lubrication failures, indicate~ by exc~ssive metal t~fer at
sliding surfaces, material chmge and bearing redesign are tidicated.

.

Besr3ng performance and reliability can be hnproved by

(1) Additional.information

(2) Better failure detection methods

(3) Better maintenance practice

Studies designed to el-te besring failures would be benefited if more com-
plete snd accurate information on the causes, modes, and frequencies of bearing
faflties were compiled at the mdntenance and overhaul bases. For this purpose,
the inspectors wt be trained with regard to the informattin needed.

The nymber of Cat-trophic b~ing ftiures could probably be reduced if bet-
ter methods of bearing- and lubrication-system failure detection exe developed.

-. __— . . . . . -—— — .— . —— —— .
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APPENmx - lmwECTION AND wXLITY CONTROL

The number of beexings h the lot betig ~ected determined whether lCQ per-
cent or a statistical sample is inspected. Statistical tispection metliodssxe
never eqhyed with lots smeller than ?Wl and us- not with lots smaller than
500. At present, practiceJJy all rotor bearings for tuxbtie engines are made in
quantities under 300 so each bearing is tipected. This meam that very precise
dimensional measurements together with magmflux and etch tipection of races and
bam (wed to detect surface flaws, cracks, and material defects) are me.

- tyPes of special gages are used in the production line and final inspec-
tion of precision bearings.

Ball sphericiw” is checkd and balls are size matched for specific besrlnga.
A gage has recently bees developed for meamring race fyoove radius which replaces
the old type tmphte. This gage should reduce one of the sources of scatter in
bearimg life by maldng possible mrme accurate control of a critical d3memion. A
vibration meter is used to check the smoothness and vibration level of an assenibled
bearing .

All “turbine eng3ne rotor bearhge are given a very thorough visual tipection
end def~te limits regarding pits, dents, and scratches have been -M1.lahed.
Races not acceptable in the mlsual 3nspection are reground and reinspected. Final
tispection of bearings is done in areas where t~erature, hurnidl@, and dust con-
tent .sreclosely controlled. Most @ the gages used h the final.inspection of
bearinga require precise temperature ccmtrol and skilled operators to @ve meaning-
ful results.

The improvements in besring performance that result frcsnsmaller tolerances
must be evaluated experimentally and nmst be weighed against the Increased cost of
manufacture. Even for perfect ~ment, stress differ~ces - et in the m-
iousbalhb ecauae of the size Wferences.” Closer matching of balls would probably
@rove besx’ingfatigue life. T!biscloser mtu would, however, accentuate the
problem of reproducibili@ of ~t ; when ~ts to a few millionths of
en inch are attmpted on a set of bells, it is often found that these measurements
cannot be reproducd at a later date.
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TABLE I. -BZARINGFKUDRE~ l14!l!AFoR VARIOU8 ENGm

[Wed on U Disassembly hspection Report~

gine Number
of

-es

C-6 39

c-7 211

B-3 73

B4 32

B-7 87

B-8 93

B-9 75

B-1o 159

yl.&

hr’

65o

885

634

493

165

390

447

301

‘%rcen
inwh
fafl

18

8

0

6

9

6

12

4

of engines
h bearing
‘eswere
luld

Total

7secon -1

P=

92

64

66

59

72

17

36

m

%cludes main and accessmy bearhgs.
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TABLE II. - PROPERMIH OF TYPICAL SYWC8ETIC LUBRICANTS

297

{
Fluid viscosity, A.S.!C.M.C.c.c. C.o.c.l

centistokes, at - pour flash fire
point, point, petit, I

-65° F .~” F 1000 F 210° F OF % OF I

MIL-L-7808 Specification 13,000 ------ ------ 3.0 -75 385 --- I
(max) (rein)

Petroleuma:
MIL-O-6081A (grade 1010) 40,m ------ 9.95 2.47 -70 300 ---

Diesters:

[ 1

Dt 2-ethy-l sebacate 8297 --:--- 12.78 3.32 -70 440 472
Di 2-ethylhexyl sebacate

plus tiditives la,ooo 2700 20.8 5.3 -75 450 475

Polyalkylene glycols (designatd
by tiscosity at 100° F):
Water soluble,

8.9 centistokes ------ 1800 8.9 2.4 -85 260 285
Water insohible,

7.4 centlstokes 4587 SQ5 8 2.52 -70 270 335

0
Yor comparison purposes.

TABLE III. -BFARIIG-FAILURE TWESAND ~MUSURES

besxing,
pr*ily)

by reducingload. Life= 1
(load)3

(b) Scheduled replacements basedon
experience

Wear (a) Excessive wear rate indicates need
for redesiga

(b) Scheduled inspections and replace-
ment at a specified wear

Extreme boundary (a) When excessive metal transfer occurs
lubrication at slid3ngsurfaces,mterial chsnge

and redesi~ indicated

—- . . .. ——-—. ——-— —-—
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retained fi radial holes in the rim of the rotor disk.
the pins against the blade appendage. Oscillations of

Centrifugal force presses
the blade causes movement of

the pins ~prcduces friction betueen the mating surfaces of the blade, pins, and
disk. In the model investigated, the special root device reduced the stress ampli-
tude to one-tenth the magnitude of the same assembly with the pins removed.

The device shown in figure 25 has been su~ested at the British National Gas
Turbine Establishment as a means of adding internal damping by design and’fabrica-
tion. The blade is split to induce supplementary friction, the two parts being held
together by high-damping elastic c~ments. Vibration causes the mating surfaces to
move relative to each other, thereby inducing friction and limiting the sixess sm-
plitude. This device has never been evaluated In a full-scale compressor.

Excitation by obstructions. - In addition to minimizing amplitude by “q
damping and improving the resistance of thet@uies to fatigue, the designer should
reduce the exciting forces likely to cause tibration. Obstructions to smooth air
flow should be minimized. When such obstructions are necessary, such as in the case
of front bearl.ngsupports, a vibration analysis should be made to ensure that the
frequency of excitations wiU not coincide with the natural frequency of the blade
at likely speeds of operation. stre~ , unequal spacing, and placing the ob-
structions as far ahead as possible of the blading in a relatively low velocity
region will.help midmize the excitation. The effect of artificially introduced
wakes fran obstructions on the vibration amplitude of cmpressor blades is de-
scribed in reference 23.

Excitation due to rotating stall. - Through extensive investigation of rotating
stall, the principles involved and the exciting forces prmiuced are beg- to be
understood (ref. 24). Means of e~ting the effects of rotating stall are be-
coming evident (ref. 25). For example, blocking off acme of the incmnln.g air at
part speedby baffles or orifice plates so that the intake will not exceed the air-
handling capacity of later stages has proved successful in some engines. The vibra-
tion amplitudes with and without such bsffleB are shuwn in figure 26. Without
baffle, a strong three-stall pattern was present producing stresses as great as
&26,000 pSi. With the hub-type baffle a twbulence was created eround’the hub, but
the stress was reduced to~5000 psi. The baffle, ramp, or similsr blocking device
must be retracted at full speed of the compressor. Reference 26 reports the im-
provement in vibration conditions and corresponding loss inperfonnance of a whole
series of baffles over the entire speed range. In this investigation, a baffle
blocking only 5 percent of the inlet area broke up the periodic nature of rotating
stall, and the maximum vibratory stress was reduced frcan~60,000 psi to ~20,0M) psi.
Less than 2 percent loss in compressor efficiency resulted fran the 5-percent
baffle, even at rated speed.

The use of variable-angle inlet guide vanes has also been considaed as a means
of reducing rotating-stall characteristics. In one case studied at the NACA Letis
laboratory, it was found that such guide vanes changed the stall pattern from a tip
(figs. 16(d) to (f)) to a hub pattern (fig. 16(a)). This I.attercondition reduced
the exciting energy absorbed by the rotor bladea (cantilevermounted, attached at
the hub). The stress level with the standard angle setting was j40,000 psi. With
the opt- an~e settingfor this vibration condition, the vibratory stress 3n the

rotor blades was reduced to A5000 psi. The variable inlet guide vanes are not as
effective as other means of alleviating rotating stall because they readily control
only the angle of attack to the first stage. Changes in the other stagea are rela-
tively small, however. If the stator blades are of cantilev~ construction attached
to the outside casing, the chatigeof location of the stall zones from tip to hub, as
observed in the particular engine investigated, may induce sevme stator blade
vibrations.

,

,.
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Designing both several front stages of variable
let guide vanes should prwe far more efj?ectlvethan
Several advance-design engines use variable stators,
the complti~ of the en@ne.

stator blades and variable in-
varylng the guide vanes alone. .
which, however, greatly Increase

A very effective and less complicated remedy for rotating stall is the addition
of Interstate blee~ at part-rated speed. The bleed diverts some of the iibodng air
frcm the intermediate and later stages whi~h ~ unable to pass it on. Bleed pro-
vides the added flow area desired at the re~ of the compressor (fig. 14). Data
i32ustrating thg direct effect of bleed ~ rotating stalJ and vibration amplitude
have not yet been obtained.

Material Selection

In selecting a material for ccnnpressorrotor blades, the tensfle strength,
fatigue strength, hpact strength, densi~, and damping properties must all be con-
sidered. The m-lority of the rotating compressor blades are made frcm 403 stainless
steel, heat tr..ted to give the desired tensile and fatigue strength without too
~eat a sacrifice of impact strength and stress~corrosion resistance. The reason
for the preferred use of 403 stainless steel canbe deduced by ccmparing the prop-
erties of all other feasible materials with those of the 403 stainless steel
(table I).

Tensile stren@h and density. - -The centrifugal load is the primary load acting
on a rotor blade. The centrifugal stresses in the blade are directly proportional
to the material densities for a=given blade design made frcnndifferent materials.
The ccmtparativestrength of various materials is givenby tie ratio of the blade-
material tensile strength to either the centrif@ stress or the density. This
ratio, campared with the same ratio for 403 stainless steel, along with the indi-
vidual tensile strengths and densities, is listed in table I. The magnesium, alumf.-
num, and titanium sILoys appear to be superior to the 403 stainless steel. However,
this comparison is based on room-temperature properties, and mmy of the newer, hlgh-
pressure-ratio, high-flight-speed jet engines will have compressor outlet tempera-
tures new or above 700° F. Therefore, the different materials are also ccmpared
on the basis of 700° F properties. Only the titaniwaldoy now appears superior to
403 stainless steel. Obtiously, existing plastics are not suitable for operation
in the latter stages of Irl.gh-fHght-speedccnmpressors. Materials cannot be eval-
uated on the basis of tensl.lestrength slone.

Fatigue strength. - The most cmmon cause of coqressor failure is fatigue due
to vibration. Therefore, an accurate material evaluation must strongly consider
fatigue strength. The fatigue strength (endurance limit) or the vibratory stress
required to produce failure in a hundred-million vibration cycles is also llsted in
table I. Since the blade operates under the shmltaneous action of both centrifugal
and vibratory stresses, the effect of the centrifugal stress in reducin~ the allow-
able vibratory stress must also be considered (ref. 27). Except for unusual cases,
the endurance Mnit varies directly with static tensile strength; hence, materials
of good tensile strength are expected to have good fatigue strength. Materials of
high tensile stren@h and high strength-to-density ratio are ideal for canpres60r
blades, since these two characteristics will improve the allowable margin for tibra-
tory stress. Type 403 stainless steel is gcmd from both these standpoints. Fatigue
strength of rotor blades iS affected by compressor speed, which increases the mean
stress, as shown in figure 27. me modified fatigue curve as corrected for the mean
stress was present earlier (fig. I.1).

.

.
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Figure 1. - Tyyical high-speed bearings for turbine engines.
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I

Figure 5. - Bear3ngfailure reaultlngfrom oil titerruption. Engine with jet lubrication
of bearlmze. Photo~uh shows cage has failed completely. Failure occurred17 minutes
after the-oil. tit-ion. (Froi
6andT.

app- B, ref. 1) O%er photos of engine in figmes
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(c) Early stage of flaking on inncm raceway of cylindricalrollerbearing
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Figure 9. - Typicalrolling-contact-b- fatfguefailmes. (Fromref. 15.) .
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(a) Illustrative wear curve showing three periods.

Figure Il. - Illustrativeand actual curves of wear plotted against time
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(b) Wear of nitrided piston rings in testsat high pwer output;this curveshowsthe
“wear-in”and “constautwe= ratewperiods. (Iatafromref. 19.)

Figure U.. - Continued. Illustrativeand actual.ymves of wear plottedagainsttime.
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(c) Wear of nitrided piston rings under abrasive conditio~ (dust tests);
this curve shows “co~t~t wear rati” and “wear-out” periods. (Data from
ref. 19.)

Figure ~. - Concluded. Illustrative and actual.curves of wear plotted
against time.
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. . (a) *earing on cylindricalrollers.

‘,.
\

. ..

(b) Smearingon cage pockets.

—_

(c)Smear& on outer raceway.

Figure 12. - Typical cylindrical rollerbeextng failure cauaedby inadequatelubrication
between rollers and cage pockets. (Fromref. 15.)
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Figure 13. - False brtielMq of the outer race of a dou%le-ruw
self-alining hall hearimg caused by vibration without bearing
rotation. (From ref. 15.)
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x - ENGINE FUEL CONTROIS

By John C. Sanders and Harold Gold

SUMMARY

321

The reliability of fuel controls on turbojet eng3nes is reviewed on the basis
of’available failure statistics. In general, these statistics indicate t~t fuel-
control systems that incorporatee many functions are more sqbject to ftiure than
those incorporating fewer functions.

Air Force accident records indicate that one-third of the flight accidents oc-
curring with turbojet aircraft is caused by fuel-control malfunction. An evalua-.
tion of the performance of current fuel controls frcm Air Force records indicates
further that nearly three-fourths of the fuel-control malfunctions EUW attribut~le
to mechanical faflure of control and fuel-system components and that one-fourth are
due to inadequacy of the controlmethod. Therefore, the possibility exists that a
very significant improvement in turbojet-aircraft reliability could be achieved by
improvements in the details of mechanical design of control and fuel system components.

The effectsof fuel-control malfunctions on engine performance are exsadned, and
the factors that lead to control complexity ae evaluated. The evaluation tidicates
that fuel-control complexity results frmq $omplex requirements @osed by the dcimi-
nsnt requirement of operational reliability of the turbojet aircraft.

INTROIWTION

The fuel control on the turbojetens@e, as consideredin th3s paper,performs
all the functions of autmatic regd.ation of the enginevariablessuch as speed,
temperature,acceleration,and thrustby means of the controlvariable,fuel flow.
~ addition,fuel-tijectionequipmentwiJJ.be consideredto be a cmpon@ of en-
gine fuel controls.

Failure reportscompiledby the U Force over the paat severalyears show that
componentfailureon controland fuel-systemequipmentused m ~et-propelledair-
craft occurs with serious frequency. Air Force records indicate that fuel-control “
msJfunctions cause one-third of engine ftiures that lead to flight accidents. This
represents the Wgest category in the Air Force compilation.

The Ah Force records of control-system failure show that s~le controls are
more reliable than complex ones. The problem of turbojet-engine control reliability
cannot, however, be solved simply through reduction In control comPlatY. Cmtrol
complexity results fran complex-control req@%ments 3mposed by the dominant re-
quirement of operational reliability of the turbojet aircraft.

The object of this study is to exsndne the effect of control- snd fuel-system-
component reliability on the over-all reliability of the turboJet enghe tid to
evaluate the factors that lead to control complexity. Ftist, a review will be made
of failure statistics. Then an investigation of the ties of ftiure possible by
inadequate control ~ be presented. lTiththis infomat ion, criticism wfJ2 be
made of several methods of control- and fuel-system-ccmponent configurations.

--—. .— ..— —.-— —
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During the past decade of use of the turbo~et en~e In a~, considerable
experience haa been obtahed with various types and methods of control. The U.S.
Air Force has collected Unsatisfactory Reports of control and engine failures “during
this perid. (For a description of the Unsatisfactory Reports, see part II.)

The distribution of engine and control malfuncticms attributed to control-
caponent failure (as obtatied frm the Unsatisfactory Reports) is gtven fi table 1.
The percentages given h the table are based on the total nuniberof reports on three
different engines. The tabulation represents a total of 1420 reports covering an
operathg time of 87,765 hours. The basic characteristics of the control systems
employed on the engines are given in table II.

Engines B snd C ticorporate mme control functions than engine A. Ehgines B
snd C may be considered to be of approximately equal complexl~ ad of ~eater com-
plexity than engine A. The frequency of Unsatisfactory Reports appears to be con-
siderably lower for the s3mplest en@e and control system (engine A) thsm for the
mre ccmplex engines (engties B and C). En@nes B and C appear to show about the
ssme records of reliability in spite of cmsiderable dk?ferences in the desi~ of
control and fuel-system components.

-is

The records (as contained in the Unsatisfactory Reports) on the reasons’for the
control clifficulties sre ticcmplete in most cases. The statements in the reports
are often vague and are therefore subject to several possible titerpretations.
Nevertheless, there is sufficient information on the possible males of action of
both engties and control systems to mske a rational interpretation in nearly sll.
cases. On this basis, an attempt w5.U be made to malyze the statistics in tble I
to ind.lcate the probable causes for failure.

Fuel-system osc3Jlation snd loss of control. - Mechanical failure of fuel-
system components represents the greatest source of control malfunctions In current
Ah Force turbojet engiues. Unsatisfactory Reports list control breakdowns due to
such causes as rupture of material snd faulty assenibly. Parts that have fallet due
to rupture of material ticlude diaphra@s (fabric), bdlows (metal), governor shafts
snd - tiVeS . Diaphragms failed may nmre times than did pump &ives. The fail-
ure of a diaphragm on one engine control system accounted for nearly all the cases
of “Loss of control” lisked in table I.

A ~eat many faults are associated with flow-control and shut-off valves.
Valves b flow dividers for duplex fuel nozzles have been found to stick, causing
both loss of power end over-temperaturein stsrting. Pressure-regulatIng valves
have been found to osc31Jate. Fuel-system oscillation represents the most fre-
quently reported malfunction (table I). It is even Mely that some of the reporbs
of surge were actually cases of fuel-systan osc3JJ.ation. Fuel-system oscjJlation
is attributable to loss of frictional damping ss regulator valve elements wear.
This type of valve instability may not appear b every control model aud thereby
may escape detection in the development of the control systd.

—

Overqeed and insbility to obtain rated speed. - Current speed controls are
capable of regulating en@e speed to we~ within 1 percent at rated speed. Thus,
in the case of the properly functioning speed controlE, there is little loss of
available thrust or reduction in turbine life due to control error. & shown h
table I, overspeed was reported h 5.7 percent of the Unsatisfactory Reports. These

.
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reports give overspeeda ranging tiom 103 to u percent of rated speed. This mag-
nitude of overspeed does not lesd to hnediate destrudion but my simultaneously
cause a severe overtemperature, the total result of which mderialJy shortens tur-
bine blade life. The records examined.showed no indication of imnediate destructive
overspeed. However, this difficul@ can lead to immediate destruction of the air-
craft; and, hence, the records may be incomplete.

The largest number of speed-control.difficul.tiesis associated with the in-
ability to obtain rated speed. As shown in table I, this malfunction was reparted
in 29.6 percent of the Unsatisfactory Reports. Speed-governor malfunctions are
usually associated with loss of adjustment or frictional effects. It is therefore
likely that, on the average, governor malfunctions will result in as many under-
spends as overspeeds. Thus, probably 5.7 percent of the total reported malfunctions
were underspeeda due to governer failure, and 23.9 percent were cases of ini+bil.ity
to obtain rated speed because of engine deterioraticm or other control-component
failure. On this basis, 11.J percent of the malfunctions are attributable to speed-
control failure. These failures sxe attributable to mechanical defects rather than
inadequacy of the control method.

The frequen~ of cases of engine deterioration or of control-component failme
(other than speed control) causing ikabi13@ to attain rated speed appears to be
related to the comp-@ of-the engtie and control system. Table III shows the
distribution of speed-control malfunctions for the three engines included in the
Unsatisfactory Reports. In the case of the simplest engine (engine A), the reports
are nearly equally divided between overspeeds and low-speed lJndting. In the case
of the more complex engines (engines B and C), the low-speed 13.miting~ defi-
nltel.ypredominates.

Overtmq erature. - Overtemperature was reported in 7.0 percent of the Unsatis-
factory Reports Involving control difficulties (table I). Many of the OVert~erZ-
tures are connected with overspeeti. The overtemperatures reported indicate tail-
pipe temperatures between l@OO and l~” F.

Current-production temperature controls do not utilize direct temphture sens-
ing. An attempt is tie ~ these systems to keep the temperature within safe limi-
ts by speed and acceleration control. ‘RIiscontrol of temperature by secondary
variables does not adequately protect the engine over all its operating conditions.
For example, it does not give adequate protection during starting. This lack of
temperature control during starting Is belJeved to cause much more engine damage
from overtemperature than is indicated from the Unsatisfactory Reports. Reports
obtained by NACA Lewis laboratory personnel during @sits to Air Force Overhaul
Depots indicate that a very large percentage of engines (possibly greater than ~
percent) are subject to severe overtemperatures between overhaul perfcxts. The
Overhaul Depots have on hand an extremely large number of turbine blades which have
been discarded because of overtemperature. These discards are suspected to have
suffered the overtemperature demage chiefly during starting. This overtemperatie

-e Q be attri~d to the Mequacy of the temperatme-control methods now
in use.

Surge control. - According to the Unsatisfactory Reportsj compressor singe
OCCLIITed in 6.9percent of the total ms.lfimctions(table I). A large number of
these cases probably resulted from drift or improper adjustment of the schedule-
type controls in current use. Drift or loss of adjustment is caused by mechanical
failure and may be eliminated with refinements in design; however, environmental
changes can cause a deviation of the engine surge characteristics from a fixed-
design schedule. It can therefore be assumed that the surge-control mlf’unctions

l’. resulted both from mechanical breakdown and from inadequacy of current control
methods to correct for all environmental changes.

.— —-. .-— — .— —— —-————- —
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Ih addition to the reports of surge in the Unsatisfactory Reports, there are
a sigdf’icsnt nuniberof -es in Atr Force accident recordsin which compressor
staJJ.is thoughtto have causedflightaccidentduringlanding. It is likelythat
these casesof surgeresultedfrom the loweringof the surgelimits (belowthe nor-
mal schedule)due to the successiveaccelerationsthat oftenoccur b kding. It
is not feasibleto lowerthe accelerationscheduleto entfielyavoidthis condition
of surgebecauseof the severepensltythat wouldbe imposedon engineacceleration.
I?ewmethcdsof surgepreventionor incipient-surgedetectionwiU have to be de-
velopedbeforethe hazardsfrom surgecan be completelyeliminated.

Flame-out. - Flame-out from all causes is reported h 5.4 percent of the Unsat-
isfactory Reports relat

Y

to control difficulties (table I). The reported flame-
outs sre associated with 1) drift of the flsme-out controh, (2) deterioration of
the @e or of the fuel system, smd (3) the inadequacy of the control to handle
the specific operating conditions encountered. Flame-outs have occurred more fre-
quently at low and medium altitudes than at high altitudes. This 3ndlcates that
deteriorateIon of the @e or fuel system, or flame-out-control inadequacy caused
more flsme-outs thsm did flsm.e-oti-controldrift (mechanicalfailure).

Flame-out caused by fuel-control malfunction is listed in Air Force accident
records as the cause of a significant numiberof flightaccidents. Because these
flsme-cnrtsoccurred at low altitudes, it is likely that maIIYof the reported flame-
outs occurrd during acceleration or deceleration. This type of faflure h attri-
butable to ~y of the methcd of flame-out prevention that is currently
employed.

conclusions

On the basis of the analysisof the faihme statistics,it is appemnt that
mechanicalbreakdownis the major causeof enginefuel-controlmalfunction. It has
been tidicatedthat throughmechanicalfailurethe vsziouscontrolcomponentscon-
tributedto fuel-controlfaflureas followa: speedcontrol,IL.4 percent;regulat-
fig @VU h the fuel system, 32 percent; ruptured diaphragms, 13.4 PerCent; and
surge controls, 3.4 percent. Of the malfunctions resulting in in~llity to attain
rated speed that were attributed to en@e or control deterioration, it is likely
that about one-half were cases of unidentified mechanical failures in the engine
fUel control. !l!hus,unidentified mechanical ftiures can be considered to.contri-
bute 12 percent of the catrol malfuntiims. The total percentage of malfunctions
of en@ne fuel controls attributable to mechanical breakdown Is then 74.1 percent.
5e ~ 25.9 percent of fuel-control malfunctions is attributable to inadeq-
uacy of the control meth- currently in use.

Currently, control designs exe chan@g rapidly, and a given design is not re-
ttied for sufficient the for complete eklmination of mechanical defects. When
control designs are stabilized, it can be expected that mechanical difficulties
uf31 eventually be eliminated by improv~t in details of the equipment.

A large nuniberof controb of various designs sre now under development. The
NACA Lewis I-aboraton baa not made a design analysti of these controls and hence
will not attemptin this paper to suggesthprovementsto the mechamlsmof any
specifiedcontrol. Ihstead,an attemptwill be made to providean Insightintothe
ways an m-e can fail through=equate controland the problemsassociatedwith
providingadequatecontrolover the tide range of flightconditlcmsthe engineIs
expectedto encounter.

I
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MOJES OF ENGINE FAliXIRE

EQ@e -e due to improper or inadequate control cem result frmn the
fOlloldllg:

(1) Overspeed

(2) Overterupemture of enghe psrts

(3) Vibratory stress and overtemperatureprduced by compressor stall or surge

(4)’Flsme-out

(5) Thermal shock and overteroperatureduring sterthg or quick thrust change

Overspeed

High overspeed can cause -dLate rupture of rotating perk, such as ccnupres-
sor and turbine disks. The conservation of the desigD and the age of the rotating
parts both influence the marg3n of overspeed before such catastrophic failure occurs.

Overspeeds less than those needed to &tie instant failure prmiuce a demage
that accumulates with time. Stress-rupture sad associated creep exe such causes of
this deterioration,particularly ti the turbfie blades. The effect of speed (and
stress) on the stress-rupture life of a representative turbtie blade material iE
shown in figure 1. The abscissa ia the square root of material stress and hence is
proportional to en@e speed. For the stress-

T

ture-life characteristics shown in
figure 1, an increase in speed (and hence stress of 10 percent above a value of
the abscissa of 150 will decrease the stress-rupture me from 1000 hours to 350
hours at 1433° F. This represents a decrease of.stress-rupture llte to one-third
of the life at rated speed.

Frequently the overspeed Is accompanied by overt~erature, particularly in
engines with a fixed nozzle area. For a representative case a 10-percent overspeed
b accompanied by a 200° F overtenrperatuxeand a stress-zw@me life of les~ than
1 hour, or l/10GO the life at rated speed.

An overspeed control is sub~ect to error in the direction below the desired
limit as well as above the limit. When the control limits en@ne speed below the
design IUsXhum, the effect is a reduction ti engine power. Ih the case of en@es
with ftied exhaust nozzles, thrust fal.lsoff about 4 percent for a l-percent reduc-
tion in speed from rated speed. ‘l!bishigh rate of thrust loss imposes a stringent
requirement of a high de~ee of accuracy and reliability on speed limiting or regu-
latingcontro18.

Overtemperature

At high temperature the life of turbine blade materials
with changes ti operatfig tauperaiure. Consequently, it may
He of the turbtie blades wlU be sensitive to the accuracy

cbfmges drastically
be expected that the
of the temperature ccm-

trol system. Figure 1 shows the stress-rupture characteris~ics of a r~resentat ive
turbine blade alloy es a function of engine speed and material.t~erature. At a
stress of 22,500pounds per square inch {square rcmt of stress = 150) and a metal
temperature of 1500° F, it may be seen that an increase in temperature of 1~ re-
duces the life from 2@ to 10 hours, or to 1120 of the life at the lower temperature.

.
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Ih the case of the fixed-exhaust-nozzleturbojet engine the equilibrium gas
temperatures are essentially functions of engine speed up to a critical altitude.
Above the critical altitude the equ.illbriumturbine-disckge temperature at rated
speed becmnes considerably higher than at lower altitudes. ‘Thisvariation is shown
h figure 2. mm the data it w be seen that the critical al.titude is apprcml-
mately 40,000 feet. For -craft flying below 40,000 feet it has therefore been
practical to consider the overspeed limit as an adequate overtemperatme limit for
e@l.ibrium running of the eng3ne. However, during starting and during acceleration.
of the engine, gas and materisl temperaties rtie Hw- abOve eq~fi~ @.ues.
Hence iMrect overtmnperatureprotection b desirable even fw low-altitude aircrdt.

The tempemdmre-control problem is si.dlar to the

T

eed-control problem In that
small deviations in the controlled variable {temperature result in krge variations
in thrust. The relstion of thrust to measured edmust-gas temperature ti shown in
figure 3. It my be seen that approximately sn 8-percent loss In thrust results
from a 100° reduction in temperature. B&awe of this hl.gh-tbmst sensitivity it
b necessaxy to operate enghes near the maximum allowable turbine blade temperature
h order not to sacrifice a large measure of the potential thrust of the engine.
The dllarma tivolved hereti 5.sdemonstrated in figure 1, where it may be seen that a
variation of 100° could result in a 20:1 variation 332material life.

There are two basic dffficulties in obtaining sufficlently accurate temperature
measurements. 5e first of these difficulties is simply that of obtaining a meaaur-
tig sensor that wldl have the necessary me, sensitivity, and accmacy at tempera-
tures above 1500° F. While a truly satisfactory sensor does not yet exist, it is
reasonable to expect that one may be developed in the. The second ctlfficul.tyIn
obtaining the temperature meammmmt results fram the trregulsr gas temperature
profiles that -t from the burners to the ~ust nozzles. FiWe 4 shows that
the racWal temperature distribution h the turbine snnulus may not only be Irregulm.r
but may vary appreciably with altitude. Because of the 3rre_ profiles, the ma-
terisl temperature may Mffer tidely from the gss tempemture measurement at a given
point in the engine. Therefore, a sensor located at one radial station camot be.
relied upon for accurate control of turbine bucket temperature. Where temperature
control is anployed in current practice, single-point sensors at several stations
around the turbine annulus are generally used. This practice is inadequate, but
it is a compromise with the inadequacy of available temperature sensors. Chief
reliance for overtemperatureprotection is still placed on indirect means of con-
trol, such u speed and acceleration control. Xnprovements in engine desi.~ may
result h more uniform temperature distribtiiona in future engines. This will
greatly ease the t~erature-control problem and uiJJ.be a major step towaxd greater

@e reliability.

During starting,excessive temperature results frcm the delayed ignitionof
liquidfuel that has collectedin the burnersduringthe tiitlalphase of the start-

. ing process (ref.1). This collectionof liquidfuel c= readilyoccur,becauae
the fuel-flowrate requiredto obtainignitionIs large comparedwith the flow rate
requiredto acceleratethe enginefrom cranUng speed. It b thereforenecessary
to avoidboth i@.tion delayand delay in reductigfuel flow after ignitionhas
occurred. Ik ruenualstm.-ting,the skill of the operatorin evaluatingthe ignition
delay and ti manipulatingthe throttleaftez’ignitionhas occwmwd is a very impor-
tant factor in the avoidance of overtaperature during starting. Figure 5 shows
the variationof blade temperature during two en@e starts (ref. 2). Figure 5(a)
showa a stsrt during which proper manipulation of the throttle has kept material
temperature within ssfe Mmits. Figure 5(b) demonstrates the manner h which fi-
correct throttle manipulation results in dangerously high en@ne tanperature.

.
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The two causes of overtemperature during starting are related to inadequate
fuel atmmlzat ion at low flow rates. Engine tests have shown that with a finely
atamized fuel spray, engine startzlngat a fixed fuel-flow rate is possible. Start-
ing at a ftied flow rate eliminates.the dangers that result frcdnthrottle manipu-
lation. Tests have also shown that with proper atctmizationovertemperature dur3ng
starting does not occur ti spite of unlhnited ignition delay (ref. 3). Engine dan-
age ticurred during starting may be largely eliminated as impromnen ts in fuel-
atcmization components are made.

During engine acceleration the rise h turbine-inlet temperature above equi-
librium running values is necessag to establish the accelerating torque within the
en@ne. However, the tubine-inlet temperatures tlmt =e reqtied to induce rapid
acceleration of the engine are not generally above the equilibrium value at rated
speed. Therefore, engine damage frcm overtemperatuxe during acceleration from nor-
mal operat3ng speeds does not represent a si@ficeat factor affecting engjae life.
The principal source of damage associated with the temperature rise during acceler-
ation ti the creation of thermal stresses in the turbine. These stresses result
from the sudden change in gas temperature and therefore occur even when the gas
temperature does not rise above operational Mmlts. Thermal stresses can be re-
duced by retarding the rate of ~ temperature change”. This could be acccmrplished
by automatic control but only at the expense of the increased operational haza@
due to the slow response of thrust to throttle conmm d. A more desirable solutton
to the thermal-shock probl- lies h improvements in material and-design of turbine
buckets.

Overteinperatureti also encountered at maximum speed when the temperature con-
trol does not possess sufficient speed of response to ad@st quickly to a disturb-
ance. Such a case is illustrated in figure 6, which shows a time history of turbine-
discharge gas temperature following afterburner igit ion. In this Wtance the en- .
glne waE equipped with a variable exhaust nozzle. Temperature control was obtaind
by automatic variation of the eihaust nozzle. It w be seen that an overtempera-
ture of approximately 200° F existed for about 2 seconds followhg afterburner ig-
nition and that this period corresponds to the time required for the nozzle ~ to
change. More rapid actuation of the nozzle area can reduce such temperature devia-
tions to negligible values. ‘

Compressor Stall and Singe

At the present state of development of axial-flow compressors, it is a practi-
cal necessity, in $he caae of en@es utilizing such compressors, to incorporate
elements h the control systau to prevent operation that _ lead to stall. Cc7n-
pressor stall occurs when the pressure rise through the compressor exceeds a criti-
cal valueat a givenenginespeed. Figure 7 show the characteristicvariationof
pressureratiowith ah flow at variousrotationalspeedsin axial-flowcompressors.
The surgeWe representsthe highestattainablepressureratioat a givenspeedor
air flow. AMo superimposedon the map are a typicalengineeqwIMbrium operat3ng
line and llnes of constantenginefuel flow. It may be seenthat the equilibrium
line roughlyPareJlelsthe surgeMe up to rated speedmd that the llnes converge
3n the overspeedregion. The areabetweenthe equilibriumline and the surgeline
is the en@ne accelerationregion. When accelerationis attanpted,the increased
temperatureabove steadystateinitiallyforcesthe caqpressorpressureupward
alonga constat-speedline,mxbg the operat@ point in the map abovethe steady-
stateoperatingline and towardstallor surge. Some engbes show a severe devia-
tion from the paralJel relation of the surge and operating ties at speeds below
maximum. b this case, critical points of ope-tion exist where the margin between
the l.lnesis small.

—.— . —. —________ ._ .-—_ —.——. _ --—
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A record of a rapid acceleration 3n which stalJ-was encountered Is shown in
f@me 8. The acceleration w tiduced by steaMly opening the fuel valve, thus
ticreasing the fuel flow to the eng3ne. ,It may be seen that after the fuel flow
had been increased beyond a certain value, the ccunpressor-dischargepressure sud-
denly decreased, the acceleration fell to a low value, and the turbine-discharge
temperature shot up to higher value. A condition of poor acceleration acccmrpanled
by fluctuating flows and temperature patterns tisted. This Is a condition of
staU and surge. Thus, stall hiuces the detrimental conditions of high operating
temperature and high vibratory loaMngE accmpmled by very low accehrat ion.

Flame-out

Loss of combustion can result from either too rich a mixture, too lean a m3x-
ture, or from insufficient atomization of the fuel. The overrich mixture can occur
during acceleration frcunvery low engtne speeds. The overlesm mixture can occur
during a sudden reduction in fuel flow at high engine speeds. Flame-out from over-
rich or overlean m3xtures can be prevented by limiting the magnitude of sudden
-es in fuel flow. In order not to impose sluggish engine response, this limit
on fuel flow must be varied with altitude, flight speed, and engine speed.

Flame-outcausedby insufficient atomization imposes an altitude Mmit on
engine operation. Because atomization is a function of absolute fuel-flow rate,
the limiting altitude is lowered as engine speed iE reduced. Thus an engine oper-
ating at rated speed at high altitude ti mibject to flsme-out when the speed Is
reduced (even if slowly reduced) for descent on the aircraft. The relighting of
an engine at high altitude and high flight speed b clifficul.t. Explosion have
been experienced under such starting conditions.

A tiimm fuel-flowlimit can be utzllizedfor altitudeflame-outprevention.
However,this provision imposes simultaneouslya milxkum thrust limit. The Iuinjmum
thrust llmit, ti turn, imposes a ~ @e of descent on the aircrsft at high
alti.tuaes. If the maximmn eagle & descent is exceeded, the engine thrust can
drive the drcrsft to a destructive * Bpeed.

ME!I!EODSOF COM!I!ROL

This discussion of turbojet-engine reliability has been Hmited principally
to modes of engbe damage possible with in@quate control. This section will pre-
sent a discussion of besic methods whereby control is achieved. Four control sys-
ternswill be described. The first system discussed w5J.1be the system having the
mdnimum nuniberof automatic components with which it b practical to fly a turbojet

-e. The remain3ng three systems discussed will be the more complex systems
that offer more

One of the
a &d-operated

Cwlete wot ection.

Manual Throttle with Overspeed Protection

simplest control systaw Is shown in figure 9. It is essent~
fuel valve with an overriding governor to prevent overspeed. The

fuel-supply pressure is made proportional to altitude pressme to maintain a sub-
steatially constant engbe speed at a fixed throttle setting.

This @e of control systan WSE used on en@ne A ti table II end has a better
record of reliability than the more complex systems. However, the control faib
to provide acceleration control with protection against compressor stall and surge.

—
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Its recordfor reliabilitywas accumulatedin serviceon centrq enginesh
which compressorstaKlis less frequentlyencounteredand is of less seriousnature
than in axial turbojet engines.

Speed Control with Pressure-ScheduledAcceleration Limit

ThlE method of control provides surge and stall protection by lirdting the max-
imum fuel-flow rate ti relation to ccnnpressor-dischargepressure and ccnnpressor-
~et pressure and temperature.

These measurements are shple to obtain, but the schedule based on these param-
eters hposes an unnecessarily severe 1.3miton enghe acceleration uuder many con-
ditions of operation. The reason for this is that the stsJl -t is a nonlinesx
function of pressure ratio and is therefore a nonllnear function of cm.yyessor-
dlscharge pressure as well. Furthenuore, the deviation of the stall llmit from a
linear relation with compressor-dischsrgepr,essurevsries with the inlet pressure
and hence with the altitude. As shown h figure 10, a ltiear schedule baaed on
compressor-dLschargepressure hposes a severe penslty on acceleration at low and
high values of ccdnpressorpressure ratio.

The use of a msxhnum-fuel-flow limit based on compressor-dischargepressure
creates a problem with regard to engine starting at high altitude. At high altitude
the compressor-dischargepressure may be sufficiently low to cause the limit= of
fuel flow below that reqtied to obta3n ignition. b this case, the engine could
not be started follotig flsme-out at high altitude. As a consequence, it is neces-
sary to add an additional control ccmrponentto provide a minimum-fuel-flow limit
which overrides the surge control at very high al.titude. The tiimum-fuel-flow
13miter, In turn, @oses a new complication 3n that it could, through maMunctim”
or rd,sadjuatment,cause overspeed at high altitude. An engine caught between coti-
ciding or overlapping maximum- snd ndnhum-fuel-flow limits cannot be controlled by
the pilot except by mergency means. Numerous cases of this occurrence appear in
the Air Force records.

Generalized Acceleration Schedule

The auxiliary scale drawn in figure 10 shows that the surge lhdt can be cor-
related with engine speed. A characteristic form of this function 3E given in figu-
re Id.. As shown in the figure, a temperature limit exists which is lower than the
suxge l~t in the lower-speed range. A control that operates on a ccmbtied sched-
ule, as shown in figure U, can protide both overtemperature and surge protection
during acceleration. Such a control is more ccmplex in practice than the control
baaed on compressor-dischargepressure but provides protection with less loss of
potential engine acceleration. Figure 12 shows a schematic diagrsm of this type of
control system.

The generalized correlation of surge-limited fuel flow with e-e speed is
seriously affected by’the distribution of the air velocity at the en@ne wet. Dis-
tortion of the inlet-air velocity profile reduces the surge-limited fuel flow below
the values described by the generalized correlation. Surveys of engine hstalJ.a-
tions h seveml aircraft have revealed msny cases of Net distortion of sufficient
_itude to cause a reduction in the excess fuel flow for acceleration, as l~ted
by surge, by 50 percent. A chsxacteristicvariation of this inlet-ti-distortion
ef~ect is shown h figure 13.

.— . .
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Inlet-w d.istcu%ionIs created by the ducting from the nacelle opedng to the
first cmpressor stage. It may therefore be presumed that the problem is one that
m.EYbe largely solved by hprovements in .ductingdesign. This may be reaab~ III
slower &craft such as trmsport drcraft . However, in high-speed aticraft Inlet-
duct alr flow is very sensitive to flight.speed and angle of attack. Therefore, it
is very difficult to e13ndnate inlet-- distortion by duct design for all flight
Conaitions.

Anoth~ factor that seriously affects the correlation shown in figure I.1is the
perid of time between deceleration and acceleration. Engines which are cycled
through several successive accelerations end decelerations show a reduction in the
excess fuel flow for acceleration as limited by surge by as much as 543percent. This
cycling can occur during landing or f~ght refuel@g maneuvers. The effect does not
take place if the period between the deceleration and the acceleration is longer thau
approximately 15 seconds.

lolet-air distotiion and acceleration cycltig are factors which are random in
nature. It is therefore not possible to correlate the effects to measurable parem-
eters. Ih order to avoid stall and surge it Is therefore necessary to 13mlt fuel
flow to account for the worst possible conditions. This procedure @oses a loss in
available engine accel~ation when the hazardous conditions do not exist.

Because of these difficulties with schedule-type acceleration controls, attempts
have been made to detise methods whereby the threshold of st~ or surge may be &-
tected. i% this can be achieved, acceleration controls can be devised which do not ,
unnecessarily limit acceleration under any condition (ref. 4).

!lkmperatureControl

b the section Overtemperature it was shown that, in the case of the fixed-
exhaust-nozzle.engjne flying below 40,000 feet, control of enghe speed simultane-
ously controlled turbine-dis--ge temperature during equilibrium running. The
addition of suxge-prevention schedules to speed control can simultaneouslyprovide
overtemperature protection _ acceleration. These two factors have made prac-
tical the use of engine controls which do not directly measure or control turbine-
@charge temperature. The widespread use of speed controls with scheduled-type
protection against surge and overtemperature has probably discouraged the develop-
ment of direct control of temperature. Nevertheless, the direct control of temper-
ature provides the o- positive means of providing protection against overtempera-
ture damage under all conditti of operation.

A surge-limit cor&l@ion exists between generalized turbine-discharge temper-
ature and engine speed {ref. 5). The characteristic form of this correlation Is
shown in figure 14. It therefore appears possible to obtati surge prevention
through temperature control according to a correlation curve such as figure 14.
This factor ccmilxlnedwith the factor of positive protection against overtemperature
wilL make the development of temperature controls an hportant step toward improved
eng3ne reliabili~.

It is not practical to consider speed control by control of turbine-discharge

temperatun because of two factors: (l) the narrow margin between maximum rated
speed and stress-rupture speed, and (2) the insensitivity of turbtie-discharge tem-
perature to speed changes at low engine speeds. The conibhation of direct OVer-
speed protection with surge and overtemperature protection through temperature con-
trol appears to be a very desirable control method. However, the development of.
controk based on tlulsmethod must await the development of an adequate temperature
sensor.

Q
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Automatic control systems can be divided into two general groups, that is,
Open-lcmp systems and closed-loop systems. Eoth types of control systems end ccin-
binationa of the two types have been employed in turbo~et-engine service. Figure 9
shows a control that operates as an open-loop control at speeds less than maximum
speed. M this system the altitude-compensatedpressure supply varies the throttle
inlet pressure In response to air pressure and temperature parameters relat@ alti-
tude and ram pressure. !Chevariation b made h accordance with a preset schedule
to maintain engtie speed at a mibstantlally ftied value at fixed throttle setting.
Factors such as nonltiear schedule requirements, engtie deteriorateion} and titernal
friction In the control elements titroduce Wge inaccuracies in speed control by
this method. Because of the extreme @ortsnce of speed control ti the turbojet
engine, such contro18 m.mt be constantlytrhmed by the Pilot and must be protected
by an overspeed governor.

In the closed-loop control method a particular variable, such as engine speed,
is continuously measured and a controlJ3ng variable, such as fuel flaw, is autmnat-
ice.llyvaried to maintain a value of eng$ne speed that Is set by the pilot. Such a
system is shown h figure 12. The closed-loop control can be extremely accurate and
is not affected by non13nesr fuel-flow requirmaents, engine deterioration, or alti-
tude and ram-pressure effects. The closed-lmp system is, however, subject to com-
plete breakdown ti a phenomenon lmown as unstsble oscillation. The susceptibili@
of the control to osc~tion ti often increased by steps taken to 3ntprove control
accuracy over a wide range of flight condlt ions. Iievertheless, proper design of
control-system snd.fuel-system components to obtain the necessary dynamic responses
can make this type of maUunction extremely rare.

h the closed-loop system, overspeedprotectionis obtainedby s3mplyincorpor-
atinga maximumlimiton set speed. An open-loopsystembeing controlledby the
overspeedgovernoris essentia2J.ya closed-lwp systmnwith a fixedvalue of set
speed.

Fbel-System-ComponentConfigurations

The control components and the fuel-system components make up what is genqaKly
considered as the fuel system of the turbojet engine. b Its broadest scope a dis-
cussion of fuel-system components could include such components as pumps, valves,
fittings, tubing, snd filters in addition to fuel-injection components. Aside from
the fuel-in jection components there is no ccarponent in the turbojet-engine fuel SyS -

tem that is not frequently found h other by&alJMc systems. For this reason the
follow5ng discussion dll be lhited to fuel-injection components.

With re~ to both inherent performance and relisbility, the problans associ-
ated with fuel-~ect ion components on the turbojet engine stem frmn flow range.
Operation of a trirbojetengtie over the range of conditions extendbg frmn high-
speed flight at low altitudes to @i&@ descent at high altitudes reqties control
of fuel-flow rate over a range appr~tely lCO:1. The successful cperation of aQ
engine over this range of conditions is, in a great measure, dependent upon the
ability of the fuel-in~ection components to deliver a properly atomized fuel spray
to the burners and to mainta3n equal flow rates smong the several burnera.

F~d-area fuel “nozzles.- The problems =sociated with Uquld atcnnization over
wide flow ranges have led to several different types of fuel-atanizhg nozzle. The
shplest nozzle is the ftied-area sw5xl nozzle, which is shown schematically in fig-
ure 15. The nozzles are distributed around the engine burner system and are con-
nected by a cannon tube. Fuel is metered into a swirl chaaber through tangential
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passages. The rotaixhg fuel then discharges througha circular opening to fonu a
hollow conical sheet of spray. Ih order to develop the conical spray,a fuelpres-
suredrop of at least10 poundsper squareinch is required. Becauseof thismini-
mum pressurerequirementand becausethe pressuredrop throughthe nozzleincreases
as the squareof the flow rate,the mx.immuflow range is limitedto about 10:1.
The fixed-areanozzleis a very reliable device, but because of its limited flow
ue ~ot be tiiJized in M@-altitude service. The fixed-area fuel nozzle im-
poses another price for its simplicity in the fonu of difficult stsrtm. For these
two reasons the ftied-~ fuel nozzle has been abandoned in turbojet-engine .
practice.

Multiple-entry nozzles.- A number of desigosof multiple-entryfuel nozsles
have been developedwhich overcome,in variousde~ees, the shortcomingsof the
ftied-areanozzleswith rem to both =ge and starting. A form.ofa double-entry
nozzle widely used is shown schematically in figure 16. As may be seen, this system
requtres an additional ccmnponentlumwn as the flow ditider and an additional mani-
fold and associated pipe connections. The fuel nozzles have no moving parts. At
low flow rates the flow divider transmits flow to the sm&lJ.tangential openings in
the stil cheniber. When the flow is 3ncreas@ beyond a preset value, the fuel pres-
sure opens the flow-divider valve and fuel is transmitted to the large tangentId.
openings. By this means a high swirl velocity is obtatied at low flow rates, and
excessive pressures are avoided at high flow rates.

.

The flow divider is actuded by fuel.pressure, and therefore the rate of flow
discharged into the engine at a given inlet pressure is subject to the functlordng
of the flow ditider. Malfunctioning of the flow divider can be very serious. H
the malfunction is such that the flow is high for a given pressure, fuel atomization
beccmes poor with the consequent loss of fuel economy. Under certdn conditions
blow-out may result. If the malfunction of the flow divider is such that the flow
is low at a given inlet pressure, it my not be possible to am rated engine
speed at low’altitudes.

Uuifonnltyof fuel distributionamongthe severalnozzlesin the systemIs ob-
tdned by matitainingclosemanufacturingtolermces on the nozzledhnensionsand
by pericdicflowbench calibrationof the individualnozzles. A seriouserrorin
distributioncan developin this systemif the smalltangentialopeningsof one or
nmre of the nozzlesbecomespartialJyor entirelycloggedwith particlescarriedby
the fuel. As shownin figure16, the pressuredevelopedon the walls of the swirl
chenbersis transmittedbackwardto the manifold. If differencesexistin the pres-
suresat the walls of the swirlchsnibers,a flow will result in the manifold. BY
this action,fuelmeteredtito one swirlchsnibercan be dischargedfrom another.
E a small tangential opening is seriously clogged, there w%LL be little pressure
developed on the chanber walls and the nozzle will run very rich at the expense
of the others. Burner damage is very MX.ely under such conditions.

A method of preventingtiterflowin double-entrynozzle systemsthat has been
adoptedby one enginemanufacturermg?loysseparateflow dividersfor each nozzle.
The flow ditideris built into the nozzlehous3ng. This systemelddnates one mani-
fold and associatedfittingsbut involvesa considerableincreasein the numberof
~ws. Flow-divider~teristics must be carefdly matchedfor uniform
distribution.

.
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It is general practice in military turbojet aixcrsft to provide means for emer-
gency operation of the engine ti the event of control or fuel-system-coqawnt fa5l-
ure. There is little question that this practice is justified.,but the degree to
which it is Implemented varies geatly. The shplest emergency control is a manual
fuel throttle that completely oveqrides all other control components. The most com-
plex emergency control system ccmpnbes a complete duplication of the primry con-
trol system. Ebrgency fuel pumps are usually csxrled by military turbojet air-
crsft, but it is not feasible to i.nstslllemergency units for other fuel-fijection
Components.

.h spite of the obvious advsmtage of the’ existence of emergency controls at an
titance of failure, there =e two objections to the practice. The first objection
rektes to the ticreased ccmrplexl~ of the control system created ‘by the emergency
controls. The second objection relates to the need for transfer valves, check valves,
and the like reqtied to put the emergency system tito operation. Figure 17 shows
an example of this type of complication which occurs h the case of a fuel system
that employs an emergency fuel pump. h the figure, the components added by the
emergency system are the following: (1} auxiliexy fuel pump, (2) presswe-rellef
valve for auxiliary pump, (3) check Valvesj (4} porthg in control valve for select-
tig main or amllbxy -J ‘d (5) ‘eqtiA Piphfi! md Comectia.

Emergency controls can be effective only if fdltie of the primary control does
not cause destructive damage to the engine. Ilestructive damage through control fail-
ure can uaualJy be avoided if the control is designed to reduce engtie power and
temperature h the event of the most likely ftiures or malfunctions. This “fail-
safe” provisicm is commonly provided in present turbo jet-eng5ne controb.

Another means of avoiding destructive damage through control malfunctia is
through the use of sufficient instmmentation or by means of a warnjng system whereby
the pilot can detect imp-g control failuxe.

A second requirement for effective use of emergency controls is pilot tratitig
for operation with emergency controls. This is especially true when the emergency
control systan does not carry out as mmy functiorm as the prhaxy control system.

.

(kOundMaintenance

Ground maintenance of engine-control ccqmnents and fuel-tijection components
involves two functions. The first of these functions is inspection; the second
function is adjustment.

The purpose of inspection is to prevent fcdlure by replacement of worn or
weakened parts. Aside fram the main fuel pump, there appears to be few fuel-system
or control components that exe subject to wear-out failure. For this reason, tech-
niques mus$tbe developed for detection of components in which faflure ti impending.

The detection of impenMng failuxe can often be acccu@ished by means of bench
testing. Test benches sre in use for inspection and adjustment of fuel nozzles,
overspeed governors, surge-prevention components, and barometric scheduling devices.
A discussion of bench testing of turbojet-engine fuel controls is given in
reference 6.
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Tn most cases, bench tests of control-system cmponents are concerned with
steady-state @.ibration. This is an ~rtant and necess~ test but is not In
itself a complete test. On the en@me, the manner in which the control components
respond to rapid changes in power level and flight conditions is -o extremely
qortmt . For exsmple, in order to ensure proper performance of such components
as surge-protection devices, it is necessary to duplicate engine acceleration on
the test bench. A test bench for dynamic test% of turbojet-engine controls has
been recently developed and is reported in reference 7. i% the case of closed-loop
control systems, dynsmic bench testing canbe used to check control stabili@.

Most fuel-injection @ control components are affectedly solid particles in
the fuel. Effective filtration and regular repl.ccementof filters are therefore a
very necessary maintenance activity. Impend3ngfailure due to dirt accumulation
can very oftenbe detected in the process of bench testing.

Pre-Take-Off Inspection

h spite of the most rigid ground maintenance and tipection, pre-take-off in-
spection iy the pilot ramti- as-a very important activity: lfany-c~ntroland eng3ne
malfunctions canbe detected with relatively swe instrumentation during ground
operation of the engine. Table IV showB the types ofmsilfunction that canbe de-
tected and the means by which the detection is made. The malfunctions listed in
table IV are limited to those of a general nature. i% the case of a specific con-
trol, it is likely that many other indications can be used to detect other specific
malf’unctions.

At the present time the need for improved means of acceleration control is the
most pressing en@ne fuel-control problem. Becawe of this, engine and control man-
ufacturers end associated research laboratories are intensively investigateing surge
Snd stall. As was pointed out h the discussion of surge end stall prevention, pres-
ent acceleration controls operate on the basis of fuel-flow-limiting schedules. Be-
cause of the mny factors that sffect this schedule, a considerable margin of safety
must be employed. This ssfety me.rglnunnecessarily Mmits the acceleration rate
under mny conditions of operation. Limit@ acce@ration durtig ccabat or landing
wave-off can result in destmction of the aircraft. It is generally believed that
basic Mormtion on the fundamental natue of surge and stall, now being obtained,
will pemit the design of acceleration controls which wi31.permit maximum accelera-
tion rates at all conditions.

me need for direct control of temperature is not as pressing as the need for
improved.acceleration control, but there is little question that the development of
a high-temperature sensor havhg both long life and god dynamic response will lead
to methods of control that w5Jl result in improved operational reliability.

The general field of autcnnaticcontiolis now developingvery rapidly. It is
very - t-t @roved anal.@ical-techniques3n controldesignand Improvedde-
sign and constructionof basic autcmaticcontrolcomponents,whichwlU be developed,
will lead to greaterreliabilityand @roved performanceof the turbojetengine.

.
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The results of this study
the operational reliabilitrrof
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CONCLJJBINGREMARxs

of the effect of engtie fuel-control reliab~ty on
the turbo jet engine have shown that control malfunc-

tion ;an cause either hme&.ate destmct ion of‘the engine, serious reduction in en-
gine power, or reduced life of engine components. Statistics show that at the pres-
ent time the frequency with which control malfunctions occur is serious.

At the present time the need for improved means of accheratfon control is the .
most pressing control problem. Loss in engine power due to improper fuel-flow ti-
lt3ng by inadequate or malfunctioning acceleration controls is as serious a problem
as direct damage through control malfunction.“

Improved control in the fIelda of fuel atanization, stert3ng, flame-out protec-
tion, snd temperature control can result 3n significant increase h turbine and
burner llfe. However, while improvd and expanded control operation can yield ti-
provements in both engine performance end component life, Increased control com-
plexity increases the probability of control failure. Increased control complexity
must therefore be offset by Improved reliability of control cmuponents, and facil-
ities must be provided for maintenance snd inspection of ccmplex fuel controls.
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TABLE I..- DISTRIBUTION OF ENGINE AND CONTROL MALFUNCTIONS.

A!l?TRIB@EDTO CONTROL-COMPONENTFAILURE OBTAINED

FROM UNSATISFACTORY REPORTS

Nature of control difficulty
reported

Flame-out

Overspeed

Compressor surge

Overtemperature

Loss Of COntiOl

Inability to obtain rated speed

Fuel-system oscillation

Total

Total reports,
percent

5.4

5.7

6.9

7.0

13.4

29.6

32.0

100.0

TABLE II. - BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE CONTROL SYSTEMS

COVERED IN UNSATISFACTORY REPORTS

Engine Control Computer Overspeed Surge Blow-out
computer fluid protection protection protection

A Hydraulic oil Yes No No
and

mechanical

B Hydraulic Fuel Yes Yes Yes
and

mechanical

c Hydraulic Oil “ Yes Yes Yes
and .

mechanic&1

3
m
U3

.
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TABLE III. - DISTRIBUTION OF SPEED-CONTROL MALFUNCTIONS

Engine Speed-control malfunctions Speed-control malfunc~ions
related to overspeed, related to low-speed

~ercent limiting,
percent

A 45 55

B 30 70

c 20 80

TABLE Iv. - MALFUNCTIONS INDICATED DURING GROUND OPERATION

Malfunction Indication

iovernor High top speed

Main control . Low maximum fuel flow

Slow acceleration to top speed

Surge during acceleration

[igh-pressure fuel High fuel flow at top speed
leak

?uel-injection High fuel flow at top speed
component

High fuel-pump discharge pressure at
top speed

Low fuel-pump discharge pressure at
top speed

High tail-pipe temperature at top
speed

Irregular circumferential temperature
distribution in tail pipe

a“
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Section A-A

Figure 15. - Schematic diagram of fixed-area stirl-nozzle injection system.
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xl - SUMMARY DISCUSSION

By Benjamin Pinkel

SUMMARY

355

This paper sumnerizes the results of the studies in the individual papers of
this series. An attempt is made to treat under connnonheadings the difficulties In
the various components of the turbojet engine encountered frcm similar causes and
the methods of handling these difficulties that are similsr.

The reliabilityof the turbojetenginecan be improvedby increasingthe
enduranceof its componentsand by providingfor the removalof criticalcomponents
from the enginebeforetheirfailurejeopardizesthe engine. The basis for the
removalof enginecomponentsmust come from an understandingof theirfailure
causesand characteristics.The methods of Increasing engine reliabil.i~ sre dis-

cussed, and the additional information needed to more effectively handle the reli-
ability problem are sunmmr izeil.

INI!RODUCTIO1’1
.,

Examination of the individual studies indicates tht the causes for companent
failures

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

is)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

come under the following headings:

Underdesign and defects in materiala and manufacture

Wear

Creep

Fatigue

Foreign-object dsmage

Overtemperature and overstress

Thermal distortion and thermal fatigue

Corrosion and stxess-corrosion

Fuel-control malfunctions

Some component failures result from wealmesses that can be correctedby appli-
cation of standsrd methods in design and mantiacture, and they should eventually be
el.imlnated. These failures fall under item (l). The next three items, wear, creep,
and fatigue, can cause progressive deterioration in the strength of some of the
engine components and eventual failure of these components. The t$nes to failure
by these mechanisms can be rougbly predicted from the data on the affected Compo-
nents when they sre operated under well-contro~ed conditions. The remaining items

. ...— ..-. —.—— —— .— ——————.-—— —.——— —. —
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listed, and in some cases fatigue also, can cause unpredictable and
of engine components. The various causes of failure listed and the

NACA RM E35H02 .

esrly failure
components in-

volved will be discussed. Failureof engines by environmental causes, such as
icing and dust erosion, may occur. However, these problems are not studied in this
series of papers.

Methods for the improvement of operational reliabilityy will be discussed under
the following headings:

(1) l)eBi@

(2) Inspection In manufacture

(3) Inspection in service

(a)

(b)

(c)

Scheduled by time

Scheduled on basis of contingency

Flight checks and warning devices

(4) Replacement schedules

(5) Records

(6) Operational and repair practices

The additional information needed to improve operational reliability presented
in the individual papers will be sumnarized.

R13WtEWCIFCAIJSESFOR E??GINEANB COMPONENT FAIIDRE3

Before reviewing the causes of engine failure, the findings presented in part
II relating to component failures experienced in military setice wiJl be briefly
Sumnlarizea.

statisticalstudy .

Disassembly Inspection Reports are prepared by inspectors at overhaul bases
and reymt (1) the primry reason for the engine going to overhaul and (2) the
additional components requiring re~ or replacement discovered during overhaul.
The prinxqy reasons for overhaul and the operating time on the average engine in
overhaul are shown in table 1.

.

__ ———._. —. —
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TABLE I. - REASONS FOR OVERHAUL TO ENGINES (AUG. TO OCT., X353)

Failures associated with - Percent of enp$nes overhauled
Engine code

c-7 A-7 B-3 B-9 B-10
Compressor 8 9 1.2 4 5
Blades .5 5.9 2.7 0 0
Stators 1.4 .7 4.1 0 .6
Disks o .7 1.4 1.2
Casing 4.3 0 0
Miscellaneous 1.4 1.5 5.5 2.7 3.1

Mn bearings 7 5 0 7 4

Accessory bearings 1 0 0 8 1

Combustor assemblya 5 0 10 0 1
titer shell 3.8 0 0 0 0
Inner shell .5 0 0 0 0
‘llransition13ner o 0 9.6 0 .6
Fuel nozzle .5 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous o 0 0 0 0

Turbine sections U 1 16 0 3
Nozzle diaphra~ 9.5 .7 I-5.1 o .6
Buckets .5 .7 1.4 0 1.9
Disks o 0 0 0 0
Inner-gas baffle o 0 0 0 0
Miscellaneous 1.4 0 0 0 .6

Accessories 11 1 7 3 7

Foreign objectsb 30 57 26 59 42

Other causesc 28 27 29 19 39

Mean time to overhaul, br 3(X 160 247 55 88

Ssm@e size 210 X56 73 73 161

=’7

aDoes not include foreign-object damage.

%smage was mainly in the compressor.

?l!echnfcal-ordercompliance, overtemperature, overspeed,
crash, and accident.

Additional failures found on disasseuiblyare shown in table II. An extremely
large percentage of failures is attributed to foreign-object damage. The large
number of parts that require replacement after relatively short operating times is
also apparent.

*
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TABLE II. - EKGINE PARTS REPIACED DURING OVERHAUL

(AUG. TO ~’l?.,1953)

me P=+ replaced Percentof enginesoverhauled

Engine code

c-7 A-7 B-3 B-g B-lo

3mnpressora 22 ii?! 15 5 7

Blades .5 6.6 4 1.4 0
Stators 9 .7 4 0 .6

Disks o 1.5 0 1.4 1.9
casing 8.1 0 1.4 0 1.2

Miscellaneous 6.2 4.4 6.9 z.7 3.7

&in bearings 39 31 60 29 24

kccessorybearings 64 2 29 11 2

%mbustor assemb~ 4+4 57 26 3 =
Outer shell 5.2 2.2 0 0 .6

Inner shell 43.3 55.9 16.4 2.7 =

.mxwmitionliner o .7 16.4 0 ;.2

Fuel nozzle .5 2.9 0 0
Miscellaneous o .7 0 0 .6

J?urbinesections 87 49 48 4 14

Nozzlediapbram 85.7 42.7 35.6 1.4 8.7
Buckets 1.4 7.4 28.8 2..7 5.6

Disks o .7 0 0 0

Inner-gasbdfle 3.8 0 0 0 0

Miscelmneous n 1.5 2.7 0 1.2

Accesscmies 14 9 8 10 12

Foreignobjegts 84 85 33 73 66

Compressor 50.3 81.1 31.5 69.7 62.7

Blades 49.3 83.4 28.8 69.7 62.1

Stators 32.3 72.1 28.8 67.6 55.9

Casings 1.9 1.4 1.4 0 ,1.8

?.flscellaneous 24.2 14.7 2.7 0 1.8

Turbinesectionb 75.4 52.4 16.4 43.4 43.5

Nozzlediapbra~ 66.8 22.4 2.7 34.2 31.1

Buckets 70.6 49.6 16.4 43.4 40.4

Mean time to overhaul, b 305 160 247 55 88

Sample size 210 136 73 73 161

%es not include forei~-object damge.
b
Foreign-object damage.

‘.
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Because of the present policy of repairing hot-section components in the field,
they are infrequent causes for engine overhaul. The frequency of engine repair
precipitated by hot-section component failure is indicated by data obtained from
the Field Maintenance and Repairs 8ummaries, table III. Turbine shaft bearings are
also inspected end replaced in field repatr.

Table III refers specificallyto engines 8ent to field repair. Most engines
in service receive field repair at least once, and some engines are repaired many
times between overhauls.

TABLE m. - ENGINEccMPom REPMclEMENT

INFIEID (APRIHQ JUNE,1953)

Engine component
replaced

ozzle.diaphra~
urbine bucket
urbine disk
nner liner
ranaitiog liner
o. 3 bearing
o. 4 bearing
D. 4 oil seal

mnpressor rewor@

wnple size

Percent of
engines in

field repair

A

55
22
36
16
--

22
36
13

1

G—

ne code

B-
38
10
8

55
3
3
3
1

18

340

c

31
25
17
34
33
3
6
7

la

1261

%uch as “stoningout” of minor
nicks in compressor blades.

In 1953, 205 airplane accidents were attributed to engine malfunction or
failure, of which approximately50 percent resulted in destruction of the airplane.
The causes for these accidents are Ms&d in table IV. These data were taken from
statistics prepared by the U8AF Directorate of Flight 8afety Research. Although
no failures are attributed to foreign-object damage, the compressor is charged with
a high percentage of the failures. It is suspected that the principal cause for
compressor failure is foreign-object damage.

-—— _.—.—.— — __._— -———
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TABLE Iv. -cAIJsEs oFEmINEMAIFmKmoNo R FAmmE THAT

~ m AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS (1953)

L
Fuel controls
Compressor
Turbine bucket
Turbine disk
B-inga
Miscellaneous

(16 different
causes)

Undetermined

I

Number of
accidents

68
54
16
14
10

20
23

Total I 205

Percent of
accidents

33
26
8
7
5

10
u

100

NACA RM E35H02

Underdesign and Defects in Materials and I&nufacture

In an effort to obtain engines of low weight per unit thrust, components are
designed with small margins of safety. Heterogeneous failures are usually experi-
enced in the early models and are generaIly eliminated by @rovements in design
and ma@acturing methods. In this category are failures from inadequate design,
defectin materials, improper heat treatment, flaws in castings, incorrect forging
practice, improper welds, and inclusions in bearing materi-. These problems
have been under extensive study by the engine manufacturers, but they have received
little studyat the NACA and are discussedonly to a 13mitedextentin this series
of papers.

Weer, in
Althoughwear

this discussion,
may be a problem

wear

refers ta the deterioration of rubbing surfaces.
in some of the control equipment and fuel-system—

components, discussion herein will be limited to the bearings of the main rotor.
Wear occurs principally on the surfaces of the cage in contact with the race and
the rolling elements.

Because of the relatively low cost of bearings and the possibility of catas-
tropbies resulting from bearing failure, bearings are replaced in field repair and
overhaul on indication of only minor flaws. Hence, in current en@nes, bearings do
not usually run for sufficient the to require replacement for normal wear.

Abnormally high wear rates have been encountered when bearing surfaces are ‘
overloaded, the flow of lubricant to the surfaces has been interrupted, or dirt
and other abrasives have entered the lubricant. These clifficulties should be elim-
inated by design changes and better handling of the lubricant.

When other besring difficulties are eliminated, and when in the interest of
economy it is desired to operate bearings for longerthes,
bearingsfor norml.wear will be required. Bearingscan be
the basis of measuredchanges,in clearance(seepert IX).

then replacement of
inspected for wear on

——
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e Creep and Stress-Rupture

Under a steady load at high temperatures, materials tend to creep or deform
time and to eventually break. The time to failure is tied the stress-

rupture life of the materi~. It depends on the material, the stress, and the
temperature. Creep and stress-rupture Mfe are of concern in the turbine disk and
buckets, which are exposed to a cotiination of centrtiugal force and high temper-
ature. The attendant problans are discussed in the papers on these components.

In some engines, many failures of turbine buckets by stress-rupture have been
encountered in semdce. A variation in stress-rupture life, as much as 3:1 between
the longest-lived and shortest-lived bucket on the same turbine, has been experi-
enced. This is attributed to small variations in material composition, structure,
and fabricational history, which occur in spite of present efforts to control
these factors.

Stress-rupture life is very sensitive to temperature and stress; smlJ reduc-
tions in these factors can cause large increases in stress-rupture Mfe. The
stress-rupture life is the longest life the buckets can have. The actual life can
be reduced by such factors as overtemperature, thermal and mechanical fatigue,
iqpact by foreign objects, and vibration.

In the case of the turbine disk, the rims are generally cooled by air bled
from the compressor in order to achieve destred low creep rates and high stxess-
rupture lives. Indications of creep under the influence of the high centrifugal
forces encountered are increases in rti diameter and deformation in the serrations
which hold the turbine buckets. Failure by stress-rupture has rsrely been observed
in disks which experienced no damage from other causes. However, failures have
occurred when the disk was overheated, and also when the disk material.was weak-
ened by improper manufacture. Failures by stress-mpture under normal conditions
may become a problem when attempts are made ta obtain longer operating times from
a given disk than is the current practice in military service.

. Fatigue

Pericdic forces resulting principallyfromregular disturbances in the gas
flow through the engine cause vibration of such items as turbine buckets,
compressor vanes and blades, and various sheet-metal parts exposed to the gas flow.
When the frequency of the vibratory force is in resonance with a natural frequency
of a component and the damping losses are small, high stresses can result which
may cause early failure of the component. Because of the difficulty of computing
the ~gnitude of these factors in the initial design, the magnitude of the result-
ant vibratory stresses cannot be preaictea. The tibratory dresses are usua31y
investigated during the developmental program on an en~ne.

The most serious cause-of vibration in compressor blades is rotating stall.
The mechanism whereby rotating stall is set up is discusses in part IV. Rotating
stall occurs at engine speeiisbelow 70 percent of ratea speed at low flight Mach
numbers and Is usually encountered auring acceleration of the engine though this
speed range. It can occur at higher rotative speeds at higher flight Mach numbers.
Rotating stall has been the cause of”a number of compressor failmes in service.

Disturbances in the gas flow caused by the wakes of the nozzle vanes or by
the spatial variation In the velocity of the gases issuing from the indiviilual
burners impose perioaic forces on a given turbine bucket as it passes
through these Clisturbances. In some engines the vibratory forces are
cause failure of the blades in a small fraction of their aesign life.

repeatedly
large and
Sheet-metal
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parts and other parts of the engine are likewise susceptible to failure by %Lbra-
tion. Even less is known about predicting the vibratcmy stresses of these pats
than of compressor ana turbine blades.

The rotor thrust bearing, which is a ball bearing, is also subject to fatigue.
Material in the vicinity of the surfaces of the baUs anrlraces of the bearing is
periodically subjected to a high force during rotation of the bearing. Since the
balls and races are in nearly point contact, the stresses are very high. Damage
from fatigue originates as a small s@ea area on the ball or race. It usually
progresses to complete failure of the bearing in times consia~ably less than any
practical time between bearing inspections. The failure’of a bearing can be catas-
trophic. Hence, protection against MS type of failure requires a replacement
schedule ancltill be discussetilEter.

For&gn-Ob ject Damage “

Foreign-object @rage was founclin part II to be the principal cause for
sentig engines to overhaul. The foreign objects comprises mainly debris drawn
~to the engine inlet from the airport surface, debris left in the engine, and
other objects which have broken loose within the engine (see psrt ~1). These
objects, when passing through the engine, nick or break compressor and turbine
blades. Nicks act as nuclei for fatigue failure ad can shorten the lives of com-
pressor blaiiesor turbine buckets. Broken cmnpressor blades usually cause a chain
reaction of compressor blade failures in passing through successiw compressor
stages. Compressor blade failure is one of the most important causes of flight
acciaent. Broken turbine buqkets in a single-stage turbine usudlly pass out the
en@ne exhaust nozzle without any appreciable damage to the en@ne, although there
are cases where q’broken turbine bucket has causeilflight acciaents. In part II
itlis Pointea ou~ that out of 205 accitlents,which resulted from engine malfunction,
16 were attributd to failure of turbine buckets. Turbine bucket failure in a
multistage turbine is nnmh more serious than in a single-stage turbine. A-broken
bucket in one of the early stages of a multistage turbine can aestxoy the buckets
in the ~ter stages and cause engine stoppage. .

The statistics quoted on foreign-object damge were obtained on engines that
for the most part were equipped with inlet screens. The need is thus indicated
for more effectim screens or other aevices for eliminating foreiga objects. &me
of the engines were equi~ with retractable screens, which dumped collectd
debris into the inlet when retracted.

Onrtemperature ma Overstress

Wer&npratures have occurred during starting as a result of inadequate con-
trol by the pilot or failure of the automatic control syst.+. Unaer these condi-
tions, overtemp~ture lasts for only a short Periociof time ana affects mainly the
combustor liner ana turbine nozzle vanes ana buckets. Overtemperature can con-
tribute to the deterioration of these components throu@h buckkbz ami therml
fatigue by increasing the temperature gr~ents aria,=0, in so~e mteriala
,detrimentsl changes in the metallurgical structure. The Air Force Technical
call for inspection ana overhaul of the turbti”eafter a prescribed number of
temperature events.

Overtemperature can also occur during accel~ation of the engine if the
matic control is not functioning properly, particularly, if compressor surge
encountered.

At maximum engine -, overtemperature is especially serious because it

through
cmaers,
over-

auto-
is

occurs
simultaneously with high-stresses ii the turbine.- Aa ~inteil out in part VII, a
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small amount of overtemperature can drastically reduce the design stress-rupture
life of the turbine bucket. Overtemperature at this condition has been caused by
drift of the automatic-control setting or.by improper setting. In most current con-
trols, a maximum speed lhit is used for regulating the maximmu-thrust condition on
the assumption that, when the mxdmum ~ is held constant, the maximum temperature
also remains constant. Part X shows that at altitudes above 35,000 feet the gas
temperature of engines increased with altitude in spite of the fact that the rpm
was held constant. The variation of maximum temperature with altitude and flight
speed for constant rpm should, therefore, be determined for the specific engine
under consideration before relying solely on maximum rpn as a Performnce-limiting
control.

When drift of the rpm control ocours in an engine with a constant discharge
nozzle area, then both overtemperature and overstress occur, which shorten the
Efe of turbine buckets and disks more drastically than overtemperature alone.

Iocal overtemperature has been causedby improper performsmce of the fuel
nozzle or by blockage of the fuel spray by a carbon formation in the combustor.
Local overtemp=ature hastens the failure principally of the combustar 13ner and
nozzle diaphragm.

A v&y serious form of overtemperature results from failure of the turbine
disk cooling system. Catastrophic failure of a turbinedisk has been experienced,
for example,as a resultof overtempemture causedby warpageof the disk cooling
baffles. The pilothas no warningof difficultyfrom this source.

Thermal Distortion and ThemmlFatigue

Thermal distortion and thermal fatigue are problems in such components as the
turbine nozzles, buckets, and disks, combustion liners, and sheet-metal parts in
the hot end of the en@ne.

Under steadyoperatingconditions,largetemperaturegradientsetist in the
combustorlinerwhich causebucklingof the linerand plasticflow. Repeated
cyclesof engineoperationinvolvingstarting,accelerating,and stoppingof the
enginecauserepeatedplasticworkingof these areas and eventualcracking. Often
these cracksstartat a point of stressconcenhation such as a louveror .4nair
intakehole in the combustorliner. Heat treatmentto e13minateresidualstresses
introducedduringfabricationwill reducethe tendencyfor initiatingcracks.
Fortunately,cracksin the combustorlinerprogressslowlyenoughthat piecesdo
not break out before it goes to repair,where crackedlinersare usuallyeliminated.
In only a few of the casesstudiedhave linerscome to overhaulwith piecesbroken
out. In these casesthe piecespassedthroughthe turbinewithoutbreakinga
turbinebucket. Therewas, however,some evidenceof nicldngof the buckets,which
probablyresultedin reductionof life. Distortionof the flamepatternin the
combustor,eitherthroughunctioning of the fuel system or as a result of
accumulation of the carbon on the nozzle, ignftor, or liner surface, creates hot
spots and accelerates the thermal fatigue of the liner. These problems are d3.s-
cussed in detail in part Q.

In some engines the nozzle diaphragm consists of two concentric rings tith
each nozzle vane welded at each end to these rings. Differences in temperature on
this assembly, because of the nonuniform temperature at the combustor outlet,
cause differential expansion and distortions. On repeated cycles of operation,
cracks appear in the nozzle assembly because of the distortions. In an effort to
provide for thermal expansion, the nozzle vanes in some designs are attached to
one ring, and they slide in airfoil-shaped slots inta the other ring. In nozzle

diaphragms of this type, cracking of the rings has been encountered because of
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differential expansion betueen the ring and its support on the engine frame. These
cracks usually originate at the trailing edge of the slot for the nozzle vane. At
this point the slot has a sharp radius, which creates a stress concentration.
Differential expansion in the en@ne frsme can shift the support for the inner ring ‘
with respect to that for the outer ring. This causes mechanical stress in the
nozzle diaphragm, which can hasten failure. Fortunately, the cracks in the nozzle
asseniblyprogress sufficiently slowly that they are usually detected in overhaul
or on inspection, and they have been a negligible cause for accidents.

In the turbine disk under steady-state conditions, a temperaturedifferenceof
the order of 6000F may etistbetweenthe rim and the hub sections. Expansionof
the rim is preventedby the colderhub and web sectionswith the resultthat
plasticflow occursin the rim. During coolingof the engineat shutdown,the
directionof the thermalstressesin the rim is reversed. With repeatedcyclesof
engineoperationthe rim wterial eventually hardens and cracks. The cracks
usually progress slowly and have been found on inspection of the disks in overhaul.
The inception of rim cracks is hastened if scratches ~st in the rim. Scratches
have been made in the rtiby shesring of the bucket retaining pins on removal of
buckets from the tnbine.

Iarge temperature gradients occur in turbine nozzle vanes and buckets during
transient conditions such as startup, acceleration, and shutdown. The leading
and hailing edges of the turbine nozzle vanes and buckets follow the gas-
temperat~e vzuriationsmore rapidlytti do the bodies of these objects with the
result that large tanperature differences can exist momentarily. For example> in
a normal start on one engine, a difference of 6C@ F was ~ured between the lead-
ing edge and the center of a turbine bucket about 8 seconds after ignition. The
heavier body section of the bucket restrains the expansion of the leading and trail-
ing edges with the result that plastic flow may occur in these areas. When the
bcdy eventually attains the equilibrium temperature, the dtrection of the thermal
stress In the leading and trailing edges which have been plasti@y deformed is
reversed. This phencnnenonis repeated during successive cycles,of engine operation
and has caused warping and cracking in the leading and trailing edges of some
nozzle vanes and buckets. These cracks do not cause nozzle vanes to break, and
they are found in inspection during overhaul. Cracks of the type described have
been found during inspection on turbine buckets in an engine in which the design
stress-rupture life of the bucket was extremely long. In buckets having short
stiess-rupture Eves, cracks of this type may cause mpid failure of the bucket.

.

Corrosion and Stress-Corrosion

The corrosive action of hot gases on components in the high-temperature end
of the engine has forced the use of ~gh-alloy materials. These materialsare
sufficiently resistant to corrosion that ordinary corrosion is not an important
reliability problem. In the,interest of using lower-alloy material.sfor crnubustor
liners and other sheet-metal parts, coatings for protecting these components against
corrosion sre being investigated. In navel applications, corrosion by salt water
is still an hportant problem. When leaded fuels are used, nozzle vanes and possi-
bly turbine buckets are susceptible to corrosionby lead cowunds.

In
&
m

●

bmpressorb lades made ofAISI type 403 stainless steel, which contains approx-
imately12 percent chromium, have been found in some engines to crack at the leading.
edges by a stress-corrosion mechanism.

.
Stress-corrosion cracks can form nuclei

for fatigue failures and can shorten the fatigue life of the compressor blades.
The tendency toward the formation of stiess-corrosion cracks can be reduced by
changes in the heat treatment of the material - unfortunately, with some sacrifice
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in strength of the material. CrackLng of rti of turbine disks has been acceler-
ated by the stress-corrosionmechanism. These problems are discussed in parts IV
and VIII.

Fuel-Control Malfunctions

Of 26 flight accidents in 1953 attributed to turbojet-engine malfunction, the
fuel control was charged with 68. By fuel control is meant the fuel and control
syetems. The principal difficulties associated with fuel controls in current engines
are (see part X):

(1) For engines in which the limiting of the fuel flow in the stsr.tingoper-
ation is in the hands of the pilot, overtemperatures are experienced in starting.
The Air Force Technical Orders prescribe limits on the number of permissible over-
temperatures. An appreciable number of engines are sent to overhaul because these
limits are exceeded. A reliable method of gas-temperature sensing is needed for
the development of automatic control of temperature.

(2) Current controls do not accurately follow the surge limits during acceler-
ation. Several factors that make this difficult are: (a) The Mniting fuel flow
is a nonlinear function of engine rpm and varies with compressor-inlet temperature
and pressure; (b) the surge limit on the compressor is reduced by distortion of the
air velocity profile at the compressor inlet; (c) the amount of inlet-flow d3.stor-
tion changes with angle of attack, flight speed, and altitude; (d) rapid and
repeated accelerations and decelerations of the engine that occur when the controls
are rapidly manipulated in some landing maneuvers likewise reduce the surge Umit
on the compressor. Too restrictive a limit on fuel rate during acceleration re-
duces the allowable acceleration rate. Too Mberal’ limits result in surge, wblch
in some instances has led to flight accidents. The alleviation of this problem
involves Improvement in the control methods, the engine, and the engine installation.

(3) Drift or improper adjustment of the control at the madmum-thrust condit-
ion has permitted engine overspeed and overtemperature. -es have been sent to
overhaul because of damage caused by overspeed and overtemperature. Also, some
flight accidents have resulted from these causes. Engines are currently limited

in maximum thrust by an rpm govkrnor. On a number of current engines studied, the

gas temperature remained nearly constant with constant rpnup to an altitude of
approximately 35,000 feet and then increased rapidly with further increase in
altitude. Hence, overtemperature at high altitude can occur with a control of this
type even if the control is functioning as designed. The need for a practical
temperature sensor and a maximum temp~ture control is indicated.

(4) Flame-out during rapid deceleration of the engine Ina landlng maneuver
may occur and can cause accidents. Flame-outs can also occur at high altitudes.
Relighting of the engine at these conditions is very Uffictitj and in some of the
cases where it has been accomplished, explosions resulted which destroyed the en@ne.
Lnprovements in fuel-nozzle design that would provide good atomization at low fuel
rates would improve the blow-out limits of the engine. More accurate duplication
of these limits by the control for the wide variety of conditions in which fl.eme-
out can occur is likewise required.

(5) Failures of control and fuel-system c-nents by wear-out, fracture,
sticking, and clogging are an important cause of engine malfunction. Approx-
imately 75 percent of the fuel-control malfunctions are attributed to component
failure rather than inadequacy of the control method.

These difficulties should eventually disappear with improvements in design and
manufacture of the fuel-s~tem components. To protect the engine from such trou-
bles, an emergency mechanical override control is provided; however, difficulties

.-. ——--——— —. ..—-.—.-— -— ————— -—
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have been experienced with inter@rence of the failed automatic control with the
emergency control. The transition from auixmmtic-to manual control has also been
a source of some trouble.

The responsibility for keeping the engine out of these difficulties is pres-
ently shared by the pilot and the automatic contiol. For example, in the simplest
type of control, only a maximum rpm limiting detice is used, which automatically
reduces the fuel flow whenever the rpn exceeds a specified value; the other con-
trol functions are in the hands of the pilot. Controls are now in use which, in
addition to controlling maximmnrpm, 13mit fuel flow during acceleration to avoid
compressor stsd.1and possess rudimentary flame-out control features. Development
is in progress on controls that also I.imitmadmum temperature and that have more
accurate flame-out prevention features.

Additional difficulties with the fuel system discussed in the paper on com-
bustors (part V) are:

(1) Changes inthefuel disctigerate toa combustor by erosion of the
dischsrge orifice or clogging of the orifice or filter by carbon or other debris
can cause uneven loading of the combustors with the result that some of the com-
bustors are overheated.

(2) Distortion of the fuel-flow pattern in a combustor as a result of carbon
formation on the combustor near the fuel nozzle can cause hot spots on the fuel
liners and turbine nozzles.

MFZCHODSFOR IMl?ROVIKGREUAB-

The difficulties mentioned in the previous section are the collected problems
of a variety of engines. Some of the problems appear in some engines and have been
eliminated in others. Scnneof the problems are common to all the engines investi-
gate. They have all been listed to indicate the lclnilsof difficulties that must
be consid~ea. In the present section an att.mpt will be made ~ discuss methods
for handling these problems. These methods incluae ~ovement of the initial
prOauct ma avoidance of failures in operation through application of inspections,
replacement scherlules,antiwarning devices.

The reliability problema anilmethods discussed are subject to nmlification
with time. New engine aesigns may reveal failure modes not discusses in these
papers. Applications that involve long engine lives, such as commercial transport
service, may bring out additional types of failure.

Considerable improvement in reliability can result from an intensive study of
design anrimanufacturing methods. The NACA Lewis laboratory has not made such a
study; therefore, the remarks herein will be limited only to some reflections on
these subjects drawn from the studies on the failure mechanisms of the components
discussed.

—
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The sndl amount of available documented evidence supports the prevalent
impression that pOa installations of engines sre less prone to cause aircraft
accident than engines buried in the aircraft structure, and four-engine aircraft
obviously are more reliable than single-engine airplanes. -Theproblems of engine
installation sxe not discussed.

Design

The current high-speed airplane is the result of the development of engines
of high thrust per unit weight ~a frontal uea. The low-engine-weight requirement
forces design ti~a small msxgins of safety. Because of the continual competition
for fll.ghtperformance, design andmaterlel improvements have been utilized prima-
rily ta obtain engines of higher thrust per unit weight and size. At each Stage
in the development of turbojet engines, the designer must weigh the conflicting
requirements of high specific thrust and high reliability and mrive at a prac-
tical compromise. Raisi~g the design temperatures and stresses, for example,
allows the attainment of engines of higher specific thrust, but at the sacrifice in
life of some of the critical cmgponents in the hot ena of the engine.

The bend in engine type has also reflected the ergphaeison performance rather
than reliability. The axial-flow compressor has displaced the centrifugal com-
pressor, in spite of its nmch greater probability for catastrophic failure from
foreign-object damage or vibration, for the benefit of greater thrust per unit
frontal axea and efficiency. In the single-stage turbine, loss of a turbine bucket
usually does not cause exLensive demage or loss of thrust. In the newer engines
equipped with multistage @bines, however, the loss of a bucket in an early turbine
stage can cause extensive damage to the engine. The final choice between perform-
ance and reliability is in the province of the user. His choice, however, is
limited to engine types commercially available in the thrust range desires.

E&all reductions in operating temperature ma stiess lead ta Mge increases
in design stress-rupture lives of turbine buckets. As an illustration, it iS
pointeilout in part Vll that a reduction in op~ating temperature of 100° F ana rpm
of 4 percent in a current-production-mcdelengine results In a 44-fold increase in
stress-rupture life of the bucket at the cost of a 6-percent loss of thrust, but
with the benefit of a 4-percent reauciiionin specific fuel consumption. The
effects on bucket life due to a reauction of temperature anclrpm are different if
the buckets failby a mechanism other than stress-rupture.

The actual bucket life can be considerably less than the design stress-rupture
life if dsmage by thermal cycling, foreign objects, or corrosion occurs or If
severe vibration is encountered. The reactions in life from these causes ere
difficult to anticipate. Foreign-object damage, for -le, is a chance phenom-
enon ana can occur at any t~j similarly,the damagedone by vibration depends on
the length of the the engine is held at a speed at which a bucket is in resonance
with a strong vibratory force. Therefore, a condition favorable to high operatiomil
reliability is obtained if the bucket is desi~ea to have (1) long stress-rupture
life, considerably longer than the acceptable discara the for the bucket; anti
(2) lowvibrational. stiess. Vibrational.stiess can be reduceaby such methods as
reducing the exciting force, aesigning the blade to have no resonance with the

. exciting force at the important engine operating s eeds, aniiproviding vibration
dsqping suchaa shrouds or root asmpingctetices. ?13eepsrts rvana~.) Unfh2r
these conditions, damage ititiatea by forefgn objects or thermal cycling will pro-
gress through the bucket slowly ana can be aetectetiin a scheduled inspection of
the buckets. Reliability is further benefitea if the intensity of the cyclic
thermal stresses are reclucea.
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If the designer departs from the conditions outlined in the foregoing toward
more severe operating conditions in the interest of obtaining greater thrust per-
formance, the user must attempt to obtain good operational reliability by more
frequent inspections and replacements. In some recent high-performance engines
the buckets have been designed for long stress-rupture life and low vibratory stress.

It is likewise easier to obtain high operational reliability on the turbine
tisk if the critical areas of the disk, namely, the rim and serrated section, are
designed for considerably longer stress-rupture life than the anticipated operating
life of the disk. This is done, of course, by choosing the proper combination of
material, design stresses, and material temperatures. The mterial temperature can
be decreased by decreasing the combustion-gas temperature and also by improving the
coolhg of the disk. If the latter mqthcxiis used, the disk cooling system must
be carefully designed so that the probability of failure of the system or of im-
proper installation is very small. Until.this is asstied, operational reliability
would be hproved if a device for either warning of overtemperature of the wheel
rim or loss of wheel cooling-air flow were provided.

The disk rims, turbine buckets, nozzle vanes, and combu+or liners can
be cracked by thermal cycling. The tendency for thermal cracking of these com-
ponents would be reduced if combustion temperatures and rate of temperature change
in transient operations are decreased. The rate of temperature rise during @ni-
tion, for example, can be decreased if atomization at low fuel rates and iguitor .
performance are improved to permit light-off with a smaller amount of fuel initially
in the combustion chamber. Reduction of engine acceleration rates and avoidance of
surge will, likewise, reduce the rate of temperature change. Rapid tyature
drops occur during deceleration and shutdown. Methods for obtaining a nmre gradual
temperaturechangeduringshutdownshouldbe studied. The tendencyfor thermal
cracldng can be decreased if the temperature of the component is decreased by
improved cooling. When reliance is placed on cooling, adequate performance of the
cooling system at”the transient conditions of interest must be assured.

Considerable increase in the llves of the nozzle diaphragm and the combustor
‘linerwould result if they were designed to minimize the thermal stresses induced
by the lsrge temperature gradients on them. For example, the nozzle tiaphragm
would benefit if the vanes and outer and inner rings were permitted to expand in-
dependently, if regions of stress concentration such as the sharp trailing-edge
corners in the wane slots in the inner ring are eliminated, and if provision for
differential expanston between the rings and their points of support on the engine
frsme were made. Improvements.in design and nmterisls that tend to reduce the
temperature differentials in these structures would also be beneficial.

The compressor blade should be designed with a large strength margin so that
damage from foreign objects or stress-corrosion would progress slowly enough to be
found in an inspection. Increased thickness in both compressor b~es and turbine
buckets increases the resistice of these components to impact.

Reduction in the severity of vibrational stxegs by the methods described in
psrt IV will increase the blade reliability. Excessive rotating-s@ll forces
should be reduced by design changes. These are likewise discussed in part IV.

The fatigue life of thrust bearings must likewise be carefulJ.ychosen to pro-
vide a reasonable replacement time. The fatigue life should be sufficiently high
so that, after allowance is made for the scatter in bearing properties and other
uncertainties, a practical replacement time results. The fatigue life of bearings
vaxies inversely as an exponential function of the stress and can, therefore, be
appreciably increased by decreasing the stress. The stress, of course, can be
decreased by designing more rugged thrust bearings or by distributing the thrust
load smug several bearings.
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the lubricationsystemcan precipitatebearingfailureand catas-
of the engine. Ikl.denceobtainedon enginesin which the lubrica-
-A by w ftie inti=ted twt the b-ings OR some entines

continued to function for-sufficient time to permit the airp~e to reti-ssfely
to its base. Bearing and lubricant systems should be designed ta provide this
reserve in Mfe b permit the engine to operate for sufficient time for adequate
emergency measures to be taken.

In the designof controls for improved reliability, there sre two opposing
features that require consideration:

(1) The mOre elaborate controls, when they work properly, reduce the hazard
of pilot error, psxticularly when he is preoccupied with flight operational
problems.

(2) The mOre elaborate controls have ahigher probability of control component
failure.

At every stage in the development of the ext of controls, an optimum division
of responsibility between pilot and automatic contxol for maxhmm rellaMlity
exists. The more advanced thq state of the art, the greater’the responsibility
that can be placed on the automatic control. The choice of this division of
responsibility depends on the type of airplane service involved. For example, in
transport operation, where the fll.ghtplans sre routine and performance require
ments more relaxed, more of the responsibility can be placed in the hands of the
pilot than in the case of the fighter sirplanej where rapid acceleration maybe
required and where the p%lot may be involved in combat at a time when engine con-
ditions are changing rapidly because of the combat maneuvers. The current trend
is towaxd the more elaborate automatic controls to.relieve the pilot of much of
the control burden.

A larger percentage of the current difficulties attributed to the fuel-control
system appeared to come from failure of a system component rather than from inade-
quacy of the control method. No fundamental obstacles to the elimination by usual
developmental methds of the component failures encountered were apparent. Until
a completely reliable system is developed) methmis for avoiding catastrophe from
failure of a fuel-control-system component should be considered.

Reliability of the engine would be improved by the folloting improvements
in the control functions:

(1) More accurate acceleration control. The improvement of acceleration.con-
trol requires not only more accurate correspondencebetween the control adjustment
and the compressor surge limits, but also improvement in the design of the engine
and engine installation. In view of the complex relation between surge limits and
entine and flluht conditions, the mroblem of acceleration control would be $zreatly
s~lified if ~ method

(2)

(3)

Additionof a

More accurate

of tiectly-sensing imminent surge were developed. - -

reliable madmmtemperature-limit function to the control.

flame-out control.
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The frequency of inspection and replacement, and hence cost of maintenance,
can be decreased by reduction in the severity of operating conditions. In any
practical compromise between maintensmce cost and engine thrust, the need for con-
siderable inspection can be anticipated. The engine and Installation shouldbe
designed to facilitate these inspections.

Inspection in Wnufacture

Because of the great cost of nmdern jet engines and the possibility that a
component failure can cause loss not ofly of the engine but also of the airplane
and passengers, thorough testing of the critical components of each engine is
~ustified.

Discussion of the complex problem of the inspection of ~terials and finished
products is beyond the scope of this series of papsrs. Tests indicati= of the
resistance of the component to the important faf.luresdiscussed should be included
in the specifications and manufacturing procedures.
VI, VII, andm.

ales =e given inpsrts

By good inspection to elhninate imperfect material and by good control of the
fabrication processes, the nuuber of defective parts of the engine maybe held to
a very low value. However, ~ finite percentage of flaws will probably pass unde-
tected. Furthermore, difficulties such as mistinement of components can be introd-
uced by improper engine assembly. Therefore, every engine shouldbe subjected to
a trial-run period in which some of’these defects may be found and corrected. The
trial run should include test conditions and maneuvers that will bring out perfor-
mancedifficulties such as severe rotating stall and flame-out, and also the adequacy
of the control.

The delay of fllght application of an engine to a time when it is completely
developed is not feasible. Furthermore, the different aircrtit applications of the
same engine have their special.problems. Hence, a period of ‘debugging” during
the early flight history of a new engine, or of an old engine type in a new appli-
cation, can be anticipated. During this period, it is important that the manufac-
turer and user treat the early flight operations as part of the development pro-

-~ ad t~t they set UP procedures to expeditethisprogramwith minimum hazard
of flight accident. This requires close cooperation between the runufacturer and
user.

Inspection in SermLce

The inspection procedures that canbe setup to prevent a fight accidentby
failure of a component depend on (1) the cause of failure of the component, (2)
the speed with which the component proceeds from Indication of incipient failure
to final failure, and (3) the seriousness of such a failure tith regard to its
tendencyto cause a flight accident.

Inspections scheduled on time basis. - For some of the failures the grace
time from first indication of failure to final.failure can be sufficiently long
that inspections maybe scheduled to detect the difficulties. In this category
come such items as wear of bearings; thernal cracking of combustor liners and
transition pieces, and turbine disk rims, nozzles, and buckets. If, for cases that
fall in this category, the ~ce time is too short for a practical inspection
period, this condition shouldbe corrected by changes in design or operating con-
d~tions. Since inspection of these components requires appreciable disassembly
of the engine, their inspection requirements should be studied and an integrated

—.
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procedure be devised. Scheduling of this ~jor inspection to coincide with desired
major overhaul times would, of course, be highly desirable. Whether this can be
done depends on the quality of the engine and the severity of-the servic% operating
conditions. During the scheduled inspection, examination should also be made for
foreign-object damage. However, because the time of occurrence of foreign-object
damage is unpredictable, and because the consequences maybe catasixophic, every
effort should be made to minimize the danger of foreign-object damage and to check
for evidence of foreign-object damage on a preflight basis. When extensive in-
spection of the compressor blades for foreign-object damage is impractical, a
limited Inspection, involving the screen and the early compressor stator and rotor
stages, may be feasible without disassembly and may geatly reduce the probability
of a fafime from this source.

Inspections scheduled on basis of contingencey. - In this category come fail-
ures which may be considered accidental. Very rapid deterioration of the me of
the components in the hot end of the engine c& r~sult from overtemperature or
overspeed. Inspection of the parts in the hot end of the en@ne should be made
when overtemperatures and overspeeds of prescribed intensity and number have been
experienced as is the practice in military service. The reporting of these inci-
dents is currently left to the pilot. An automatic recorder which gives the temF
perature and rpm as a function of time would protide a much more accurate basis
for scheduling inspections. Not only the mean combustion gas temperature but also
abnormal distributions in temperature should be indicated.

Inspection of the turbine disk should also be made when there is indication
of difficulty with the turbine wheel cooling system. Evidence of excessive rti
growth and changes in hardness and microstructure may be used as indications of
deterioration. Inspection of the bearings and the lubrication system shouldbe
made when there is evidence of lubrication-system failure and when excessive
amounts of metallic particles are detected in the oil filters.

Flight checks and warning devices. - Failure of the control system in a crucial
maneuver may cause a flight accident. For e-le, failure of the acceleration con-
trol duringa landingor a flightrefuelingop&ation when the throttlemybe
“jockeyed”at reducedenginerpm may permitthe engineto experiencedestructive
compressorsurge. When reliabilityof the conlmolis a problemin any specifiC
engine,the pilot can,prior to enteringinto a criticalmaneuver, check the oper-
ation of the control in the expected engine condition.

Monitoring instrumentation in the control, fuel, lubrlcant, and turbine cool-
ing systems muld warn the pilot of trouble in these systems.

Replacement Schedules
.

Replacements are, of course, made when inspections indicate damage to any of
the comynents. However, there are some components for which the time between the
appearance of incipient damage and the final failure of the component is much less
than the time between scheduled inspections. In these cases it is necessary to
provide a replacement schedule in order to avoid failure of these components in
flight. Components that fail by stress-rupture or fatigue mechanisms come under
this heading. Turbine disks, turbine buckets, and thrust bearings are specific
items that must be consid~ed. If the stress-rupture lives of the turbine buckets
and disks and the fatigue life of the thrust bearings are so great that these items
can be expected to fail by other causes long before they reach their life limits,
then the setting of these life limits is not important. However, should these
other causes of failure be largely eliminated so that some of these components
begin to approach the stress-rupture and fatigue life lhuits, then it is important

Qmm!mmm”
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to set up a replacement schedule based upon the beat available experimental.data
on their lives. The removal times should make allowance for the scatter in per-
formance of these components and should provide sufficient margins of safety for
uncertainties in the operational conditions encountered by the individual engines.
When a replacement schedule is set up for a component, a system for keeping track
of the operating time on the component is necessary.

Records that would assist in

(1) Operatingtime on thrust

Engine Records

scheduling inspections and replacements are:

bearings to schedule replacement for fatigue

(2) Operating time on turbine disks and buckets to schedule replacement for
stress-rupture

(3) Extent and duration of overtemperature and overspend for special inspec-
tions and replacements

(4) Number ofstsrts, accelerations, and stops to
components subject to thermal cracking.

A continuous record of gas temperature and engine
extremely valuable in providing the preceding data. A

schedule Inspection of

rpm against tike wouldbe
deviceto do this is not

avaihble at this time; and in-its a~sence other methods of obtaining the data
should be provided. If reliance is placed on pilot reprtsj as is the current
practice in military stice, accurate gas-temperature and speed indicators should
be protided.

The problem of keeping records on component lives is simplified if components
are reassembled into the same engine in overhaul.

Operation and Repair Practices

There is a-natural tendency to try to fit turbojet-engine operation and main-
tenance practices into the pattern established for the reciprocating engine. Some
fundamental differences between these two engine types exist, however, which must
be considered in setting these practices. The turbojet engines are much more
susceptible to unpredictable, and in some cases catistrophlc, failure from such
sources as foreign-object damage, overtemperature, overstress, and thermal and
mechanical fatigue. .

The frequency of foreign-object damage can be reduced by screens or other
protective devices, by removal of debris from airport runways, and by careful
maintenance practices. The frequencyof overtemperature, overstress, and surge
can be reduced by improved controls and by more extensive pilot training. Creep
and thermal-fatigue difficulties can usually be reduced on a given engine by
reducing operating temperatures and stresses.

—. —-—.—
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The military services press for high thrust performemce, and therefore many of
the hot-end components experience short Eves. The Air Force has obtained a lsrge
reduction in maintenance cost and ‘engine-out” time by permitting considerable
maintenance at the operating base. The operating base is now permitted to replace
all hot-end components and bearings, and consideration is being given to including
compressor blade replacement.

It would be highly desirable in commercial operation to achieve overhaul times
comparable with those obtained on reciprocating engines. The user wiIl have to
detemine for each engine type the best compromise between thrust and component
life. When this compromise involves component lives less than desired times to
overhaul, a study should be made to establish minor repair procedures that would
result in reduced cost ~a engine-out time.

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNEEDEDFOR IMPROVEMENT 0FRlILl1611J21?Y

Extensive research efforts are being made to improve the stxength and perfomw
ante of all the critical engine components, which should contribute to improvement
in reliability. These research programs are not discussed. In each psxt Of this
report the need for special information associated with the particular problems
of reliability discussed was pointed out and this wiU be summarized. Information
is needed on:

(1) Failure mechanisma. Some of the failure mechanisms for several of the
components and the influence of the important variables on time to failure are
not understock. For exsmple,

(a) In the failure by thermal cycling of such components as combustor
liners and turbine disks, buckets, and nozzle vanes, the influence of the
temperattire-stresshistory, the object shape, and the mterial properties
on the number of cycles to failure is not sufficiently understood. This
information would lead to remedial measures and to procedures for avoiding
failure from this difficulty in flight.

(b) More information is needed on the effects of overtemperature and
overstress on the stress-rupture life of turbine buckets and disks at normal

conditions. This information would permit setting more realistic criteria
for removal of buckets and disks for overi%mperature and overstress.

(2) Time from first indicatio~of failure to final failure. Acknowledge of
this grace time is needed to set up inspections and parts replacement schedules.
Under this heading come such items as:

(a) The time from the first appearance of cracks produced by themal
cycling to failure of turbine buckets and disks.

(b) The the from the first appearance of a fatigue pit and other damage
in a bearing to final bearing failure.

(3) Befect tolerance. Information is needed on the magnitude of the following
component defects that may be tolerated before safe operation is jeopardized:

(a) Compressor blade and turbine bucket nicks.

(b)Bearingscratches. “
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(4) Methodb of detecting dsmage. Damage by such mechanisms as stress-rupture
or fatigue are not now detectable until the object iS very close b failure.
Hence, replacement of these objects cannqt be based on evidence of dsmage in a
scheduled inspection. These components could be placed on an inspection schedule
M methmis were available for indicating the amount of life remaining in the
component.

(5) Warning detices. The failure of a component in the fuel, control, lub-
rication, or turbine cooling systems can precipi~te a catastrophic failure. Warn-
ing devices in these Bystema would permit the pilot to take preventive action. In
particular, information on methods of sensing combustion-gas temperature would
help in the solution of the problem of overtemperature control. hformation on a
methcd of detecting imminent surge would assist in the development of better accel-
eration controls.

(6) Methods of premnttig acompon=tf time from causing englnefdlure.
Under this heading come such items as:

(a) Methods of etinding operating time of bearing, after failure of
lubrication system, to permit emergency measures to be taken.

(b) Methods of disposing of broken c&presser andturbinebHes to
reduce the probability of a chain reaction of failures in successive stages
of these components.

(c) Methcilsof localizing the effects of failure of a control-system
component in order to avoid endangering the engine.

(d) Methods of reducing the probabilityof damage to the airplane struc-
ture and adjacent engines by a turbine disk burst.

(7) Methods of reducing foreign-object damage. Additional information is
needed on the design of screens and other devices for hproting protection against
foreign-object danwge.

(8) Methods of designing large stictures which are subject to temperature
difference to avoid distortion
ment in the life of such items
frsmes.

and CraCkiIlg. This info-tion would permit improve-
as combustor liners, nozzle diaphragms, and engine

CONCIDDING REMARKS

The statistics on the overhaul of older models of turbojet engines reveal that
a Wge number of parts were replaced at times less than desired times for major
overhaul . This situation can probablybe improved in engines of newer design.

However, the designer must make compromises between the conflicting requirements of
high thrust performance and reliability. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that

there willbe a residue of items tith lives shorter than desired or with smalJ
margins of safety in stren~h. The designer must contend with such problems as the
finite stress-rupture life of turbine buckets and disks and the finite fatiqe life
of thrust bearings and compressor blades.

The strengbh of the engine components can be unpredictably reducedby such
incidents as (1) foreign-object damage, which may cause catastrophic failure OP
compressor blades and turbine buckets; (2) therml cycling associated with starting,
accelerating, and stopping of the engine, which can cause cracks to appear in such

.
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items as combustor liners and turbine nozzle vanes, buckets, and disks; (3) tibra-
tion of compressor blades and turbine buckets caused by holding the engine at a
speed at which strong vibratory forces and resonances exist; and (4) overtemper-
ature and overspeed of the engine by malfunctioning or inadequacy of the automatic
controls, or miduandling of the engine, which can drastically shorten the lives of
combustor liners and turbine buckets, disks, and nozzle vanes.

The turbine buckets and disks should be designed for long stress-rupture life
in order that defects from causes such as thermal cracking will progress slowly
enough to permit detection. Large vibratory stresses would tend to greatly accel-

erate failure, particularly when defects occur, and, hence, should be avoided by
proper design.

Even when the engine i.sconservati~ly designed, the improvement of oper-
ational reliability requires scheduled inspections and replacements, warning
detices, and instxumentatlon.

Scheduled inspections are required for such items as thermal cracking of tur-
bine dfsks, buckets, and nozzle vanes, and ccmibustorliners; foretgn-object damage
of compressor blades and turbine buckets; bearing wear; and malfunctioning of fuel,
lubrication, and control systems. The engine and installation should be designed
to facilitate the inspection. The frequency of inspection will, of course, depend
on the specific engine design and the severity of operation.

There are some items for which an inspection schedule is not adequate, because
the time between the first indication of deterioration and final failure is usually
shorter than any reasonable time between inspections. This category includes
fatigue failure of thrust bearings and stress-rupture failure of turbine buckets
and diSk6. In an engine designed primarily for reliability, the lives of these
components can be considerably longer than the practical discard times, and they
Impose no scheduling problem. However, if these components are pressed by thrust
performance requirements to operate at conditions which give shorter lives, they
require a replacement schedule which is based on statistics on their lives. A
system for recording the operating times of these components is required in order
to apply the replacement schedule.

Failure of systems such as the turbine ti’skcooling system, the lubrication
system, the fuel system, and the control system can cause catastrophic failure of
the engine. Detices which will warn the pilot of difficulty in these systems will
permit hlm to take preventive measures.

Compressor rotating stall encountered during acceleration of the engine-has
been responsible for the very rapid fatigue failure of compressor blades. The
severity of vibrations frcm rotating stall can be reduced by design changes that
have been discussed.

Overtemperature and overspeed have been responsible for the failure of the
various components in the hot end of the engine, such as the turbine buckets and
disks. Difficulty has also been experienced from surge during acceleration. The
automatic controls should be improved to handle more effectively the conditions in
which overtemperature and surge may occur.

The records presented showed that failure of the fuel system and contiol sys-
tem Is the largest cause for accidents in flight. Therefore, it is essential,
in addition to design improvement, that a methcd of preflight and inflight check-
ing of these systems be worked out and that warning devices be developed.
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For improvement in operational reliablli~, additional information is re-
quired on such items as failure mechanisms, methods of detecting incipient failure,
warning devices for malfunctioning in the systems, methmis of preventing component
failures from becoming catastrophic, and methods of reducing foreigo-object
tige.
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